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Memphis Metropolitan Airport, Memphis, Tenn.
Architects: Mann & Harrover. Contractor: J. A.
Jones Construction Co. Two Rotary Oildraulic Passenger Elevators and two Rotary Oildraulic Freight
Elevators sold and installed by Dover Elevator Co.

HITE columns support a canopy of hyperbolic
W
paraboloids above the new Memphis Metropolitan
Airport, suggesting both the romantic past of this

area and its modern ambitions. This beautiful building
is served by four Rotary Oildraulic Elevators, the
most practical elevator for any low-rise structure.
Supported from below by an efficient oil-hydraulic
plunger, the Rotary Oildraulic Elevator needs no
machinery penthouse, giving the architect complete
freedom of roofline design and permitting construction
economies. Lighter, less-expensive shaft-walls are

possible since they do not have to be load-bearing.
The power unit may be located at some distance from
the shaft, allowing maximum use of available space.
Building owners enjoy the benefits of the Rotary
Oildraulic Elevator's economical operation and low
maintenance requirements.

For your modern low-rise buildings, choose the most
practical elevator, the Rotary Oildraulic. See our catalog in Sweet's or write us for more information.
DOVER CORPORATION, ELEVATOR DIVISION

EE®®
Rotary Oildraulic Elevators . FAsSENGER AND FREIGHT
For more data, circle 2 on Inquiry Card

a 1103 Kentucky St., Memphis 6, Tenn. -140 Merton St„ Toronto 7, Ontario
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Kentile's newest textured Solid Vinyl Tile is a mosaic masterpiece.Designedbyamastercraftsmanofltalianmosaics,
Gravura combines ageless beauty with vinyl tile's utter

practicality. Gravura is greaseproof, long on wear, and comfortable underfoot. Textured surface won't show spikedheel dents. Samples? Call your Kentile Representative.
\ . - `rfu , -

Terrazzo bu Americato Terrazzo Co.. Dallas
I. A. Jot.e8 Construction Co.. Atlanto, Generat Contractor

W.her.ever terrazzo is used, it gives the structure a quality imprint .
Terrazzo has sheer beauty . It can be designed in overall or decorative patterns in a wide choice
of color combinations . The first cost ofterrazzo is reasonable . It has the lowest cost per year
of life of all floors according to data published by the National Terrazzo & Mosaic Association

• Trinity White's extreme whiteness makes a special contribution to terrazzo's beauty with a

truer matrix color-whether white or tinted.

A product of GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
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Behind the Record

The Spirit of Man
Last month I trotted out my favorite
expression of architectural necessitiesj¢ and quoted its author, Dean
Hudnut, on ". . . the need, more ancient and more imperious than your
present techniques, for some assurance of importance and worth in
those things that encompass humanity." The particular complaint was

the dismal quality of our housingpublic housing, private housing, any
housing. A month before that I was
moved to comment on the really awful quality of what might be called
our vernacular architecture, and the
resulting townscape.
Surely the visual aspects of our

thing that will engage man's whole
activity; not the voting animal, the
fashion-obeying animal, the wagepacket animal, the wife-and-kids animal (by a long way the noblest of

them)-but the whole being. Not an
animal at all, but man ....
". . . If at times it seems to have a

note of hysterical urgency, then the
situation is so desperate that nothing
else will carry through. This is not
time for self-congratulation or the
Old Boys Act; surely when whole
p`1aces lie bleeding you will not put up

the professional shutters, get out the
T-squares and rule up another Euclidean abstraction.

"Be in no doubt of the stakes. You
general environment-our cities, our
highways, our housing-must be
in your little corners and we in ours
reaching toward some abysmal low
are playing for the whole urbanized
point. Beauty, grace, order, dignity- land-surface of Britain. Not as stathese all seem old fashioned words.

Now we have glamour, clamor, impact and existentialism. And now we
have irresponsibility, dilinquency and
psychiatry. A sweeping generalization, it is true, but surely if we could
feel more satisfaction in our housing
and our townscape we should not
fling out so desperately into antisocial behavior patterns.
Let me quote a confrere in England as to the townscape problem
there. He speaks to architects, and
"over their heads," about the need to
save the "urbanized land-surface o£
Britain." (His editorial is not signed,

but I have a hunch the name would
be H. de C. Hastings.) He writes in
the February issue of Architectural
Review: "The Review has been
preaching townscape for 15 years
now .... Townscape is

something

far bigger than individual buildings,
modern architecture or indeed the
whole professional idea of architecture and planning. It is simply the
visible expression Of collective lifenot collectivized life~man growing
together to make a higher organism,
enhancing rather than destroying the
individual

lives

comprised

within

it....

"It is pretty far from architectural

self-expression. It is equally far from
the judicious planner's balance of social, political, economic and architectural factors. And yet it is the only
*"The Post-Modern House," by Joseph Hudnut,
ARCHITECTURAL RECoRD, May 1945, pages 70-75

tistic, not as expressionist playground, but as an integral part of
people's lives ....

"Romantic,

absurd,

idealistic.

Maybe. But not for a moment out of
touch with the deepest desires of real
human beings. And when the chips
are down, what else is there? What
else has there ever been ?"
Back to mentor Hudnut: "Of
course I know that modern architecture must adjust itself to the evolving

pattern of industry, that building
methods must attain an essential
unity with all the other processes by
which in the mechanized world materials are assembled and shaped for
us. No doubt the wholesale nature of
our constructions imposes upon us a
monotony and banality beyond that
achieved by past architectures ....
Still more inimical to architecture
will be those standardizations of
thought and idea already widely established in our country : that assembly-line society which stamps men by
the millions with mass attitudes and
mass ecstasies ....

"Space, structure, texture, light-

these are less the elements of a technology than the elements of an art.
They are the colors of the painter, the
tones of the musician, the images out
of which poets build their invisible
architectures. Like color, tone, and
image they are the most serviceable
when they are so used as to make
known the grace and dignity of the
spirit of man."
-Eowerso7® Gobze
ARCHITECTURAL REcORD
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Buildings in the Neu]s

RUDOLPH DESIGNS FOR COLGATE
Colgate University has called upon
Paul Rudolph to design a Creative
Arts Center to provide, in the words
of President Vincent Barnett, "at
once an imaginative setting for drama, music and the visual arts at Colgate and a practical asset to our
campus."
The resulting design is a multi1evel, 4-story structure to be built in
two phases. The site, a location at the
base of a hill which slopes down from
the main quadrangle, was considered
a major factor. By placing the center
at right angles to the upper campus,
Rudolph feels that a clear geometric
relation is established with the main

axis-the center will thus be separate yet related to a major artery of

SECTloN

0.5 iL

campus traffic, leading from the upper quad down to the near-by student
union and fraternities.
For students and townspeople
alike, the extending covered entrance
would serve, in the architect's words,
as "a gateway to the campus." It is
also felt that the building material,
reinforced concrete poured into a
corrugated form with the leading
edges broken to expose the aggregate,
would blend with the rest of the
campus' stony surfaces.
The building is essentially planned
around a 400-seat, 8,850 square-foot

..... ±2€

theater that extends through the
third story. Surrounding this, on the
first two floors, are practice and rehearsal rooms, offices and storage
spaces for the drama and music departments. The auditorium balcony,
on the third floor, can be sub-divided
into three classrooms. Also on this
level are more offices, a student
lounge, dressing rooms, a music library and exhibition areas. The top
floor provides studios, classrooms and
offices for the fine arts. A roof terrace
over the theater may be expanded to
include space for courses using audio-visual techniques. The top floor
may be entered directly by means of
two open, concrete bridges which
span the gulf between the hillside and
the building.
Including both phases of construetion, the total enclosed area will be
approximately 40,000 square feet.
The project was stimulated by an
initial grant o.f $400,000 fr'om the
Charles A. Dana Foundation. The
total cost is estimated at $1.2 million.
Construction will begin this summer.
1o
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Top photo.. The floor tile in the heavHy trafficked lobby is Ruberoid Vinyl Asbestos 3001.

Chichester
Senior High

Center photo.. Building exterior is in har.
mony with the wooded, rolling countryside.

addsafourih"Rf`...

Bottom photo.. Sunlit corridors enhance the
beauty of the floors in this 800 pupil school

rauvB.]En§_plD
Asbestos
Floor Tile

School floors take a beating. That's why Ruberoid floor tile was used for the new Chichester,
Pa. Senior High School, Boothwyn, Pa. Ruberoid Vinyl Asbestos has all the qualities you

look for: easy installation and maintenance-beauty and harmony of design-longer liferesistance to indentations, scuffing, stains-moderate cost. Ask your Ruberoid representative to show you the wide range of patterns and colors available to complement every decorative theme and architectural style. See or call your Ruberoid sales representative, or write
directly to the company.

*:&r if¥¥ng RUBEROID
• tS`*t `

FINE FLOOF.ING

733 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.10017

For more data, circle 4 on Inquiry Card

Montreal Trade Center
A large-scale development scheme by Concordia Estates Ltd.
has resulted in plans for a trade center in Montreal. A $75 million venture, the 12-story structure will occupy a six-acre site
which straddles the Canadian National Railway tracks leading` to the Central Station. Just south of Place Ville Marie at
the matrix of Montreal's downtown activity, the center will
have a 150,000-square-foot retail shopping concourse at stl:`eet
level, above parking` facilities, commuter trains and a projected subway line. Above this is an exhibition hall of 315,000
square feet, nearly 200,000 on one level, designed for larg`e
trade shows, exhibitions, conventions and meeting`s. Occupying`
several levels, an area of 1,000,000 square feet, is a merchan-

dising center-"a shopping center at the wholesale level"where permanent showroom space can be provided for 1,2001,500 tenants. The upper floors will house a hotel overlooking'
two interior "winter gardens," partly enclosed by g`lass. The
site, including. air rights, will be leased from the Canadian
National Railways. Construction will beg`in this summer with
completion scheduled for spring 1967. Architects are Affleck,
Desbarats, Dimakopoulos, Lebensold and Sise

Heir to Penn Station
Now that the fate of New York's Penn Station is being. administered and a Piranesian gloom has claimed the once-grand
space within, its future replacement, in the form of a newly
revised design, has been shown to the public. On exhibit at
the Municipal Art Society's show, ``Our Town-1970," Charles
Luckman's design for the new Madison Square Garden Sport,s
and Entertainment Center features a two-building arrangement on the nine-acre site. A free-standing, 29-story office
tower will rise along the Seventh Avenue axis. With a net
rentable area of 1,210,000 square feet, it will be constructed
of steel clad in off-white precast concrete enclosed with a grayish-brown tinted glass. A canopy-covered entrance across the
Seventh Avenue plaza will provide direct access to two underground levels, including the new railroad station; a main entrance to the office tower; an entrance for spectators, by way
of an arcade over a glass bridge at the rear, which spans a
taxi road, to the circular sports complex, 425 feet in diameter
and 150 feet high. From a ticket lobby above ground, the spectator may go up to the arena, located 47 feet above ground, or
down to the forum, at ground level, by means of the four
g.lass-enclosed escalator towers. The two-level forum has a
seating capacity of 4,000 as well as 400-seat sports cinema,
an art museum of sports, a Hall of Fame, a Hall of Records,
a library and a bowling alley. The main playing floor in the
arena will seat approximately 22,000 people. Under a cablehung roof, it will be a column-free area providing an unobstructed view. The roof is hung from a steel-compression ring
around the perimeter, supported by steel columns clad in precast concrete. Surrounding the field, under the seats, is an exhibition space of 50,000 square feet. The total estimated cost
of $66 million includes renovation work for Pennsylvania Railroad facilities. Work will start this fall on the foundation for
1967 completion. Owner is Madison Square Garden Center, Inc.
12
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Buildings in the New`

New Hotel by Yamasaki
"A hotel that looks like a hotel." This is how Yamasaki de-

scribes his design for the new Century Plaza Hotel, an 800room, luxury hotel that will be a major focal point in ALCOA's 180-acre, multi-million dollar "city-within-a-city" development at Century City, Los Angeles. Now under construction, the 20-story hotel (four are underground) will occupy
a.six-acre site. The east, or concave, side opens onto a pedestrian mall below grade level. At the rear are several acres of
landscaped terraces, gardens, pools, restaurants and a Japanese Tea House. The lowest three levels of the building. will
be of concrete construction; from the plaza level up, structural steel will be used. The glass and aluminum facing will be
relieved by 16-foot concrete balconies projecting from each of
the guest rooms. Minoru Yamasaki and Associates are the architects of the hotel scheduled for completion in late 1965.
Welton Becket and Associates are the master planners of Gen-

tury City

Public Housing: Chicago
The by-now typical super-block idea for low-income housing.

has been reworked with new formal interest in a plan for Chicago by Bertrand Goldberg. Sponsored by the Chicago Housing Authority, the project will provide housing in two crescent-shaped buildings for about 336 families and in two round
buildings for senior citizens. On a U-shaped site, the buildings

are grouped around an open amphitheater with seating for
1,000 people. A shopping and recreation quadrangle connects
the two round structures, each of which is 16 stories high with
182 units per building. One of the 22-story curved buildings
will house an eight-classroom school on the ground floor. All
four main structures will be built by slip-form concreting.
Continuous slab floors will be poured between the load-bearing
walls whose curve will give them a self-supporting rigidity
during construction. Target date for completion is early 1966.
Total estimated cost is $11,000,000

Twin Towers for Toronto
As a consultant, Mies van der Rohe has quite noticeably left
his mark on the design of a three-building commercial complex
planned for downtown Toronto. The exterior structure' of all
three buildings will be black steel, accented by stainless steel
sash and bronze-tinted windows. The $125 million project,
called the Toronto-Dominion Centre, will occupy a site of almost seven acres, with more than half devoted to a landscaped
plaza. Dominating the center and the entire financial district
of Toronto will be a 55-story, $60 million Toronto-Dominion
Bank Building. With a rentable area of 11/4 million squa.re
feet, the 750-foot-high structure is expected to open July 1,
1967. Scheduled for completion in 1969 is the Banking Hall, a
single-storied, 40-foot-high, 23,000 square-foot structure to
house the main Toronto branch of the bank. The third building
will add a 44-story tower to complete the center. Architects
are John 8. Parkin Associates and Bregman & Hamman. The
project is being jointly financed by the Toronto-Dominion
Bank and Cemp Investments Ltd. (owned by sons and daughters of the president of Distillers Corp.-Seagram's Ltd.)
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Buildings in the Neu]s

ONE MAJOR 1964 EXHIBITION

EMPOWERS ARCHITECTURE
TO REFLECT GOALS OF PROGRAM

Not too much fanfare but a great
deal of architectural planning and
coordination has preceded the April
30th opening of the Swiss National
Exhibition in Lausanne. An event of
primarily national importance, held
every 25 years since 1857, it is limited in scope as compared to major
world's fairs. Yet its approach to an
extremely complex program, the display of an entire nation's physical,
political, economic, social and spirit-

ual life, may serve as a provocative
example of organization and effective exhibition.
With a magnificent site along the

1. The Swiss Way
2. The Art of Living (2a. The Joy
of Living; 2b. Culture, Science

and Art)

sour.ces of the site. Each group of
building.s was planned to span a partitioned ground shaped by special

3. Communication and Transportation

4. Industry and Crafts
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Trade
Soil and Forests
The Port
National Defense
Main crossroads
Le Relais
Festival Hall

planting of trees and reconstructed
earth, all relieved by lagoons and the
tranquil wooded areas of the Flon
River valley. The exhibition covers

12. Nestl6's Children's Garden
13. Circus

Circulation around the sit.e
will be eased by two independent
means. A monorail system,
shown by the broken line, runs
east-west, threading its way
through exhibition galleries. A
"tele-lounge," or perpetually

moving shuttle train runs northsouth past the Children's Park
(12) . The cars are boarded from

synchronized rotating drums

14
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banks of Lake Geneva, the planning
staff was from the beginning in an
advantageous position. In laying out
the various sectors, they were careful not to destroy the natural re-
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an area of land and water (including
filled-in parts of the lake) of approximately 6,000,000 square feet.
The extremely realistic manner in
which the pavilions were planned is
best expressed by Alberto Camenzind, chief architect of the exhibition: "Taking into consideration the
products, objects and activities as
much as they reflect a way of life,
and not as an end in themselves, the
management of the Exposition proceeded to define this way of life in its
programs and exposition topics before visualizing the stage of archi-

tectural

construction." Camenzind
feels that this approach "represents
an evolution in the domain of creating an exposition, because it reverses
the initial phases of functional order; in other words the elaboration
of programs, the general delineation
of plans and organization of related
activities comes first and only then
follows the workout of architectural
projects."
The exhibition's theme is "For a
Switzerland of Tomorrow: Believe

and Create." The unity of the Swiss
nation in all facets of life is first
presented in the exhibition's general
section, The Swiss Way. A grouping
of laminated wood structures along
the north-south axis, des.ig.ned by the
exhibition's own architectural office,
they incorporate displays dramatizing the history of Switzerland, its institutions, realizations and hopes for

the future.
Grouped to the east and west are
the other major pavilions: The Art
of Living (subdivided into The Joy
of Living designed by Tita Carloni
and Culture, Science and Art by
Max Bill), Communication and
Transportation (J. Ducret), Industry and Crafts (F. Brugger), Trade
(F. Vischer), Soil and Forests (J.
Zweifel) , the Port Area (M. Saugey)
and National Defense (J. Both) .
Planning began with the assumption that the event should be both
didactic and festive, at once informative and fun. Thus, at the heart of
the site, along the waterfront, is the
colorful port area featuring restaurants serving regional specialties
within canvas tent-like structures, a
night-club on pontoons over the water, a lakeshore promenade, a circus,
an amusement park and the landing
pier for "the world's first tourist
submarine."
The exhibition will last only 179
days. Soon there will be no trace of
the fair except for the ideas that
were embodied in its erection and a
large, refurbished park area. The
same was true of the 1939 exhibition
in Zurich, yet an observation at that
time may provide a reminder for the
present : "The Swiss National Exhibition, held this year in Zurich,
has been sadly overshadowed by the
Brobdignagian International Fair at
New York; this is a pity, for there
is a lot we can lea]m from the competent and intelligent way in which
the Swiss people have planned and
organized their own national show."
(Architectural Review, August 1939. )

Abot/`e.. Middle ground, the Swiss Way. Background, Industry and Crafts, a fan-shaped
pavilion of tubular steel construction covered with canvas. Be!oou.. Foreground, the
Joy of Living, with facades of wood and roofs of plastic. Background, Culture, Science
and Art, steel columns support asbestos-concrete roofing elements and are faced with
pressed-wood panels, laminated white plastic sheets and transparent polyester sheets.
Cubic sections are grouped around a court containing 20 pieces of sculpture, cast in
aluminum and gilded

Bezow Ze/t.. Children's playground area, elevated walkways and ``tele-lounge" systerr
Bezoco rtght.. Soil and Forests, exhibition's largest section, built of rough wooden struc

tures, with walls and roofs of canvas, surrounding cultivated areas and an arena

Glass, steel, aluminum, masonry, concrete. . .

the blending of these various structural

materials in modern architecture has created

new beauty, new durability-a#d #cw
sealan{ problems.

Obviously, no single sealant can be right for
every application because sealants are as
individual as the joints themselves. But

through extensive testing-in the lab c7#d z.#

f#e fie/d-we've learned a great deal about
the performance features of sealants.

We know, for example, that each of our
products has specific functions, specific
advantages . . . that each behaves differently

depending on design and varying conditions

of stress and exposure. Most important,

we know that there's a Sonneborn sealant for
virtually every joint design.

Sonneborn can help you avoid costly overor under-design in your sealant specifications

by recommending where and when to use
Kaukit, Butakauk, Sonolastic (two
component) or our new one part Sonolastic.

On your new projects, a Sonneborn
representative will recommend the specific
sealant for your joint designs.

Write for informative new booklet,
"Sonneborn Sealant and Caulking Guide."
You may well find it helpful in solving your

sealant problems. Sonneborn Building
Products, Inc., 1700 South Mt. Prospect

Road, Desplaines, Illinois.
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SONOLASTIC (ONE PART)
METAL TO METAL

BUTAKAUK
METAL TO MASONRY
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I
SONOLASTIC (TWO PART)
SURROUND AND
GLAZING JOINTS

KAUKIT
STONE COPINGS
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Currehi Construction Trends
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BUILDING
There is one certainty about the nation's school system: when
the number of children entering kindergarten substantially
exceeds the number of teenagers graduating from high school
(and the schools are already full), expansion is necessary.
When this condition persists for a decade or more, working its
way through the education pipeline, it engenders a building
boom that moves from kindergarten through 12th grade and
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This, of course, is exactly what has happened in the postwar
years. Grade school enrollments began to take off in 1949,
reflecting the beginnings of the population explosion roughly

lll||iii=

II

five years earlier, and the rcb€e o/ g7.oowffa increased until 1954.

The growth rate remained constant until 1959, when it began
to decline slightly. Elementary school construction surged during this period, reaching a peak in 1957, two years before the
growth in enrollments through eighth grade began to slow up.
This was caused by the increasing amount of junior high school
(grades 7-10) construction during the middle and late fifties,
which helped to relieve the pressure on elementary school
building.
1959 was the take-off year for high school enrollments. From
1959 to 1963, the number of students entering high school in-

A-I1963
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creased rapidly-an average rise of 7 per cent a year. And high
school construction went hand-in-hand with this growth.
Total contracts include residerLtial, non,residential a,nd, non-building contracts

On to College
This bulge in the number of students has now reached college age. Starting with 1949, if you add eight years of grade
school and four years of high school, you wind up in 1961, the
year when the number of high school graduates began to swell.
College enrollment data show that many of these graduates are
pursuing college degrees. In 1950 there were 2.3 million college and university students; by 1960, this number had bal1ooned to 3.6 million ; and last year it soared to over 4.5 million
students. To accommodate this flood, the construction of college
and university buildings and facilities had to speed up. And it

'.i-

did, not only in total amounts, but also in the proportion of
total school construction that went to higher educational institutions. From 1957 to 1963, total value of university, college
and junior college contracts nearly doubled. So far this year,
contract value is more than double what it was for the comparable months of 1963. And the value of these contracts as a per
cent of total school building contracts rose from 5.5 per cent
in 1957 to over 9 per cent in 1959, remaining around that level
until this year, when it is running close to 14 per cent !
The outlook for college and university construction is bright.
Here are the more important reasons why contract value will
continue to rise in the next several years :
• It is estimated that there will be over 5.2 million college
students in 1965; by 1970 roughly 7 million persons will be
studying for degrees ; and by 1975 more than 8.5 million will
be enrolled.

I..
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• More people are going to college, and more are continuing
on to graduate degrees.
• Incomes are increasing, helping to meet the rising costs of
higher education.
• And the Federal Government is aiding both universities
and students.
Heruru C. F. Armald, Econondst
F. W. Dodge Comxpa;ny
A Div¢s¢on of MCGra/u)-Hill, Inc.
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Impartial tests by university research emgimeers prove Dun-0-WAL®

exceeds accepted standards for I lexural strength
Dur-o-wal brand masonry wall reinforcement went to school-for evaluation
by independent university research engineers. Here are the facts: Tests of 8"

Strength with
flexibility-the tu]o

concrete block walls proved that truss-designed Dur-o-wal increases horizontal flexural strength from 60 to 135 per cent, depending on weight of
Dur-o-wal, spacing, type of mortar. When used in lieu of brick headers for
composite masonry walls, Dur-o-wal increases ultimate compressive strength.
It assures better walls, extra years of repair-free wall life. Please pass the
evidence? Write for comprehensive Dur-o-wal data file.

combining the use of
Dun-o-wal, with its
equally u]ell-engi-

DUR-o-WAL rvlANUFACTURING PLANTS
• Cedar Rapids, Iowa, P.0. Box 150 . Baltimore, Md., 4500 E. Lombard St. . Birmingham, Ala., P.0. Box 5446

• Syracuse, N.Y., P.0. Box 628

. Toledo, Ohio,1678 Norwood Aye.

• Phoenix, Ariz., P.0. Box 49

. Aurora, Ill., 260 S. Highland Ave.

• Minneapolis, Minn., 2653 37th Aye. So.

. Pueblo, Colo., 29th and court st.
. Seattle,Wash.,3310Wallingford Ave.

. Hamilton, Ont., Canada, 789 Woodward Aye.

For more dqta, circle 6 on lnciuiry Card

basic i actors for a
repair-free masonry
u]all cLre assured by

neered compcLnion

product, the readymade Rapid Control
Joirit , i,ndicated
by trou)el. With its
neoprene compourrd
flange, this foexes
with the ujall, keeps
itself sealed tight,
cuts caulking costs.

Building Constructi,on Costs

1. BUILDING

MATERIAL

PRICE

INDEXES

DEALER T0 cONtRACTOF}
1941=100

By Myron L. Mc[Ithews
Manager-Editor, Dou) Building Cost Calculator,

2l-CIT Y

AVEFi.

an F . W . Dodge service

The information presented here permits quick approximations of building construction costs in 21 leading cities and
their. suburban areas (within a 25-mile radius) . The tables
and charts can be used independently, or in combination as
a system of complementai.y cost indicators. Information is
included on past and present costs, and future cost can be
projected by analysis of cost trends.

2.BASE

WAGE RATES

S/HR.

I10BUILDINGTBADES -2l-CITY AVEI IR.

A. CURRENT BUILDING COST INDEXES-APRIL 1964
1941 Average foi. each city = 100.0

SKILLED (9 TFiAD

ES)i

JL--J.-I- It+.-tl

.-

1---11

-

+2.63

+2.64
+2.27
+3.06
+2.66
+2.66
+2.61
+2.38
+1.70
+3.85
+3.03

3.MONEY FATE

a

BOND

AAA

~

/ M U N I C I PA LS

' I.-++

1st

cost differential of one city (10.0) divided by that of a second (8.0) equals
12597o, then costs in first city are 25% higher than costs in second. Also, costs
in second city are 80% of those in first (8.0 + 10.0 = 80%) or 20% lower in
the second city
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8. HISTORICAL BUILDING COST INDEXEsr-AVERAGE 0F ALL BUILDING TYPES, 21 CITIES

TABLE A. Differences in costs between two cities may be compared by
dividing the cost differential figure of one city by that of a second: if the

IE

INDuSTRIALS`

.````L

+1.60
+3.23
+2.35
+2.57
+2.31
+2.72

that period are 2.563 times 1941 costs, an increase of 156.3% over 1941 costs.

a/a

I-YIELDS: STANDARD 8 POOPS

+3.38
+2.32
+3.73
+2.54
+1.82

HOW TO USE TABLES AND CHARTS: Building costs may be directly
compared to costs in the 1941 base year in tables A and 8: an index of
256.3 for a given city for a certain period means that costs in that city for

ylELDS

---RATES: FEDERAL BES. BD.

1963 (Quarterly)
2nd
3rd

1941 average for each city = 100.0
4th

1st

1964 (Quartel.ly)
2nd
3i.d

4th

TABLE 8. Costs in a given city for a certain period my be compared
wit.h costs in another period by dividing one index into the other: if index
for a city for one period (200.0) divided by index for a second period (150.0)

equals 133%, the costs in the one period are 33% higher than those of the
other. A]so, second period costs are 75% of those of the other date (150.0 +
200.0 = 75%) or 25% lower in the second period. CHART 1. Building materials indexes reflect prices paid by builders for quantity purchases delivered
at construction sites. CHART 2. The $1.20 per hour gap between skilled and
unskilled labor has remained fairly constant. CHART 3. Bat.ometric business
indicator.s that reflect variations in the state of the money market

And they're proud of it. Why not? These nine men,
each with a different skill, combine their best to produce a truly outstanding steel frame.
You are looking at the finest group of craftsmen in this
business. Check the neat miter, the welds, the finish
of any AMWELD frame (or door) for proof.
This frame was designed with you in mind. We could
tell you about feature-after-feature . . . but any door
and frame manufacturer car)fa/A.
We prefer to
show you. Next time . . . specify and order AMWELD
frames and doors, and see for yourself! (Meanwhile,
why not send for our new "CLEAN LINE" FRAME

GEORGE
LARRY
STEVE
MIKE
ANDY
BOB
DAVE
WALT

BROCHURE?)

rmMWELD®"#EafA^i.»:"OORSANDFRAMEs
372 PLANT STREET, NILES, OHIO 44446
For more data, circle 7 on Inquiry Card
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r®if B¥ SALE STAE#TS HERE

CROWN This exclusive Schlage design provides a touch of regal
elegance in the home. One of Schlage's newest, the Crown is shown
in oxidized brass, highlights relieved and polished. Available in other

standard finishes. Knob, 2-1/4" diameter; rose, 2-9/16" diameter.

}eauty you might have designed yourself what a wonderful opportunity to specify locks
iroughout your building that tie in with your own design ideas! Here is quality you-and your client-can see and
ez. This exclusive Schlage design is one of a group of new styles for commercial and residential use. ERE It pays
i specify the best-you get so much more. The beauty of a Schlage Lock never grows old. It gives long, trouble-free

Tvice. No wonder so many architects and designers specify Schlage. E!kj! For a free, colorful folder illustrating
3w, exciting lock designs, ask your Schlage sales representative. Or write directly to
Le Schlage Lock Company, 2201 Bayshore Boulevard, Sam Francisco 19, CaHfornia.

For more data, circle 8 on [nqviry Card
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"I suggest a few quiet weeks in a buffer zone-you have an anxiety neurosis from

living in an urban-renewal area"

RUDOLPH CALLS STUDENTS TO TASK OF URBAN DESIGN
The architect today must face the
problem of urban design, Paul Rudolph told a standing-room-only audience of Columbia University architecture students in a recent lecture.
It is, he noted, an infinitely more
difficult problem than that which his

mentors of "the first machine age"
confronted.
Today, Rudolph feels, the architect must attempt "much more."
"Pretty buildings or buildings that

work" are not enough, for "any fool
can make buildings work." Significant architecture can only be
achieved through "buildings that c4r-

what should be prominent and what
should be secondary, foreground and
background buildings. Thus city
gateways, public structures and
churches, though "less functional"
than structures for housing and
commerce, should be more prominent
in the cityscape. At this point Rudolph admitted, with tongue-incheek humor, that though his New
Haven garage should rightfully be a
background building' it was forced to
the foreground by its surroundings
of mediocrity.
In this context, Rudolph cited the

achievements of the teachings of the

Z)cL7".st¢ccbzz,gr work with the past and

Ecoile des Beaux-Arts, in such monuments of civic design as the place de

with the future." Within this frame-

la Concorde-not that their princi-

work, Rudolph proposed an approach
to urban or civic design based on the
following three considerations: the
hierarchy of building types, the
manipulation of scale, and the allimportant factors of time and environment (physical and historical
context). The main part of the leeture then proceeded as a slide-demonstration of these principles.
As for his first consideration, Rudolph stated that cities should be designed with a basic agreement as to

ples can be reapplied today, but that
their formulae supported a "unanimity of outlook and a respect for the
past and the future" should be recognized. Rudolph picked the Piazza
San Marco and the pre-1950 days of
New York's Park Avenue as exemplary of good hierarchical grouping
combined with a sensitive awareness
of the environment: Sam Marco, with
its dominating cathedral and pivotal
Campanile, a public gathering place ;
and Park Avenue, an enclosed, sub-

servient gateway to the city leading
from Grand Central Station. Good
urban design r.esults when the arI.angement of buildings answer the
question of what an area needs and
wants to be. Honky-tonk areas such
as Times Square are just as necessary to the vitality of the city as are
parks, for each appeals to a different
aspect of the human spirit.
In order to engage the human being in the active experience of architecture, Rudolph believes that the
architect must be able to manipulate

the element of scale-to draw the
observer towards the building by a
continuous process of appreciation
from a distant viewing to a more
proximate one. Again, the cathedral
in Saint Mark's Square offers a his-

torical example-from a distance,
the facade presents a bold pattern of
voids and solids; a manipulation of
scale by the use of painting and

sculpture keeps the interest of the
viewer by breaking the scale down
and drawing him from afar to near.
It is at Chandigarh that Rudolph
sees Le Corbusier's work as the exemplary modern expression of this
type of plastic handling of scale. In
cordirmued on apa,ge 26
ARCHITECTURAI. REcoRD
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BulLDING PF=ODUCTS NEWS from Bow Coming

Sealing at the World's Fair

FESTIVAL OF GAS PAVIl.ION

Dow Corning® 780 building sealant
adapts to unique joint design
The integrity of joints is absolutely assured with DOW CORNING 780

©

1963

DE:SIGNE.Fi.

WALTE.R

NEW

WORLD.S

YOPK

DOBWIN

FAIR

TEAGUE:

1964-1965

ASSOCIATES

CORPORATION

Full particulars and a color selector of
DOW CORNING 780 building sealant can
be yours by returning the coupon.
r---__---____---___---___--_----__------------i

building sealant. This versatile si./4.cone rz.bber sealant adapts to cz72y archi-

tectural design . . . forms a permanently flexible, watertight bond` with most
combinations of structural materials, including glass.

No other sealant can match Dow Coming 780 for adhesion and flexibility.

A true elastomer, it stays rubbery indefinitely, won't harden, won't shrink.

jj!i!:;m¥ie::i:i;t[:h¥;;C;::a¥in:a:::ST¥:iv:S:;;NfoNnGi

Joints stay watertight and won't crack even where expansion and contraction
of up to 50C/o are encountered.
This one-part sealant requires no mixing or refrigeration . . . is easily

applied "as-is" to save installation time and assure uniform quality. Proper-

Street Address

ties are consistently uniform since Dow Coming is the sole manufacturer of
this premium sealant.

Do`^/ Corhing
For more data, circle 9 on Inquiry Card
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ing capacity: 18,000 BTU at 95 F. outdoor temperature-air to air operation E Heating capacity: Up to
6,000 watts (20,500 BTU) heating in four control stages. Optional connections available for additional
2oo0 watts flanking "Draft Barrier" heat. H Ventilation capacity: 0 to 150 CFM. Setting made at factory
per order I Supply voltage: 208, 240 or 277 volts, single-phase, 60-cycle E Electrical protection: 2 pole
40 amp circuit breaker (by others) I Evaporator fans: 600 CFM at high speed, 550 CFM at low speed.
I Evaporator coil: 3-row staggered J<" O.D. copper tube, corrugated aluminum fins, low 300 FPM face
velocity for high humidity removal. Condensate evaporated to outdoors; no plumbing or drain lines
needed E Dimensions: Exterior cabinet 54'' long, 26" high, 16J4" deep. Wall opening 41" long,18%"

high E Mounting weight: Approximately 400 lbs. H One Modulaire for rooms 400-600 sq. ft. in area I Two
Modulaires (one Master and one Syncro) in typical classroom with 700-1000 sq. ft. area.

Ohromalox Modulaire for new and existing classrooms I churches I restaurants I laboratories
I larger offices I libraries I conference rooms I other commercial and institutional applications.
W C-47 A

Request Bulletin F03100 for complete information.

ci±F±o+

OHROMALOX
f` e|eotr.ICHEATINGIC00LING

®

EDWIN L. WIEGAND COMPANY
7741 THOMAS BOULEVARD, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15208
For more data, circle 10 on Inquiry Card
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Rudalf on Urban Design
coatin;ued from page 23
the distance, the Secretariat and
then the High Court stand out as
monolithic structures against the
opposing hills and Indian sky. The
large open space of the courtyard is
related to the great expanses of the
environment. However, at closer
range, the ramps and sculpture help
to reduce the scale from its original
super-human proportions. The High
Court building, first seen as a onestory monument, a building for giants, is broken down by the handling
of details as sculpture to read as a
four-story structure.

Not daunted by the even more
complex problems posed by the introduction of fast-moving vehicular
viewpoints, Rudolph feels that only
the automobile is "large enough to
organize the city on a large scale."

that it is hard enough to create a
single building but insisted that if
the great tradition of architecture is
to be carried on, efforts must be
made to coordinate individual structures into the larger scheme of

The architect will thus have to be
more sophisticated than he has been
so far in planning multi-leveled
cities to separate vehicular from pedestrian traffic while asserting in
each building a differentiation of
scale to be read from both vantage

things.

points.
In conclusion, Rudolph admitted

He was, however, adamant in stating how this is to be approachedthe problems of urban design can
o"Zgr be solved by the initiative of 67od¢u¢czct¢Z architects and not through

the group effort of committees, for
they can only produce a result "of
the lowest common denominator."

EDMUND RANDOLPH PURVES DIES AT 66
to the American Expeditionary
Force. For his World War I service,
he was recognized by the Croix de
Guerre with Silver Star, the Verdun
Medal, the Field Service Medal and
the Victory Medal.
In 1920, he received a Bachelor of
Science degree in Architecture from

the University of Pennsylvania and,
in the same year, he was a finalist in
the Paris Prize design competition.
After
studying
and
traveling
abroad, Mr. Purves opened his architectural practice in Philadelphia
in 1927. From 1936 to 1938 he served

Edmund Randolph Purves, F.A.I.A.,
of Washington, D.C., former executive director of the American Institute of Architects, died April 7 at the
age of 66 after an illness of several
months.
Mr. Purves devoted the major part
of his life to serve and lead his professional organization, the American Institute of Architects. A member of the A.I.A. since 1930, he
joined the national headquarters
staff in 1941. From 1949 to 1960 he
served as the A.I.A.'s executive director, remaining as consulting director for another year. From 1961
until his death he was an associate
of the Washington, D.C., firm of
Chatelain, Gauger & Nolan, architects and engineers.
Mr. Purves was born on June 20,
1897 in Philadelphia and remained

as president of the Pennsylvania Society of Architects. He was a member of the Pennsylvania Board of
Examiners for Architects from 1938
to 1950, and from 1938 to 1941 he

was a member of the national board
of directors of the A.I.A. In 1941 he
became the A.I.A.'s Washington representative.
He again volunteered for military
service during the Second World
War. After joining the Seventh Air
Force in the Pacific, he became Chief
of Counter-Inte.lligenee in the Pacific Theater. During his absence he
was named a Fellow of the A.I.A. A
year after his return in 1945 he became the Institute's director of public and professional relations, which
in turn led to his appointment as executive director.
Mr. Purves wrote often for the architectural journals. An important
article

for
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there to study architecture at the

(May

University of Pennsylvania. In 1917,
he interrupted his studies to join the
Amei.ican Field Service of the

pressed his views on the expanding
role of the architect in contemporary
society, a subject which was of great
concern to him in his final years at

French Army and later transferred
26
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1959,

pages

168-171)

ex-

the A.I.A. In the RECoRD article he

asserted that the architect must
equip himself to meet "the complexities and demands of our times"
to fulfill today "the role he once
played well-that of `master builder'." The architect must provide the
corporate client with a "comprehen`sive understanding of his problem,
financially as well as physically . . .

the production of a program that he
can understand . . . the production of
documents that will realize for him
an economically sound and esthetically fitting project . . . (and) the
well-balanced relationship of the
project with the general development.„
The encour.agement of an A.I.A.
Ad H,oc Committee on the Profession, established to consider how the
profession should deal with emerging problems and opportunities, was
among Mr. Purves' most absorbing
interests in the closing years of his
service to the Institute.
He was elected an honorary corre-

sponding member of the Royal Institute of British Architects and of the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. He was a member of the Philadelphia Club; the Century Association, New York ; and the Cosmos Club,
Washington, D.C.
Among honors he received are:
the A.I.A.'s Edward C. Kemper

Award, a special citation from the
A.I.A., the Gold Medal of the Philadelphia Chapter., A.I.A., the F.

Stuart Fitzpatrick Memorial Award,
and special commendations from the
Housing and Home Finance Agency
and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

BORDEN ARCHITECTURAL DECOR PANELS: DECAIGRID
Shown above: Custom-designed Borden Deca-Grid pan-

on angle of mounting selected.

els with tilted spacers, used to separate and screen the
service area at Saks in Garden City, Long Island.

All the Borden Decor Panel styles, including Deca-Grid

Deca-Gril, Deca-Ring and Decor Plank, are highly verso-

With the Deca-Grid style, specifications for spacings and

tile in design specification and in application such as for

spacer bar positions may be varied almost indefinitely.

facades, dividers, grilles, fencing, refacing of existing

Another variation available for Deca-Grid is known as

buildings, etc. Fabricated in standard or custom designs

the slant-Tab variation-here the spacers are mounted

in sturdy,

at angles of 30°, 45°, 60° or 90° and the spacers

Decor Panels provide a handsome, flexible, maintenance-

(called slant-Tabs) may be altered in length, dep.ending

free building component.

lightweight aluminum,

Write for latest full-color catalog on Borden Architectural Decor Panels.

another fllne product I.Ine of

BORDEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.
MAIN OFFICE: 822 GREEN LANE, ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY

.

I/jzcibefA 2-6470

PLANTS AT: LEEDS, ALABAJVLA; UNION, NEW JERSEY; CONROE, TEXAS

When in New York City, see our exhibit at Archif.ecls Samples,101 Park Avenue

For more data, circle I I on Inquiry Card

Borden Architectural

wall covering-ever?

ls this the world's greatest
Many people believe so. And here's why:Vanaweve* is

sionally stable and colorfast. On the aesthetic side,

woven from Dow Chemical Company's Rovana*saran

Vanaweve has the texture, dimension and surface

flat mono filament. Its physical properties are excel-

interest only weaving can give. It can be fully coor-

lent.Vanaweve comes in styles that have fire ratings

dinated and is available in a wide variety of colors and

as low as one. It is scuff and abrasion resistant, rot and

patterns. Read all about it in the beautiful sample book

mildew resistant, stain

resistant, nontoxic, dimen- available from thevanaweve distributors listed below.

EAST

MIDDLE WEST

Richard E. Thibaut, l`nc.
P. 0. Box 1541, G. P. 0.
New York 1, New York

The Warmer Co.

SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST

The Warmer Co. of Texas

Seabrook Wallpapers

1333 Slocum Street
Dallas, Texas

108 South Desplaines Street
Chicago 6, Illinois

421 South Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee

WEST

Seabrook Wallpapers

Stockwel[ Wallpaper Co.

4330 N.E. Second Avenue

3262 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles 5, California

Miami, Florida

Seabrook Wallpapers
2115 S. Tryon Street
Charlotte, N.C.

Cassidy Hicks Wa[[paper Co.
1721-23 Lawrence Street
Denver 1, Colorado
S. R. Frazee Co.
1001 Broadway
San Diego, California

For more data, circle 12 on Inquiry Card
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OF MONOFORM® MAINTENANCE
This is the business end of the world's most advanced roofing tool . . . the amazing
FLINTKOTE® SEALZIT® roofing gun that applies special MONOFORM compounds
simultaneously with chopped reinforcing glass fibers . . . goes around obstructions
with the greatest of ease . . . works on all types of roof shapes, designs and most
surfaces . . . new or in need of repair. uL approved for new construction, Class a,
20-year bo'ndable application. The FLINTKOTE SEALZIT roofing gun is manufactured
under one or more of the following u.S. patents: 2,813,751; 2,787,314; 2,933,125;
3,033,472; 3,039,702 and D-187,504. Other u. S. patents pending. Patented in Canada.
World wide patents pending.

ROOFING

E=

[[IN"OTE MONOFORM

SYSTEM*

*U.S.

PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

-_______\
\

THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY

NAME

TERMINAL ANNEX
LOSANGELES, CALIF. 90054

CITY

Please send bulletin MS-23
I AM AN
on FLINTKOTE MONOFORM

ZIP-- I
ARCHITECT

ROOFER

CONTRACTOR

I
I

-__----,-,,.,.I-.-.I-----------------I--------11AR-564
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Holding their attention can be a big part
of her job. And yours. For when days get
warm and kids' thoughts begin to stray,
only the most pleasant and most comfortable of interiors have any chance against
the irresistible lure of the open air. That's
why air conditioning is a major consideration of those who design schools.

30
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Take as an example the Nesbitt Year
Round Syncretizer that provides comfort
for the classroom above. It's more than
just a first-class air conditioning, heating
and ventilating unit-it's a first-class mo
rale builder too. Those children's faces
make it obvious that learning conditions
in this classroom are almost perfect.

ie school's architect is contented, too.
is morale was boosted by the way this
Bsbitt equipment enhances the clean,
isp lines of his contemporary decor.
he wide range of colors and two-tone
fects available for Nesbitt equipment
ade his job easier-and so did the va5ty of arrangements offered by Nesbitt.)

Nesbitt provides attractive storage cabinets that save space and harmonize with
the design and color treatment of the Syncretizer. Write in for more details on this
functional classroom equipment. ITT
NESBITT INC„ a subsidiary of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19136.

R CONDITIONING, HEATING AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT

For more data, circle 14 on Inquiry Card
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For information

on

lighting inner space, send for a free lighting

booklet and

more

in-

formation on lighting shields made from LUCITE. Write: Du Pont Company, Dept. AR-5,
F{oom 2507L, Wilmington, Del,19898. (Du Pont does not make or sell
but

supplies

LUCITE acrylic

resin

and

acrylic

monomer

to

lighting

lighting shields,
manufacturers.)

=-=i_isi==i=ri..i`-

R(G

BETTER

u

THINGS

s

PAT oFr

FOR

BETTER

llvING

. . .THROUGH CHEMISTRY

H±ELJlri=HiTF]ri=
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Western Section
inalwling Wester'n ATch,ttect and Engineer
WEB:rER,IN SECITloRI EDITOR.. Ezi,scbbeth Kendcth Thompson, A.I.A.

John Hcuncock. Bwdidimg , 255 Ccthforndcb Street, Sun FTamctsco 11, Cahiforrv

Time to Take Account
How. many hours of volunteer service do architects
give in a year toward improving the environment of
their communities? Servic.e which involves ' their
professional training and knowledge, used to make
the physical`community a visually pleas,anter place
in whic.h to live ?

It would be interesting to know the total. There
is little doubt that it would be imp.ressive.
For architects serve on innumerable committees
-citizen committees for special purposes connected
with the city's environment, committees to preserve
fine old buildings and beautiful landmarks, committees to prevent or to protest the despoiling of an
area by inappropriate us`6s, study committees, action
committees, ~A.I.A. chapter committees on design or
on planning, art commiss-ions, planning commissions, design review boards-name it, you'11 find an
arcriitect serving on it, serving some other purpose

than his own immediate and private gain.
One reason'that the architect is so necess,ary to
such committees. is that he is trained to visualize
and to present visually the result of certain design
decisions. The layman can neither visualize nor present visually an idea or a proposal, yet because he
outnumbers the professional on such ccinmittees and
commissions, his votes determine most of the decisions which affect our environment. It is vitally important, then, that the layman know what his vote
will lead to. The architect with his sketches, dia-

grams, well-chosen slides, expressive-if amateurmovies, can open lay eyes to new values and .old
dangers.
The architect is needed, too, because he can de-

termine, through his training and background, of
practice, what-is feasible in `a given set of circumstances. The layman has no such fund of experience
on which to draw, and more often than not his deci-

sions are subjective in' the extreme-or are influ-

Especially the architect is needed because he can

imagine something finer, better, more beautiful than
that which exists. While the layman can oft'en stimulate this imagination, he cannot himself imagine in
the dimensions which are the elements of architecture.
Because he is needed for all these reasons, the
architect serves, giving his out-of-office hours to his
community. But who knows that. he serves, or how?
Few who so serve do so for publicity. And the propos,als and actions of those who serve on public

bodies-commissions and the like-are often reported in the press with indulgent-and s-ometimes
not so indulgent-smiles: the visionary,like the
prophet, is without honor in his own land.
It would -be a good thing to show the public what
men of vision and of good will have done, unsung,
to give more delight to the cities of this country.
God knows they need it. Recently Paul Thiry pointed

out that it is unthinkable but a fact that cities. less
than 100 years old are in dire need Of re-doing. If a
second wave of renewal is not to be imperative in
less than an.other 100 years, now is the time to make
g.ood decisions.

But there will be no good decisions-or too few

of them-if the quality which architects can impart
to civic projects and civic thinking does not receive
due consideration.-One means to this is to make
known what architects have done and are doing for
communities, and where their vision has paid off in
the public interest.
How have grow served your communi,ty in the past
year ? Will you share information on what you have
done, what results riave been achieved and how much
time you have given? The RECoRD's Western Sec-

ti`on urges you to write-a letter or a card-to its
editor about your service. The light should not be hid
under the bushel.

-E .K .T .

enced by those with selfish interests.
I. .A ' ' -`J
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Wimberly, Whisenand, Allison & Tong, Architects, will design American Samoa's first resort hotel

WESTERN ARCHITECTS
DESIGN FOR A DEVELOPING SAMOA
Once a South Seas outpost for the U.S. Navy almost
unknown to the usual traveler, American Samoa is about
to build its first hotel and to initiate an advanced and
unique educational system in new school buildings unlike
any previously seen on the islands (and unlike any previously designed by the architects) . The hotel and school
buildings are being designed by architects from two Western states: John Lyon Reid and Dr. Alexander Tarics of
Sam Francisco are architects for the schools; and Wimberly, Whisenand, Allison & Tong of Honolulu are architects for the hotel.
These projects are the latest in the development program of American Samoa's Governor H. Rex Lee who
began his administration in 1961 and in three years has
provided new roads, new industries, new houses and a new
jet airport for the territory, a group of six islands totaling
76 square miles in area.
The hotel will be Samoa's first. On a bluff overlooking
Pago Pago Bay, the $1.5 million resort will provide 100
rooms in one-story "fales" (Samoan cottages) and two-

story Polynesian "long houses,"
built of reinforced concrete and hollow concrete block with wood-framed shake
roofs. Restaurants, shops and public rooms will complete
the resort. Owned by native residents of the island, the
hotel is being financed partially by funds raised by them,
partially by the banks of Hawaii and of American Samoa,
and by the U.S. Area Redevelopment Administration, and
will be operated by Intercontinental Hotels Corporation.
Reid and Tarics' buildings will include two new high
schools and additions to Utulei High School at Pago Pago.
While the schools will follow Samoan architectural tradition closely, resembling the "fale" in their general a,spect

and in their openness to permit full ventilation in the
humid climate, they will be equipped with an educational
TV system which will permit teaching of classes by ".Mas-

ter Teachers" from the United States. Samoan teachers
will also be trained by this method.
Three educational TV channels will begin to present programs for the schools late in 1964. Later three more channels will be added.

Reid & Tarics are architects for the islands' new high school using educational TV system
32-2
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EASTERN ARCHITECTS
DESIGN FOR
WESTERN CITIES r
In two Western cities, projects designed by internationally known architects from Eastern states are under way.
These are the IBM Building in Seattle, for which Minoru
Yamasaki & Associates of Birmingham, Michigan, are
architects ; and the Oakland, California, Museums Center
for which Eero Saarinen & Associates are architects. Both
projects are unusual in concept.
The IBM Building, now well along in construction, uses
unusually small-section steel pipes (41/2 inches in diameter) to carry external loads from the fourth through the
ninth floors, achieving with the'm an exceptional attenuation of the vertical structural elements. The external loads
f rom these floors are transferred to the ground from these
pipes through steel arches which support the upper structure.
The Oakland Museums Center will be built on three
blocks of sloping ground near Lake Merritt and will house
the city's three municipally supported museums-natural
history, aid and anthropology. The design uses the sloping
site to provide three levels, one for each museum, with
landscaped courts onto which exhibition galleries and
other facilities can open. Included in the center are several
auditoriums and a public restaurant. The center is to cost
$6 million.
errington-Oiso'n T}hoto8

IBM Building in Seattle was designed
by Minoru Yamasaki & Associates

Oakland Museums Center's architects
are Eero Saarinen & Associates

COURT SEPARATES NOISY AND QUIET FUNCTIONS
Musie Bulldimg
Scum Ferncundo Valzey StcLte Cozlege

N orthri,dge, Ccthfornda,
ARCHITECTS :

Al,li,Son and Rtble
SUPERVISING ARCHITECTS :

Calif o"vicL Divbsi,on of Arclwhect8
CONTRACTOR :

TwcLits-Wittenberg
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Insulation, isolation and separation were the three basic principles involved in
planning the new Music Building for Sam Fernando Valley State College, a 242foot-square building which provides for teaching, practice, rehearsal and for fac-

ulty offices. The "noisy" roomsuthoral and band rehearsal and practice roomsare contained in a single windowless rectangle on the south side whose blank
walls simplify both acoustical and sun control. To insure complete isolation of
the practice rooms from each other, all walls, floors, ceilings and door frames are
designed to "float" independent of the building structure. Pipes, ducts and mechanical equipment are fully insulated to prevent transmission of their operating
noise. Walls and ceilings of teaching, rehearsal and practice rooms are splayed,
and where acoustical material is used, it is balanced with hard, reflecting, polygonal surfaces. The "quiet" areas-faculty offices, lecture rooms and library-are
in the north wing. Separating the wings is a pleasant court, entered on the east
and west under. the bridges that connect the two wings, and on the north and
south by portals under the second floor. The building has a reinforced concrete
frame, faced with brick to harmonize with adjacent buildings except on the south
where tilt-up, exposed aggregate panels are used.

Ma}gr J964
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Hotpoint dishwaishers ss§!J kitchens.
Kitchens sell homes and rent apartments!
Ask any woman with a dishwiasher if she'd
ever live without one again.
A pioneer in the field, Hotpoint has
maintained the demand for its dishwashers wit"ri
I

_

_

_

_

_ ' '

_' _ _

_ _ _ . _. ,

_

_ _

-I_

_ '_ . _

--_. _

the features owners brag about: a rust-resistant
porcelain interior and exterior; new sound-absorbing insulation;
and quiet, fountain action for hygienically clean dishes. Steady
advertising, and consistent top ratings in unbiased consumer

Ccbl,l on these distri:butoTs :
California
HOTPOINT

product reports, have made Hotpoint the sought-most,
bought-most built-in dishwashers. Yet they cost no more
than many lesser-known brands.

4353 Exchange Avenue
Los Angeles. California
Dial LU 3-9881

Colorado
WESTERN APPLIANCE CORPORATION

201 South Cherokee Street
Denver, Colorado
Dial 722-4611

You'Il like them too. The plumbers who helped Hotpoint
engineers design these dishwashers insisted that all plumbing

and el`ectrical connections be up front-accessible
without fumble or effort.

New Mexico
GORMAN APPLIANCE CO.

1326 Twelfth Street
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Dial 243-2274

Texas
GORMAN

ENGINEERING CO.

1701 Texas Avenue
EI Paso, Texas

Dishwashers sell houses. And the Hotpoint name denot.es a builder
who has pride in. his product. See your builder-jobber or

Gall on

Dial 532-5483

Washington
HOTPOINT
2819 Elliott Avenue

Seattle, Washington
Dial MA 3-8340

4353 Exchange Ave„ Los Angeles, California 90058
r± Ask for the free color 'brochur.e on Hotpoint dishwashers or any of the full line of b-uilder appliances
• aind helpful promotional ideas. I Get the full Hotpoint line,

and get dependable Hotpoint service back-up that puts pep and profit. in your sales.
For more data, circle 16 on Inquiry Card
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Irun,jump,sing,shout,scribble,scuff,study...andgrow
Who expects kids to be clean, dignified and quiet.?
Parents maybe. But school planners have to be practical.
That's why so many schools (like the
new Douglas A. Newcomb Elementary school
in Long Beach, California) are built inside and out
with Facebrick. It fits the function. Choir practice doesn't
drown out geography class. Heel scrapes
and pencil doodles don't mar walls. And earthen-toned
Facebrick interiors are the next best thing to being outdoors.

A school built of Facebrick will be around a long timesaving maintenance money every year.
And, years from now, when kids grow up, they
will still be proud to say: that's where I went to school.
Wouldn't you be proud to build a school like that?
For information on Facebrick for your applications, write:

?2::±wife.C4f:s:yf!fsrA°ndgfe::ScaL]:i:9^o:LG::I::]]ec;K2:3r:o.oS.°ife

•,,-,:::ifgivri;;_;:;;;;,r!:i,.ffi.-!!:!f!::!!j:RE:_.,,,

New Sectional Steel Door built on the

West Coaisit . . .for West Coast neeals
News for West Coast architects ! Now, for the first time, you can
specify a sectional, upward-acting steel door that's made right
here on the West Coast. The new California plant of The ''OvERHEAD DooR" makes this superior steel door available quickly

to solve your door problems. And prices for this new door are
slightly higher EAST of the Rockies.

Designed for West. Coast needs, this door offers many advantages. Because it is sectional, it requires much less head
clearance, has fewer parts, needs less maintenance. It seals
better, locks tighter against the elements. And because it's
sectional, its design can include windows.
Full range of sizes available right now. Factory-trained
"Architect Counselors" now available on West Coast. Contact

-a_--=i

Sis-

New sectional steel, upward-acting door takes
less space, inside and
out.

Steel

is

rolled

and ribbed for extra
strength. Door closes
easily, seals tight, locks
securely. Windows are
available, if desired.

your nearest ''OvERHEAD DooR`' Distributor, or write us here

at the Oxnard factory.

€ife5=-_:.==..,='.555seb

OVERHEAD DOOR COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
Overhead Door Company of California, Oxnard, California-a Division o{ Overhead Dcor Company of Oregon. Jnc.

For more data, circle 18 on Inquiry Card
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DURA-GL0
FIREPLACE!

t+;I.

SIMPLY MAKE A ROOM I)RAWING
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Foilr $260 Wood-Burning, Freestanding Dllra-Glo Fireplaces Will

•.'<

t

Be Awarded To Western Archii
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tects Only For TIIe Winning Entry

\x

N

ln These Four Categories:

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED T0 KNOW

1. A Tract Home Drawing-where

T0 MAKE YOUR ROOM DRAWING:

the Dura-Glo Fireplace will be used

in place of an expensive masonry
1. Available Models: Two-The Sequoia
wall model shown above left; The Woodside, space-saving corner model shown
above right. Choice of 3 colors in both
models:

Matte

Black,

F{io

Rec!,

Glowing

COppertone.

2.

room.

|*: „S #oud°ej i)

( Jg ron grr°£dosdjed,i
Overall
I]imensions ............

29" x 29"

folded.

the Dura-Glo Fireplace will be an

bedroom, kitchen-dining area, b'ath-

gories•tted
. . . for
but aeach
separate
cat drawing must be
subm
egory entered . . .
thus, you could win a I four Dura-Glo
Firep aces!

room-dressing area, etc.

3. You

Width

3. `A Multiple-Dwelling Unit Drawing

37"............Corner-to-corner............40"

-where the Dura-GIo Fireplace will

FronDt#.hback .............. 38~

-

be usedin a .motel or hotel room, or

3. Proximity to Wall: Because the Dura-Glo
Fireplace is air-circulating and UL Tested

an apartment.

and Listed, it can be used as close as 3

4. The Most Imaginative Drawing-

inches from the wall depending upon wall

construction.

let yourself go . . . create a "conver-

4. What's Included: The suggested $260

sation

Fietail Price includes: grate; curtain-type
scr.een; 5'2" aluminized steel flue pipe
with damper; ceiling`cover plate. Decora-

Fireplace anywhere, in any kind of a

tive flue pipe cover, extra.

mountain cabin?).

Forfurtherjnformation..,
Write Dura-GI0 C0ntest

1.-Your Drawing: can b e in any medium
you choose . . . can be . n color or blackand- white. . . . must b e approximately
8''x 10'' (horizontal or vertical) and not

2. You May Enter: one or all four cate-

35"......................lleight......................34"

24~ ..............

HERE ARE THE SI MPLE RULES:

2. A Custom Home Drawing -where
"added feature" in a family room,

I)imensions/Size:

24" x 37'L' ............

fireplace in the living room or family

.

piece" ....use

the

Dura-Glo

roorri (maybe a patio, a beach or

DURA-VENT

Must Be A Pra cticing Architect:
emp oyed by a Contracto r, Builder, Developer, Architectural Firm•ng
or in
self-employed
one of the
. . . and must be practic
13 Western States or Te Xas.

4. Contest Closes: Mi dnight, June 30,
1964 . . . all entries becofDura-VentCorporationome .the property -...ineventofa

tie, duplicate prizes wi
be awarded . . .
entri es judged on bas. s of originality,
execution and neatness.
5,lnelude

With
Your Drawing-Entry:
Name / Firm / Address. This information
must be attached to e ntry along with
category ent'ered (1, 2, 3or 4 at left).

CORPORATION

252_5 EI camino Real/Retlwood city, California

For more data, circle ]9 on Inquiry Card
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There cannot be slippage or loss of tension in

shims maintain the exact tension specified-

the tendons of the Prescon System of post-

indefinitely.

tensioning. Cold-formed button heads on the

For posz.£z.ve end anchorages in prestressed

wires of the tendon transm.it the force to the
stressing washer, to the .shims, to the bearing

plate and to the structural member. Precise

concrete, specify the Prescon System. Hundreds of structures of all types testify to the
dependability and advantages of this positive
end anchorage.

THE PREscoN ConponA:ITciN
P. 0. Box 4186
Atlanta

.

Boston

I)enver

.

Sap Juan
MEMBER

.

Corpus Christi, Texas 78408
Chicago

St.Louis
,.

Toronto

.`\

.

Memphis

.

LosAngeles

.

Honolulu

.

.

OF PRESTRESSED

CONCRETE

Dallas

.

Houston

San Francisco
Mexico City
INSTITUTE

.
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WESTERN CONSTRUCTION TRENDS
(For onaLysi,s of constr%ct,hen trends ncLtiomuide, see xpcLge ]8)

In February, consti.uction activity in
the 11 Western states was still in the
doldrums.
Total
contract
value
slumped 2.6 per cent from February
1963's level to $786 million. For the

first two months of 1964 contract
value was 1.unning 1 per cent behind
the total posted during the compar-

per cent to over $230 million. A substantial increase in store construc-

Residential building hardly
showed any year-to-year change as
contract value inched up
only
6/10ths of 1 per cent. Apartment
contracts were ahead almost 15 per
cent, but single-family homebuilding
slipped slightly, and nonhousekeeping residential buildings
(hotels,
motels and dormitories) dropped
nearly 60 per cent. The cumulative
total of residential construction con-

office building and yielded a 21 per
cent jump in commercial building
contract volume. Educational and
science buildings were up 55 per cent
and social and recreational buildings
contracts nearly doubled from February-to-February. On the downside,

A 23 per cent decline in non-build-

ing construction was the weight that
dragged down total contract value.
Precipitous drops in communicaticns sys-terns contracts-off 98 per

cent-and missile and space facilities contracts-down almost 90 per
cent-were the main causes of the

manufacturing

of

43

per

plant

construction

declined over 20 per cent and public
buildings contract value plummeted
84 per. cent-a special case because
February 1963's contract total was

sharp skid in nonbuilding contract
volume. Electric power and heating
systems contracts also showed a subdecrease

Works program reached the contract
stage. Cumulatively, for the first two
months of this year, nonresidential
contract value was still 12 per cent
lower than it was during the same

tion more than offset a slight dip in

able 1963 period.

siani;ial

Nonresidential building,
which
had lagged behind the other two major construation categories last year,
and had declined nearly 30 per cent
in January, picked up steam in February: total contract value rose 8.5

cent,

abnormally large: that was the
month when the first big apportionment under the Accelerated Public

while, on a happier note, streets and
highways contracts were up 6 per
Cent,.

1963

I,ci.ocl in 1963.

tracts for January and February was
1 per cent higher this year than it
was for the first two months of 1963.

H envy C . F . Arnold, E conomi,st
F . W . D odg e C ormporay
A Divi,skon of MCGra,w-Hi:I1, Inc.
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Esfz.773czfor's Gz4Zde.. SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
The Estimator's Guide alternates monthly among four
Western areas. The prices below are compiled from average quotations received by LeRoy Co-hstruction Services
for commercial work of approximately $100,000-$250,000

total value. Except as otherwise noted, prices are for work
installed including all labor, material, taxes, overhead and
subcontractors' profit. Material, prices include local delivery as noted, but no state or loc'al taxes.

EXCAVATION
JVLACHINE WORE( IN COJVLJVLON GROUND
Large basement .................... CY
.80-1.10
Small

pits

......................... CY

1.20-1.90

....................' ....... CY

1.75-2.50

HAND WORK IN COJVIJVLON GROUND
Large pifs & trenches ............. CY
8.00-12.00

12 x 8 x 16''
Add for color
AGGREGATE
llaydite or Basalite

Small

All

Trenches

pits

& trimming

............ CY

12.00-16..00

sizes

in

INSULATION AND WALL BOARD

EA
EA
EA

.23
.29
.34

EA

.51

T]/2"

EA

.02

21/4``

FOB Wareliouse
Per JVL SF
FIBER CLASS,,INSULATION-foil backed
thick

......................... ` .....

thick

40.75

..............................

48.75

35/8'' full thick ............................

58.75

SOFTBOARDS-wood fiber

bulk

........................ CY

6.80

Hard clay or shale, 2 times above rates
Shoring, bracing & disposal of water not included

1/2`'

thick

3/4"

thick

...............................

60.00

................................ 128.50

ALUJVLINUJVL INSULATION

35# Kraft paper with c]lum. foil

SEWER PIPE MATERIALS.

BRICKWORK AND MASONRY

VITRIFIED

COJVLMON BRICKWORK, reihfor.ced
8,, walls
]2„ walls
SELECT COMMON, rofnforced
8,, ival's

Standard 4"
Standard 6"
Standard 8''

LF
LF
LF

Standard 12"

LF 1.94

.33
.63
.90

I
2

SF 2.90
SF 4.20

3/8"

SF 3.05

HARDBOARDS-wood fiber

12„ walls

CONCRETE BI.OCK, reinforced
6,, walls
8„ walls
'2,, walls

Standard 6"
Standard 8"

Rate for loo LF FOB Warehouse

SF I.70
SF 1.85

SF 2.30

CONCRETE & AGGREGATES
GRAVEL, all sizes

.................

.TON 3.75

TON 4.00
CONCRETE

JVL]X

................

..... TON

4.10

CEMENT -

:==|Toqnu,a:;i`,i:sra.n.d.s..(?:.p.e.r..s:.cf:).Per sack

1.40

Large quantities ................. .Per Bll
Atlas White ...................., .Per Sack

3.80

4.45

CONCRETE JVLIX

6 sacks in 5-yd
Lightweight

............ .Per Yd
#c.y ............ .Per Yd

15.65

loads

105

CURING COJVLPOUND
Clear, 5-gal drums ............... Per

21.25

Gal

1.45

SHEETS

R®inforcing
REINFORCING JVLESH

.11

LB

.15

LB .105

6 x 6" #10 x #10 ..
6 x 6/' #6 x #6 ...................

.SF
.SF

.04
.07

2000# FOB Warehouse

$340.00 and up per ton erected when out of mill.
$370.00 and up per ton erected when out of stock.

BRICK AND TILE
ALL Prices-FOB Plqnt

ply per ,'000-ft ....................
2 ply per ,,000-ft ....................
3 ply per ,,000-ft ....................

Sisa]kraft, reinforced, 500-ft roll

.......

.4.20
. 6.40
. 8.75
. 9.50

SHEATHINO PhpERS
.2.17

30-lb

. 2.93
. 3.30

216

SF

Roll

......................

Dampc6urse, 216-ft roll
FELT PAPERS

............. `. .

Deadening felt, %-lb, 50 s.y. Roll
I-lb,

50

s.y.

Roll

......

. 3.00

.............,.........

. 3.50

Common 21/2` x 3% x 81/4"
•Solect 21/2 x 38/4 x 81/u" . .
Clinker 21/2 x 3% x 81/4''
Jumbo 31/2 x 3 x 111/2'' . .

FACE BRICK
.M 75.00- 85.00
Standard..............
.M 120.00-140.00
Jumbo..,,,,,,,,:.....
Roman.,,,,®,.........

.M loo.00-120.00

Norman...............

.M 100.00-.120.00

BUILDINC I.[E
8 x 51/2 x 12"
6 x 51/2 x 12"

..........
..........

....... M ]80.00
....... M 140.00

BM .24-.29
BM .30..35

BM .32..40
BM .27-.32
.BM .40-.60

Furring & blocking

Bolted framing, add 500/o
SHEATHING
1 x 8" straight .
1 x 8'' diagoncil
5/16" plyscord .

.BM .22-.28
.BM .25-.30

5/8" plywood CC
SIDING
I x 8'' bevel .`.
1 x 4" V-rustic

```

GLAZED STRUCTURAL UNITS
i2 x 6 x 12" Furring ..........

Heart

MBM 96.00-104.00
MBM 93.00-98.00
MBM 75.00- 82.00
MBM 57.00- 68.00

......... MBM 198.00-231.00
......... MBM 231.00-264.00

..............

]35.00-145.00
T20.00-130.00
230.00-270.00
260.00-290.00

1

layer

4

layers

50-Ib

felt

............

.SQ
.SQ
.SQ

Tricosal added to concrete . . .
Anti-Hydro added to concrete

.CY
.CY

A::

1/2,, AB

MSF
...MSF
MSF
MSF
MSF
MSF

3/t, AB

.M 180.00

SF

.60

SF 1.00
SF .25

MaLgr z964

......

ROOFING
STANDARD TAR a GRAVEL

Per Sq
17.00-22.00
19.50-25.00
2.00- 4.cO

5ply........-.......

White gravel finish-Add

. 20.00-24.00
.24.00-28.cO
. 32 .cO-38.00
.36.00-48;00
.42.00-52.00

€:8::sshh:a:!es..:::::::
Concrete tiles .........
c,ay tiles ...` .........

ROOF . FLASHINGS
MSF 105.00

3/8,, CD

5/8" AB
5/8,, AD
5/8,, CD

.........

dampcourse

SHEET METAL

3/8" AD

1/2„ AD
1/2,, CD

.27-.32

JVLSF

1/4" Ext. waterproof
3/8,` AB

.19-.24

..SF

. .BM .45-.50
. .BM .50-.60

Asph. compo. shingles ..

.MBM
.MBM
. MBM
.MBM

1//, AD

SHINGLES
Cedar #1
Cedar #2
SHAKES

4 x 6 x 12''-2 sides
Add For Color

ARCHITECTURAL REcoRD

.2x4-2xlo
.2x4-2xl0
.2x4-2xlo
.2x4-2xlo

REDWOOD
Foundation grade
Construction Heart
A Grade ........

M 245.00

4x6xl2"-1sid ...........
6 x 6 x 12"-I sid ...........

32-12

Economy........

3/',, CD
5/8" Plyform

SF .91
SF 1.32

.........

Utility..........

M 165.00
M 185.00
JVLANTEL F[RE BR[Ct(

i:A/2xFlilhyirNi`............

DOUGLAS FIR
Construction.....

Standard........

...SF

JVLEMBRANE

LUMBER

3/4', AD

HOLLOW TILE

255.db

DAMPPROOFING & WATERPROOFING

PLYWOOD {DOUCLAS FIR)

........ M 95.00

145.00
190.cO

....

Bolted framing, add 500/o

1A,, AB

........ M 55.00
........ M 62.00
........ M 60.00

89.00
120.00
152.cO

FRAMINC

Asphalt sheathing, 15-lb 324 SF Roll ....

Clear

COJVLJVLON BRICK

82.00
I I 1 .00

BUILDING PAPER

Clear, air dried . .
Clear, kiln dried .

STRUCTURAL STEEL

67.00

...-- `-

Hot coat walls
LB

84.00

1/8" thick, sheathing .......,
3/]6" thick, sheathing ......
1/4'' thick, sheathing ........
I/8`` thick, tempered .........
3/16" thick, tempered ......
I/4" thick, tempered .........

ROUGH CARPENTRY
BUILDING PAPERS AND FELTS

Mineral surfaced 2]6 SF Roll

BARS,
Hot rolled
Cold finished

51.00

62.00

1/LS" flat sheets

Medium, 55-Ib ...........
Heaivy, 65-lb ............

Galvanized

............................,...

1/8" f lot sheets

432 SF rolls
Light, 45-lb

Hot rolled ,
Cold rolled

thick

'/2" thick
5/8" thick

3/16" .flat sheets

ROOFIN® PAPERS
Standard grade, smooth surface

STEEL MATERIALS

24.00
30.00

CEJVLENT ASBESTOS BOARD

4'' Roman
4'' Norman
3,, Jumbo

CRUSHED ROct(
/4,` to 8/4"

................... ..... TON 4.cO
3/zt`' to 11/2"
................. I ...... TON 4.00
Lightweight Aggregate .........., ..........i6yfuT2:78
ROOFING GRAVEL .............
SAND (#1 & 2)
................ ..... TON 5.00

side only ..............................
sides
..................................

GYPSUM WAI.I.BOARD

35:.88

steel .....::;`:
.....,,
• 18
`22 ga
ga galv
galv steel
.

26 ga galv steel
18 ga aluminum

.......
.......

140.00 -`.~
22.ga a`luminum ...,....
120.00
26 ga aluminum ........
91.00
24 oz copper ..........
156.00
20 oz topper ....... ; . .
136.00
16 oz copper ..........
102.00

MSF: 178.00

MSF 158.00
MSF 135.00

.................... Square 17.00-19.00
.................... Sduare 14.00-17.00

Cedar
1/2" to %" butt ............... Square 19.00-22.00
3/I.`` to 11/4" butt .............. Square 21.00-24.00
Redwood
%" to' ll/z" butt .............. Square 2].00-`24.00

..... SF
..... SF

.70-1.10
.60-1.00

..... SF
..... SF

.50-.90
1.10-1.60

..... SF

.90-'.40

..... SF

.75-1.15

:: :\: ::i ?:88:2::8
..... SF

I.60=2.]0

..... LF

I.]0-'.35

26 ga gqlv. sTeel

4" OG gutter ..........
Mitres and Drops .......

22 ga galv. louvers . .
20 oz copper louvers .

..... EA 2.00-4.00
..... SF 2.75-3.75
..... SF 3.50-5.00

CHIMNEYS, PATENT
FOB Warehouse
LF 1.45

LF 2.05
LF 2.85
LF 3.50

Rales for 10-50 LF
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MILLWORK

LATH & PLASTER MATERIALS

GLASS & GLAZING

All Prices FOB Mill
D.i., clear, air dried S4S ...... MBM 220.00-250.00

JVLETAL LATH

SSB Clear

D.F., kiln dried S4S

........... MBM 225.00-275.00

DOOR FRAJVLES & TRIWL.

Residential entrance .................. 17.00 & up
I-nterior room entrance ................ 9.00 & up

DOORS
1%'' hollow core ....
18/4" solid core ......
13/8" Birch hollow core
13/zt" Birch solid core .

Diamondr 3.4# copper-bearing ............ SY .49
Ribbed 3'.4# copper-beciring .............. SY .53
ROCK LATH

3/8,, thick
METAL

3/zi;' Standard channel
11/2" Standard channel
31/+' Steel studs .....
4'' Steel studs
Stud shoes
PLASTER
Browning, hardwall ..`.
Finish, hardwall .......

WOOD SASH
D/H in pairs (2 Its) . . .
Casement\ (I lt)

WOOD CABINETS
8A'' D.F. plywood with 1/4" plywood backs:
LF 10.00-15.00
Wall hung
12.00-17.00

Birch or maple, add 250/o
FINISH CARPENTRY
.BM .48-.55

Fascia and molds ..............
ENTRANCE DOORS & FRAJVLES

60.00 & up
loo.00 & up

Pocket sliding ...
Closet sliding (Pr.)

.038
.053
.088
.098

EA

.03

.Sack I.58
.Sack 1.75

LATH & PLASTER WORK
CHANNEL FURRIN®
Suspended ceilings

............

. . .SY 2.80-3.05
SY 2.90-3.25

JVLETAL STUD PARTITIONS
31/zi'' studs ...............

EXTERIOR TRIJVL

.LF
.LF
.LF
LF

.SY 3.00-3.35

4,, studs

Walls
Keene's cement finish, add
ROCK LATH PLASTER

SY 4.20-4.95
SY 4.25-5.05
.SY .45- .65
SY 3.20-3.70
SY 3.30-3.80

WINDOWS
D/H sash & frames ................. SF 2.00 & up
Casement sash & frames ............ SF 2.30 & up
SHELVING
BM .30-.50
1 x 12 S4S
8A" plywood
..............
.SF .40-.60
STAIRS
Oak steps D.F. risers
.Riser 14.00
Under 36" wide ............
.Riser ]9.00
Under 60" wid .............

Newels posts and rail extra
WOOD CASES & CABINETS
D.F. wall hung .....-............... LF
D.F. counters
..................... LF

15.50-20.60
18.50-25.75

WIRE JVLESH a I/8" STUCCO

Metal accessories

................

SF 2.00
SF .80

I/4,, Plato

I/8" Heat absorbing .

.SF 1.35

1//' Tompered plate

.SF 4.75
.SF 9.00

1/2" Tempered plato .
1/i" Wire plato, cleclr
1/y Wire plcite, rough

All prices FOB Warehouse

OAK 5/T6" x 2" STRIP
M 210.00

Clear
Select
#1

M 200.00
Common

.................

Red lead in oil

OAK 5/16" RANDOM PLANK
.M 280.00
M 235.00

#1

Common

OAK 25/32" x 21/4" T&O

EXTERIOR
Stucco wash, 1 coat
2 coclts
Lead & Oil, 2 coats

3 coats

2 coats . . .

Common

............. :\.,

M 305.cO
M 280.cO
M 230.00

#2 Grade
#3 Grade
NAII.S-I" FLOOR BRADS .........,

Select Oak
Filled, sanded, stained and varnished
5/]6" x 21/4" strip ................

Lavatories

SF 1.90-2.30

2nd grade & better
Filled, sanded, stained & varnished
25/32" x 21/2" T&G .................. SF .90-I.05
Wax finisl., add .................... SF .]0

RESILIENT FLOORING MATERIALS
. .SY 2.65-2.85
. .SY 2.95-3.10

[i::i::=:it:t:Pe:#?:.e

1/8"

Rubber tile

•080

Vinyl

.......

tile

........

.080 Vinyl` asbestos tile
I/8" Vinyl tile ........

4" Base, black ........
4'' Base, colored ......
Rubber treads ........
Linoleum

..SF
..SF

.'0-.11
.14-.'6

..SF
...SF

.40-.44
.55-.65

„.SF

.18-.19

„.SF

.78-.82

..LF

.15-.16

..LF

.26-..30

. . LF , I .60-2.30
.GAL
.75-.;90

paste ........

FLOORS
I/8" Asphalt tile, dark colors
I/8'' Asphalt tile, light colors
1/8'` Rubber tile

...........

.080 Vinyl asbestos tile ...-.
•080 Vinyl tile

............

..SF
..SF

.23-.28
.25-.30

-.SF
..SF

.60-.70
.35-.40

.......

..SF
.75-.85
. .SY 3.75.4.25
. .SY 5.25-5.75

4'' Rubber base, black ....
Rubber stair treads ........

".LF
.25-.35
. . LF 2.25-2.75

Linoleijm, standard gage . . .
Linoleum, bqttleship
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SF 2.00-2.50
..........

QUARRY Ill.I
6" x 6" x I/2" floors .
9" x 9" x 3/4" floors .

10 SF

LF

I.10-I.35

.SF 1.80-2.20
.SF 1.95-2.40
.SF 2.15-2.65

.SF 2.30-2.80
. LF 3.60-4.60
.SF 3.00-4.10

.........

Under 15 SF ........,
Under 20 SF .........
Under 30 SF ........,
ALUJVL[NUJVL SASH
Under 10 SF ........,
Under 15 SF ........,

.45

& up

EA 150.00-ZOO.00

EA 180.00-240.00
EA 120.cO-180.cO
EA 1]5.00-350.00

Laundry t'rays

Water heaters

Prices, based on average residehtia]
and commercial work` Special fixfures
and excessive pipiiig hot included.

HEATING
Furnaces; Gas Fired, Av Job
FELOOR

25,000 BTU .........
35,000 BTU ..........
45,000 BTU ..........

Above rates are for slahdard secfiohs and
stock 'sizes, FOB Warehouse

. 27.00- 37.00

25,000 BTU .........-.
35,000 BTU ..........
50,000 BTU ..........

.136.00-160.00
.147.00-170.00
. 174.00-195.00
. 43.00- 55.00

75,000 BTU ....... '. . .
85,000 BTU ...........
95,000 BTU ..........

.420.00-510.cO
.450.00-530.00
.500.00-650.00

Forced air furnace, add
Automatic control, add

. 85.00-150.00

llEAT REC]STERS

FOB Warehouse
...SF
.-.. SF

.17
.28

...SF
...SF
...SF
...SF
...SF

.35
.90
.35
.45
.45

I//' Wire plate, clear, aver 40 SF . ,
1//' Wire plato, rough, aver 40 SF ,

...SF

1.90

...SF
...SF

.90

1/8" Heat absorbing, aver 7 SF ...,

.90
. . .SF 3.60
. . .SF 6.40

1/8'' Obscure, aver 7 SF ..........,
I/8" Ribbed, aver 7 SF ............
I/8" Rough, aver 7 SF ...........,

l/y Tempered plate, aver 40 SF . . ,
1/2'' Tempered plate, over 40 SF . . .

ELECTRIC WIRING
per Ot,,le,
Knob & Tube

. 20.00- 30.00
]3.00- 28.00

GLASS-CUT TO SIZE
SSB Clear, aver 4 SF ............,
DSB Clear, aver 7 SF .............
Crystal, over 16 SF .............,
1/p'' Polished plate, aver 50 Sf= ...,

. 120.00-140.00
.128.00-150.00
.145.00-165.00

Automatic control, add
DUAL WALL

Automatic control, add
GRAVITY

Under 20 SF ........,
Under 30 SF ...... `. . ,

GLASS BLOCKS

.18

EA 200.00-250.00
EA 250.00-310.00
EA 270.00-370.00

..

Bath tubes . .
Stall shower

TILE & TERRAZZO WORK

Under

1/8'' Asphalt tile, dark .
I/8" Asphalt tile, light .

..................... SF

Toilets.....

STEEL SASH

Maple

1.14

EA 14.00
EA 16.00

VENETIAN BLINDS

WINDOWS

5/16" random plant ...............
25/32" x 21/6`` T&G ...............

.SY

PLUM~BING

TERRAZZO
Terrazzo floors .....
Cond; Terrazzo flo6-rs
Precast treads & risers
Precast landing slabs

HARDWOOD FLOORS

.54
.98
.65

LF

9 x 9 x 3/4" red

Walls

#1 Grade

.j5

Old work, add 15-300/o

6 x 6 x 3/z{" red

Cove base

sy
. SY
. SY
. SY

Doors & trim
Sash & trim

CERAMIC TILE, stock colors

MApl.I 25/32" x 21/4`' T&O

.36
.36
.32

COMJVLERC]AL
.................... SF
.55 & up
VERTICAI ......................... SF 1.25 & up

Floors
#1

LB
LB
LB

PAINTING

Wc]ll paint, 1 coat
2 coclts
Enamel,1 coat ...

6 x 6" cove base

Select & better ................

.Gal 5.54
Gal 5.58

White lead in oil

RESIDENTIAL

QUARRY TILE
6 x 6 x T/2'` red

Gal 3.12

Primer-sealer
Enamel undorcoaters

SY 3.30-3.80
LF .25- .55

FOB WarelioLise

1/zi" round bead

.SF 1.cO

.63
Thinners 5-loo gal
................... .Gal
Turpentine 5-100 gal .................. .Gal 1.59
Linseed oil, raw
..................... .Go'. 2.36
Linseed oil, boiled .................... .Gal 2.43

INTERIOR
Primer-sealer

CERAMIC Ill.I
41/4'' x 41/+' glazed .............,
41A" x 41/Lt'' hard glazed .........
Random, unglazed ..............,

HARDWOOD FLOORING MATERIALS

.`sF 2.90

PAINT MATERIALS

SY 4.60-5.80

TILE MATERIALS

.55
.80

Crystal . .

Litherage

Over 10-0 high, add ...........
3.4# JVLETAL LATH a PLASTER
Ceilings

SF
SF

DSB Clecir

................

cetoo

practical
to

I

ignore "
DESIGNER TRACING SKETCHES . . .
a drafting tool to simplify and speed the working time
of the draftsman. Prepared on vellum tracing stock.
for perfect tra'nsfer to the blueprint . . . saves hours in
JeJ4#./z.?g specifications for drywall interior trims.
Features the 3 77¢oJJ-#JCJ metal casings that protect

doorway, window and wallport openings.

...,

FREE to
Architects,

Building Designers,
Consulting Engineers :
We'll se.nd you a
Designer' I .Portfolio,

and .a sample kit of
"slotted bonding pattern"

A ngeles metal trim co.

4720 E. Washington BIvd.

Los Angeles, California 90022 . Phone: ANgelus 8-1777

all-steel trims.

For more data, circle 21 on Inquiry Card
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A source to build esteeln on
That's Mahon-West. An operation of products,
facilities, and services to serve Western construetion with compcfc#cc. It is a self-sufficient and
going organization that can serve you weu in
many architectural areas.
Mahon-West is number 1 in the design, ma`nufacture and erection Of geodesic-dome structures
for a wide range of building applications-schools,
•banks, theatres, offices, etc. Here is a compcfc7zcc
.that can be found nowhere else.
Mahon-West supplies a full line of structuraldeck building products for roof, floor and ceiling
construction. The product line includes, NF longspan steel deck and Mahon `Quad-Rib' M-Floors,

both specifically developed, with compcfe73cc,. for
Western-area building.

Another facet of this source trilogy: MahonWest offers a comple,te-, single source service for
the fabrication and erection of structural steel. For
evidence of Mahon-West compefe7?cc in this area,

look about you. You'1l find the "Mark of Mahon"
on buildings, bridges, viaducts and special construction projects throughout the West.
All in all, Mahon-West is a source to know
. . . to depend on . . . tto work with. You'11 find
its co777pcfc72cc helpful. Write for literature. The

R. C. Mahon Company, 2600 Monterey Street,
Torrance, California.

MAHON
For more data, circle 23 on Inquiry Card
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The all-electric age is rapidly approaching.
Much of the credit belongs to architects. They were
among the first to recognize that electricity and clean,
modern design go hand in hand. The All-Electric Building provides maximum operating economy, efficiency,
cleanliness, comfort and value.

The following rigid standards must be met before a
building can receive the All-Electric Building Award.
COMFORT CoNDITIONING -complete year-round con-

mum efficiency for the building's specific use. FooD sERvICE EQUIPMENT -planned to provide g`reater accuracy
and versatility in food preparation, and allow faster service with minimum cost. FULL CAPACITy WIRING -only a
building built to all-electric standards has the overall elec-

trical capacity to meet power requirements of modern
business and industry.
Your local Edison office will be glad to furnish details
to aid you in planning any all-electric buildings

trol of indoor climate, automatically. FLAMELEsS ELEcTRIC WATER HEATING -installed to occupy minimum

space, furnish continuous abundant supply of hot water
-at low operating cost. LIGHTING -designed for maxi-

Southern California Edison

5FE

For more data, circle 25 on Inquiry Card
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Multi-Story Garage
San Jose State College
San Jose, California
®

Architects-Engineers
Office of Architecture
and Construction,
State of California
®

General Contractor
E. A. Hathaway and Co.
San Jose, California

Pr©G@Sg p@rl{ing for 23®E74] ©@FS
Sj,Oj9 per car. . . California's state architects and
engineers designed this 5-level garage for 2,074 cars
with a contract bid of $2,113,406. Bosc!Z£'s precast,
prestressed members were employed; skillful stall
spacing, traffic circulation layout and floor-to-floor
access provided one of the most economical gal`age
pro].ects ever! Bosazf supplied 1,671 prestressed
joists (57 ft. span) and 544 girders (12 ft.,16 ft.
and 32 ft.) all plant-cast with Basalite lightweight

expanded shale aggregate concrete and trucked to
the jobsite. Basalite lightweight aggregate concrete
was used for cast-in-place decks, columns and spandrel beams.

Put Bosclzf to work for you: get the facts on precast, prestressed construction with Basalite lightweight expanded shale aggregate concrete. Write
BASALT ROCK COMPANY, INC., Structural
Concrete Products Division, Napa, California. Or
call (707) 226-7411.

.-,

I

n

QUALITY through

Research and Control
Member
PreslrBssed Concrete lnst;tule

M arheted only in
N orthern and Central Calif ornia

ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS

TO ADMINISTER NEW ACT
Appointments to the California State
Board of Architectural Examiners
and to the new Qualifications Committee, established by the new piractice act passed by the last legislature,
have been completed. The Board was
i`ncreased by two arc'hitects and two
designers : Albert Dreyfuss of Sacra-

mento and Germano Milono of Sam

Francisco are the new architect
members; Robert Sherman. of Sam
Mateo and William 0. Brock of Van
Nuys are the new designer members.
In addition, architect Worley Wong.
of Sam Francisco a`nd` public member
Sydney S. Brody of Beverly Hills
have been reappointed.
The newly established Qualifications Committee, authorized. to "hold

hearings, interview and interrogate

applicants and to require them to
provide such information as is necessary to its functions,''-certifies those
applicants it finds qualified to the
Board of Examiners which can then
register them as building designers.
After September 1,` 1964, anyone engag.ing in building design must be
registered, and only those who have
had five years' experience (as defined

by the act) , prior to the enactment of
the act, may apply. Eight years' experience as a principal in a building
design office may be offered to the
Committee as application for regis-

tration-without some portions of
the architectural examination, if the
Committee chooses to so recommend

-as an architect. '(The structural
portion of the examination is required, however.) Registered build--

ing designers who wish to apply for
registrati.on as architects must do so
before .January 1, 1972.
Some 190 applicatioris had been
received by the Board early in Apiril.

Three architects and three designers comprise the Qualifications Com-

mittee. Architect members are Win.
Stephen Allen of Sam Francisco, Allen

Y. law of Fresno and Robert Platt
of Sam Diego. Designer members are
Thomas Shoemaker -of Newport
Beach, Edward Hageman of Sam Ra-

it will rain on the west lawn
for exactly 2'0 minutes
You can depend on it, if the sprinkler system is operated by a
Rain Bird Rain-Clox Master Electronic Controller. .Reliability is
one of its most important.features.
Flexibility is another. Pick any day over a two week cycle,

pick any of the twenty-four hours, pick any combination from up
to twenty-two stations (eleven in hydraulic models) and set for
one to sixty minutes of watering.
Your clients can benefit from this electronic sprinkler system
control two important ways: Rain-Clox saves labor costs; and
Rain-Clox meters out exactly the right amount of water required
for-the shrubs, plants, turf and soil used.'
Rain Bird's Rain-Clox has been proven in all types of landscaping installations. Your Rain Bird supplier has complete information
for you on Rain-Clox as well as Rain Bird's wide range of sprinklers.
Or you may write for catalog S-64.
In the West, write Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg. Corp., P.O. Box
37, Glendora, California. In the. East and Midwest, write Rainy
S|5rinkler Sales, Division L. R. Nelson Mfg. Co. Inc., 609 West
Lake St., Peoria, Illinois.

RAIJ

SUE?EST AID TO iF€FelG^TION

For more data.. circle 26 on Inquiry Card
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fael and Oscar Werner of Los Angeles. After 1967 committee members
will serve for three-year terms. Until
then, terms will be of one, two and
three year duration.

OREGON ARCHITECTS

WIN DESIGN HoivoRS
Four firms have been hon.ored for excellence in design by the Portland
Chapter, A.I.A., in its an,nual hoinor
awards program. They are Wilmsen,
Endicott & Unthank of Eugene and
Portland, for the U. S. National Bank
of Portland bralnch at Madras, Ore. ;
Blair and Zaik of Portland, for the
Arvid Orbeck house in Portland;
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill of Portland for Lloyd Plaza; and Witt and
Englund, also of Portland, for the
Grant Park Clinic in Portland.
Judges in the program were Dean
Walter Creese of the University of
Oregon's School of Architecture ; ahd
architects Robert 8. Price of Tacoma arid John Morse of Seattle.

2|HR. FIRE RATED

48 db SouND RATED
GYPSUM WALL
WITH STEEL STUDS
No Laminating, No Special Tools, No Sounll Board! New Quiet-Zone Pabcowall Steel
Stud partition is a non-load bearing, incombustible wall assembly with a two-hour fire

resistance rating and a sound transmission class rating of 48 decibels. Ideally suited for

apartments and other Type I and Type 11 jobs. But the real beauty of this system is the

components: lightweight, economical steel studs, faced both sides with two layers of
3+2" type "X" Pabco gypsum wallboard, installed with screws. No special tools, no sound
board to

buy,

no

laminating. Joints are finished

with the conventional

Pabco Joint

System. This important construction achievement is more proof that Pabco is the West's

gypsum leader. For more information and copies of test data, contact Pabco Gypsum
Division of Fibreboard Paper Products Corporation, 475 Brannan Street, San Francisco.

FIABG©
For more data, circle 27 on Inquiry Card

COURT OKAYS
BUNKER HILL PLAN

PROFESSIONAL

QUANTITY

SURVEYINfi

A Professional Quantity Surveyor is an independent consultant
trained and qualified to provide the following services
to the construction industry.

After nearly five years of legal debate, the $350 million Bunker Hill
redevelopment pr.oject in Los Angeles has been .cleared for action. The. State Supreme Court upheld the validity of the plan proposed for the
project which envisions using the
136-acre site for high-rise commercial and resident-ial buildings. Five

property owners had brought the
suit, contesting the right of the city's

Cost Control ESTimaTing

redevelopment agency to redevelop
what had been a primarily residen-

Cost checks on design developments.

tial neighborhood.
Although the de'cision of the State
court could be carried to the U. S.
Supreme Court, Community Red6velopment Agency officials indicated

Quantity surveys for F.H.A. o.r conventional I`oan

there is some doubt that any federal

Comparative estimates of alternative schemes.
Preliminary estimates.

issue would be involved..

negotiation.

Final estimates for contract negotiation or bid checking.

Valuation of change orders.

Conl[racTs based on Bills ol: Quantities
Preliminary estimates and cost control.
Preparation of complete Bills of Quantities on which lump

sum contracts are based.
Checking low bid for mathematical error.

Valuations for progress payments.
Valuation of change orders and final account.

Arbitration between architect and contractor on all mat-

The agency recently received proposals for development of the first
parcel of land to be put up for sale.

LIMITED COMPETITION
FOR NHW' ART CENTHR .

The new Arts Center for the University of California's Berkeley campus
will be designed by an architect chosen from among those invited to participate in a limited architectural
competition, the university's regents
have announced. No more than eight

architects-whose names have not
yet been released-will be invited to
take part in the program.
The competition will be coinducted

ters of cost.

under the rules of `the American Institute, of Architects, with Elbridge
T. Spencer, F.A.I.A., as professional
adviser.

Advantages
Reliable cost control is necessary on most proiects.

Bills of Quantities as the basis of a contract eliminate

risk of take off errors for all contractors and sub-

con,tractors and reduce estimating overhead.
Savings, by effective cost control and reduced bidding

overhead, more than offset surveying fees.

LeROY CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
Quanti.ty Surveyors 8t Estimators

768 Brannan STreeT, Sah Francisco 3 . UN 112483

The center is to consist of a major
art gallery, a 300-seat drama workshop auditorium with a "flexible,
neutral" stage, a conference suite,
music rehearsal rooms and an art
studio. The building, to be financed
by student incidental fees, endowment funds and private donations, is
to be finished by 1968 when the university celebrates its centennial.

APOLOGIES TO : R-obert M. Wilder,

structural engineer .of Pasadena,
California, whose name was inadvertently misspelled in the March WEST-`
ERN SECTloN, page 32-4. Mr. Wilder

was the structural engineer on the
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Microwave Tower in Los Angeles.

32_22.
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TWIN TOWEPl§ APAPTMENTS
Cocoa Beach, Florida

Fully bussed service equipment,

compact distribution switchboarda complete multiple dwelling
installation by Zinsco.

Ultra-modem in its open, balconied design, Twin Towers is
served by ultra-modern Zinsco electrical distribution and service
equipment. This is one of more than 100 new apartment
projects serviced by Florida Power and Light Co. that are
electrified through Zinsco equipment. Zinsco versatility simplifies
the problems of installing service equipment for 198 separately
metered apartments and distribution equipment for airconditioning, automatic elevators, and other electrical equipment.
This Zinsco installation will be as modem as it is today in
1974, in 1984, and at the turn of the century. Because Zinsco
modular design permits replacement of any component with
the latest "model" whenever required. And Zinsco-creator of
many important "firsts" in electrical distribution equipment
-can be counted on for continued leadership in design and
engineering. Call Zinsco for electrical control equipment that is
ultra-modern-and will always be.

'DUu EIEOTRl8AI PR00UOTg
729 Turner Street, Los Angeles 21, Calif.
FACTORIES: Jackson, Mississippi; Dallas, Texas; Los Angeles, Sacramento, California

Manufacturers of Switchgear, Switchboards, Transformers, Bus Duct, Circuit
Breakers, Motor Control Centers. SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

For more data, circle 28 on Inquiry Card
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COMMISSION NAMED
TO STUDY ALCATRAZ USE
Three Californians have been named
by President Johnson to the commission on the disposition of Alcatraz Island which was authorized last year
by the late President Kennedy. They
are`Lieut. Gov. Glenn Anderson, Senator J. Eugene MCAteer and Sam Francisco attorney, James F. Thacher.
Two other members of the commission are yet to be named, by the
President of the Senate an,d the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
The Commission is to report to the
President on what it feels will be the
best possible use of the Island. Numerous suggestions, including some
by membel.s of the Nor.therm California chapter, A.I.A., have been made.
A federal appraisal places the value of Alcatraz' 12 acres at $2.1 million, the House of Representatives'
Government Operations Committee
reports.``The land itself is valued at
$178,000. The buildings are worth `almost $2 million even in their deteri-

NEUTRA. TALKS
OF "BI0LOGICA.L REALISM"
"Functional, what is functional?"

Calendar of
Western Eberit§

said Richard Neutra at a press interview in Sam Francisco recently. just
before addressing the National Home
Fashions League. "In nature there
is no such thing as utility alone, beau-

• May 14-15: "Public Opinion and

ty alone.„
Speaking of "biological realism,"

the Building of Cities," seminar for
communications media sponsored by
California Council, A.I.A., and Sam
Jose Statei College Dep'artment of
Journalism and Advertising, Press
Club., Sam Francisco

he used a powerful contrast: the nest
and the maternity ward in a hospital.
Birds place their nests. in just the
right fork of a tree branch, he said,
considering the height .from the
ground for safety from ahimals and
the relation to viinds. Human babies
come into a hostile environment of
too-bright lights, air filled with medicinal odors-enough to make him cry.
The bird's nest involves `:pie-human
biological planning," an instinctive
bio-realistic architecture. But to
achieve the same bio-realism in the
maternity ward would take "much re-

• May 26-28: First national convention, Consulting Engineers Association of America, Brown Palace Hotel, Denver
® June 4-5: ``Creativity and the Patent Process in Engineering," seminar represented by University of California Engineering and Sci6nces Extension, University of California
Extension Center, 55 Laguna Street,
Sam Francisco
,

search," he said.
His new word is "psychotopos" and
it describes what h`ome should be:
psycho, soul, and -topos, the Greek
word for place. Thus a place to hang
your soul.

tions and Dilemmas," International

orated. state-at least that is the
evaluation placed on them by the
U.S. Bureau 6f Prisons.

® June

11-21:

Los

Angeles

Home

Show and Building Expositiori„ Los
Angeles Sports Arena
• June 21-27: "Design '64: DirecDesign Conference, Aspen, Colo. More
information from Box 1247, Aspen.
• June 24-26: Joint Automatic Control Conference, Stan ford University,
Stan ford, Calif.

TROPICRAFT
WESTERN SECTION

of I el.`s the . . . Bes[

Original

Ind,ece To Adrverti,Sing

Aulhenlic

Mosl Complete array of STOCK and

ManAI-factw.ers' .Pro-F€hed Catalogs of the fir.ms lk8ted, below

CUSTOM designs

a,ire owalha;bze in the 1964 Sweet:s Catahoq Fi,I,es cbs fckhow8:

a,

ATcfuitect..ural File ( green)

Let ol,Ir staff help you witli YOUR SPECIFICATIONS for standard or

ic

Industrial Construction (bbee)

1,a

Ili,ghi Comstruc.tiom, (ueH,ow)

probleln areas.

Parge 'rwibers of marunfactwTers' adverti{8ing elsewhere ¢m tlris
ks8uo 8howm, in ;itahics
1 Presentat.Ion Book

Comple[e price range of the
All)habel A to Z

40 Samples of
TROPICRAFT'S . . .

`

Stock

Angeles Metal Trim Co .......
Basalt Rock Co., Inc ..........
A-LC Dura-Vent Corp .............
A-LC

Hotpoint

...................

LeRoy Construction Services . .
Los Angeles Brick & Clay Co. . .

Available as:

DRAPERIES
SHADES

A-IC

FOLDING DOORS

A-IC Overhead Door Corp ...........
A-IC Pabco Gypsum Divisioin ......

F LOO R SC REEN S
AREA DIVIDERS

Cost $35.00
Size 14" x 20"

For detailed infol.motion WRITE DIRECT . . . and be sure lo inquire
about our EXACT SCALE reproduction sheei.s of actual designsadaplable for YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

Mahon Co., R. C ..............

Prescon Corp .................

A-IC Rain Bird Sprin`kler Mfg. Corp.
Southern California Ed'ison Co.
Tropicraft oif Sam Francisco . . .
Uniion Bank

................

Zinsco E,1ectri`cal Products ....

. . .

32-14

. . .
. . .
. . .
.. .
. . .
. . .
. . .

32-19
32-9
32-6
32-22
32-7
32-16, goo
32-8

. . . 32-15, 32-21
. . :

. . .
•..

32.-10

32-20
32-18

'

. .'. 32-24
. . . 32-17
.-.. 32-23

Repre.senla[ive.s in pl.incii)al ci{ie.s.

Western advertising offices; LOS ANGELES, Robert L. Clark,
1125 West 6th Street; SAN FRANCISCO, Tom Tredwell, 255
California Street.
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Elkirt Traversing Verticals
. . . worth lookfing into
ROTATION of 180 degrees with
just 8 inches of hand movement.

NO METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT; Carriers of resilient, silent
Delrin.

SPACING by a true pantograph
system automatically gives even
spacing.

NEW LOUVER SPRINGS outside
the channel provide minimum light
gap with constant, uniform tension
- quick, fool-proof installation.

SNAP-ON TRIM eases installation
and access to working parts . . .
results in attractive Channel with
only 34 inch carrier gap.
VERSATILITY in choice of louver
sizes in fabrics, metals and plastics
is almost limitless.

TRAVERSES with no more effort
than the average free hanging drape
(xpounds of pull are almost bd,entical) .

Take a good look at Elkirt's basic re-design of traversing verticals. It's a combination of imaginative engineering and devotion to quality which underlines
Elkirt's continuing leadership in traversing and non-traversing verticals.
Elkirt traversing verticals now give the architect new dimensions in control of
light, climate and design . . . with the important assurance of trouble-free, lowmaintenance, ``people-proof" functional beauty.
Principal Offices: Chicago, Dallas, New York, Sam Francisco.
Write to: Elkirt Verticals, Inc., P. 0. Box 284, Des Moines, Iowa 50301 for Catalog.
Refer to Sweets Catalog 18 d-EI,

ELKIRT
VERTICALS INC.

Almost As Importa;nd As The VIJindow Itself I
For more data, circle 34 on Inquiry Card
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"00TH GREEN

SMOOTH CORAL

EATHERED GREEN

SMOOTH BUFF

'EATHERED BIACK

WEATHERED BROWN

SMOOTH GRAY

WEATHERED RED

SMOOTH WHITE

:----:----__q
BLUE GLAZE 0N
DESIGNER PATTERN

GREEN GLAZE 0N

YELLOW GLAZE 0N
SPANISH PATTERN

DESIGNER PATTERN

Our representatives are always available to assist you on your special roofing problems
BRANCH OFFICES a FtEPF2ESENTATIVES:
565 Fifth Avenue

12734 Woodland Avenue
cleveland, Ohio

g#d°r7k.!5§#%YBYo°#

111-1111

740-15th Street, N.W.
WNa#onngatpE.539D52C.

8428 Kate Street

P#rso:5'i.T5eoxfs

Pittsburgli, Pa.

1412 Sharon-Amity Road N

•

Char#:?;oNn08P3CLa4rg°'jna

•

citn#onsaeti3?784h5o

•

stw:3o3disa:!g,2!fi:?d88ri

.

DziELighp-eor7a;8r

2240 Coral Way

1717 Section Road

•

MjaH454.2'2E'4°r!da

WES-]` .®hsT REPRESENTATIVES: International Pipe and Ceramics Corp„ Los Angeles, California

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO- 75 EAST WACKEF{ DRIVE . CHICAqo 1, ILL. . RAndolph 6.6740
Manufacturers of quarry tile, the naition's lairgest producer of roofing tile and NAILON Facing Brick
For more data, circle 35 on Inquiry Card

Required Reading

This Month: s Books
REVIEWS

Merrill Folsom, Great American Mansions and Their Stories . . . 66

Alan

Gowans,

Images

of

American

Living . . . 44

Clay Lancaster, The Japanese Influence

A monthly roundup of reports on new books
o± special interest to architects and engineers

inAmerica... 44
,
James Morris, Cities . . . 78
Stewart L. Udall, The Quiet Crisis . . . 53

Lewis E. Weeks and John R, Griffith,
Progressive Patient Care, An AntholOgy . . . 78

Doreen Yarwood, The Architecture of
England .
A. Zbionski
ary of
Trades in

. . 44
and L. Tyszynski, Diction-

Architecture & Building
Four Languages . . . 90

BOOKS RECEIVED . . . 90

TECHNICAL BOOKS . . . 254

Architecture As
American History
IMAGES 0F AMERICAN LIVING. 8?/ A!C17o

Gowcuns. J. 8. Li;ppincott Compcunu,
521 Fifth Ave., New York. 498 pp.
i,Itus . , $ 1 6 .5 0

"Architecture and furniture" in Dr.
Gowans' opinion ``are history in their

most tangible form" and to understand them fully it is necessary to
grasp "the broad patterns in their
over-all historical development ; f or it
is as they express the evolution of
civilization as a whole that they are
most significant."
The significance of American architecture and furniture is the subject of this book. By means of
perceptive analysis and excellently
chosen
illustrations,
Dr.
Gowans
traces the development of American
architectui-e and furniture thi.ough
four centuries, showing how the different periods and styles relate to the
progi.ess and growth of Amei.ica as
a nation.
The 17th century, with its strong
medieval English, Fi.ench and Dutch
influences, reflects the culture of the
early settlers fi.om Europe ; the "classical mind" of the 18th century gives
expression to "those principles of precision, self containment and measured control of environment which
were at once vehicles for and expressions of the urge for unity which
transformed scattered colonies and
provinces into united states."
44
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Dr. Gowans gives a fascinating
treatment of the long Victorian per.iod, during which Amei-ica grew from
a nation of ``Arcadian simplicity to
cosmopolitan world power," and the
succeeding early modern movement,
the development of the "anti-Victorian" International Style in the 1920's
and 1930's, and the postwar period,
which finally marks the emergence of
America from a position of isolationism to leadership of the Western
world.

This
discursive treatment of
Amei.ican cultural history is both
stimulating and original. It seems
particularly relevant at the pi.esent
time, when the progress of American
civilization is of such vital interest to
the rest of the world, and when the
impact of American architectui.e is
being felt internationally.

Japan

then offers a detailed account oif the

impact of Japanese ideas and art
f orms upon our country following the
Philadelphia Centennial of 1876.
The ear.liest examples of Japanese

architecture are cited and the J-apanese manifestations at the Columbian Exposition, 1893, the California
Midwinter International exposition,
1894, the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1903, and the Saint Louis
Fair, 1903, are discussed extensively.
A chapter is devoted to the Japanese
influence upon the Chicago School.
Japanese contributions to the development of the bungalow are dis-

cussed and-not least-attention is
given to the Japanese influence upon
contemporai.y structures. Architecture assumes the role of importance
but gardens and landscaping as well
as fine arts, applied arts and interior
decoration are also considered. The
book is beautif ully illustrated with
216 photographs, reprints and plans.

THE JAPANESE INFLUENCE IN AMER-

TCAL. By CZcLy Lcunca,ster. Walton H.

English Architecture

RCLwZs, Two,yne Publ,bsh,erg, Inc., 31

Uni,on Square West, New York 3. 282

THE ARCHITECTURE OF ENGLAND. 8?/

pp., i,Ilus. $17.50.

Doreen Ya,rwood,. 8 . T . Bcbtsf ord, Ltd.,

This volume first explores the early
Japanese contacts with the foreign
world, the influence of the Far East
on Europe from the 13th through the
19th century, the Japanese imprint
on Europe in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, and the beginnings of
American relations with Japan, and

BOO MCLdison Ave., Neq,i] York. 672

Lorrdon, orLd G. P. Putna,m's Sons,
pp., tllus. $20.

A comprehensive coverage of English
architecture from prehistoric times
to the present day has been attempted by Miss Yarwood in this recent
continued on pa,g e 5 3

Therapy through
architectural
design

This is Woodbridge State School, in Middlesex
County, New Jersey, designed by Vincent Kling
FAIA, in association with Diehl & Stein AIA.

It is a large institution, providing treatment and training for about
1,000 mentally retarded resident patients. But it does not have the
usual institutional character; it was designed as a pleasantly landscaped campus of relatively small, low-profile buildings, placed
unobtrusively on a 65-acre site.
By achieving a residential atmosphere, the architecture itself makes an
important contribution to therapy.

All but one of forty-some structures are framed with structural steel.

BETHLEHEM STEELf'

S,eel i or S,rengtl.

®®®
Once again Electromode equipment helps to demonstrate the exclusive design, installation and in-

use advantages of modern electric heating.

For its impressive new headquarters and service

center at Johnstown, Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Electric Company selected Electromode electric heating equipment to meet varied heating requirements.

The choice of flameless electric heat was based
on PENELEC's overall plan to make their new pace

setting headquarters the ultimate in eff/.c/.ency. To

Down-Flow Wall Heaters keep corridors and stairways warm.

achieve this objective they utilized electricity in a

broad variety of ways which serve as good examp/es
to other .Industries and commercial firms.

Some of the many applications of Electromode
electric heaters at PENELEC are shown here. For a
detailed, illustrated report, ask for folder CH-15.
Convection heater in reception room.

Low Level Baseboard units in line foreman's ofrice.
Write for additional information on the complete line of
Electromode heaters for home, industry and farm.

Line stores

area has
15KW

Suspension
Heaters.

D i. v i. s i. o n F r i d e n , I n c .
DEPT. AR-54, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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14603

Rough Grey Plate

Rough Regular Plate

Color...Texture...Light...Strength...ThisisL.o.FRoughpiate.
In regular, plus grey, bronze and blue-green colors. Available with both sides rough (as

illustrated here) or with one side polished. Also in 7t/f-I/ex® tempered glass where extra
strength is needed. Some types in sizes up to 100"x 144", Use it boldly. . . in windows,

partitions and decorative screens. We invite you to see samples, get sizes and light-transmission data. Call your L.O.F Glass Distributor or Dealer who's listed in theYellow Pages.

THE

QUALITY MARK

TO LOOK FOR

EL.iE9foey®Owens®F®FG§
Toledo, Ohio
Rough Heat Absorbing Plate

Rough Bronze Plate

For more data, circle 37 on Inquiry Card
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Halm Store, Washington, D.C. Edmlmd Ivy. Dreyfuss & _Associatfs, arc.hitects. Standard_4r.t M_arble. ft
Tile Co., ciintractor: For this enlarged and modemized st,ore the aT£_h_itect__cre_g!ed a distiiictive wh_ite.
fticadc
•i,s de`sirid
by `specifying
-as i,ri lI;is
the i,nstaiLce,
repetitive I;se
t,heofCV
CV Dii.rathi,n
DUTa_thinDesign
De`signcan
_No.b_e
CVD.-13X_.
reproduced,
_Wh.£Terer
i,ib thichi.esses
a dee|)er
up T?lie.I
to l]y!2"-

Unit `si.ze is 17%" x 23%4" whi,ch as`sures ii.[.mo`st economy as well as impressiveness.

CV DURATHIH is designed to help you face a problem like this
Modernization o£ "in town" stores to meet shopping center competition poses a mum.

her of related problems for the architect. Normally he must create within a modest
budget while clothing the building with a fresh new look. And theT.e should be little

or no interruption o£ "business as usual." Here is where CV Durathin®-3/8" thin
ceramic facing material-is proving so popular. It provides a wide choice of solid
or mottled colors. In the CV Durathin Design Sei`ies you have more than a score
of sculptured patterns from which to choose . . . or you may create your own special
design. Glazed, satin or unglazed finishes are available and you may specify unit

sizes up to 17%" x 23%''. Because of its durable thinness and light weight (approximately 41bs. a sq. ft.) the cost is less than you would expect for walls of indi-

vidualized beauty, quality and appearance. Get all the facts. Write today for descrip-

tive data on CV Durathin and CV Durathin Insulated Panel.
For more data, circle 214 on Inquiry Card
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FEDERAL
SEABOARD

TERRA

GOTTA

CO R P 0 RATI 0 N
10 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Plant at Perth Amboy, N. J.

rFTSTTTtl

n a class
by themselves

Remember when Bradley Wash fountains were specified only for
school shop rooms? Today's creative architects outmoded such
thinking long ago, and now utilize. colorful, functional Wash fountains ffa7.o#gfaoztf modem schools: in corridors, washrooms, class-

rooms, cafeterias, science and art rooms, as well as shop rooms.
Bradley Wash fountains are ffee wash fixtures for schools because
they serve as many as eight students at one time, cutting instanation
costs 50% or more . . . save as much as 25% on floor and wall
space, as well as 80% of the water lavatories require . . . and serve
more students in less time with less supervision than any other
wash fixture. They're more sanitary, too (hands touch only a fresh,
clean spray of tempered water).
They're available in famous circular and semi-circular types, 36"
or 54" sizes; two-person Duos; and counter-types. This gives you
a wide variety of colors, compositions, and shapes to exercise your
creativity. Doesn't it make good sense to sfcz#dczrdz.zc on Bradley
Wash fountains throughout modern schools?
See your Bradley representative or ivrite direct for colorful
literature.

Bradley Washfountain Co.` 2375 W. MichiqarL Street,

INTRODUCING
THE MAGNIFICENT
MIIANO LINE...
FRESH
FROM THE
ROYALMETAL
DESIGN INSTITUTE
Leading designers note great scope of application.

"Of contemporary European persuasion, MILANO's clean yet classic lines permit

STRIKING::optl::s:nffigc:ieenc:potfi::tri::::r:.#ern.Elegance¢„dfunctioncanthusbebrought

5o
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"Pleasing proportion in a chair
is not all arms and legs.
MILANO's simple functionalism

and restrained opulence permit
very broad applications." R.C.H.
``The clean, strong shapes and
\'ariety of colors in the J3.„c

lets one actually compose with

MILANO. It becomes a medium
of expression." I.E,

"The warm sense of materials
lets you live with it, day inday out. Tufted Naugahyde, good
walnut arms, mil`ror chrome.
It's good company 1-ight 3.%

your
office." taste
W.P.and delight"In
excellent

"Finally a contemporary chair

warm, comfortable and friendly
enough to breathe some life into
the outdatecl gentlemen's club.
A happy victory." P.R.
"I felt that MILANO was too

fully versatile. Chairs with two
arms, one arm and even zu3.f/totc!

beautiful to limit to the
commercial field so I brought
one home. One wife and one

arms are wonderfully adaptable
to interesting combinations of
sofa units for reception room and

long-1egged son agree
heartily." A.M.

office settings." I.MCD.

Write for full-color detailed brochure.
Dept. 1

#,abmneetaja::rz:::tj:r'

New York 16, New York.

MILANO Chairs, Benches, Ottomans,
Tables. The new choice of

the contemporary world, from

F= a YA L 1\/I E= TA Ii
For more data, circle 39 on Inquiry Card
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^Rci{ITECT3/EHc"EERs: HUDciHs. THOMI]soH. BALL a ^ssoc.. iHc. . H-ECH. ENGIHEER: wiLLi^H j. coLLIHs. jR. . MEci]. collTR^cTOR: X^T EHGiwEERING Co. . GEHER^L CoHTR^CTOR: 8 a G CoHSTRUcTORs (ALL oF oxL^|]owA ciT¥)

The building's in Oklahoma. The climate's anywhere the tenant
wants it because of Carrier and Gas!
Two Carrier Gas-Powered absorption refrigerating
machines, with a total capacity of 550 tons, have customclimatized every room in the new, striking United
Founders Life Tower in Oklahoma City. Because of
the system's Bypass Weathermaster® units, tenants
can dial their own favorite.climate. Management is
getting in on the advances of Carrier, too, with top sav-

For heating and cooling

ings. The initial expense of the system is rockbottom
because it .uses the same boilers already on hand for
heating. And c}perating expenses are low and kept that
way because of the economical service-free fuel, Gas.
Oklahoma has it. You can, too. Just call your local Gas
Company. Or write Carrier Air Conditioning Company,
Syracuse 1, N.Y. AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, lNC.

Gas is good business!

SEE THE CARRIER GAS-POWERED ABSORPTION OPEF}ATING EXHIBIT AT THE FESTIVAL OF G'AS PAVILION-N.Y. WORLD'S FAIR 1964-1965

For more data, circle 40 on Inquiry Card

Required Reading
continued, i Tom pa,g e 4lf

Bats ford publication. Starting with
the caves and huts of the Paleolithic
and Neolithic ages and ending with
Sir Robert Matthew's recently completed New Zealand House in London,
Miss Yarwood has traced architectural
development
in
England
through the intervening centuries.
To undertake such a task in the
space of one volume, however large, is
possibly a questionable activity, and
it is legitimate to ask whether a fair
picture of a counti.y's architecture
can emerge from a study in which
the amount of space devoted to individual architects and buildings is
necessarily so small. One must also
consider whether a work of this kind
has added anything to the existing
literature on the subject.
A one-volume history of English
architecture seems to have two possible functions. It can serve as a compact and valuable reference work,
and it can also be so presented that
in spite of the limitations imposed by
space, it stimulates the reader to an

independent pursuit of the subject in
greater depth. Miss Yarwood's work
appears to have more of the former
than the latter virtue. Her material
is accurate, clearly set out and illustrated with excellent photographs
and original line drawings. The modei.n section is a much needed addition to standard English architectural histories; Banister Fletcher does
not go much beyond the mid-fifties.
If some would quarrel with her selection of representative buildings and
leading architects (Llewelyn-Davies
and Weeks and Denys Lasdun are
relegated to half a paragraph headed
"other architects") Miss Yarwood's

Conservation
rrHE QUIET GRIST.S. Bu Stewa,rt L. Ud,ckl.

Hozt, Ri,neha,rt cund Winston, Inc., 383
Mad,bson Ave., New Yorke 17 . 209 pp.,
i,Ilus . $ 5 .00 .

A concern over an "appalling record
of national apathy and land misuse"
led U. S. Secretary of the Interior
Stewart Udall to write on our nation's
relationship between man and land.
His summary of the "quiet conservation crisis" of the 1960's reads:
"America today stands poised on a

treatment of the postwar period is
the most comprehensive and balanced
account yet included in a history of
English ai.chitecture.
Accurate and informative as it is,
the book is unfortunately written in
a rather flat, and at times somewhat

pinnacle of vanishing beauty, of increasing ugliness, of shrinking open
space, and of an over-all environment
that is diminished daily by pollution
and noise and blight." In effect, Secretary Udall hopes to evoke a new
awakening of concern for our land,
a new land ethic to counter the conservation problems that have arisen

pedestrian

since Woi.ld War 11.

style.

Miss

Yarwood's

writing has none of the charm of a
Summerson, nor the enthusiasm of a
Pevsner, which might, inspire the
reader to look further and probe
more deeply into the philosophy of
architectural development in England.

The book reports on the contributions of such men as Henry Thoreau,
George Perkins Marsh, John Muir,
Frederick Law Olmsted, Gifford Pinchot and the two Roosevelts. Of
particular interest is Mr. Udall's concontinued, on pag e 6 6

For more data, circle 41 on Inquiry Card
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AnofAer CONCEPT IN UVEX®
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Color-compatible 3-tone letters and panels now possible with UVEX.

Your best ideas for paneling and displays command new
design freedom with UVEX from EASTMAN. Its unique
combination-of color stability, forming detail and
durability-make UVEX ideal for many kinds of exterior
and interior projects.

Compare UVEX Sheet with any high-impact plastic
sheeting. Think about these advantages:

• High strength-makes possible thinner sections, for
optimum light transmission and economy.
• Dependable forming-takes and holds finest detail;
specifically engineered for common shop equipment.

• Eye-stopping lustre-stands out day or night, frontor back-lighted.

• All-weather toughness-for long life in outdoor signs
and fasciae.

Write for further information on UVEX Plastic Sheet~
_the best background for your ideas.
Plastic Sheeting Division
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, lNC.

Kingsport, Tennessee
Subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company

See UVEX Sheet in the "Working Display
Lab" at Commercial Plastics and Supply
Corp., New York City; panels by Spanex
Products Corporation, Morrisville, Pa.

•

.

F=i=:i::::::IE::

St. Mary's School
cund Pari,sh Hall,,
Hammond, IndicLna
Architects.. BachmcLn
clnd, Bertrcan,

Hammond, , IndicLna

W.hen scarce school dollars dictate "multi-purpose" areas -

specify Northern Hard Maple, for
lowest yearly floor cost, by far!
When your multi-purpose areas are floored with foot-friendly
Northern Hard Maple, your building dollars take mztz£Zpze-duty
truly I.n sfrjde. You have a floor that is superior to any

for SPORTS

poured-in-place floor or synthetic floor cot/era.7ig. You can use
it freely for cafeteria or lunchroom service, as well as for every
sport, social or school function . . . Z7tczztdjrig 7.ozzer sfacifz.ng. I

It is beautiful. It is bright, cheerful, resilient, sanitary. Its
endurance is prodigious. It adds much to the building's
structural strength. Architect Wilhiam J. Bachman observed of
this thoor.. "We find it giues proper resilience for all types of
play -the only satisf actory floor i or bashetbcth and similar
sports. Given reasonable care and proper finish, i,t u)th outlast all
co77?posjfz.on fzoorz.7?g." (Actually, Northern Hard Maple floors

normally outlast the building). . JUST OUT -latest list
of MFMA-approved floor finishes, tested by our official
independent laboratories. Write for it, and for newly REVISED
GRADING RULES (which upgrade the product), effective
July 1, 1964. See Sweets -13H-MA

- for full data on MFMA-millmarked
flooring, or write -

for
GATHERINGS

ERRI HARD MAE?LE
MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Suitel050
IN

.

35E.WackerDrive

.

Chicago,Ill.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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STRIP, BLOCK OR PATTERNED TYPES, NAILED, CLAMPED OR
For more data, circle 42 on Inquiry Card
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LAID IN MASTIC

For more data, circle 43 on Inquiry Card i>

ispiration: infinite range of nature's balanced environments
`ranslation: a series of flexible indoor planning ideas from

Sunbeam Lighting Company

new systematic approach to an institutional environment

For the main ceiling system that lights and air conditions a two.
story area, the designer has chosen f6ur-foot square recessed lumi.
naires surrounded by MODU-FLO linear air distribution channels
These channels are the primary component of a new air distribu.
tion/suspended channel ceiling system from Sunbeam Lighting
Used in the manner illustrated, it permits a random arrangemenl
of fixtures that makes possible an unlimited range of ceiling effects
Because of its powerful and controlable air distribution capabil.
ity, it supplies sufficient air for the entire area. Return air into th€

plenum is handled through aluminum grid structures around th{
pillars.

For the mezzanine offices, Sunbeam Lighting's VISIONAIRE-I
air handling fixtures have been selected. These units are designed t(
Sunbeam

Lighting's VISIONAIRE-5 air-handling

luminaires

light bank.

Dynamic changes have taken place in banking; and the new look
of the structures that house financial institutions has more than
kept pace with these changes. Yesteryear's conservative and sedate
atmosphere has given way to an environment as progressive as contemporary methods of financing.
The interior design of institutional buildings has given birth to
many new lighting effects. But equally important is the need to

provide an efficient environment for employees and complete comfort for customers. A number of ceiling system "packages" currently available combine lighting with acoustics, air diffusion and
lighting . . . or even all three. However, these "packages" seldom
optimize the quality of components in all categories; and they leave
the designer little freedom to create a variety of effects within the
"package" parameters.

On the other hand, take a look on the opposite page at what can

give optimum lighting performance while being used in conjunc.
tion with an air diffuser. Each fixture will accommoda,te diffusen

for supply air, return air-or both.
Having met the basic environmental requirements, the designe]
was free to create an unusual esthetic lighting effect in the are€
below the mezzanine. To do this he selected Sunbeam's shallow
recessed circular luminaires in three sizes, with "domed" Plexigla{
diffusers placed in a random pattern.
A flexible ceiling system used in a novel manner; a combinatior
of lighting and air diffusion components; a dramatic use of a light
ing fixture designed for special effects. All from one responsiblt
source that understands the need for balanced environmenta
control, design freedom and product flexibility. That is why th
rysfcmczfz.c czpprocrcfo from Sunbeam Lighting offers exciting new

dimensions to the environmental planner. We have a new brochun
that illustrates and explains this approach with other good ideas

May we send you a copy? SUNBEAM LIGHTING COMPANl

be done with the sysfcmczf z.c czpproczcfo from Sunbeam Lighting

Company.

A Ceiling plan shows arrangement of luminaires surrounded b
MODU-FLO in random design pattern.

8 Arrangement of i our-i oot square recessed luminaire sur
rounded by MODU-FLO bars, as used in bank ceiling, is detatlei
in this drawing.
a Sunbeam Lighting's VISIONAIRE-5 air-handl.iri.g luminaire
can accommodate supply air, return air -or both; are compatibl
with many cliff users.

re) Maximum air volumes are provided at low duct pressures b
the MODU-FLO air distribution system. This "Throw Chart

Shallow circular recessed luminaires have square shaped enclosures.

shows the system's full adequacy to air condition a large receptio
or bank lobby area.
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the systematic approach from Sunbeam Lighting Company
IT OFFERS PRACTICAL - AND PRACTICALLY UNLIMITED
SOLUTIONS TO THE NEED FOR BALANCED INDOC
ENVIRONMENT.
ONE RESPONSIBLE SOURCE THAT OFFERS YOU TESTF
CONCEPTS, COMPATIBLE COMPONENTS, PROVED PRO]
UCTS AND TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF THE BALANCE
ENVIRONMENT :

Sunbeam Lighting Company
777 East 14th Place, Los Angeles, California 90021 /Gary, Indiana

For More Profitable Add-On Rooms
The first and only combination gas wall furnace-

MOTELS save the cost of central equipment-and

electric air conditioner . . . with flush exterior grill!

the space to house it. Flush exterior grills elimi-

Uses only outside air in sealed combustion cham-

nate hazards, enhance motel appearance.

ber - exhausts outside.

Installs in simple wall

RESTAURANTS can very profitably use two or more

sleeve . . . fits nicely under windows . . . is fully

units-and switch from hot to cool as room tem-

automatic . . . has 5 cool and heat selector buttons
. . .

perature rises with body temperature.

is tremendously versatile.

IDEAL FOR APARTMENTS. Tenants pay their own
4-Seasons Division, Temco, Inc.

utility bills-and no ducts to carry sound!

Dept.

OFFICE SAVINGS are great. No flues, pipes, chill-

ers, towers-and no need for a permanent building
engineer.

Each office sets temperature for their

own comfort.

AR,

4101

Charlotte

Ave.,

Nashville,

Tenn.

Send For Full Details Today!

NAME
I

FIRM

I

I

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

EEIMED; Ihc.
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NImvyIVm@ITITm@FTmfiNIThNIGIT
Here's a sight rarely seen. It's the Aquaseal® cartridge valve, designed for
American-Standard Heritage* Line fittings for tubs and showers, lavatories and
sinks. No one ever has to remove Aquaseal from a faucet to change a washer
because there is no washer to change. It's engineered to give years of no-leak,
no-drip service without attention.|Women recognize the superlative styling of
the to-p-quality Heritage Line in lifetime solid brass. But nothing sways them
and their husbands like the words: No washers to change! The Heritage Line
is for cl ients who wa nt rna i ntena nce-free operation . Ask you r America n Standard
representative for more information, or write Americanistandard, Plumbing
and Heating Division, 4o west 4oth street, New york, N.v.1ool8

-..''`

.

P;LU\\IN;. \N;

HEATING.DIV'IS;ON'_
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*TRAOEMARKOFAf`&sscORp.

Today there must be no stop to imagination, no
hampering of ideas. SPA Southern Pine anticipates the
quest for new designs, new products for apartments,
churches, restaurants, shops, every type of building.
*SPA Southern Pine is ideal for complex laminated
members . . . component or conventional framing . . .
exposed plank and beam interiors . . . exquisite paneling
and trim. And always Southern Pine matches beauty
with durability, blends charm with efficiency and

economy. Through rigid standards of manufacturing
and grading, through proper seasoning, you are assured:
Uniform Sizes . Dimensional Stability . PleasingTexture
High Resistance to Wear . Exceptional Strength . Ivlaximum
Ability to Hold Fastenings . All PurposeGrading-No Need
for Special Grading for Trusses

SPA technical consultants are available to discuss
specifications and uses. For their services write us.

Send for free copy of "New Di,mensions of DesigiL" u)i,th color illustrc[itons and descriptions of new tecJuniques
for many forms of building. Address: Southern Pine Association, AR-5, Box 52468, Neu) Orleans, La,. 70150
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R,equired Reading
coutiruned, i Tom I)a,g e 6 6

ries. Sight-seeing tourists would find
the book useful. The time and prices
of admission are listed for the various
houses as well as their road routes.

Hospital Anthology
PROGRESSIVE PATIENT CARE, AN ANrFHCIHOGX. Ed;kt.ed bay Lowi8 E . Weeks

a;in,d Jolun R. Grkffith, Undversitu of
Mbchigam, Arvn Arbor, Mich. 385 pp.,
i,Ihas . $ 5 , alothb ound.

This compilation of articles, brought
together by the University of Michigan's Bureau of Hospital Administration, grew out of a review of current literature preliminary to a pi.ogressive care research program at
Mcpherson Community Health Center at Howell, Michigan.
Inevitably in such an anthology,
there is some overlap and some reflection of the periodical source.
Coverage proceeds from subject to

subject with remarkable pace, however, considering the variety of
sources. It is a comprehensible summary of both the history and the
conceptual elements of progressive
patient care. The volume concludes
with two oi.iginal articles by the- editors. Thei.e is an extensive bibliography, but no index.

Cities of the World
CITT:ES. By Ja,meg Morri8. Harcourt,
Bra,ce & World, Inc., 575 Third, Ave.,
N e`u] Y ork 17 . 37 5 pp . , i:Ihas . $ 6 .9 5 .

As a wandering foreign correspondent James Morris spent a decade of
his life in cities around the globe. In
this book of 74 essays, each devoted
to a particular city, he has recorded
his sensations and impressions of the
lo(tks and moods of the places he visited.

The writer is a penetrating observer a.nd his remarks, though infused with his own exuberance and
forebodings, are vivid. Con`temporary
streams of history are recorded in reflections of the cold war in Berlin,
Moscow or Kabul, the blight of Communism in Marienbad and Hong
coTitin;ued on T]a,g e 9 0
For more data, circle 58 on Inquiry Card
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This is Amtico's
flooring designer,
NaLncyMayer,
at 11 Campidoglio
in Romeo

\,

•:....t',:,-`'.::+rsi£#=`:i:;:...i

Thisisour'vinyltile:AmticoTravertine.
at a coincidence !
Nancy Mayer did it.
She captured all the warmth and` beauty of age old
traverfine marblet in Amtico .Trdve.rtihe f loor tile:
Both sol id .vinyl and vinyl asbestos.
Nancytravelsalloverth.eworldsearchingforunusual
texturesqrdp.ci_tternsthatshecantrq.p..a.IateintQvinyl.
She found Travertine in Rome.
The pattern of the floor qt 11 Campidoglio was so lovely,

She combihed Am.tico Traverfine with
TexturaMos.aicviny,ltile.
With ia little imagination and Amtico vinyl tile,

you cah create custom designed patterns, too.
Send for a free sample of Amtico Travertine
and see the actual tile in pers.on.
That`s the only way. you can a.bF;`reciate its rein.a~r-kable

depth, texture and richness. Otherwise, .you'd have to go

`Nancy decided to dup[,icafe it in the. ro'om above.

a lohg.Wayto fi.nd:such beauty and exciteme.nt in a floor.

Difficult? No.

To ll campidoglio, to be exact.
For more data, circle 59 on Inquiry Card
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Press box and east tier of seats of Falcon Stadiapm, The Air Force Academy,. Colorado. ARCHITEC'I`-ENGINEERS.. Prager-Kavariangh-Waterburg, Necw York City, and Gordbn Scweet, A.I.A., Colorado Sf)rings. PRIME CONTRACTOR.. 8. H. iraker, Inc.
-GLAZING CONTRACTOR: Pittsburgh Plate. Glass Co. Both of Colorado Springs.

I)JLP® BUTYL-FLEX® handles tough

The 48" x 48" mosaic panels at both ends of the
Falcon-Stadium press box presented a tough
sealing problem. There were others, too.

sealing jobs at Falcon Stadium
Concrete expansion joints-with 300' runs20% faster, with 50% material
DAP Butyl-Flex was used. Butyl-Flex gives performance equal or superior to materials
cost savings
costing twice as much i and cuts application time 20-2597o to boot.
had to be sealed over an asphalt-base filler.
Only the -fin.est-quality sealants would do.

Butyl-Flex also sealed seams in aluminum siding between concrete pillars, and all other press box construction joints. This permanently flexible sealer adheres tenaciously to glass, aluminum, concrete,marble, steel, plastic and most any construction
rnater.ial. It3s a one-¢drt, butyl-rubber based com¢ound with 5 times. the
fe7.zj3.ce J3./a o/ o3.j-bczfed ccztt/kf. Applies fast-no mixing, no special clea.n-up

needed before application; easily wiped up after application. In many applications, Butyl-Flex gives you performance equal to expensive liquid polysul-

phide polymer sealers-at substantial cost savings.
• DAP offers a complete range of finest-quality sealants-butyl-rubber based
caulks, glazing compounds, polysulfide polymer sealants, putties and mastic
bedding compounds. Write for cat`alog.
Aluminum fraines around doors and cwindocws in 3-story Press box .qj}ere sealed
cwitli .aluminum-Pigmented DAP Architectural Gi.ade Cattlking Com¢ound.

DAP Architectural Grade Caulk ¢rocvide§ de¢eridably long-lasting, cwatef=ti-ght,
air-tiglit seals.

DAP, WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF QUALITY SEALING
MATERIALS, OFFERS YOU TECHNICAL SPECIFIC'ATION SERVICE ON
SPEG'IALIZED SEALANTS FOR MODERN CONSTRUCTION.

DAp INc., DEPT. AR, GENERAL OFFICES : DA¥TON 31, oHlo, SUBslDIAR¥ OF t722Sqg¢G,Lfiac?., MEMPHIS 1,. TENN..
For more data, circle 60 on Inquiry Card
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Brings TOTAL ELEVATOR AUTOM

1o Phi]ade]phia's

New.e`s{ Pres{

Apartment . ® . HOpl{lNSO

Total Elevator Autofroation at tux nous new
Hopkinson House means that elevator
ability is matched precisely to traffic demand
'round the clock.
A remarkable new automatic computer-control system, created by Haughton Elevonics,
constantly monitors traffic demand , . . and
relays calls for service instantly to the carcontrol system in the elevator machine room.
F2esponse is immediate. Thus, elevator serv-

ice is never more than just a few seconds
away on any of` Hopkinson House's 34 floors.
What's more, the ride is a revelation in velvety smoothness and qdiet comfort.
Include Haughton Total Elevator Automation
in your plans for building or modernization
Ask your Haughton Sales Office (listed in
the Yellow Pages) to consult with you' Or
write to.uS.
HAUGHTON ELEVATOR COMPANY
Division of Toledo Scale Corporation
Toledo, Ohio 43`609.`

Hopkinson House Apartments
`^/ashington Square South, Philadelphia, Pa.
\^/inner in 1963 of the AIA Philadelphia -

Chapter Award for finest design in
residential structures, Philadelphia area
Architect: Stonorov & Haws,
Architects Building, Philadelphia.
E3uilder: F=. M. Shoemaker Company`- Hopkinson House, Inc.

245 South 24th Street, Philadelphia.

ore data, circle
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New
LHR* TWINDOW®

reflects
solar energy,
vastly reduces
heat gain
*Light and heat reflective.
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ln this simple demonstration, a 500watt projector is used to simulate the
rays of the sun. It projects a color transparency through an
LHRTM SOLARG.RAY® TWINDOW unit. The image to

the left of the unit demonstrates the
reflectance characteristics of the LHR
coating.

Glass Conditioning with LHR TWINDOW. Because it reflects considerable
light and heat toward the outside, LHR
coated glass substantially reduces the
rate of solar heat flow to interiors. Thus,
interior temperatures are easier to con-

trol. And, while LHR glass allows for

Plenty of daylight, it reduces sun and
sky brighthess to a comfortable level.
A8 you might expect, the reduced
solar heat load lowers air conditioning
operating costs. And the insulation
value of double-glazed TWINDOW reduces heating costs.
Esthetically, LHR glass has unique
appeal. The transparent metal oxide
coating fired onto its surface gives it a
handsome metallic sparkle.
As a multi-functional glazing material,

LHR

TWINDOW's

environmental

EI

Glass Conditioningt. . . a new idea from PPG
control properties allow greater latitude
in building design and orientation.

For full details, contact your local
PPG Architectural Representative or

write Pittsburgh Plate Glass Compahy,
Room 4016, 632 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Paw 15222.

1/4" clear Plate, both sides
With LHR, o`ne side

Witli Solargray, one side
With LHR Solargray, one side
With Solarbronze, one side
With LH\F{ Solarbronze, one side

® PPG makes the

With Solex, one side
With LHR Solex, one side

glass that makes
the difference

PHOTOGRAPHED

IN

D^Rt(ENED

STllDIO

tservice Mark

Wl"

TYPE

a

Et{T^CllfioME

FILM,
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X
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^T
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^T
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EXPOSURE,
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APERTURE
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'E±©t]ToluE® ACOUSTICAL CE]L[NGS

Section of wood inlay w.aipscoting, Chapel of the Chateau De La D'Urfe-1545-1550. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City.
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BEAUTY
TIIA
ENDURES
Aesthetica], economical answer to I`oom-toI-oom noise transfer
Lo-Tone AF (high attenuation factor) tile and
board solve the growing problem of controlling.
sound transmission over movable or other ceiling-height partitions.

Here,

with

Lo-Tone's

traditional

endur/./1g

beaLity, is sound attenuation equal to or superior
to most standard full-height room

partitions.

The special sound barrier built into Lo-Tolie
AF tile and board retards sound waves that nol.mally pass through the absorption material. The
result is greater sound-privacy at very low cost.

Lo-Tone AF ceiling tile and board patterns (see
below) match standard Lo-Tone patterns. This
enables you to specify AF ceilings only for areas
where sound transmission is a special problem.

A new feature on the Fissura tile pattern (both
AF and Standard) is the tongue and groove joint
which eliminates the need for a breather spline
and assures a more level ceiling.
For samples, literature or technical information

on Lo-Tone tile or board -AF or Standard, or
Fire-Rated -look for your local Lo-Tone Acoustical Contractor in the Yellow Pages, or write us:
Wood Conversion Co., St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

D±© -||lo N E®
AF

Fissura AF Tile

CEILING

TILE

AND

BOARD

Constellation AF Ceiling Board

Constellation AF tile
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seconds ago, the power failed!
'The patient was placed in a respirator following serious surgery. Then darkness. Power failure.

Instantly, a Cummins standby generator set supplied emergency current. In seconds, the
respirator was reactivated and lights glowed. A possible tragedy was averted.
This took place at General Hospital, Louisville, Ky. The Cummins Diesel 100 KW generator started automatically the instant regular power went off. John Buschemeyer, hospital
administrator, said, "We absolutely must have standby power, and we're keenly aware of its
importance. When the Cummins unit was needed, it responded instantly . . . performed reliably."
The diesel, generator and controls are serviced and warranted from one source-your local

Cunrins Distributor. Make the decision now-contact the Cummins Distributor listed in the
Ycnow Pages under "Engines-Diesel." Cumrfuns Engine Company, Inc., Columbus, Indiana.

When you're looking for reliability . . . Specify CUMMINS E
For more data, circle 64 on Inquiry Card

No matter what the sealing or coating I.ob, BFC offers a product that
will enable you to do the job better.

When it comes to coatings, you can't beat BETACOTE products,
such as those used on the Los Angeles International Airport. We offer
a full range of architectural coatings that make it possible for you
to give every surface a top-quality finish. Our complete line includes
acrylic, epoxy, vinyl, urethane as well as all other popular types of
coatings and we can offer unique assistance in recommending the
product that will provide the best protection for each application.
BETASEAL Polysulfide Sealants, used at Pease Air force Base,
Portsmouth, N.H., were specifically developed for architectural use.
Used for curtain or panel wall construction or to glaze, seal or fill
any I.oint or seam, they are particularly suited to joints subj.ect to
movement, where other caulks frequently fail. They provide longlasting watertight seals for glass, wood, concrete or metal.

BFC products are the result of more than twenty years experience in developing specialized coatings. Our extensive production
and laboratory facilities assure unsurpassed quality and dependable
uniformity. Why not see what we have to offer? Write for data.

_-------------------.-.--I-----I-----I--I---------I
Please send me information on: BETACOTE Coatings I, BETASEAL Sealants I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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Montgomery Ward store, Apache Plaza Shopping Center, St. Anthony Village, Minn.
Architects:

Thorsen

Parke-Davis &

&

Thorshov,

Company

building,

lnc.,

Minneapolis,

Cherry

Architects: Alexander Ewing & Associates,

On these pages you see a few of the design effects which have
been achieved through the creative use of formed facing
panels of PLEXIGLAS® acrylic plastic. Because of the easy

formability of PLExlGLAs, such facing panels can be produced
economically in sculptural shapes that cannot be obtained
with most commonly used facing materials. Note the complex
three-dimensional patterns in deep, medium and shallow
relief shown above.
PLExlGLAs is rigid, strong and completely weather resistant.

Hill,

Minn.

N.J.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Yet because of its light weight, panels of PLExlGLAs can be
installed using simple supports and installation methods,
resulting in significant cost savings in building construction.
With PLExlGLAs you can give individual design expression
to building exteriors in a formable, colorful, practical material.
Our new brochure "PLExlGLAS for

Facillg Panels" contains detailed

ROHhfl

and helpful information. We will

HASAS

be

pleased

to

send

you

a

copy.

pH,LADELPH,As.pA.

® Trademark Beg. U.S. Pat. Off.. Canada and principal Western Hemisphere countri.es. Sold as OROGLA.s® in other cou,wiri,es.
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Required Reading
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Kong, the consolidation of North
America in Chicago and Washington,
the maturing of South America in

personalities should be readily enthi.alled. It is a book to be enjoyed for
its text, for its illustrations are few.

Guide to Foreign Terms

Bi.asilia and the nucle2ii` shadow in
Hiroshi.rna.

DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE & BUILD-

Some of the essays are set pieces,
while others merely set down episodes or aspects of a city. But
anyone interested in cities tind their

LISH, C.ERMAN, POLISH, RUSSIAN. Ado.f-

INC] TRADES IN F`OUR LANGUAGES : ENcr

ed 1)u A. Zl]i,tmslci an,d L. T.uszynshi.

The Ma,ci]vill.am Co"pamy, 60 Fifth
Awe., Neiu York 11. I+92 pp. $20.00.

This dictionary is intended for architects, scientists, civil engineers
and building technicians using technical literature in English, German,
Polish and Russian. Nearly 8,000 entries from architecture and building.
as well as scientific terms ai.e contained. Terms relating to building
materials and service fittings and installations have been included. The
basis of the dictionai.y is the card
register of the Technical Terminology Division of WYDAWNYICTWA
NAUKOWO-TECHNICZNE in WarSa\V.

The dictionary should be of great
assistance to readers of foreign publications who are seeking exact equivalents for architectural and building
tel.ms.

Books Received
THE

MOSIACS

OF

JEANNE

REYNAlj.

Fe.1?I

bt/

Doi.e A8ht,on, Lawrence CaniiTJbell, Elalii,e
de Kooning, Be..nard Pf1.iem, Pcn.ke.. Tule..
cb.1.d Jean.,ne Reynal. George Wittenborm,,
|mc.,1018

Madison

pT}., illus.

.$15.00.

AT`e., New Yo..k 21.111

ART TREASURES OF THE UNITED NATIONS. Bt/

Jacob Baal-Tesl"T`a. Thomas Yoseloff ,11 E.
30th

St., New

THE

WORLD

Yoi.k,16.

OF

71

pp., i,llus.

ARCHITECTURE.

Bt/

$7.50.

L7.o??,ez

13i`ett.. Thomas Nelso.I & Sons,18 E. I+1st
St,., New York 17.119

1)T]., illus. $3.00.

THE. SA.A.RINEr{ DOOR. Bu i,he Pqibl4c Rela,tions

Office, The Cranb1.ook lnst4tutbons. Ci.anb1`ook

Academ,u

of

A1.i,

82oomftezd

Hi.i.`-.,

Mich. 63 TJp., il.11,is. $2.00.

HA\RR¥

SEIDLER

1955/68.

Bu

Geoff

Damks,

Col4n G1.iffit,hs and Fq.ed Heil|}er12. Hop.owit~k Piibtications, Sudneu, Alist1.al'icL. Dist..ibuted by Geo..ge Ti"ttenbo"L, Imc., 1018
Madiso..,
Arre.,
New
Yo..I¢
21.
Em,gti8h,
French and Ge1.mane tecct. 216 pT)., all,us.
$15.00

WORLD

U.S.A.

ARCHITEcrl`UFtE ONE.

Editecz

bu

John

DoncLt. Stlld,io Vi,stcL Lt,d., Bli,ie Sta,r House,
High(got,e Hilt, Londo.L N.19, ETi,gzam,d. 6~>~55
p,J.,

dl,I,us.

THE SrroRY

80s.

0F DE.SIGN. BIU

Mclri,oll, Doluller.

Ijothi.oi), Lee & SheT]cLi.d Co., Imc., I+19 Pan.k

Ave., New York

16i. 216

i]p., illiis.

$3.05.

HEATING HANDBOOK. A fl;/ct???((tz o.f Sfcw?CZc".ds,

Codes, cLml Methods. Bu Robei.t, Hei2,de1.son
Emerick.. MCGTaw-Hi.II Book Com,T}clmu, Inc.,
330 W. 4'2nd St., New Yoi.le 30j. 520~ pp.,
i,ll1,S.

A

$1,I.00.

HISTORY

Tobias

OF

DANISH

Fabeq`. The

ARCHITECTURE.

8"

Amei`kca,n-SccLndincLviam,

Foil.`Ld,ation,1C~>~7 E. 73rd St., New Yo..h. 2.55
pT)., i,I,l`us. $5.00.

continued on pa,g e 102
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Protects against the abuse other methods can't
stop during curing!
It's a rare I.ob when concrete floors aren't subjected to

SISA"RAFT

--

REINFORCED

CURING PAPER

reinforced Sisalkraft, It protects concrete with a tough,
waterproof 5-ply barrier. Results in fast, minimum-cost

cleanup. Helps deliver dense and dust-free clean concrete.
Provides frost protection during cold weather pouring.

Available in widths up to 8' and special "blankets" 261/2'

wide. A booklet entitled : "Curing and Protection for Better
Concrete" will give you all the details . . . send for your

AMERICAN SISALKRAFT
DIVISION

F5litF#RkermNI

abuse during curing. That's why it really pays to specify

copy, today. American Sisalkraft, 73-0 Starkey Avenue,
Attleboro, Massachusetts. Branches at Cary, Illinois and
Tracy, California.
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Construction innovation:
S i in in o n s b u i lt-i n ward ro bes
form walls in Vianney Hall.

Staggered back to back, the
wardrobes divide the dormitory into 50 sections. Sturdy
Simmons wardrobes hold
their shapes through years
of hard use.

UNUSUAL DE SALES SEMINARY RESIDENCES
FEATUF]E IDEAS AND FUF]NISHINGS BY SIMMONS
This De Sales Preparatory Seminary comprises an extraordinary,
multimillion dollar complex of eleven interconnected buildings.
Each serves an educational, recreational or living requirement of
its 650 students.
For all residential sections, school officials chose Simmons furni-

ture-the all-purpose line designed to last through generations of
students. The architect and designer incorporated ideas made possible by Simmons Dorm Line units.
Simmons Dorm Line, Office Span® and upholstered furniture
bring De Sales these benefits: Simmons units are adaptable-meet
any space requirement. Simmons furniture will last-it's built and
finished to stand up under active school living. Simmons furniture
is good looking-combines clean lines and a variety of fabrics
and colors to give wamth and individuality to every room.
Find out why more and more schools are choosing Simmons
from doorway to dormitory. Write for free Simmons catalogs today.

.,IEH ,EL!j:1'fl„,;I:i,;:# j',T":#',; I:!l

De Sales Preparatory
Seminary,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
A rc h itects :
Brust and Brust,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
I nteri o rs :

Corco, lnc.
Chicago, Illinois

ln Vianney Hall dormi-

tory, Simmons builtin wardrobes form
walls between bays.

These units won't sag
or buckle and their
Fiberesin surfaces resist nicks and scrapes.
Simmons panel design
beds finished with
high-bake satin enamel, with comfortable

Simmons mattresses.

Simmons Dorm Line
units furnish the twoman college residence
rooms in Aquinas Hall .
These movable units
permit modified room
arrangements for individual needs. All offer
sturdy welded steel
construction. Fiber-

esin desk and dresser
tops are practically
damageproof.

Simmons upholstered
furniture creates this
warm, inviting look in

Father Leonard T,
Busch, Vice-Rector of
De Sales, enjoys the

a Proctor's Room at

comforts of his attrac-

Aquinas Hall. Famous
Comfortorc®construc-

tively furnished room.

tion assures years
of seating ease and
constant use. The
desk, with rich-grain
laminate top, is from

Simmons Office Span
group.

Commenting on Simmons furniture, he
points out, "Simmons
gives us an important
balance of values. It's
durable.It'sfunctional.

And, very important,
it's in good taste."

I M Pvi a N
CONTF`ACT DIVISI0N

. MEFtcHANDISE MART . CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS

TODAY'S SPACE PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED . . . for low as well as high rise,

in the manner best suited to your requirements, when you use Bestwall Gypsum
Wallboard reinforced with glass fibersE Various advanced wall, ceiling and partition systems are available, embodying beautiful and functional designs, reducing
sound and heat transmission, and achieving 1, 2 or 3 hour fire ratings. Tailored

to your own needs, these versatile systems can be installed with substantial
savings on material and labor. A Bestwall Systems Engineer is available for
on-the-job guidance.
BESTWALL

GYPSUM

COMPANY,

PAOLl/PA.
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Blend a rainbow of luxurious color on a ripple-textured surface . . .
add a dash of imagination . . , the exciting result is NUVO-SHEEN,
VICO's trendsetting Brightly Glazed

Multi-Colored Ceramic Mosaic

Tile. Whether gracing the interior of residential dwellings or the dis-

tinctive facade of large commercial establishments, NUVO-SHEEN's

radiant beauty is permanent . . . lasts for a lifetime without maintenance

worries.

This

Weatherproof,

Porcelain,

quality tile

boasts

exclusive "PERFO-MESH"® backing for speedy, economical installation. NUVO-SHEEN is 1" x 1" Cushion-Edge Tile, packaged 1.1 sq. ft.

per sheet, 27.5 ft. per carton, with trim shapes available.

1'-Tlj.==`

Note:
NST-1 White, not shown,
is also available.

-__-::i=i::¥-i- 'f`.,,iri;
Contact your local distributor
for Samples, Prices and further
Information, or write directly to..

.F;.i.=T

I- I ti

=T¥#:REF:¥,=F¥:

EE=EEE=E]EEE=Ei]E
C> o R P o R All. I o N
41 East 42nd St.

.

New York, N. Y. 10C

Meticulously engineered to be compact, AIlen's modern design angle valves

install in a minimum of space, accommodate inlet pressures up to 300 pounds. unique adjusting ring with
built-in sight on valves 175 U and 176 U provides finger-tip positioning, simplified installation. Allen angle valves

a.re hydraulically tested to twice rated working pressure; are u/L listed and approved. Ask your AIlen

representative for complete details or write direct.
`-,,I
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E . at hurricane force
and still weather-tighrfe!
J

Independent Labora,I_pry Tests Prove Kawneer

Sealair Windows* Solve Weathering Probleins!
The new Sealair window is weather-tight even when subjected to winds and rains of 70 to 80
miles per hour according to recent tests by an independent laboratory.

In these tests, the Sealair was installed in a weather test chamber, The window was water
drenched as inside pressure was lowered to represent severe weather conditions, Sealair did
not leak even when the static load reached 25 p.s.i. Many conventional windows leaked at 3 to 7
p.s.f. The superior weathering performance is the result of a Triple Weather Guard including an

/

exclusive Pressure Equalization Slot. This Kawneer innovation is the most important metal

window design change in recent years..
In air infiltration tests, the new Sealair was again far superior, at less i:han ,2 c.f.in., well above
industry standards.`Here is a window so vastly superior that building interiors remain dust and

draft free , . . reducing loads on heating and air conditioning systems. Get a// the facts about
£h/.s rema/tab/e w/.ndow. Write for your copy of the Sealair Window File.

Commercial and Monumental-Projected, casement and top hinged Sealair windows are
available in commercial or monumental (2") series. Finish: Alumilite is standard-or, non-fading,

abrasive-resistant, Anodic hard colors (light bronze, medium bronze and black) are optional.

Triple Weather Guard-1) Pressure equalization
slot, 2) integral drip, and 3) neoprene weatherstrip.
The Sealair wi ndow offers tri ple weather protection.
Weathering where needed, scientifically designed.

Kawneer Company, A Division of American Metal Climax, Inc.
Niles, wiichigan . Richmond, California . Atlanta, Georgia . Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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PI-ANNED-UNIT DEVELOMENT

WITH

A

HOMES

A;ssoc;iA;I:Io". Lcund, Pl,amndm,g Bulletin No. 6.
By the Federal Hoacsing Adrndm., Wcbsh;ington 25, D.C. 64 pp., i,l,I,us. 50 cents.
THE

BITE OF

THE

PRINT.

Boy

Fycb"fe

aL"d

Dorothy Getlein. C1,ouprkson N. Potter, Inn.,
56 E. 66th, St., New YOTk 21.. 272 pp., iltus.
$12.50.

I BulLT A STONE AGE HOusE. Boy Hcb"s-OZG

Hcunsen. The John Day Compcung, Ire., 62
W. 45th St., New York 36. 79 pp., i,uus.
$3 .50 .

TRADITloN oF JAPANESE GARDEN. Bar S"€em¢

Horiguehi.

Kohasal

Bunka

Shindohch,

Tolayo. Distributed bu Ecbst-West Center
Prress, Honol,ulu 14, Hcowoudi. 181 pp., tthas.
S15.00.

ARCHITECTURE:

FORMES

+

FUNCTIONS,

VOZ.

10. Editi,on by Authony Krcbfft. George
Wtitenborn`, Ino., 1018 Madison Ave., New
York 21. 276 pp., ilhas. $1o.00.
IjANDsCAPE

VOCABULARY.

Bar

Wcbr"er

I.

Ma;prsh. Mircrmar Pwhl;ksfuing Co., 1300 W.

24th St., Log Angetes 7, Cahif . 316 pp.,
ilhas.

$8.50.

BYZANTINE AESTHETICs. Bar Gerucise Mcb€fueow.

The Vi,lil,g PTess, Inn., 625 Maidison A.ve.,
New York 22.189 pp., i:Ihas. $6.50.
sTATlcAI,Ly INDETERMINATE sTRuOTUREs. Be/

.'#ere if i8./``

Lowrenee C;.-Ma;ugh. Job;; Wtleu & Sons,
Ino., 605 Thiprd Awe., New YOT1¢ 16. 488 app.,

cia,grcLms, graphs cnd, chcurts. $12.75.
IiAPLACE

Up this slim Shaftway come 8
trayloads of piping hot food every
minute. Down it, after mealtimes,
go all soiled trays direct to the
washing area.
Simple. ' Efficient.. The LAM'SoN

TRA¥VE¥oR cuts through high-cost

duplications that traditionally mat.
institutional feeding.

TRANSFORM

TABLES

AND

REliATED

TOPICS ON OPERATIONAI. METHODS. 8" Pclttz

A. Mccol,ham cund Bu,oh F. BTown. The
Office of Engineering Research, 0ltlcbhoma
Sbccke Uviversi,ty , Stillwater, Ohicbfooma,.1.80
pp. $3.50.
INDUSTRIAL

ARCHITECTURE ~ FALLOUT

SHEli-

TEEs. Bay the Depcurinend of Def emse, Office
of Civtl Def ense, Wcbsh;ingt;on, D.C. 56 pp.,
i:Ihas. No charge.

Gone 'are the 'crowded elevators
. . . the floor diet kitchens . . . the

URBAN

scattered, scurrying personnel and
all the other by-products of decentralized confusion.

Resea;prch, Monograph, 9, UTbun Iiamd, Institwte,18001.8th St., N.W., Wasfuington, D.C;.

REAL

ESTATE

RESEARCH

1962.

8"

Jerome P. Pi,chard cund Arl,one a. Bald,ban.

day's complex business operations places an .added responsibility on the archite.ct.
Now, the LAMSON AUTO-TUBE

provides a simple, space-saving
way to design a rapid communications system into any structure
long before ground-breaking ceremonies are scheduled.
AUTOLTUBE makes it possible to

deliver enormous quantities of
mail and other.paper . . . quickly
and continuously . . . to any mumber of locations . . . within any
building
operator
•dials the complex.
LAMSON The
c.arrier,
then

78 pp. $4.00.

puts it into the AUTO-TUBE send-

A LAMSON TRAYVE¥OR gives you

administrative and service control
over all your feeding problems and
costs. Consider one for your institution. Get the f ull story. Write
today to 102 Lamson Street, Syra'cuse, New York.

The increasi.ng need for expedit®
1;nngd 3hr%cehs%Fnd:£nogf' pd:gtrr±b±unt± %8:

PRESTRESSED

CONCRETE FOR ARCHITECTS AND

EING;ENEERS. Bq| 11. Kent Preston. MCGrajw:

Hi,II Book Compa;ny, Inc., 330 W. 42nd Sb.,
New YOTk 36. 196 pp., &Ihas. $8.50.

RTEw ¥oRK. Bu Kate Sinon. The Vi,king
Press,` Inc;., 685 Ma,dison Ave., New York
22. 159 app., illAIs. $1o.oo.

ing receptacle. The completely-

automatic system, with its controlled dispatch feature, does the
rest.
Check LAMSoN before specify-

ing any other method of built-in
communications. Write 102 Lamson Street, Syracuse, New York.

MANUAL ON SELF-HEI,p HOuslNG. Be/ €fae I)e-

portwen6 of Econondcs amd Social.Aff adrs,
UTuhied Na[tionsf und±ed, Nandons, New YOTk
ci,ly. 114 pp., ilhas. Si.50.

CORPORATION
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For many reasons. Carpeting made with Acrilan acrylic fiber
in the pile is more resilient than wool. It retains its deep pile
longer. Resists shedding. Colors are purer and remain that wayAcrilan resists fading; Acrilan is easier to clean than wool.
More?
Acrilan is born moth-proof. Non-allergenic. Will never mildew.
These are some of the reasons why architects all over the country
are specifying Acrilan for important installations.
Let us tell you in.ore.
Write Contract Carpet Merchandising, Chemstrand,
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N.Y.
These are among the mi]]s now licensed by Chemstrand for
Acrilan: Barwick, Bigelow, Cabin Crafts, Callaway, Coronet,
Crestline, Downs, Forrest, Hardwick and Magee, Hightstown,
Karagheusian, James Lees, Loomweve, Magee,
Masland, Monarch, Philadelphia Carpet, Roxbury,
Wunda Weve. In Canada: Harding Carpets.

acrylic

f iber

CrEM5TRAND
HEMSTRAND . GENERAL OFFICE: 35o FIFTH AVENUE, NEW VORK 1 . DisTRICT SALES OFFICES: NEW¥ORK 1; AKRON,< OHIO; CHARLOTI`E, NORTH CAROLINA . CANADA: cr
VERSEAS, S.A., TORONTO . CHEMSTRAND MAKHS ACRILAN" ACRYLIC FIBER AND CUMULOFTt NYLON FOR AMERICA'S FINEST MILLS . CHEMSTRAND, A DIVISION OF

Toastmaster Eleotrio
Cooking Equi|Iment

specified for University of

Denver's new Centennial
Resillenoe Halls Kitchen

A pleasant contrast to the traditional "halls
of ivy" design are the beautiful new Centennial Residence Halls on the University
of Denver campus. They are modern in
every respect including their electric, stainless steel kitchen which serves nearly 2,000'

student meals daily.

Food Service Consultant, John R.

Carlson, had a number of problems to
overcome in designing the kitchen for this
new facility. While the dining area, with a
seating capacity of 420, was adequatespace for the kitchen was quite compact.
As a result, every foot of floor space had
to be used to its fullest for staff and equipment to prepare a widely varied menu
three times a day. Performanc-e was
anotber factor. Every meal time, cooking
capacity had to serve 12.5 students per.

minute from each of two. serving lines. A

low ceiling posed another problem that
had to be solved : cooking heat.

Every one bf these considerations . . .
space,speed,heata;ndventila{ion...wasmct.

Breaded veal cutlets, chops and other meats cook to perfection dn Toast-

Result : a maximum-efficiency kitchen as

master Griddle Top Ranges. ` Each is really 4 griddles in one as each 9'' of grid

modern in design and concept as the buildings it serves!

width is individually controlled with pih-point accuracy to 450°. Soups, stock,

gravies and sauces cook on an adjoining pair of Hot Top Ranges. B`eneath
each range top is a one-pan size baking and roasting oven. And stainless
steel finishes on all Toastmaster cooking equipment means cleaning ease!

Centennial Residence Halls
University of Denver
Denver, Colorado
FOOD SERVICE CONSULTANT:
John R. Carlson,
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECTS:
Edwin A. Francis, A.I.A., Perkins & Will
INSTALLING DEALER:
J. Zerobnick, lnc.

io4
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Food Service Consultant, John R. Carlson, checks baked potatoes, stuffed

New Toastmaster Heavy-Duty Broilers are a favorite with Centennial cooks.

cabbage a.nd roast duck that will be part of students' fare for the day. Versatile

Instead of "cranking up "a heavily-loaded grid assembly-new"Floating Action"

Toastmaster Heavy-Duty Ovens let you roast or bake . . . prepare many types

handles /ower heat down to the meat and give it that glamorous branded look!

of food all at the same time. They feature Aluminized Steel oven liners for low

These new stainless steel beauties are ready to broil in only 6 minutes from a

cost operation and faster preheating: "Full-View" oven windows, and fingertip

cold start. Capacity is big . . . controls are conveniently located. And Toast-

pin-point temperature and top-and-bottom "Directional lleat" controls.

master design and engineering makes them easiest to use and clean!
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HOW ONE LARGE OFFICE USES
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
A summary of views and procedures at
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc., Architects, Engineers, Planners
By Wi,llicun 8 . Foxhall
The importance of utriost accuracy in construction
cost estimates at every stage of project development
cannot be over-emphasized, said Robert F. Hastings,
president of Smith, Hinchman & -Grylls Associates,

I\

:::;' t±hne ac£::eg:::n:]e±rmv;:¥.ofF:::::=:±%:]e±'t;eofp:±rncthe±€
tects toward their clients' budgets is calling for stringent interpretations of standard forms of agreement
between owner and architect.
Current A.I.A. forms (8131, 8211 and 8311) comn

mit the architect to periodic "statements of probable
project construction cost" and to detailed estimates
in some cases, but they specifically exempt any statements of probable construction cost from a g%a)y'c}7o±ee

of accuracy. This exemption, Mr. Hastings stressed,
is a practical maltter of legal terminology rather than
an invitation to inaccuracy. One has` only to consider
the spread between high and low bidders on identical
sets of `bidding documents to recognize the impractica]ity of giving the legal status of a guarantee to the
exact dollar amount of any prior estimate of probable construction cost. The key word here is p7®oZJCJbze.

But there is n-othing "probable" about the client's
budget for a given project, Mr. Hastings emphasized.
It is a firm commitment usually established long
:before bidding documents are prepared. It has the
character, if not the legal status, of a guarantee. At

i

:haetg#a±::a ¥:n<:Enma:npr&e]:m¥:Lasr;`#Cwe;:=±£agctd,r:nw:;g£:
and outline specifications very often is actually guaranteed as a limit not to be exceeded by bid costs. It
is this cominitment to a firm budget during a period
of growth and change, bath within the project itself
and within the construction field in general, that has
made the practice of estimating more demanding
than ever.
Obviously, the accuracy of the cost estimate can increase as the details of design development and specifications progress. Meanwhile, however, the architect's operating budget for a given job must be based
upon his probable income which in turn is based upon
his probable construction cost.,
There are, then, two concurrent systems of calcula-

[,

tion involving the_construction cost estimate. One is

the external responsibility of setting up accurate and
adequate budgets for the .client's approval. The other
is the internal control of the architect's own 6perat106
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ing procedures so that the job will advance' on a budgeted schedule adequately covered by the payments
stipulated for each stage of project devel,opment.
Construction cost estimating at Smith, Hirichman & Grylls is the responsibility of a department
headed by Jack Greenberg. Although Mr. Greenberg
is capable of bri,nging to the very earliest budget conference a kind of intuitive authority (which he calls
informed guessing) built up over 40 years of cost experience, his actual procedures are far from guesswork\. They are founded on constant and minrite attention to massive detail. The data from which he
works include not only current prices of materials
and labor but also case histories of every Smith,`
Hinchman & Gry]ls project, up-to-the-minute surveillance of local labor and construction activities,
and a wary eye on the general economic trends.
In the progress of a project from acceptance to construction, there are four stages at which a cost estimate is required : (1) in early conferences relating
the project program to an acceptable general order of
budget; (2) during development of schematics; (3)
during preparation of, preliminary drawings and outline specifications; (4) as a component of bid documents comprising working drawings and specifications. Figure 1 `(page 110) shows the sequence of

these stages and intervening approval conferences.
Every architectural project invokes the dual talents of the design staff and the translators of design
into construction in place. At Smith, Hinchman &
Grylls these talents are represented throughout negotiations by two individuals, a chief designer and a
projec't manager for each project. Once a project has
been accepted, the chief designer and project manager work out with the client details of program and
budget which can be effectivel} translated into schematics. While the designer has the responsibility of
translating the program into form relationships,
the project manager brings a considerable generalized knowledge of costs and of the client's operating
needs and limitations to bear on the feasibi,1ity of
design proposals. He is' also familiar with and calls _
expertly upon Mr. Greenberg's resources.
Once program and budget are accepted, the .project
enters into` the schematic pha.se of development.
Sketches, models and drawings are developed showcoTut:inued, on Tiage ilo
\

American Investment
Company
Clayton, Missouri
Architect:
John A. Campbell
St. Louis, Missouri

SECO Surface Protective Systems wrap structures of any shape . . . any
size . . . in a protective waterproof coating that lasts . . . and lasts . . .
and lasts.
Shining example is the American Investment Company Building. Now
nine years old, its amazingly durable SECO coating has kept it looking
almost as new and attractive as the day it was built.

A SECO elastic coating expands and contracts with the movements of

#t:aE¥£]ad£3gc:£cE:9tftcetss£;scoaEE:`:::L¥£cr££g,g::£gsdacnodvegrfsgso:T.afvsau±:£%3:
in a wide choice of handsome colors that remain uniform and fast.
Write today for catalog and name of your nearest SECO representative.

SURFACE

ENGINEERING

e34 Ohio Avenue

COMPANY
St. Louis, Missouri 63103

For more data, circle 78 on Inquiry Card
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CARRIER OFFERS:

Carrier's broad equipment line provides matched

Hermetic and open centrifugal water ohilling packages
The first fully hermetic absorption water chillers

Hermetic reciprocating water chilling packages
Air-cooled, water-cooled and evap condensers; cooling towers

Induction, fan-coil and single.duct room terminals
Single-zone, multi-zone and spray-coil central apparatus

Supply and exhaust fans; sheet metal specialties

major components to meet the requirements of cbyagr
hospital air conditioning application. This all-Carrier

approach has many significant advantages for the
owner, architect, engineer and contractor.
Initially, it simplifies the job of designing a system
by making all product data available in one location
-with your local Carrier representative. Through

Packaged units; heat pumps; room air Conditioners

cbzz phases of the job he can be the single source`for

Also: furnaces; unit heaters; icemakers

anything concerning the equipment from delivery

108
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schedule to installation information and certified
prints.
And, after the equipment has been turned over
to the owner, responsibility for proper performance
can be centered on the same reliable shoulders. For
beyond our equipment warranty, we offer three types
of maintenance contracts known as Carrier Planned
Service. Together with our dealers, we back our
offer with the largest and best-trained service organization in the business-over 12,000 men strong.

For information about components for cb"gr hospital job-or cb"gr offaer air conditioning projectcall your Carrier representative. Or write Carrier
Air Conditioning Company, Syracuse 1, New York.
In Canada: Carrier Air Conditioning (Canada) Ltd.,
Toronto 18.

cazi+7-er

Air C;onditioning C;omparry

For more data, circle 79 on Inquiry Card
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ing the massing and general outline. Types of rnaterials and system concepts are evaluated, and a
presentation package is prepared which includes a
preliminary cost estimate. Mr. Greenberg prepares
this figure with as much care as can be related to the
tentative nature of the design at this stage. He uses
an itemized form on which he can translate some 16
construction items such as foundations, walls, floors,
etc. into a fairly accurate index of general cost per
square foot. This form (Figure 2) is headed "Cost
Approximation" and purports to be just that.
Since Mr. Greenberg's estimate of construction
costs at the schematics stage enters into the office

5CHEMATICS
EVALUATION

CONCEPTS

pE!-:-E#flTFgN

budgeting system, it is necessary that he bring to it

Figure 1. Sequence of job phases

Figure 2. Form for cost approximation

every refinement at his disposal even though it is, in
fact, a cost approximation. It is more than a simple
up-dating of actual in-place costs of similar project
components. It takes into account the natural growth
rate characteristic of the kind of building under consideration, the expected frequency of change orders,
the degree of innovation in design which can affect
the rate and cost of office production, the probable
time interval between the current estimate and the
completion of bidding documents. Mr. Greenberg
must relate all of these factors to their probable effect on dollar amounts at the expected bidding date,
which may be one or two years or more after the date
of his computation.
One of the devices which contributes to his skill in

making such extrapolations is the cost index which
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls has developed and plotted
continuously since about 1910 in parallel with other
well-known national indexes, such as the Engineering
News Record building cost index and the building

commodity index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(Figure 3) .
The Smith, Hinchman & Grylls index is of different components from the other two indexes. It does
not call their accuracy into question. It is particular
for the actual buildings and localities represented by
the work done by the company. It is based on tang-

ible factors of building material costs, freight rates,
hourly rates of skilled trades and unskilled labor plus
intangible factors of labor efficiency, contractor profit margins, bidding competition and contractor overhead, taxes, availability of materials and labor. It
can be used only with the same understanding of its
components and statistical applicability that pertains to all such indexes.
Perhaps the chief value of the index, so far as actual cost estimates are concerned, is in the exercise of
its compilation which familiarizes Mr. Greenberg
and his staff with a broad spectrum of factors and
the dimensions of the effect of those factors on the
estimating problem confronting the department at
any given time.
As soon as the earliest cost and area approximations are made, the Smith, Hinchman & Grylls production control department, under P. P. Petkoff, has
110
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an approximate basis on which to set up a scheme
for budgeting both office time and fee allocations
through the various stages of design development
from schematics through bid documents as represented in Figure 1. Basic principle of the system is
the allocation of a per cent of total man-hours (a
time chunk based on experienced evaluation of feeto-work-load relationships) to each of the development phases. These time allocations are then related
to the proportion of fee earned as each phase of the
job proceeds.

For example, if the preliminary cost approximation indicates construction costs of a certain hospital
will earn a gross fee of, say, $203,000, that is the
working figure from which Mr. Petkoff begins his
operation. For this type and size of building, experience may tell him that the expected division of manhours of work among the various phases would assign about 10 per cent to the schematics, 15 per cent
to preliminary drawings, 50 per cent to working
drawings and specifications, and 25 per cent to followup. After he has made deductions for reserves against
cash charges and field supervision ($8,000 and
$11,000, respectively, in this example as shown in
Figure 4) , he then applies his percentage allocations
to the remaining working fee. He converts the fee
allocations to man-hours for each phase of the work
by dividing by an average hourly rate applicable to
each stage. The rates and per cent allocations shown
in Figure 4 are hypothetical and merely illustrate
the system. Typically they would vary for other kinds
of work requiring different proportions of executive
and other personnel time.
Note that each of these allocations to the four
stages of development is further divided by percentage allocations of the work to various departments
so that a quota of man-hours is set up for each of the
development stages.
As the job progresses to working drawings, the
basic working fee is subject to revision in the light of
increasingly accurate estimates. Mr. Petkoff then issues any necessary revision of original allocations.
Figure 3. Construction cost indexes
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Figure 4. Allocation of fee through work schedule

One of the documents that can initiate such a revision is Mr. Greenberg's second cost estimate. This is
an extensive check list prepared during the preliminary drawing phase of production following approval of the schematic design.
Preliminary drawing work consists of the detailed
establishment of final space arrangements and building masses, building appearance and materials,
structural, mechanical and electrical systems. It includes room sizes, typical layouts and sizes of major
equipment in all systems, framing plans with sized
major beams and columns, and typical details for all
trades having important bearing on over-all costs.
The cost estimate developed during this phase is
done in two steps® First is an estimate based on an
extensive check list of items for each of the major divisions of work ; site, building, mechanical, electrical,
etc. Figure 5 shows the list for building work. The
data are checked against the best information, ineluding outline specifications, available before the
preparation of final preliminary working drawings.
Representative sections of the building are put
through procedures similar to a take-off estimate. If
the building is running reasonably close to budget expectations, final preliminary working drawings are
prepared complete with outline specifications for all
trades.
coyitinued on pa,ge llJf
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Celo-Therm Roof lnsulation's remarkable properties result from what it is and where it comes from. It's
incombustible* because its basic ingredient, Perlite,
was born in a volcano.
Roofing crews like to handle Celo-Therm panels.

They're lightweight, easily cut with a knife-can be
nailed in place on wood decks or set in hot bitumen on

concrete or steel decks. Panels are 2' x 4'.
Celo-Therm Roof Insulation is highly moisture-resist-

ant. It won't decay or deteriorate. It has excellent thermal insulating value and is dimensionally stable.

Celo-Therm Roof Insulation has a UL flame spread

classification of 25, and is listed and labeled by Under-

writers' Laboratories under their inspection and label

service. Qualifies for steel deck assemblies UL Con-

struction No. 1 and Construction No. 2. Permits reduc-

tion generally equivalent to 40°/o of the basis insurance

rate.
*ln accordance with the definition of non-combustibility in NFPA No. 220.

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
120 S. Lcl Salle St., Chicago 3,

Illinois

SEND COUPON TODAY for samples
and application instructions
THE CELOTEX CORPORATION, Dept. AR-54

120 S. La Salle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

I please send me application instructions for Celo-Therm lncombustible Roof Insulation.

I Show me samples.
My N a in e -------------------------------------------------------------.--------..-----------------------Fi rm Name.____________...___ ...... _.___.._...______..__._ ....... ____________ .... __...____.___._____.__
Address.____._______________......__._____________._..._____.______..___.__....______...__._.____._.___..

City.___________________.___...__.___.________.___...._..Zone___._.__..State__...._______.____._.._.

For more data, circle 80 on Inquiry Card
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At this point, Mr. Greenberg prepares a detailed
cost estimate, similar to the previous check list but in
closer detail. This estimate is most important and
must reflect final construction cost as closely as possible, because very often it is a figure guaranteed by
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls as 72,ot fo Z)e e#ceeczed by

final construction cost of the building. The figure is
based on well-developed drawings, and a modified
take-off of materials from outline specifications.
To assure agreement on all elements of this estimate Smith, Hinchman & Grylls policy insists that a
record copy of the estimate and a record set of drawings and outline specifications upon which the estimate is based must be initialed at each stage by the
principal in charge, by the project director, by all
department heads and by the production coordinator.
The latter (Mr. Petkoff ) meanwhile has been receiving detailed reports of the man-hours spent on
each phase of the project by each of the departments
listed in the left hand column of the chart at the bottom of Figure 4. He compiles a weekly report summarizing for each department and each phase: (1)
labor cost to date, (2) hours this week, (3) hours to
date. These he compares with his estimated quota of
hours allotted to the project. It is a running check
which spots very early any tendency of the project to

get off the track.
A further check is in a monthly recap of the items
Figure 5. rBezowJ Form for building work cost estimate
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listed in Figure 6. A single sheet carries 12 such
monthly summaries so that the experienced eye can
view the trend of performance. When Mr. Greenberg's detailed, "guaranteed" estimate is available at
the end of preliminary working drawings, Mr. Petko ff has a firm basis for detailed review of per formance and foi- any action that seems needed.
It should be noted that at this point corrective action can be taken be/o7^e the heavy work load budg-

eted for the working drawing phase is undertaken.
It can be done, also, while both the chief designer and
project manager are equally engaged and familiar
with the project.
After approval of preliminaries, the project moves
into working drawings. This represents a major company investment, but it is a phase in which the designer begins to withdraw and the project manager
remains as the moving force. The cost of change and
unresolved error becomes extremely high as this
phase advances ; hence, the value of a very accurate
cost estimate at the close of preliminaries.
During the working drawing phase, a final construction cost estimate is made updating the prelimimary estimate and showing any deviation from it.
This final estimate is based on specific materials and
final dimensions room by room. Specification and bid
documents are examined to be sure there are no duplications of items or work for more than one contractor. This estimate is prepared as close to the bid
date as possible, but allowing sufficient time (one or
two months) for the development of construction alternates if it appears they may be needed.
At the end of the working drawing phase, estimates and bidding documents receive two final
checks ; one by the job captain for each department,
and one by a correlation checker who is not familiar
with the job and hence approaches his task with a
fresh and expert eye.
All of this attention to concurrent systems for accurate cost estimating, both internal and external,
reflects a basic concern of Smith Hinchman & Grylls
management for the best ultimate and continuing
service to clients. The system, says Mr. Hastings,
has been developed to make the most effective use of
all funds available for design and construction and
the most effective use of the talents of creative people. Keeping program and budget constantly in focus
during all phases of a project permits the architect
and his client to put their best efforts into development of the most creative design concept and preparation of the most effective cont,ract documents. A]though the system must be rigidly enforced to work
well, a particular job may warrant flexible application. A design adventure, an unusual engineering

treatment, a jewel or challenge-each may be worth
doing for its own long range value. It would be folly
to submerge them in a rigid operating system. It
would be equal folly to forsake the system which
makes them occasionally possible.
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Whatever you may read, hear, or
be told -one thing is sure: fhere /.s no of her
track lo equal Silent Gliss.

Thereasonsareclear:

r

No

other track has the patented system of cords
traveling in separated, semi-enclosed channels
(t6 prevent drooping, tangling, and other problems of tension
systems),
11
No othertrackfeaturesthesilenceof satin-Smooth
rounded nylon carriers traveling in precisely fitted channels

(noannoying "echo chamber" rollernoise.)
.
No othertrac-k
has the slim, trim lines of Silent Gliss (with the gracious

contours of the thoroughbred).

Silent Gliss offers rourfeen track styles to choose from :

tracks for surface mounting, bracket mounting, or recessing
. . tracks for cord traversing or hand operation . . .

tracks for cubicle, extra-duty or specialty use. All are shown
and described in the complete illustrated catalog shown above.
Write for full details today; address Dept. AR-5.

I Here is the secref ors/'/enf G//.ss . . .
with

its

all-nylon

cord,

traveling

in

patented, separated channels.
This
means minimum maintenance, because
there's no drooping,

It's

no tangling ever.

one of the reasons why

Silent

Gliss is the presf/'ge track, chosen for
quality

SILENT

BLISS,

installations
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Distributing Companies

Angevine Cow Freeport, lllinois

Drapery Hal.dware Mfg. Co., lvlonrovia, California

THREE OF THE
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COMPANIES

Manufacturers of Quality Drapery Hardware Since 1903
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world

over.

the most exciting ideas take shape in plywood

_ ,'pr[iffi

EDWARD D. STONE, AF3CHITECT/HALL, PF3EGNOFF & MATHEU, ENGINEERS/WELDWOOD STRUCTURES DIVISION, UNITED STATES PLYWOOD. FABRICATOR

The sculptured curves of this pavilion look as
though they could have been shaped only with a
plastic material. Instead they were achieved with
flat panels of plywood. I Each roof unit is a
hyperbolic paraboloid,laminated from four layers
of 1/4" plywood and bolted to steel "T" sections
rising to 28' at the center. Despite the complex
curvatures, in-place roof cost was only $3/sq. ft.,
one-fifth that of aluminum and well below steel or
concrete. . For information on plywood building systems write (USA only) American Plywood
Association, Tacoma, Washington 98401

Washington Natural Gas Company in Seattle

Gas turbine energy system at MCAllen High School

Warren Petroleum Corp. refinery , Monument, N . M .

T-350 gas turbine energy system for Standard Pipeprotection, Inc.

These companies get high thermal efficiencies
with Solar gas turbine energy systems
The Solar gas turbine energy
system concept of employing
both the shaft horsepower and
the exhaust heat of a rugged, dependable Solar gas turbine can
achieve thermal efficiencies over
70 per cent. Significant savings
in power costs are currently being realized in a wide variety of
uses. Here are four typical applications that demonstrate the
versatility of Solar gas turbine
energy systems.
Washihgtoh Natural Gas Company

Washington Natural Gas Company's new four story Seattle of-

conditioning at full load. Fuel
consumption is reduced with a
recuperator.
MCAIIen High School

Standard Pipeprotection, lnc.

Exhaust heat without processing
of any kind is used to dry pipe at
Standard Pipeprotection's new
Houston, Texas, plant. Two Solar
I-350 gas turbine energy sys-

Warren Petroleum Corporation

Three Solar Scb€?67.701100 hp gas

turbines driving 700 kw generators provide all of the electrical
power used at Warren Petroleum
Corporation's Monument, N. M.,
natural gasoline refinery. Exhaust heat is ducted from the
For more data, circle 82 on Inquiry Card
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Two 1100 hp Solar Sa}£%r7o® tur-

fice building is air conditioned by

ARCHITECTURAL REcoRD

produces 17,350 1bs of steam

per hour at 65 psig for plant

bines are in operation at McAllen, Texas, high school. Shaft
power is used to generate 60 and
840 cycle electricity, and exhaust
heat is used to make steam for
heating and 467 tons of absorption air conditioning. All of the
2400-pupil school's high frequency lighting, cooling and electrical needs are supplied by the
system.

a Solar I-350 gas turbine energy
system. The turbine drives a centrifugal vapor cycle refrigeration compressor, while exhaust
heat is recovered to run an absorption air conditioner. The
system provides 320 tons of air
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turbines into a boiler, which

terns drive 60-cycle, 200 kw generators to supply electrical power
in the plant.
Write for Information

For more information about
Solar gas turbine energy systems, write Solar, Dept. M-163,
Sam Diego, California 92112.

remember.....

Only ADVANIguqrd®
Protects
Fluorescent
Lighting
Installations
Against . . . Incorrect voltage supply . . . Excessive current . I . Internal ballast short circuiting . . . Inadequate lamp maintenance . . . Improper fixture application . . . Operation at
abnormal temperatures . . . End-of-life hazards
. . . The need for individual fusing.
Only ADVAN-guard®, a thermally actuated pro-

tective thermostat sealed in the ballast housing,
is preset to automatically "trip-out" whenever
the ballast operates at abnormal temperatures
from any internal or external cause. Unlike
other protective devices which permit premature ballast destruction by cutting the ballast
out of the line only after it has been destroyed,
ADVAN-guard® cuts out before heat can cause

premature destruction,
resets automatically
when the trouble has been corrected and permits the ballast to resume normal operation.
Insist on ADVAN-guard® equipped fluorescent
lamp ballasts for safety and longer life.

For more data, circle 83 on Inquiry Cclrd
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diifEHser

for oonveotors,..forced air

Cup CLut!
Here's new beauty in architectural design, new
versatility for handling air distribution at the low
sidewall and floor levels.

These new, ultra-modern-looking, all-aluminum
Titus enclosures are perfect for convectors, radi-

ators - forced air heating and ventilating units.
Their attractive linear design can be used to barmonize with, or accent the overall architectural
motif.

Titus diffuser enclosures have covers of heavy-

gauge aluminum with extruded aluminum linear
bar-type louvers (standard or fine-line) installed
in top or side as specified.

Can be furnished in variable heichts, widths or
lengths as desired. Available in several types of

YOUR IMAGINATloN is the only limit to the number of ways in

finishes - including brushed satin, etched with
clear lacquer finish, or clear Duracron baked finish. MAIL COUPON FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

which Titus aluminum enclosures can be used

creative]y in your

plans. use them as floor supported units-mounted to wall-free
standing-or jn any number of other ways.

`:>.\``.i

TITUS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, Waterloo, Iowa

I Please send copy of the new Titus ARCHITECTS' AND ENGINEERS' SKETCH
BOOK (includes details on new Titus Linear Diffuser Enclosures.)

I. Have Titus Representative call on me.
NAME

NEW, FREE - ARCHITECTS' AND
ENGINEERS' SKETCH

presents
creatively

by

sketches,

designed

TITLE

BOOK . . .

the very

Titus

air

latest

in

COMPANY

distribution

products for ceilings, sidewalls, floors. Write

ADDRESS

for your copy on your company letterhead
today.
For more data, circle 84 on Inquiry Card
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This Toilet [nelosure Design Offers
Eoonomy Both ln Cost and Installation

Dulles International Airport, Chantilly, Va. . Eero Saarinen

Associates,Architects.GacoflexElastomericRoofingsystein

The clean, modern design of Fiat's Duro model earns acceptance from
.a.rchitect, owner and maintenance man. Headrail-braced type requires
no special reinforcement of floor, wall or ceiling. Therefore installation

is fast and simple-ideal for replacement, remodeling and new construe.
tion. Budget-wise cost comes from thoughtful engineering that econo.

St. Peter's Church, Pacifica, California . Mario J. Ciampi,
F.A.I.A., Architect . Paul W. Reiter, Associate Architect

• Gacoflex Elastomeric Roofing System

8

GATES ENGINEERING COMPANY
Wilmington 99, Delaware .
Phone oLympia 6-9951
A Subsidiary of The Macco Chemical Co.
Technical representatives in principal cities U.S.A.
Western States: GAC0 Western, Inc., Seattle, Washington

For mo,re data, circle 85 on Inquiry Card
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mizes on details without detracting from appearance or performance.

Write nearest factory for details and prices

e-te),a=`-e=

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COW lNC.
Michael Court, Plainview, Long Island, N.Y.
For more data, circle 87 on Inquiry Card

lets tenants individualize.

Arohitrao lets you standardize,
With Architrac® double traverse sets, closing the room-side

are inserted in the track. If partitions are moved, the compo-

draperies also closes the outside drapery. (We do this by

nent parts are easily repositioned allowing complete flexibility

using ingenious interlocking

of office layout.

master slides.) This gives a uni-

form exterior appearance and still allows tenants individual

We supply Architrac in nine styles (cord and hand operated)

choice of color and design in room-side draw draperies.

for flush, recessed, flanged or bracket mounting, For details

Our recessed and ceiling mount Architrac permits another
sort of standardization. The extruded track can be installed

on our full

around the entire building perimeter, regardless of where

Architrac

interior partitions may be placed,

tions, write us. Ask, too, for our free catalog, price-estimation

After tracks are installed, each unit can be partitioned to
tenants' individual requirements. Then the component parts

line of Architrac drapery hardware, see Sweet's,

section 18F/K1.

For complete specifications covering

interlocking

master slides

and

Kirsch

perimeter applica-

information and about our nationwide consultation service.

Kirsch Company, 334 Prospect Street, Sturgis, Michigan.

KirscF\
DRAPERY HARDWARE

For more data, circle 88 on Inquiry Card
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Going places `fast-Contours CV
The increasing popularity of this high-fired ceramic

wall facing offers multiple advantages. Raised or
incised patterns, with matching flat-surfaced pieces,
afford the designer unique opportunities to achieve
unusual textural interest and decorative effects. A
variety of stand`ard patterns currently are available, in
nineteen colors ranging from rich tones to pale pas-

applications, is yours without obligation. Write for
technical data, or see your Gladding, MCBean Building Products Representative. Better, visit one of our

salesrooms, where you can see and feel the beauty
of Contours CV itself.

tels. And your own designs and colors can be custom

produced at low cost.

CONTOURS9 CV
Gladding, MCBean building product by

Contours C-V is lightweight, easily applied like glazed
wall tile or adhesion-CV, and withstands freezing climate. Yet it is priced to fit the budgets of most jobs.
Our counsel, based on experience with widely varied

ffiTERPACE

Di,stri:bated east of the Rocky Mountcin,s bay,y

Jl rmHeE

EF]AMIC

TILE

ican
lean American Olean Tile Co., Lansdale, Pennsylvania-a subsidiary of National Gypsum Company
For more data, circle 89 on Inquiry Card
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An open invitation to create the new, the
distinctive, in contemporary interiors for
office, institution or residence. Krueger's
uniquely designed CONTINENTAL Arm
Chair and popular Side Chair feature a
subtly sculptured fiberglass shell mounted
on sturdy, yet slim-line tubular legs, or on a
satin-finished pedestal/swivel-base. FRigidly

unitized "free form" arm design adds new
functional style to the finest of contemporary settingso Ultra-smart colorings mark
the CONTINENTAL as a featured accent
in any decor. The unusually comfortable
roomy sh`ell in Mandarin FRed, Ebony Black

or Pearl \/\/hite is a striking background for
any of eight selected texture~woven fabric
colors of the cushion-padded.seat and arm
rest. Though firmly secured, the seat is
easily reversible.

tloaha

DECORATOR and CONTRACT Folding Chairs

Write today for information

-on your letterhead, plea.se.

Chother fine Creafiom bv

RIREngH©iEE

METAL pF3oDucTs cOMPANy/ GFaEEN BAy . wis..I

Visit our new permanent

Booths 818-820
N f= a F A _ N a FA

sAovwoom , . .1q84
-I_ , _ _

_
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a Oorp]nop
LPI's Series 11 Vee-Lens with butterfly distribution

.,`;:i- :+,-.;:` -,I

provides excellent lighting for corridors, library stacks,

and stock room aisles.
This new luminaire delivers high levels of light to

H+,I`f i n.,;:I`.,;: `i,'.:;

corridor walls. It produces proper brightness ratios
for relief of ceiling contrasts, and it controls brightness for glareless, down-the-hall visual comfort.
In addition, the Vee-Lens 11 is UL-listed for surface

mounting-without spacer brackets-on combustible
low-density celluose fiberboard ceilings.

Distinctive trim caps enhance the luminaire's handsome styling, and clear plastic end caps permit a

EHE E HERE

clean, unbroken luminous effect when the luminaire
is mount:ed in continuous rows.
The next time you have a corridor to light, ask your
LPI representative about the Vee-Lens, or write for
full

information.

Lpi-4-2t2
®

E S a E NT
EfiEE FLUOR
LIGHTIINC}
Lighting Product:s lnc„ Highland Park, Illinois 60036
For more data, circle 91 on Inquiry Card
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How 52 torts of steel joists cut weight in this school
Roof structure for this new elementary schoo.I in Overland Park, Kansas,
consists of 499 Sheffield Open Web
Steel Joists. They are high strength

load-carrying capacity of
H-Series Joists, deadload was sub-

Joists,

stantially less than with the older,

Architectural File, or write for -your

widely accepted J-Series Joists.

copy of the latest Sheffie]d Joist
Catalog. All Sheffield Joists meet the
widely accepted specifi-cations of the
Steel Joist Institute. Sheffield Divi-

the high

Designing with

joists-H-Series-made with modern
Sheffield Steels having a minimum

yield strength of 50,000 psi. Total
deadweight is 52.5 tons. Because-the

architect elected to use the most
modern design concept, employing

high -strength H-

Series Sheffield Joists can bring
economies to structural frame designs and foundations, too. There's
less deadweight to hold up in the air.
For data on Sheffield Open Web

including

H-Series and J-

Series, see our catalog in Sweet's

sion, Armco Steel Corporation, Department S-1154] 7000 Roberts Street,
Kansas City, Ivlissoui-i 64125.

5___i

ARMCO Sheffield Division

V
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If you were planning this community, you
(„.our C&I specialist is in the Yellow Pages)

Oil-lowboy
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Electric-Cooling

Gas-Cooling

Skyliner

Unit Heater

could heat and cool every bu'ilding with Janitrol
That's right. For everything from shopping centers to a completely planned community, you can
depend on Janitrol to meet your exact heating
and cooling needs. Janitrol's commercial and industrial field specialists are backed by a competent
engineering staff to give you practical, responsible assistance. This means one complete, quality
line ; one-source purchasing ; one-control service.

Contact Janitrol for the latest data on heating
and air conditioning equipment. The name's in
the Yellow Pages.

|ANiTF=oL I=IvisIoru

l[Tlid1and-RossCorpora€ion

COLUMBUS. OHIO

PHOENIX, Af}IZONA
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A LAUNDRY FACILITY THAT DOUBLES
AS A PRESSURE COOKER? YOU'RE KIDDING!
Not at all. You still hear of architects who include

the expense of buying, maintaining and replacing

unnecessary laundry facilities in plans for hospitals,

dozens of linen items . . . of buying and maintaining

hotels, schools, etc .,.. so let's at least make them

washers and driers . . . of paying extra water and power
bills, detergent expenses and extra personnel. Tell

functional.. And this

remarkably versatile machine

(vintage 1882), according to the original description,

seems to be just the item :

your client i:o look under Linen Supply or Towel
Supply in the yellow pages. With some of the money

". . . In addition to washing clothes, it may be used

he'Il save, he can get himself a real pressure cookerl

for washing wool, and the boiler answers a good
purpose for steaming and boiling grain and vegetables for stock."

FREE DESIGN GulDEsl
They give case histories and suggestions for pro-'
viding more efficient linen supply service in hospi-

Then again . . ,why not leave the many complications
of laundries to an expert? The local Linen Supplier

tals, motels, hotels, schools and restaura.nts, as
well as for commercial firms, professional offices
and various institutions. Write today.

can show your client how easy it is to di.spense with

LINEN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AIVIERICA . 975 Arthur Godfrey Road, Miami Beach 40, Florid,a
For more data, circle 94 on Inquiry Card
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TRADITION AND CONTINUITY
IN ARCHITECTURE
In a noteworthy recent address
given at the Boston Architectural Center,
Walter Gropius re-examined the great themes of his career.
In a three part series beginning this month,
ARCHITECTURAL REcoRD presents his talk in full
ARCHITECTURAL REcORI>
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Tradition cnd, Corwhnuity in Architectwe

`` . . . and u]e had better admit that uisual
docLunend;±ion Of our specific uJay of

Zife is stil,I largely ha;phazard and inconclusive."

There i,s no past wlvich we should long to resurrect,
There i,s eteryul newness ondu , reconsti,toting itself
Out of the ecetended alements of the pa,st
And true area,rming should a,hoays be towards productive ends

Part 1

Ma,hang 8 ome new , some b ett,er thirmg .~GOErFFTB

It seems to be desirable in our period of rapid transformation of values to stop, look, and listen I rom
time to time. If we sharpen our own criteria, we may
be able to better judge our own contributions and to
see how they relate to the characteristic manifestations of the society we live in. We may find confidence
and direction, so indispensable in the face of the confusing complexities of our modern life.
Looking at our state of democracy today, we realize that improvement of our society can come only
from a greater effort to educate ever-stronger, independent individuals who will be capable to develop,
simultaneously, a group consciousness among them.

From such group consciousness-as history showsdevelops tradition and continuity. The more outspoken the individuals of a society are and the more
they are willing at the same time to abide by commonly recognized group characteristics, the stronger
will be their cultural manifestations. No doubt,
length and depth of the historical development of a
people are reason for the greater or lesser stability
of their ti.adition. In the United States, the famous
melting pot of so many races and nations is still in
a state of fermentation. Small wonder then that no
consistency of approach is yet noticeable in modern
American architecture. In fact, we grope in many
directions to find our own. Cultural group consciousness is not yet strongly in evidence. Since the history
of our civilization is still young, this is quite natural,
and we had better admit that visual documentation
132
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of our specific way of life is still largely haphazard
and inconclusive.

How can we bring the diverging lines of development into better focus, so that our hands become
firmer in drawing the outlines of a recognizable image of our society as it reveals itself in its buildings
and planning habits? How can we assess our own
contributions in the light of traditional values and
the idea of continuity in a cultural sense ?
Ever since we have placed ourselves on the fastmoving vehicle of scientific progress, we have only
allowed our minds to be dragged along by it at an
ever-increasing speed, while our souls got off at an
early stage, hurling loud protests after the "infernal
machine." How are we going to join our parted
selves again and to balance the impact of the vehicle? Certainly not by embellishing the scene with architectural ``gems" which, by eclectic overtones,

strive to create a link with an emotionally meaningful past. It isn't that easy.
When I came to this country 27 years ago, I found
a naive but confident belief among the average people that everything new was better than everything
old. This belief has undergone a considerable disillusion in the meantime, and lately some arbiters of

``taste" have let it be known that almost anything

old is preferable to anything new. The free-roaming
spirit of adventure has curled in on itself . This is
where we stand now, our hands uncertain because
our minds are ; with diminished confidence because

" In the beginning of thi,s certwry archikects were misguided into belieuing that
their duty lay in disguising the row

i cuts of the now industrial urban lif e
thai had sprii,ng up around them."
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Tradidon and CoTitinwity -i,n Arc-i Litecture

``Wlwi uje should gain from studies of
the past i,s an ed;mircdion for the
direct, unsenitmerital cnd, exubercLnd
soha±i,ons which haNe been f ound in the

past not necessartty by i amous architects only, but by ordinary people
who obeyed necessky i,n an inspired

Ftoren_a_9_. P€cLz3za S. Spiri,to. from "Itcdy" bu Martin Hdrtt;munn, courteey Thcrmes cund Hudson. London

u]ay becoruse they iderutfi,ed themsehoes
whalchecutediy ujith their own ti,mes."

our conscience tells us that we have not fully played
our part in the great task of this century : the tramsformation of the inarticulate, drifting masses of
democratic citizens into individuals aware of their

peatedly in my attempts, first, to give prefabrication
for the mass market an early, architect-controlled
start and, second, to put visual education on a much
broader and more contemporary basis as we finally

own potentialities and responsibilities. Accusing the
general public of cultural inaction will only retard
the recognition of the deeper cause f or our frustration : our hesitation to stand up heart and soul to the
tasks this century has imposed on us and to see them
through to a seemly end. Only this would be of historical relevance, and nobody is going to remember

the half-hearted and the strays.
In the beginning of this century, architects were

succeed.ed in doing at the Bauhaus. These efforts I
continued in different countries and on different levels, but among professional ranks there was scant
sympathy for this early effort at giving direction to
the ominously gathering forces of mass production
before they were going to swamp us. The sight of
the strait jacket into which architects proceeded
to maneuver themselves had worried me and other
architects already before World War I, but, as you

misguided into believing that their duty lay in dis-

know, the majority of them continued at that time to

guising the raw facts of the new industrial, urban
life that had sprung up around them and that they
must guard the continuity of immutable esthetic
concepts as they had been developed by the centuries
preceding them. They lost sight of the fact that this
misapprehension of their role in society gradually
reduced their activities to the well-to-do fringes of
society where the preaching was easy and where
their standing as elegant arbiters of taste was assured. I grew up in that atmosphere. When in 1910
I had my first premonition that all this would be

confine themselves to the limited demands of the decorator's craft and today, 50 years later, prefabrication is still largely unattended by architects and
visual training is far from being on an equal level
with other subjects of education.
But despite this poor record in foresight and anticipation of an inevitable development, architects
never hesitate to berate the dastardly citizen for his
ignorance in matters of architectural design. This
became a matter of public record recently again
when the shameful taxation of the Seagram Building-which amounts to a penalty being paid for excellence in design and good craftsmanship-was im-

wholly inadequate to establish a true, histoi-ically
valid expression of the needs of our own time, I felt
strongly that it would be necessary for the architectural profession to throw itself fully into the creation of an architect-controlled production of all the
innumerable building facets which combine to make
up the setting for the whole of 20th-century society. At the same time, I felt it should help to revolutionize the u¢sttcLZ education of the young.

In the pursuit of these aims I bloodied my nose re134
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posed. This barbaric decision should indeed be protested, but it seems too easy to accuse the general insensitivity of an anonymous culprit, the city officials,

the courts, or the unenlightened businessmen when
architects must really share the blame for these
shortcomings, together with all those others who
failed to read the signs of the time. If we had pressed
long ago for a more profound visual training of the

Coca, Ca8tillo, from "Sapalrm" bu Martin Hiirl,ira,rm, courtesg Thames a,md Hudson, Lorndon

AtbeTobeuo, from "Italu" bu Mcurtin Hitrl;incunm

Tradition and Continuity i,n ALrchitecture

" .... pref abrication i,s stth largely
unctltended by archihects."
Falrchi:ld Aerial SuTvey8, Inc.

they let the realities of our contemporary scene enter
this life only in the safe, symbolic form of modern
painting and sculpture. By creating islands of culture for themselves in putting up museum buildings
and other tokens of civilization in the midst of otherwise shapeless hodge-podge towns, they make themselves believe that they have done their part in carrying the cultural message among the unenlightened.
But they carefully stay away from those areas where
the actual face of our time reveals itself in its depressing ugliness, and they do not share in the labors
of those who are trying, at this late date, to develop
a new "blueprint for living" for the multitudes who
have been vainly waiting to see an image of their
own society arise which they can believe in. So, by
and large, the cultural message is lost to the inhabitants of Shantytown.
This country has just watched the tragically short
cze74e, i.e., transmit, carry on. This certainly does not
mean that the study of an old successful house type,
performance of one of the few people who seemed
singularly at home in tfao.s century and who never
or an old successf ul town structure would necessardoubted that we could make something of it that
ily equip one to construct a house or city area fit for
would
prove ourselves to be responsible protagonists
t7}¢s century ; in fact, too deep absorption in it might
of
our
own
phase of history. President Kennedy was
hinder, instead of help, an immediate and fresh reneither
frivolous
in his optimism nor did he allow
sponse to our modern problems. What we s7LowZcZ gain
any
washing
of
hands
in the face of our mountainfrom such studies is an admiration f or the direct,
ous problems. At home in the present, but familiar
unsentimental and exuberant solutions which have
with the traditions of the past, he cast his thoughts
been found in the past not necessarily by famous arfar ahead of himself and gave new articulation to the
chitects only, but by ordinary people who obeyed
American image which the whole world has become
necessity in an inspired way because they identified
aware of. He understood also that true democracy
themselves wholeheartedly with their own times.
This group-instinct, as I have said before, is by no needs, as a basic requirement of life, its own flowering of art as a powerf ul equal to science and the
means fully developed in this country, and the in flueconomics of affluence. His scope of understanding
ence some of our intellectuals have taken does little
for the unity of life in all its phases is a challenge to
to knit individuals together for a common effort.
Highly cultivated themselves, in esoteric apartheid, all professions.

average school child, who, though born with the ability to see, must be trained to develop his ability to
perceo.a;e,. if we had been fully alert to the changing
demands of the times, we might be nearer to a meeting of minds when we have to map out a general
strategy for the appearance of our common habitat.
Have architects learned from this defeat? Not too
eagerly. In fact they are beginning to become susceptible again to the exhortations of those devoted
advocates of the past who acknowledge the present
only when softened by accents of some romantic
disguise or another to give it the appearance of legitimacy. The word "tradition" is bandied around
again for the superficial purpose of ennobling this or
that piece of "mood-architecture" and to construe
facile "links with the past" for the half-educated.
The word "tradition" comes from the Latin : trcb-
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THEATER GLAMOUR AGAIN
Architect Philip Johnson combines red plush, gold leaf and
crystal to great effect in Lincoln Center's newest theater
The missing qualities of glamour and sumptuousness have been reintroduced as important elements
in theater design with the opening of the New York
State Theater at Lincoln Center. This theater is

glamorous, romantic-nostalgic, if you will-and
deliberately so. Its large, 2,729 seat hall for the

dance, operetta and musical comedy is carried out
with sophistication and style, and takes its place as
one of the most elegant spaces in New York City.
Its elaborate and festive air is due in part to the architect's choice of materials and colors: the elegance of red plush, the richness of gold leaf and the
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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New York State Tluecter
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION

THIRD RING

glitter of crystal. But the repeated golden curves of
the horseshoe (or lyre-shaped) balconies-the classic pattern of the 17th- and 18th-century Baroque

theater-have much to do with pulling the large
space into unity and giving it human scale. Architect Philip Johnson says: "The lyre shape seems
best for a Vozfost7LecL€e7~, and this is to be the low-

priced theater of Lincoln Center. It is good because
it brings many people together in a festive room
where everyone can see everyone, where the room
will look relatively intimate because the walls are
papered with people. It will look intimate, moreover,
because more than half the audience will be behind
the faces of the balconies which themselves create
the psychological walls of the room. The top balcony
is outside this psychological space, and if empty,
will not give the hall that deserted feeling which is
so awkward in a single-level house."
The orchestra has continental seating, with no
middle aisle and rows of seats 40 inches apart serving as cross-aisles. Ten entrances and exits provide
for rapid clearing of the house. Johnson says : "The
reason behind a cross-axis theater, besides the obvious one of getting everyone closer to the stage, is
to give the audience more of a feeling of enjoying a
common experience than one can have in a deep rectangular theater or in a wedge shaped house."
The New York State Theater will serve as the
home of both the New York City Ballet and the Lincoln Center Music Theater, under the direction of
Richard Rodgers, which will present musical comedy
and operetta.
138
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FIRST RING AND PROMENADE

ORCHESTRA AND LOBBY
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New York State Thecder

PLAN

i

THE LARGE PROMENADE will be used for official receptions, state and civic banquets, and of course as an intermission
gathering and refreshment place. Through the glass wall of
this elegant space one may look out to the main plaza or walk
out to the portico balcony. The room contains a long refreshment bar along its theater side. The walls are covered with
beige carpeting; the ceiling is gold leaf over plaster; the floor
is of red Rosso Merlino marble and travertine; the balcony
railings are of bronze with decorative metal panel inserts ; the
glass wall is covered by a shimmering curtain of gold-anodized
aluminum beads. The two heroic sculptures at either end of
the space are by Elie Nadelman. The kitchen facilities will take
care of a banquet of 600 persons, as will the promenade space
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The N ew Y orb State Theater, Lincoin Center i or the Performfrog Arts
New York Cktu
ALRCHITEC)I .. Ph,tlbp Johnson Assocba,tes
Srl`RU CTTJRA`L EN GIRTEERS .. S ev erud-EZstad-Krueg er Assoc4CLtes

MECHArqlcALL ENGI"E:ERS .. SuskcL ci,nd Hermes8y
CONSULTANTS FOR THEATER ARCHITECTURE : Be7t ScJLZcb"ger cb7tcz W7er"er Gcbbzer

STAon CoRTSULTAr`Ts .. Donald OenszcLger cued Wcbzter Uovruh,

ACOT]STlcA.L Cor`STmTAI`T .. Vtlhetm Lassen J ordan
LIGHTEN a C}or{SUHrFALINT .. Ri,chcbrd Ketly

CONTRAcrFOR .. Turner C onstruction C ompcuny
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ARCHITECTURE AS TOTAL COMMUNITY:
THE CHALLENGE AHEAD
A series of seven articles examining the contemporary

crisis in human environment and presenting strong,
frequently controversial, convictions on
planned development as guiding principles for
community order with diversity, beauty and humanity
By ALBERT MAYER
in consul±a;tion with CLARENCE STEIN

3. URBAN RENEWAL AS CREATIVE CATALYST
We now deal with the quality and scope of the work
of the Urban Renewal Administration, the development of its range and vision and actual performance
in its 14 years, and its possible future course. Let us
first have a look at the background of legislation
which set it up in 1949. But one may say initially
that here, as in the Public Housing Administration
under Commissioner Marie MCGuire, the thinking
and the vigor and the action of the last few years,
under URA Commissioner William Slayton, have far
surpassed the previous pedestrian plodding and irresolute intent, under that and subsequent legislation. Mr. Slayton has had an important part in galvanizing the municipal renewal agencies, which as
in public housing are the determinants of the character of the actual programs.
In some ways the Housing Act of 1949 and, later,
the Act of 1961, marked an exciting stride forward
in the philosophy and policy and legislative framework for the social-physical development of our cities and metropolitan areas. It provided for "the
realization as soon as feasible of a decent home cJ7od
ob suatcbble l;iving ermirouneut for every A::i[I[uer±can

family, thus contributing to the development and redevelopment of communities and to the advancement
of growth, wealth and security of the nation." A superb aspiration and intention, which it must be our
daily challenge to bring alive, to transform from
verbiage into action.
In Title I, the Magma Charta of Urban Renewal,
it is provided that the Administrator "shall encourage the operations of such local public agencies as
are established on a state or regional or unified metropolitan basis or as are established on such other
basis as permits such agencies to contribute effectively toward the solution of community development
or redevelopment problems on a state or regional or
unified metropolitan basis."

Thus, the first quoted provision was extending the
public housing operation to include as part of the
obligation of supplying a decent home, provision of
better environment and community. And in the second quotation, we see the dual intention to further
the solution of community development problems on
a much broader basis than merely housing, and to
promote metropolitan action.

Objectives vs. Practice
These two sets of objectives being included in the
same act, it would seem certain that the two administrative agencies to carry them out would have felt
that they were essentially complementary or dovetailing. However, this has not in fact been the case.
As an index: the latest figures show that by June
1964 the total area of urban renewal projects will in
1964 have reached 120,000 acres or 185 square miles
in 1,560 projects. By the end of 1962 the total housing
construction cost estimate for these areas was : prit;¢£e housing, $2.1 billion (say, somewhere around
70,000-80,000 units) ; p"Z7Zo.a housing, $83 million

(say, something over 5,000 units) .
These figures speak for themselves as to stratifica-

tion, as to lack of integrated attack by the two agencies. And they shed some light on the severity of the
relocation problem, particularly in view of the fact
that by far the largest part of this 185-square-mile
area consisted of residential slums. There is a somewhat growing rapprochement in Washington, and
varying degrees of it locally around the country. But
it is only rarely a full and genuine symbiosis.
The intention and quoted language of the Act
encourages local agencies on a metropolitan basis.
Urban renewal as it operates is strictly on a politicalcity basis. Of course, this is a terribly tough nut to
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crack and we cannot strongly blame the URA for
failing to crack it. At the city level, urban renewal
is in some places making a serious contribution : in
coordination and in synchronizing activity of municipal departments. This includes the enforcement
side of the building and fire departments, health and
sanitation; in some cases, housing and planning
policy, open space and park activity. In short, as in
Boston and New Haven, a sort of Vice-Mayor for
development.
A last point here : Title I provisions call for elim-

ination of slums and blighted areas, and for maximum redevelopment by private enterprise. Congress
in calling for slum clearance so emphatically had not
learned from accumulated experience in public housing, that "slum clearance," while civic-emotionally
and visually satisfying, produces grave negative effects socially, because it entails maximum socialcommunity disruption ; and in an era of scarcity of
low-rented housing of cL7®gr kind has maximized the

total of families that had to be relocated and minimized the available supply of housing.
So much for the background. Within the framework, let us see what are the pluses of urban renewal, what are its minuses, and what we should do.

Positive Efforts by URA
In general, the main interest of the roughly 750 cities that are engaged in urban renewal is two-fold :
to tear out several visually disreputable and sociallyeconomically underdeveloped areas, especially near
the center of the city, and to replace them with a
glittering galaxy of buildings and spaces ; and seeondly, to re-attract presently centrifugal commercial
and shopping volume, to "fight back" against the
suburb. The URA has made a mighty effort to take
this somewhat crude and simple thinking and action,
to broaden it and deepen it.
To begin with, URA has insisted on the Wo7.foclbze
P7.ogrcL77o as a prerequisite. This is in effect a demand

for some kind of over-all city plan and program: a
plan for dealing with segregation ; and some proof
Of citizen involvement on a city "power structure"
basis and/or on a locality basis, particularly in areas
where conservation or rehabilitation is involved.
URA has also introduced the concept and practice
o£ General Nebghborh,ood Renewal Pzam a;nd Com77o""o.€gr

j3e72,ewcJZ

Pzcb70.

In

capsule

identification,

these are breakdown and particularization, area by
area, of what is proposed to be done to the whole city
on a long-term basis, and rough time-scheduling.
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In some cities, these requirements encourage and
buttress the already-present urge, e.g. Philadelphia,
New Haven, Baltimore, Newark. This is a very fruitful situation. In most cities, these moves would not
otherwise have been made at all seriously, but they
are still superficial. A fine step forward. But these
plans and corresponding developments are well in
the future, at varying points in the future. In essence
and pragmatically, and with the creative exceptions
of such cities as those just listed, urban renewal consists of one dr more fairly unrelated large projects
mostly in areas that were slums and now, due to the
city's development since these slums originated, have
become areas where private enterprise sees or thinks
it sees profit for minimum or zero investment, and
for a quite different economic group or purpose.
Note, too, that even in the more forward cities, the
confused traffic-bedeviled character is not being unscrambled and re-structured by urban renewal. I
know of only one exception. Eastwick, the huge vacant-land renewal in Philadelphia, appears to be attaining both an economic-social mix, and considerable
industrial and other local employment so that travel
and cross-haul are likely to be substantially reduced.
Again on the plus side : the efforts of URA in behalf
of high quality of site-project planning and architectural design are imaginative and frequently successful, particularly when compared with private
enterprise not under its aegis. And encouraged by
URA, different cities have worked out different theories and procedures for evoking excellence in conception and design, which are valuable in themselves, and even more valuable in comparing the results. Some architects have contributed a great deal
to this rather encouraging situation, by their creativeness in conceiving or helping to conceive programs.

De-devalopmerit by Relocation
But the essential project-discrete nature of urban
renewal, and its essential private-profit character,
mean essentially middle-high rental housing and office buildings. And this means : massive RELOCATION o.f the previous inhabitants, who by and large

can afford only very low rents, and are, in the vast
majority, a color minority. Very much improved
measures for humane relocation since the early
devil-take-the-hindmost days are a tribute to massive local democratic protest and to URA responsiveness and pressure. There are sizable moving allowances ; everybody finds some kind of reasonably good
roof, probably a sizable number even improve their

" Reciprocal devehopmeids would be plotted out, and

scheduled for carrying out, simuhaneousky u]i,th the
initial ` key' devalopmeut .... "

shelter. But, from the point of view of city development and of social tensions, the results are, by and
large, definitely deleterious. Visually, everybody in

the city power structure is happy and can point with
pride to the new glistening project areas which have
replaced the old junk. But the vastly greater "nonproject areas" of the city, the "invisible parts," are
being cze-dot;ezopecz because there are haphazard in-

fluxes of displaced families into many, many nonspotlighted localities, with negative social effects on
those displaced and on the recipient areas. And this
haphazard de-development, resulting from continuing displacement by renewal and other public operations (highways, public buildings, etc.) , makes the
ultimate real renewal or revitalization of the city as
it finally gets around to such areas much inore difficult. What to do?

Thus the large glittering developments would have
a number of counterpart developments so located
that they would in, say, four or five locations, begin
to effectuate the elements of a rational city and
transportation plan. Thus the immediate urban renewal program or galaxy would consist of one or sev-

eral of the "glittering" variety-which would in
themselves then usually have a greater income range
to take care of those of lower incomes whose employment nearby and whose other relationships justified it*-plus the "reciprocal" developments strategically located to meet not only the living-workingsocial needs of those displaced but the healthy development of the city plan and districts within it for
the ranges of incomes and uses that the plan should
have. Thus, instead of a sort of undated or postdated check which the Community Renewal Plan
represents, there will be vital nucleated inter-related
deuezop77oe"t of a plan, ZJgr 77oecb"s o/ the renewal

A Proposal for "Reciprocal Reneu;ar'

process.
This concept, is, of course, more complex and less

I have these suggestions. First, I propose the concept

spectacular than the present single "glittering"

of Reco.p7.oca)Z j3e7oeowcLZ (or Redevelopment) under-

projects whose so.toe q"cb 7oo7o is profit or the prospect

takings. At present we have large renewal projects
on land redeveloped mainly by private enterprise,

of profit with minimum or no investment, and which
in effect and by themselves cause widespread unmeasured and obscure but grave detritus elsewhere,
as here outlined and as observable. And, of course,

public institutions and sponsors of cultural-civicgovernmental centers. However, by and large, the
miscellaneous previous occupants-the families displaced and the displaced commercial and industrial
users-are re-accommodated in the same area only
to a minor extent or not at all. They are scattered
haphazardly or go out of business. The concept of
Reciprocal Development would mean that for each
redevelopment of the glittering kind, there would be
several corresponding developments so conceived and
so located as to offer the displaced persons and entities not just non-leaky shelter located haphazardly
a,nywhere, but new quarters more a,dvontcbgeousbqi
located with respect to places of work, to social resources, to recreation.
An analysis would initially be made of the types
and places of work of those to be displaced. Some
would be found to be working in service jobs near
their existing homes, near the center, who should be
rehoused there or nearby. Many would be discovered
to be working in recently decentralized industry
near or beyond the outskirts, in large single concentrations or in industrial parks. A similar analysis
would be made of the (usually small) industries. On
the basis of these analyses, the "reciprocal developments" would be plotted out, and scheduled for carrying out, simultaneously with the initial "key" development or the several "key" developments.

it means that a large part of urban renewal will
not appeal to the professional private developers as
it is now, by and large, doing. That problem has to
be faced, and should be faced at the earliest moment,
for a number of reasons and in a number of ways.

Prdrl,ems of Private Devalopmeut
In the first place, the essential dynamics of urban
renewal as of now is in the hands of the private developer, modified by the creative controls noted
above. Whether by demolition and new construction,
or by rehabilitation, it depends in residential buildings on the upper and middle reaches of the market.
Where it has tried to meet a substantially lower income group, as in Longwood in Cleveland, it has not
worked out.
And even if it did barely work out, it is not these
razor-close situations that appeal to the professional
* A substantial example of this is the West Side Urban Redevelopment in
Manhattan where, due to strong. local pi.essures, something like 2,500 units
of subsidized low rent housing ai.e to be included, in a total of some 11,000
units of new and rehabilitated units, of which the 1.emaindel. will be highrental and middle to low-middle rentois made possible by Mitchell-I.ama
low-interest rates and partial tax exemption. This is one of the few urban
renewal efforts reasonably integrated in the economic sense, and hence making

integration possible in actuality in the racial sense
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developer, in any sizable quantity.1 His kind of
building is in situations of zero or close-to-zero equi-

ty, and for a narrow market now well on the way to
being over-built in spite of the generally optimistic
market analyses that are always forthcoming. This
applies to both his favorite building types, residential and office building construction; also to an extent, to in-center industrial development. This is not
yet fully evident, because in most cities there is some

unsatisfied demand to start with, and the first operations skim this cream. So for the moment there is
in general no violently evident situation, though
there are even now some serious ones.
There can still be room for the professional developer, and he can go further down into the residential market by FHA's 221 (d) (3) and MitchellLama in New York State. But the tacit and the
spoken-active premise that he is the prevalent mainstay of non-institutional urban renewal and that
mainly projects should be selected on which he can
be expected to submit a bid, stands in the way of the
program's becoming a true sword-arm or positivedevelopment arm of urban planning.

Devalopmerit BEFORE Slum Clearance

for suitable and advantageous locations in the future, and the fact of past slumminess. I know of one
extreme case where the selection for the first urban
renewal of 100 acres of slum clcz?.clce7ot to the Central

Business District, but not in it, will seriously delay
or make impossible the redemption of the very shaky,
blighted, weak and gray 100 per cent blocks and the
C.B.D. proper, because the land demand in the cen-

ter of the city simply is not large enough to absorb
both, for a good many years at least. And while we
all welcome the happy contrast of the big tax assessment gain between the slum and the new development, the much-needed over-all increase will anyway
accrue to the city, because the real gain is in the
value of the new enterprise, which may well be greater if more advantageously located.
But, however more delicately and maturely and
"reciprocally" urban renewal proceeds, there will
be some displacement, with social tensions of many
kinds. Having in the last decade found out the deeply
negative factors at work in these indiscriminate,
wrenching situations in our cities, we have got to
take much more positive account of them: not only
stop ignoring them, but also deal with them creatively through social analysis and social work. This must
be in three situations : among those being displaced,

both in preparing them and in helping them after

Second-actually preceding the first as part of the
same thinking and planning-carefully located and
planned residential reservoirs, particularly low rental, should p7.ecede slum clearance. Thus, instead of
the constant endemic shortage of low and low-middle rent accommodations, we would be liberated
from the squeezing in and squeezing around process.

In extreme cases as of now, people are relocated in
one area, and a few years later are again relocated
by clearance. The Public Housing Administration is
bedeviled by the same problem. URA has to a minor
extent gone in for vacant land redevelopment. Perhaps a complete change of legislative intent is necessary here to permit both agencies to undertake a
realistic re-approach. And they should do it together.
The vacant land may be available within the city.
OR, more probably it is not, in adequate quantity;
and this becomes one more reason for pounding out
a metropolitan housing setup.2
A consequence of the policy of groups of reciprocal
projects, which I am urging, and of freer use of vacant land, is that slumminess or degree of slumminess is no longer the principal factor in choosing locations for urban renewal. This is in truth a distorting factor, because there is absolutely no causal
or logical connection between the factors that make
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relocation ; in observing and preparing the localities
into which this in-migration is moving and will
move; and in generally helping to keep buoying up
the continuing in-migrant situation in the "de-developed" localities.

Both local housing authorities, in the case of publie housing, and urban renewal authorities have in
one way or another embryonically and quite inadequately managed to begin to get into this area of social thinking and action. Much, much more is needed
in both, to produce effects on people and environments. Pressure must be brought to bear to make
massive efforts along these lines. Every form of development requires recognition of the intensity of
these negative factors, and of the great positive, regenerative opportunity. If it requires special legislative authorization, this must be passionately sought.

The Resurgence of Civi,c Pri,de
There is one very positive contribution by urban renewal, or at least of the time-spirit in which urban
renewal has been born. And certainly it has been
fostered by the URA's operational requirementsworkable program, etc. This is a spiritual-social one :

" Carefully I,ocated and planned rest,deiwhal

reservoirs , particularly louj-rernd,`
should, precede slum clearance .... "

a new or renewed feeling of pride and allegiance to
the city as a concept and as a place to work and live,
or for one's own part of it and for it; and a determined effort to make it better to live in. This appears
on both the city level and on the locality or neighborhood level. The Daily News in Philadelphia articulated this fervidly : "We are showing the nation,
again, leadership in meeting problems in the 20th
century, as we did in the 18th century."
The finest case I know of, on the neighborhood or
sub-city scale, is in the Upper Roxbury Section of
Boston, now known as Washington Park, a deterior'ating and deteriorated neighborhood. Here citizens
of all levels and colors have participated, "to promote a program of community betterment and
brotherhood" as it is put by Freedom House, the local settlement house spark-plug. A team of social
workers began with an idea and wound up with a
strongly supported and officially accepted urban renewal plan covering some 500 acres. The final public
hearing by the Boston Redevelopment Authority
was attended by 1,200 local people. A vote was taken
and all but three voted in favor. The ingredients of
the plan had been developed block by block, initially by the citizens in that block, and ultimately by
and with the Redevelopment Authority's planners.
Here also the applied intimate co77®owc4"¢±gr p7®ocess

a.€sez/

produced

tremendous

human

values

and

growth, long before the renewal project got physically under way: as contrasted with the usual uncertainties and tensions and resentments.
While such an instance is unusual, it is not unique.
The vast Philadelphia effort, for example, has based
its progress on citizen participation and citizen acceptance. To cite one current program there, the
West Philadelphia ` Development Corporation of the
University of Pennsylvania and Drexel Institute has
in four years of existence held well over a hundred
citizens' meetings to discuss boundaries, clearance,
land re-use and rehabilitation. The corporation has
declared its intention "not to create a sing.le-class
community, sterilized of the cultural, ethnic and racial differences that make urban society dynamic."

While citizen support can have its darker sideoften having a class character, tending to be more
developed among upper-income groups and to be
more genuinely prevalent in the power structure

The Need i or Representative Support
The fact is that URA's requirement for representative citizen support has not stipulated just what rep7.ese"£cbto.ue means. In most of the cities that mean

business (I am here using the phrase in two senses)
a power structure has emerged, or rather has formalized itself into tight compact continuous structure, from a probably long-standing cbd faoc sporadic
existence. This, by and large, consists of members of
business and industry, banking and real estate. This
group can and does lay cash on the line for research,

market analyses, campaigns for bond issues and/or
cultural centers, etc. They may be thought of as sublimation of the Chamber of Commerce type of interest and outlook on the development side, with however a much smaller more potent and compact membership, each representing much greater economic
scale and concentration, i.e., much more of an oligarchy. As noted, this has long existed informally in
most cities, formally in the case of the firmly entrenched Dallas Citizens' Council (which incidental-

ly has no urban renewal) . The new insights and requirements of urban renewal and redevelopment have
produced the new systematized form, and have made
clear who has the say. In keeping with the usual style
Of the members of the new oligarchy, the decisions
are not made in "smoke-filled rooms," but in elegant
air-conditioned rooms.
This is a potentially dangerous crystallization,

and its implications for planning deserve consideration. While quite civic-minded within its lights, there
is no doubt that such a group tends to see the problems of displacement and relocation of low-income
and minority tenants and of small businesses as the
inevitable price for what it considers the vastly
greater benefits. But as Lowdon Wingo has said:
"The critical policy question is not only how much
the community is prepared to give up to realize the
goals implicit in the master plan but owfao gives up
fao„ 77z"cfa so that the fruits of the plan can be real-

ized-quite frequently by others. This perspective
has led the uncritical liberal to the implicit conclusion that the importance of the social goals realized
by the planned transformations of urban environ-

than in the neighborhoods-I think the resurgence
is a notable mid-20th century fact, and that it is

1 I am her.e not speaking of pi.ivate enterprise of quite a different type, such
as insurance companies, pension funds, etc., for which a much bl.oader role
in urban renewal is to be outlined in the next article

our job to further change its too-usual power orientation. The assignment is to take hold of it and
to make its permeating effects more people-oriented,
less property-and investment-protection oriented.

P The Ui.ban Renewal Administration has begun to attain a notable stride
in acquisition of permanent open land for reel.eational and conservation
purposes, as authorized in later legislation. This must not be confused with
the policy here advocated, for acquisition of vacant land expressly fort
building. Nor is it to be confused with the recommendation for regu]ai. setting aside of pai'k area as pal.t of et7ergr renewal project.
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ments always outweigh the current individual and
group values which must be foregone. It is by no
means obvious that this is the case."*
A requirement needs to be set up, and methods
evolved, by which the excellent mechanism and experience of this power group are opened up to inelude intimately and effectively the other elements in
the civic equation such as representatives of labor,
of minority groups and of "consumers" of shelter.
It won't be so smooth an operation as the present
first steps are. But it may avoid the explosions that
take place when such elements are ignored, and suddenly wake up. There are enough illustrations of the
positive to warrant expectation that we can get the
positive, if we discriminatingly recognize the actual
differences, though all under the one label. It might
be worth while to tra.de the initial time advantage
for a permanently satisfying method and result.
As far as I know, there have been no adequate
studies of the physical-social effects of displacement
and relocation, or of the state of mind of people displaced, nor of the state of mind of the vastly greater
numbers of people-i.e., city people generally, not
directly involved at all-particularly those adjacent
to or near to an urban renewal enterprise which on
the material side greatly upgrades its own internal
area, with its handsome or pretentious buildings,
swimming pools, terraces. Very many of these not
directly affected will be at the very bottom of the
Community Renewal Program time-totem-pole. The
minor sprinkling of minority occupancy they see in
these new upper-priced situations will not seriously
make the psychological-physical situation of these
many, many thousands any happier.-Remember
the play "Dead End" ?-And the figures showing how
favorably the tax-and-revenue position of the city is
affected by urban renewal will, I would guess, not
greatly change their view.
No one measure will change this situation. I have
already proposed some major policies and measures
along this line : "Reciprocal Renewal," and creation
of more low rental housing before slum clearance.

Creative Dispersion of "Reneu)di'
Now for some other measures, on a different but pervasive scale, and of quite different character, by
which the city's population can much more generally share cw7Are"£Zt/ in the now highly concentrated
improvements, by some installments as it were.

In the first place, all our cities are terribly lacking
in park and recreation areas : in particular, fairly
small ones near at hand. I would propose that every
150
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urban renewal enterprise that gets Title I or other
government aid must set aside a given area for public park (i.e., not just the private open spaces) . This
should be the case in business and industrial areas
as well as, of course, for residential areas. For the

former there are in our cities far, far too few examples, such as Bryant Park in the heart of New York,
and Lytle Square in Cincinnati. Even though postage-stamp size (four to five acres actually) , they are
delightful oases which with their counterpoint of
green and shade and momentary leisure do so much
(with so little) to provide relaxation from the city's
work-a-daytensions.
Another proposal applies particularly to renewal
areas, including universities, which are, as of now,
sharp gouged-out blocks or enclaves sharply demarcated psychologically and physically from their surroundings. I advocate that in place of the sharp
straightline edges, our urban renewals have fuzzy
edges-n Z7otfa sides. That is, on the "residual community" side, occasional quite little squares and
park spaces, a spill-over of the new project atmosphere, as it were. And reciprocally, I want to develop minor casual public-oriented elements just
within the enclave side, so that there are definite
planned-and-casual contacts between the two areas.
Thus, to epitomize it, a kind of Grecian-border-ish
edge on both sides : an edge-interpenetration of the
new aura ; a sharing, psychologically and physically.

And now I go a great deal further-though I am
still in the realm of relatively minor expenditure. We
know that it will be 10, 15, 20 years before urban
renewal really permeates the square miles of the
GREAT NON-RENEWAL MATRIX, what I have
called the bottom of the CRP totempole. In these
great wastes of undated-check CRP, we must immediately undertake and effectuate a master plan
of small architectural-functional foci or sub-foci
which will be visible evidence of ultimate intention,
local allegiance-arousing magnets, emotional lift to
drab areas. Sometimes they will be as small as just
handsome expanded bus shelters-cum-sitting areas ;
sometimes a square with a refreshment kiosk or two.
I cannot further describe these here. I hope to have
space in the last chapter of this series to do so. I have
done or helped catalyze and create a number. So, on
a much more diffused and self-help scale, Karl Linn
has done and is doing.
BUT, not just occasional specimens in less than a

handful of energetic and imaginative exceptions.
BUT, a movement : individually small-scale but universal. And teams of architects-social workers to
plan with the people.

" We rITust inmediateky undertche cund eff ectuate a master plan

of small architectural-I unctional i oci or sub-i oci
u)hi,ch wth be visi,ble evidence of ulti,mate i,ritenti,on .... "

Thus, a series of psychological-social-physical elements. Physical-economic renewal, yes of course, but
RENEWAL above all of the spirit and spirits of people. Thus, democratization of urban renewal. A

what is a`vailable in the outlying centers. On the

Ceriker City cnd, the Future

economic activity have been highly unfavorable to
the market for real estate in the typical older city.
The demand for office space, for example, has be-

side of positive content-i.e., land development-the
"standard" uses are new office buildings, revamped

or rebuilt stores, tall apartment houses and a culcounterpart, as it were, of the Roxbury type of peo- tural-civic center. The assumption is that this set-up
will re-attract some of the shopping and business volple involvement in a decentralized but intimately
ume that has decentralized, and some of the addilocal way. Note that as conceived and executed, these
tional
future volume that is going to come with insmall individual efforts involved a spirited partnercrease in metropolitan population. There is also a
ship-financially between city government and pribelief that the pleasanter conditions will attract
vate local people-and involving maximum local
apartment occupants : the older people who no longer
people-participation in conception and actually
need or want a house because their children have
working. Particularly important are these funcgrown up, young married people, some families.
tional-visual-sub-foci in rehabilitation and conservation areas (as well as, mainly, in untouched areas) , These assumptions or conclusions are backed by optimistic market surveys.
which, with virtuous code-compliance and paint-up
I think this is a typical picture and is quite unactivities alone do not have the necessary staying
sound,
the more dangerous in that its unsoundness
power and lasting verve. This small-scale multi-cenmay not be apparent for some years, because in most
tered renewal has the seeds of continuing self-renewsuch situations there is some backlog of demand
al and self-help, as the habit of local self-appraisal
which fills the first few buildings. But the boom will
and self-confidence takes root and germinates.
build up, based on that, and I think the kind of volThe Baltimore Urban Renewal and Housing
ume visualized cannot be sustained.
Agency has in part recognized this need in saying :
"In parts of the urban renewal areas where projects
The typical new or re-born standard attractions of
the CBD listed above are simply not potent enough
have not yet been designated, an interim or holdto cause re-centralization of shopping. In the midthe-line program is in progress. The enforcement of
dle-sized
city the difference in variety and chic of
the City's health and building codes, combined with
the
shopping
between the main center and the pethe development of neighborhood pride, are doing a
ripheral
centers
simply is not enough. And when real
great deal to prevent downward trends until formal
outstanding
style
differentials are sought, there are
renewal treatment can be undertaken." The thinkin
most
locations
major
cities not excessively far by
ing is good. But the situation requires creative cryscar
or
plane,
where
the
real
glamour lies.
tallization in tangible-spiritual form as capstone to
For
a
statement
of
several
other factors, I will
the process.
quote from Louis Winnick, a penetrating analyst :
``Regional and suburban shifts in population and

One serious urban renewal weakness characteristic
especially of middle-sized and smaller cities has not
come exceedingly selective. In the 1920's and earlier,
office construction was quite diffused, reaching into
yet become compellingly and alarmingly evident. It
must be reviewed here briefly, and will be more fully
nearly all cities of 50,000 and over. Today, largely
considered in a later article. I assert that it is a deas a result of improvements in transportation and
layed-action nemesis which has in it the seeds or
communication, a sizable amount of administrative
actualities of boom-and-bust. The Central Business
office space is being built in only a handful of cities.
"The potential market for new downtown retail
District has generally deteriorated for various wellknown reasons, and lost ground to the peripheral
facilities is even poorer ; disinvestment is more comcenters, in terms of shopping, or residence, and to a mom than new investment ....
"We must continually remind ourselves that the
smaller and probably growing extent, of office buildings. The characteristic answer of the middle-sized
dramatic renewal plans now being drawn in so many
city is to improve highway access to the CBD by a
cities have yet to meet the stern test of the market.
loop limited-access highway off the Interstate SysWe should not be deluded by the initial rush of pritem ; increased parking within this loop ; sometimes
* CITIES AND SPACE, The Future Use Of Urban Land, published by the
a pedestrian-mall main shopping street. The enJohns Hopkins Pi.ess. Edited by I.owdon Wingo Jr. Excerpt from: Urban
deavor here is to offer convenience equivalent to
Space in a Policy Pespective, page 5
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Urban Reneu]al as Creative Ccnd,lyst

vate sponsors into renewal. The individual sponsor
is concerned with the success of his own venture. He
may well fill his new office building, hotel or apartment house."

He then goes on to say that from the viewpoint of
long-run and over-all economic viability, the picture
may turn out to be quite different. Also, we must
note that the assumed large new demand for apartments has still to prove itself, and has in some cases
already failed to do so.
Beyond this, it is also to be noted that in general,
at presently allowed densities, and with the amount
of land available in the CBD and in excellent locations adjacent to it, or leading out on main local arteries, we really have a surplus of land and will experience a blight of surplus in the core, unless we
re-study allowable building densities, devise and
adopt new and magnetic land uses, both to creatively utilize the potentially excess areas, and by the
magnetic land uses to be suggested, enhance the potency and nature of attraction which the standard
uses by themselves do not do. In short, we create a
center whose strength and attraction is to supply
elements of a kind that the outlying centers cannot
do, in addition to the usual cultural-civic center, and
concentrate less on a possibly hypothetical level of
demand in the "standard" elements in which the
outlying areas have certain, and in certain ways increasing, advantages of their own.
This is a necessarily very short-hand description
of what is likely to happen and what to do, if we are
not to get into a financially and urbanistically bust
situation. In our regional article we will come to
grips with what the metropolitan key center of the
future can really hope to be, and should be, in the
light of the forces operating in the second half of the
20th century; what new or special land uses should
contribute to its new status vis-a-vis the outlying centers, rather than to ``fight back" against what is a
new balance of forces. It may be said here that one
of the pragmatic handicaps facing the adoption of
such "magnetic" developmental conceptions is the
shibboleth that in urban renewal, private enterprise
must do all but a very minimum. Some of the necessary new creative elements are just not private enterprise's dish. They are either somewhat experimental, or inherently not profitable. But they are
humanly expanding. And this is what the city owes
to itself and to the region. *

The Issues in Urban Renewal
I want to end this installment by re-stating and
pointing up certain matters. Indeed this whole discussion has not attempted a full balanced exposition
* For anyone interested at this point in fuller consideration, reference is
made to three mimeographed memos by me to John R. Searles of the Metropolitan Development Association of Syracuse, during 1962 and 1963
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of urban renewal under Title I, but rather a selection of elements and analyses of a number of the less
obvious and under-the-surface factors.
We have noted that the quality and content of
urban renewal vary vastly from city to city, in two
respects : from the spottiness of one or several single
large projects, to a quite high degree of concatentation and comprehensiveness of a physical city pattern ; and in the type of its content ranging from the
mainly visual of the large-scale real estate transformation, to a high degree of social concern, localsocial involvement, social growth in the course of
both the process itself, and of the result. To put this
another way, there is great variation, from the common viewpoint of property improvement and tax increase to a more genuine and not just verbal preoccupation with the city's people directly or indirectly
affected (or not affected at all until we manage to
get around to them) .
The fact that some cities have gone so much farther than others in these respects, under identical
Federal requirements, is both encouraging and discouraging. This should have a great deal of searching attention by the URA and a great deal of selfsearching attention from the cities themselves. The
fact that we ccL7o do as well as we do in some places

leaves no excuse for us not to do very much better in
the others.
But even in the most sensitive Baltimores and
Philadelphias we have need of a system or systems
of more deliberately "reciprocal projects," and of
more vacant land operations (Philadelphia with
Eastwick scores a sizable PLUS in this) ; we have
need of much more of skilled social diagnosis and
practice ; and even in cities with the most searching
Community Renewal programs with their timetabling in terms of decades, there must be NOW a
series of permeating local-focal-functional undertakings in communities all over the city and particularly near the urban renewal projects, as an immediate
earnest of the city's concern for c}ZZ o.fs areas and peo-

ple, and not just the lucky or (unlucky) concentrations of renewal; and to involve those people creatively, which experience has shown we can do. We

must, it seems to me, buy the necessary time for the
long range Community Renewal Program to be consummated, and meantime build up a growing vital
participation, from small-scale up.
Finally, there are several issues raised which will
be further discussed in subsequent sections. One con-

cerns the future function of the city center of the
major city in the metropolitan region, and in particular the conviction that in middle-size cities and
regions we must evolve a more fertile array of stimulating land uses, diminishing current reliance on
rather hypothetical need of more-of-the-same-onlybetter standard uses. The other issue is the indispensability of metropolitan scope, if our high expectations of urban renewal are to `be attained.

ECONOMICAL OFFICE TOWER
Detroit bank gets headquarters "addition" with room for expansion
while landlord-investor gets twice the space for rentaland structural economy benefits both
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Economieal Office Toujer

Detroit Bcunh & Trust Compcunu
Detroit, Mi,chkgan
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

H ai.leLy , Ellington, C owin cnd, Stiprbon
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

E ichstedt, cnd, Gri,ssi,in Assoal,cbtes
INTERIORS

W. 8. Ford Design Assocwies
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Minskoff -Detroit C onst,1.ucti,on Compa,nu

Typical Floor

A 28-story "addition" to its four-story neo-classical build-

ing of the twenties gives the Detroit Bank & Trust Company
the expanded headquarters it needed (some 185,000 square
feet of added space) while providing the owner and constructor, Sam Minskoff and Sons of New York, with some
370,000 square feet of prime rentable space in downtown
Detroit. The bank had originally envisaged completely resurfacing the older structure and constr-ucting a 10-story
addition solely for its own use; later considered a 14-story
addition which would initially provide some rental space to
become available for the bank's own later expansion. When
the Minskoffs became interested, the bank sold the property and became prime tenant in an expanded scheme. In the
new concept, the older structure is being completely renovated within while retaining its neo-classical facade. By
means of a glass-enclosed link, it connects at four levels-

for unity of internal function-with the new tower. By
setting top of steel girders flush with top of corrugated
steel deck, floor-to-floor height in the tower was reduced
to 11 feet 8 inches, thus giving maximum ratio of rentable
to cubic area. Further economy (and increased investment
return) was achieved by eliminating spandrels and making
curtain wall simply an assembly of rectangular precast
concrete frames filled in with gray heat-resisting glass.

Ground Floor
154
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Economi,cad Office Tower

Top.. Lobby of new tower (glass
"link" to old building at left) has
14-foot ceiling height of old lobby.
Ce"ter.. Fourth-floor executive reception area-teakwood paneling,
t.ravertine border for floor, acoustical plaster ceiling. Le/€.. Office of

chairman of board has special lighting over desk and conference area
156
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ELEVATION

A COMPACT SADDLE-ROOFED HOUSE THAT

EXPLOITS A DIFFICULT SITE
E. H. and M. K. Hunter design a sophisticated little house for a steep, wooded slope
Jo8eT)h W. Molhio`r I)hobos
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The Boos House
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An off-centered saddle roof, with canted edges,
forms the major design emphasis for this
compact little house. Placed as it is on a
densely wooded, steep slope-the house is approached and first seen from above. From
this angle, a light, hovering quality is given
to the distinctive roof by the use of glass under the eaves on all sides of the house.
The structure is a variant of a post and
beam frame, with the members exposed and
painted white for accent. Exterior walls are
of vertical red cedar siding.
The house measures about 32 by 32 feet,
and has a very workable and well-zoned plan
in these compact limits. The lower level, which
has its own access to the outdoors, is devoted
to the children's areas : two bedrooms, a bath,
a study and a "play hall." The heating and
laundry room are also on this level. At the
back, the upper floor is supported on steel
lally columns, providing a 12-foot covered
play terrace.
The principal living areas are on the top
floor, along with the master bedroom suite.
An extremely open plan is used for the living areas to add a sense of space: even the
kitchen is open to the dining area, with a curtain provided for shutting it off when desired.
The exterior walls of these areas are mostly
glass, with fixed panes flanked by casement
vent sash. Interior partitions are gypsum
board. The long wall separating the living
room from the master be.droom and bath is
surfaced with cork for added quiet. Ceilings
on this level are exposed wood decking. Floors
are mostly vinyl asbestos tile on plywood, with
carpeting for the master bedroom, and cocoa
mat on the stairs and landing. The lower floor
has a 4-inch concrete slab and cane fiber tile
ceiling. The roof has a built-up surface.

Residence for Mr. cnd, Mrs . Thomas Boos

Hc"rver, Now Hcanpshire
AiBCHITEcrls.. E . H . cnd, M . K . Hunter
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The Boos House

The Roos house provides brightly daylighted interiors, in spite of the dense
foliage of the surrounding woods, as can
be noted in the photos of the entry (Ze/t)
and the stair well (clboue) . A little bridge
links the main level of the house with
the road to make the formal entrance to
the house.

In addition to the terraces provided on
the lower level, outdoor sitting space adjoining the upstairs living areas is provided by a cantilevered balcony.
The upper level is fitted with two long

banks of closets-one ranging the entire
wall between the master bedroom and the
living room, which also adds some sound
isolation; and a door-high bank which
partitions the kitchen from the entry, yet
permits even daylighting
160
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BUILDING TYPES STUDY 332: College Buildings

Jo8epl. W. Malftor grhoto8

Integrated Campus for
Boston University's Landlocked Site
The new additions to the Boston skyline along the
south bank of the Charles River as seen in the above

photograph taken from the vantage point of a
bridge, are, from east to west: the almost finished
office skyscraper for Prudential, and Boston University's Law and Education Tower and University
Union. The five-story tenement structure between
the two campus buildings will soon be replaced by a
central library, the final element which will complete the master scheme for the university's main
academic campus developed in planning studies begun by the architectural firm of Sert, Jackson &
Gourley in 1959.

Sert, Jackson & Gourley (in association with the
firm of Hoyle, Doran and Berry, the successors to
Cram and Ferguson) was first commissioned to desigrl the Student Union somewhere within the confines of an elongated narrow site bounded on the

north by the Charles River and Storrow Drive, on
the south by Commonwealth Avenue, to the east by
a Gothic chapel of the twenties, so positioned on the
site as to preclude the placement of new buildings
anywhere near it, and to the west by a well-traveled
street.
To determine the proper location of the Student
Union on this available property and to work out
adequate land coverage and access, it was necessary
to make a study of the development of the entire
site. In the process Sert, Jackson & Gourley carried
out accommodation studies to appraise the capacity
of the university's other urban land holdings to handle space at maximum density. The creation of a
satellite campus outside the city was considered unsuitable to the particular functions of an urban unicoutinbed, o'n T]a,ge 167
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The linear quality of the site posed unique planning problems.
The series of spaces formed by the juxtaposition of the new
buildings with the existing ones are developed as terraces and
plazas to make maximum use of the limited land areas for free

circulation by the students. The river, a great urban asset, is
visually possessed by the campus through the siting of the
new buildings in relation to its banks. Boston University's new
skyline south of the Charles River is intended to relate with
the new skylines of Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute
162
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of Technolog`y taking shape north of the river. Terraces of the
Union cantilever toward the river, the Central Library steps
down toward the main quadrangle. The chimney of the heating plant is attached to the Law and Education Tower, its
roof becomes an entrance terrace. The Law Library and Auditorium is linked to the tower by a bridg`e at the third floor. Its
size was carefully controlled in order not to overpower the
chapel, which had been the focal point of the earlier composition and retains a significant position in the new scheme

Boston Universdy

Spaces in the Law and Education Tower were grouped in size,
function, degree of utilization and effect on elevator traffic.
The Law and Education Departments each have separate entrance lobbies and elevator systems. The extraordinarily vigorous tower facades are partially the result of this g.rouping
by size and function which is expressed in the fenestration.
The building is divided vertically by the elevator shafts and

horizontally by the larg`er classrooms and mock-court which
are double height spaces. The School of Education library
rooms occupy the penthouse floors which provide ceiling`
heights without modular limitations and a sloping ceiling for
the largest room. The over-all height of the 18-story structure
is 265 feet. In the foreg'round is the Law Library and Auditorium; main School of Law entrance is adjacent
ARCHITECTURAL REcORD
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The School of Law required its own library and this element,
together with an auditorium for 600 persons which is also
used as a supreme court, was handled as a separate but attached entity. Separation of the two schools within the same
building was a planning factor of first importance and was
achieved at the entrances by making a double-height volume
of the first two floors and allowing law to enter on the lower
and education on the upper. With the exception of the education entry foyer, the first eight floors are occupied by the
School of Law, and the ninth is shared with the School of
Education. All large volumes, such as lecture halls and
lounges, are grouped at the top and the bottom of the law segment with the more cellular units, such as offices for faculty,
research and administration, sandwiched between them.
Among the large volumes are a moot court of law, an appelate court, a barrister's hall and student lounge. The School
of Education has its entrance on the second floor and occupies
the ten floors from 9 to 18. The layout of these floors differs in
concept from that of law in that the faculty offices are grouped
around the larger teaching spaces-this hierarchical pattern
is repeated throughout the whole school. The only exceptions
are the audio-visual suite, general purpose rooms, and the
School of Education Library which terminates the building by
occupying the 16th, 17th and 18th floors. A variety of ceiling
heights was achieved within the vertical tower module. The
floor slabs are formed from one-way pans and wherever possible they are exposed as ceiling soffits, the suspended ceilings
being used only as "lungs" to feed the mechanical system. The
mechanical core is located in such a way that it divides all
floors into two areas of different size. This was governed by
the size and positioning of the larger classrooms. The concrete surrounding the mechanical core and the L-shaped angle
columns hold the one-way ribbed floor slabs
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Law School Library

The Law School Library and Auditorium form a three-story
structure. The space between the girders which span the auditorium roof is used as an additional floor for stacks. Concrete
shells spanning the library create a fine interior space and
provide diffused lighting
166
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Law School Auditorium

Boston Universky

tettt continued, from pcbge 161

versity. Their analysis led to the recommendation
that the university concentrate its facilities where
possible in high vertical structures.
Educational towers are not new. Harvard and
M.I.T. have recently been going vertical. New York
University and Columbia began to construct buildings of 10 to 12 stories in the twenties, and in 1927
the University of Pittsburgh's famed 42-story
"Cathedral of Learning" was completed on a 14acre site appraised at the time. at $300,000 per acre.

In Pittsburgh the land saved became a great lawn,
the focus of the city's cultural center; now and in
the future, ui-ban campus land spared by vertical as
opposed to horizontal development will be intensively utilized. This is not surprising when it is considered that several years ago one well-known urban
university paid $1,800 per front ¢"cfa for two city
blocks on which to expand.
Even suburban and rural campuses which are not
so land poor may begin to lose their over-scaled,
wide open spaces. As James J. Morriseau points out
in "Bricks and Mortarboards," a recent publication
by Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. : "The
campus is beginning to lose its excessively open
character through both design and necessity. Some
planners have heeded those critics of city planning
who argue that a variety of comparatively small
open spaces between buildings is perhaps more desirable than large spaces that create excessive distances between buildings and a disconnected suburban-type campus. Intensive development of the site
is no longer regarded as something to be shunned
by all but the big city institutions."
Now that it is almost complete, Boston University's new academic center with its single tower surrounded by tightly related interconnecting lower
elements forming small plazas can be considered a
valuable prototype for just this kind of concentrated planning.
The earlier campus, designed like the chapel in a
Gothic of the twenties, faces Commonwealth Avenue. Sert's new structures, which evoke Lecorbusier, politely face the other way, overlook the
Charles and present a unified entity as seen from
across the river on the Cambridge side or f rom Storrow Drive which borders the site at the river's edge.
Sert, Jackson & Gourley were not concerned with
dormitory structures or parking, neither of which
were programed for this site. The buildings, which
include the Student Union, the not yet begun Cen-

tral Library, the Central Heating and Equipment
Plant, the Law and Education Department housed
in the tower, and the Law Library and Auditorium,
were studied as one large complex. Sert has said:
"None of them could stand alone; their volumes,
shapes and textures would not be the same if they
were placed in large, landscaped sites with plenty of
space between them."

Reinforced concrete structural elements are sand-blasted on the outside,
Inside the impression of the board forming remains. Non-bearing walls
and window frames are precast. Windows are fixed but are interspersed
with floor to ceiling steel ventilators painted green or barn red. The
projecting sills at the base of ventilators facilitate window cleaning.
The building is not air conditioned due to cost. Heating is by hot water
convectors combined in the larg`er spaces with warmed air. Glass enters
concrete jambs by means of neoprene gaskets

Diverse program requirements for the Union Building and
scarcity of land caused the architects to design a building
cross-section composed of a series of planes which recede up-

ward and outward from the heart of the building. These
planes provide terraces open to the sun and protected from the
wind. The heart of the building is an elevated main courtyard
flanked to the north by the lounge and to the south by the
multi-purpose room. The dividing walls between these spaces
can be drawn aside to create a single space for large social
functions. Below are two floors primarily devoted to dining
facilities and recreation rooms. Above are three floors housing
meeting rooms, student organization offices and the faculty
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club. Some mechanical equipment is in the basement but most
of it is placed on the roof giving the building a complex skyline. The reinforced concrete frame is clad externally with
precast concrete slabs of gray granite in a dark gray concrete
matrix. The infill between the frame alternates between a dark
gray-purple brick and glass. The glass is both clear and translucent and is punctuated with insulated metal ventilator panels enameled in clear colors. The south facade is shielded from
the sun by white cast stone sunbreakers composed as a largescale frame. The building is air conditioned and has radiant
ceiling panels for heating. Materials used on the interior were
chosen for durability and ease of maintenance

Boston University

3oston University

George Shei.rna,n Unfroei.si,tu Union, Boston Uwi,vei.situ
Boston,Mas8cbchasetts
A;RCHITEcyrs .. H oeyle , D orcun & 8 erry

Pcuriner in Charg e .. Frank E . D e Bi.uun
ASSOC}1A:TED jtrRC)HITECTS .. Serb, Jackson & Gourley

Assoof,ate .. J oseph, Z cbl,ewshi ; J ob Ca,ptcbin .. T errence Mull,en
STRUCTURA`L ENGIRTEBRS .. Houze, Do1.an & Ben.y

Partner in, Chap.g e .. Nksso T . Alobdj ei'n
HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS : Btte7.foez & Co., J7lc.

PLUMBIING ERIGIRIEBRS .. Robert W. Suzlkvam, Inc.

ELEICTRIC,AI Er+GENEERs .. Thompson Engineering Co.
HEATING AND VENTILATING CONTRACTOR : Lt.77tbcbch Co77tpc67t"

GENERALL CONTRACTOR .. M . S . K ell,they C ompa,ny
PLNMBlrlG cor{TRALCTOR .. P . J . Rkley & C ompouny
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR : TV77t. Ge7ts & So7t

CeritralLthraru,8ostonUm;i,versitu,Boston,Moi,ssa,ch,usetts
A;RC}HITEcrTS .. H ouze , D orcl,n & 8 erry

Terraces of Union Building; amenities where land is scarce

P arwher in Char g e .. Frcunh E . D e Bruun'
ASSoorAIED A:RC}HITEC}TS .. Serb, Jackson & Gourley

ALssociate.. Joseph Zalewshi; Job Ccbpta,in.. Geral,d Howes
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS : Ho"Ze, Dot.cb7i & Berygr

Poriner in Ch,obrge .. Nisso T . Alcbdj em
HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERs : B"e7.feez & cO., J„c.
PLUMBIRTG ERIGIRTEERS .. Robert W. Sullkvcun, Inc.
EhiECTF(1C}ALL EIN GENEERS .. T hompson, Ezectr±c C ompcuny

LIBRA:RT cor{suurrANITs .. Lkbi.cbrey Buildings Consultcunt8, Inc.

Law curd Ed,ucation Bwtldimg cund Pcbppa,s Lcbw Li,bra,ry

Bostonundversitu,Boston,Massouclousetts
A:Rcr[mEcrrs .. Serb, Jcbckson & Goon.ley curd, Edwin T . St,efficLn

Project Ma,nobger.. W. S. Ma,llory Lcbsh, office of Edwin T.
Stefflcun

Assockccte .. Joseph Zalewski,, offi,ce of Serb, Ja,ckson & Goon.lew
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College Buildings

Campus Planning for
the State University of New York
in more chaos than ever. It is also apparent that to
assemble lands piecemeal prior to the construction
of each new facility would be disastrous for both
long- and short-range convenience and economy.
Master planning is essential, and fortunately for
the State University, the men in charge of the crash
program of campus development know it.
In the spring of 1962 the legislature at Albany
will cost about $700 million from 1963 to 1971." Behind this announcement is a comprehensive statebassed a bill sponsored by Governor Rockefeller
which set up the State University Construction
wide campus planning and construction program of
Fund, "a corporate governmental agency constitutscope, quality and great architectural promise.
ing a public benefit corporation," as a means
The State University of New York is responding
through
which the new campus construction could
to the expected pressures from the maturing popube
financed.
The new organization, in addition, was
1ation born during and at the end of the war years,
devised
as
an
answer to long-standing complaints
which first forced a boom in elementary school construction, then went surging on to fill the junior and from the State University trustees and the Board of
Regents over the time required to construct college
senior high schools rapidly built to accommodate
them, and now are ready for college. New York will buildings when everything was handled by the Dedouble the current enrollment Of 53,000 in its State partment of Public Works. The new body has been
charged with the planning and construction of the
University System by 1970. It is establishing four
new university centers, creating new community needed state-wide campus facilities. It hires the arcolleges, and converting its teachers colleges into chitects, planners and engineers, and coordinates
their work with the requirements of the State Unilarger liberal arts institutions. Private colleges and
versity. It has made itself responsible for the deuniversities within the state are making an effort to
velopment of master plans to meet the physical represerve their special character and are carefully
limiting their expansion plans, thereby increasing quirements of the expanding campuses and so far
over 20 have been produced. A number of these
the pressures on the State University. Only UCLA,
schemes are brilliant and hopefully will be fully imwhich will have spent $370 million between 1949 and
1967 on its system of public universities, two-year plemented. The design and construction of individcommunity colleges and state colleges, and Illinois, ual buildings is, in many cases, well underway, and
which is spending $195 million, have plans which the laying of sewers and other mechanical facilities
in terms of long-range considerations is the first real
are comparable in magnitude to New York's.
transfer of the master plan image from paper to
For a construction program of this scope and with
this deadline, it is pretty clear that the common land. These underground tracings of the schemes
will, as much as anything else, help to assure the
practice of locating each new campus building on
any prominent spot, so that all may admire, results growth of the campuses as conceived.

In'the New York Times of April 4, 1964 a brief item
on the financial page read as follows : "The big housing issue is a $93.1 million offering of New York
State Housing Finance Agency bonds . . . Proceeds
will be used to finance 23 projects on 16 campuses
of the State University of New York. The university
has estimated that its capital construction program
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Ccrmpus Plarming for the State Universirty Of New York

Composite architectural and site development for 1970
quadrangle

I
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Area plan /r€gfatJ shows factors which determined the direction of campus expansion. Note position of existing campus
buildings and manner of placement of new elements to create
well scaled open spaces as an easy transition down the slope

Designing for Campus and Town
In an address made to the New York State Association of Architects at their annual convention last fall,
George A. Dudley, a trustee of the State University
Construction Fund, spoke of the efforts of MST Architects and Planners Associates (architects Rolf Myller,
Richard W. Snibbe, Edgar Tafel) to integrate the
plans for the college at Geneseo with the almost con-

tiguous tour.

"In a community such as Geneseo the unit of the

State University was originally a Normal School in
one building with a handful of students-a fraction
of the town's population. By 1930 the enrollment was
200 with the town population 2,300. By 1963 the two
were just about even at 1,850 each. We project that
the college will grow to a population of 3,400 in 1970,
and an ultimate 4300 in 1980, with the town p_opulation remaining at 2,000. Some growth will probably
occur outside the town line.
"What happens ? Do we build in the blighted back-

yards of the Main Street buildings? Do we design
our own buildings to turn their backs on theirs? Do
we stay within the small-scale street pattern set a
century and a half ago? This is why we set up the
long-range campus plan processes, procedures and
contracts. In Geneseo, for example, this provided impetus to the beginnings of local town planning and a
joint plan has been developed where the impact of the
`explosion' of the campus is no longer, we hope, a

brutal invasion of the structure of the town. It will
be a momentum which the town is utilizing to revivify
its own Main Street with common arcades bringing
town and gown together, a designation of common
parking areas and some streets closed."

Fine Arts Building rbezoow Ze/€J and Lecture Hall Building rbezoow 7.6gh€J designed by MST Architects and Planners Associates for Geneseo College

Ccrmpus Planning for the Stole University of New York

A Comprehensive Plan for
the College at Potsdam, New York
The following analysis of the master plan for the
State University College at Potsdam was adapted
from the report made by the architect, Edward Larrabee Barnes, to the State University Construction
Fund.
The new comprehensive campus plan is com-

pact, an advantage for a "winter campus." More
important, it is a direct expression of the organic
structure of the college. The key buildings, the Lil
brary and Student Union, are placed in dominant
central positions.

The Library will stand in the middle of a court.
Around it will be the academic and administrative
buildings. New classrooms and lecture halls will
close the corners of the existing open court, so that
the out.door space is now concentrated and defined.
The Library is designed so that students will be encouraged to walk through it as they criss-cross the
new Academic Court to and from classes.
The Student Union is also on the main axis ; and
since it serves both resident and non-resident students, it is placed near the Academic Court. Like the
Library, its location symbolizes its importance. A
plan which is functional often finds a form that is
symbolic, and the classic position of these two build-

ings-Library and Student Union-symbolizes the
two poles of student activity.
According to the new comprehensive plan, the dormitory expansion will take place on three sides of
the Student Union. There will be five centers-each
with integral dining facilities and each with separate dormitory buildings for men and women. Each
center will have its own outdoor court and each will
have a six-story-high building in the area.
The land area on which the college is located is
flat and the widely spaced buildings already define
a symmetrical campus. However, the distances between the buildings are enormous and, quite apart
from the unsuitability of such great spaces in a severe climate, there is at present no containment or
definition.

In 1970 there will be a campus, generally low on
open ground, where numerous trees will compliment
the buildings. Slightly above this tree line will pro-

ject the roofs of only the key structures-the Library,
the Student Union, and the high building in each
residential unit. The college profile will be that of a
friendly, sheltered campus, where the spaces between the buildings are as important as the buildings themselves. It will be a place where the order
of daily study and play will find a direct expression
in the complete architectural design.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Administration
Classrooms

9. FineArts
10. Library

Music

11. Science

Physical education
Dormitory
Student Union
7. Auditorium
8. Faculty office

12. Lecture Hall Center
13. Infirmary
14. Field House
15. Service compound
16. Presidemt's residence

The question of the relationship of college to community brings
up the question of the entrance. The present comprehensive
campus plan shows a new major entrance from Potsdam to
the north. There is already some pedestrian circulation in that
direction since Clarkson and Potsdam college students see each
other socially and occasionally share library facilities. From
the parking` lots, there are three entrances to the campus. The
central one, chiefly for visitors, leads to the Administration
Building, which is approximately on axis with the Library and
Student Union. The two side entrances will be the major student entrances. High archways open into the great Academic
Court. These two sidewalks are closed to all traffic except for
service and emergency vehicles. They will be major pedestrian
ways for students serving both sides of the Academic Court
as well as the five residential centers. Other parking areas
serving the residential centers will also open onto this same
restricted walk. Parking space for 890 vehicles will be available by 1970. All of these parking entrances will be concealed
within coniferous screens so that with the buildings they effect
a wall within the campus. There are three kinds of circulation
routes. Around the whole academic and residential campus is
a road system open to visitors composed of an avenue to the
west and new interior roads on the other three sides. Threaded
throughout the campus is a ring walkway described above
which is open to limited vehicular traffic. Finally, in the center.
of the campus there are paths, and paved courts and terraces
open only to pedestrian traffic

State University Construction Fund, Albany, New York. Edward Larrabee Barnes, A.I.A., architect; Planners Collaborative, planners; Cosentini Associates, consulting mechanical
eng`ineers ; Eitingon and Schlossberg, associate electrical engineers; John J. Baffa Associates, associate site engineers; Dan
Kiley, landscape architect; Severud-Elstad-Krueger Associates, structural engineers ; MCKee-Berger-Mansueto, cost consultants; Geotechnics and Resources, soil consultants

Iiouds C1.eclunam

Air view of existing campus

\`Cormpus Plcuning for the State Universky of Now York

I. M. Pei's Master Plan for
the College at Fredonia, N. Y.
This statement of the objectives and concept which
formn the basis of this highly original scheme is condensed ,from a'memorandum to the' State University
Construction Fund by Henry N. Cobb, I. M. Pei &
Associates partner in charge of the design of the
Fredonia campus.
"Campus planning-a special case of the town

planning art-has as its ultimate goal the creation
of an apprehensible and meaningful order in the physical structure Of the college community. Such an
order, endowed with a liberating rather than a coercive force, gives plastic expression to the educational
ideals of the institution which it serves, and evokes
in students and faculty alike a spontaneous awareness of the values underlying their common purpose.
It is in the'nature of the problem that the order which
we seek must embrace the dimensions of time as well
as those of space. For the processes of growth and
transformation-natural to the life of any commrinity-are nowhere mor-e evident .than in that of
the 20th-century American university.
"Within the. super-block which contains it, the Fre-

donia campus is seen to float aimlessly in an extraordinarily bland and featureless landscape. It lacks
a coherent form, both internally, in the organization
of its parts, and externally, in its relationship to the
surroundings. The only articulate element of order
within the campus is the axial relationship-which
exists between the two main acade`mic buildings, and
it is order of a very primitive kind. Beyond the campus proper no significant topographic feature-no
lake-relieves the rionotonous flatness of the site.
There are indeed a few substantial groups of trees,
the largest of which lies some distance north of the
existing campus. But the college grounds themselves
are almost barren of planting.
```In a conceptual sense the order we have devised
for Fredonia is extremely simple and is composed of
three principal elemen\ts-separately identifiable but

entirely interdependent-which have one essential
characteristic in common. Each possesses within the
context of the plan not only a clearly defined functional significance, but an articulate formal and
spacial significance as well. These three fundamental
elements are the circular roadway, the spine and
the terrace."
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1.-5. Dormitories
6.
Di.hingHall
7.
Science Building No. 1 `
8.
Mason Hall
9.
Music studios
10. Physical

1-6.
17.

Science

2.6.

Music shell

Building
` No. 2

27.
28.

Field House
Student

Library
` Adminis-

housing
29.

tration
18.I

Fine` Arts '

11. Fenton Hall
12. ' house
President's

C enter
19.
Campus
school
20.-21. Dining Hall

13.

Infirmary

22.-23. Dormitories

14.

Communica-

24.

education

tions Center
2 5.

Student
Union
S ervice

Classroom

building
30.

31.

32.

Music

studios
Classroom
building
Library

expansion
33.-34. Dining Hall
35.-36. Dormitories

"The circular road provides access to all major activity zones

of the campus from a single, easily-comprehended circulatory
syst_em. The simplicity and c.1arity Of its form confirms the
ess`ential unity of the campus community.

"The spine is a system of straight-line paved pedestrian
ways, which provides a direct path of pedestrian movement
linking the major centers of activity and congregation within
the campus, and permits the development of a two-level circulation system within and between the academic complex.
"The deliberate integration of the spine into` ,those buildings
which are used by all the students in common (student union,
lecture hall center, library, administration and fine arts center) intimately affects the form and architectural vocabulary
•of those buildings, so as to identify them as the heart buildings

Of the campus and set them .apart both from the existing
classrocm buildings and from those which will be add.ed in the
future. Thi.s is particularly important as it provides the key
to the solution of the most difficult architectural problem
which we face; namely, how to iritroduce the major new

structures in such a way that the existing buildings are not
excluded from the spatial and architectural ambience of the
new academic campus.
"The terrace is an organized, grid_ of paving blocks set in

grass and encompassing the most heavily-tfafficked ground
area of the campus. It is, in effect, a highly concentrated and`
organized path system. The configuration of the terrace pro-

wides for future growth in that it creates natural frontages
for the classroom buildings which may be added in the post- .
1970 period. The proportion of its modular unit (the root-5
rectangle) corresponds to that set uP by the diagonals of the
spine and bocomes the basis Of a harmony of proportions ex-tending throughout the buildings which rise from its surface.'?

The campus plan for the New York State University College
at Fredonia was prepared for the State University Construetion Fund by: I. M. Pei & Associates, architects and planners ; `
Henry N. Cobb, partner-in-charge (design) ; Werner Wandelmaier, project manager; August Nakagawa, city planner; .
Theodore J. Musho, senior designer; assisted by MccroskyReuter, planning consultants; Office of Dan Kiley,landscape
consultants ; Segner & Dalton, consulting engineers (mechanical) ; Garfinkel & Marenberg, consulting engineers ' (structural) ; Mpeser, Rutledge, Wentworth & Johnston, consulting
engineers (subsoil)
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Bezoow.. The academic area will look like this by 1966. To the left is the Administration Building, in the center the Library and to the
' immediate right a portion of the Communications Lecture Hall

The winning design by Perkins & Will

Design for Mechanical Learning
Too many students, too few teachers, higher faculty salaries,
rising educational costs per student, dwindling philanthropy . . .
these factors combine to encourage the growing use of electronic teaching aids
in schools and colleges. Shown are four of six designs
for a college electronic communications center developed
for a linited architectural competition held by Rensselaer Polytechriic Institute
"With teaching talent in short supply, we can no

there is a fuller and quicker understanding of it.
6. Design educational facilities that make full use
longer waste professors on mere exposition of facts.
Increasingly, they will deal with values, concepts, of technological advances in the learning process.
7. Demonstrate how to raise the status and salary
the meaning of it all-in very large groups or very
of
teachers by relieving them of duties which can be
small. More and more, students will get `the facts'
automated
or handled by technicians.
from inanimate dispensers-books, films, tapes, telIn
a
program
established in 1956, Rensselaer facevision and teaching machines-rather than from
ulty
members
were
encouraged to experiment with
living teachers. Campus facilities, particularly the
new
teaching
methods.
As a result, to date the
lecture hall and individual study spaces, must be
school
has
been
able
to
hold
its educational costs per
adaptable to these new technological carriers of
student
practically
constant
and yet has succeeded
knowledge." This view was expressed by the editors
in
raising
compensation
to
its
faculty by 30 per cent.
of "Bricks and Mortarboards," a recent publication
From
this
basis
of
experience
the school has great
of the Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc.
hopes
for
its
new
center.
E.F.L. aided Rensselaer in the preliminary studies
The winning design is by Perkins and Will. When
of audio-visual uses which led to the competition,
constructed it will become the nucleus of a new scijoined Rensselaer as competition sponsor, and has
ence complex currently under development on the
just published the results in the case study report
"New Building on Campus."
Rensselaer campus. All six designs merit study by
those who must program and design similar centers
The aims of the Communications Center as exon other campuses. They demonstrate remarkably
pressed in the competition program are to:
varied solutions to the program. The State Univer1. Enable engineering and science teachers who
sity of New York plans to include facilities similar
are already experimenting with new curricula and
to those programed for Rensselaer in a number of
new concepts to quicken the pace of subject matter
the colleges in its expanding state-wide system.
and concurrently to experiment with more efficient
The competitors were : Perkins & Will, The Archiinstructional techniques.
tects Collaborative, O'Neil Ford & Associates, Hell2. Enable Rensselaer to educate its proportionate
muth, Obata & Kassabaum, Kump Associates and
share of engineers and scientists required by indusRichard W. Snibbe. Michael M. Harris, an associate
trial and research organizations and the nation's
partner of Harrison & Abramovitz, served as the
defense system.
architectural adviser and George H. Dudley, dean
3. Educate effectively the increased number of
of Rensselaer's School of Architecture, served as
students without a proportionate increase in the

number of faculty.
4. Show how the quality of instruction in engineering and science can be increased.
5. Present increasingly complex material so that
178
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chairman of the jury. Members of the jury were
John 0. Amstuz, life trustee of Rensselaer, George
D. Stoddard, chancellor of New York University,
Thomas F. Creighton and Edward D. Stone.

Cckege Buildings

Production spaces are in overhanging rectangular story

Instructional spaces surround central exhibition space in winning scheme
ARCHITECTURAL REcORD
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Curved forms considered ideal for lecture
spaces form an exhibition area interestingly
shaped for individual exhibits. Separation of
elements which are appropriately curvilinear
from those on the floors above, which are ideally rectangu.lar, is the key to the success of this
plan. Projection space in each lecture hall is
connected by circular stairs to storage and
preparation facilities below
180
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Compedtion for Rensseher Pokytechaic Insti;twid s Corrrmunications Center.. Perki,ns & Wi,ll: s Wiiuning Er[fro

Studios and property rooms which require
height are extended to the roof in the central
core. Offices, conference rooms and spaces for
small-scaled technical operations which require lower ceiling heights because of their
smaller size are on the perimeter where they
belong. Windows are needed here, and their
vertical rhythm is a handsome accent to this
rectangular element, which reads on the exterior as a thick cornice
ARCHITECTURAL REcoRI>
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Compctition i or Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute' s Corrununications Cerder.. Hellmwih, Obcha & Kasschcurm' s Entry

Like Perkins & Will's, Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum's
scheme also skillfully reconciles curvilinear and rectangular
elements. The raised podium conceals production and office
spaces. The central elevator connects production spaces with
the work and preparation area upon which lecture halls converge. Film and slide projection is from catwalk. By removal
of partitions, wedge-shaped lecture halls can be joined to become larger amphitheaters as shown in sections (cbcross-pcbge)
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Lobby floor: Students have to climb
to lecture halls, and then climb high-

er to seats, if they use the stairs surrounding the inner core. It is a higher climb if _ they use one of the four
perimeter stairs, but they then can
walk down to their seats

Basement: Production facilities are
beneath podium, accessible to service drive
184
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Lecture floor: Halls can empty
quickly by means of perimeter balcony and four exterior stairs

UpUp

I-'111111-111111111111111111Director

Con'ecretariaIRecordsStor

Work

Office

lobbyDownUp

Records

PreviewCheek®ut

Of'ict

I II UpperParto'lco",dot

Equip

W.inIII

Storage -Preparationa®UpDownhResca
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III
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I

h

First floor: Low ceilinged administrative elements surround storagepreparation core. Motion picture and
TV studios require higher ceilings.

EI

Library

I

Here on the perimeter they go the
full height of the podium
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Compethion i or Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti,twte' s Communiccdions Center.. Kump Associates' Erdry

The Kump scheme composes the elements within a square and
is essentially symmetrical. Vertical piers contain mechanical
spaces. The four small lecture halls required by the program
are located in the basement, the larg`e lecture hall with mezzanine is at the entrance level. Projection facilities are not
confined to a central core. Administration and production are
on the top floors
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MAIN LECTURE HALL-EXHIBITION LEVEL

1.

Entrance vestibule

2. Lobby
2a. Receptionist
2b. Exhibition space
2c. Coat'.space

2d. Public toilets
3. Lecture room science and engineering
3a. Coat space

3c. Storage preparation
3d. Dividing partition closet
5.

5a.
37b.
41.
43.
45.

Technicians' office

Work room
Service elevator
Janitor's closet
Air-conditioning mechanical space
Passenger elevator

LECTURE HALLS LEVEL

2d. Public t.oilets
4. - Lecture room
4a. Coat space

4c. Storage preparation
37. Central receiving and shipping area
37a. Office records

37b.
38.
38a.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.'
46.
188
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Service elevator
Central workshop
Materials storage
Central equipment receiving and
maintenance
Building maintenance storage
Janitor's closet
Transformerroom
Air-conditioning mechanical space
H6ating mechanical space
Electric and telephone closet
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Coiapctition I or Ren8selaer Pdytechaie lnstitute' s Comirunj,cations Center.. Kanp Associ,cdes' Emiry

ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL
SERVICE FACILITIES LEVEL

12.

Tv faculty offices-preparation rooms

13.
14.

TV staff offices
Conference room

18.
20.
21.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Motion picture editing
Preview and conference room
Motion picture staff offices
Communications research library
Smallgroup research rooms
Statistical analysis room
Administration staff offices

30.

Conferenceroom `

31. Secretarial-clerical area,
31a. Storage office supplies
31b. Records

32.

Instructional materials distribution

32a. Check-out and.return_.counter . 32b. Office

32c. Records room

32d. Storage of aindio-visual materials
32e. Storage of audit;-visual equipment
32£.I Work room
33. Previewingroom

34.
35a.
35b.
35c.
35d.
36a.
` 36b.

Staff toilets
Artwork studio
Artwork finishing
Artwork materials storage
Artwork completed work storage
Still photography studio
Still photography darkrooms

36c. Still photography finishing
36d. Still photography photographic

material

storage
36e. Still phJtpgraphy general storage
36f.
37b.
41.
43.
44.
45.

Still photography staff office
Service elevator
Janitor'scloset
Air-conditioning mechanical space
Heating mechanical space
Passenger elevator

LECTURE HALLS PROJECTION LEVEL

4.

Upperpartof lecture hall

4b. Projection space

REEfriii=iLiL±

Compctidon i or Renssehaer Pokytechaic Insti;tw±e' s Corrununications + Center.. The ALrchikects Couchorctive'`s Ertry

The thick cornice element conceals spaces devoted- to TV studios` and control rooms, a motion picture production studio,
animation studio ahd film editing and processing rooms, also

the general service facilities which include artwork preparation and processing and still photography rooms. The basement holds maintenance and mechanical space and workshops:
Other a'reas required by the program are disposed as shown
in the plans (cbcross-page)
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Corxpctidon i or Ren8sehaer Polytechnic Insti;tw±e' s Communicedohs Cerder.. The Architects Cdrlaborative' s Ertry

Cross section : Hig.h element on top floor is motion picture studio

Longitudinal section: Sloping walled room above the main lecture hall is for instructional materials distribution and storage

Projection unit moves back and forth. The first nine rows of seats can be moved to alternate positions making
it possible to subdivide the large lecture room into three units with the addition of the partitions-shown in the
diagrammatic plan /¢bo¢eJ
I
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A;rchitectwral Engineering
Planned Noise
For Privacy

Technology is not entirely on the side of invasion of privacy by "private eyes
and ears," despite Vance Packard's expose in "The Naked Society." The use of
planned masking noise to achieve sound isolation is an equally impressive science. William R. Farrell, of the acoustical consulting firm of Bolt, Beranek and
Newman, Inc., tells us that this science employs, among other devices, "white
noise generators"-a "noisy" vacuum tube spits out a random pattern of electrons which produce a popping sound when collision occurs between electrons.
(Because electrical signals are equally strong at all frequencies, the noise produced is dubbed "white noise." A more pleasant "pink" noise, similar to the noise
of an air diffuser, is achieved by partially or totally screening out certain frequencies.) Mr. Farrell cited several instances where white or pink noise, played
over a loudspeaker system, is employed in the pro-privacy campaign. Such a
system is being designed in a Catholic church for the area surr'ounding the confessionals. The priest has found that in this rural location it is very easy for

people waiting to make their confessions to overhear those in the booths. To
achieve adequate privacy, the masking noise will raise the background noise level
from an abnormally low level to what most people would consider normal. In another case involving a large engineering office, many thousand square feet of
floor area has been immersed in pink noise p.1ayed over ceiling-mounted lo.udspeakers to provide privacy for open bull-pen type offices. In this instance, the
occupants seem to prefer the above-normal level of masking noise required to
effect privacy, to the disruption caused by intelligible sounds from their neighbors. In most privacy problem cases, however, Bolt, Beranek and Newman's experience seems to indicate that the best masking noiise is one that is made by a
mechanism which serves the occupants in some positive fashion, such as the
noise of air diffusers.

Computer
To Run Trains

A fail-safe, electronic, computerized train control system will be tested in the
spring of 1965 on a 4.4-mile test track for application on the 75-mile rail rapid
transit network being built to serve the Sam Francisco Bay Area. The "mastermind" of the system is a solid-state digital computer which controls all operations
including scheduling, dispatching, routing, speed control, running time and removal from service of all trains used on the track. Communication modules, containing voice and data cominunications stations, monitor whether all systems
are operating. Average schedrile speed of the lightweight trains, including station stops, will be approximately 50 in.p.h.-twice as fast as any existing rail
transit system. Despite this higher speed, this computerized system is expected to
provide smoother acceleration, deceleration and running operation. The Westinghouse Air Brake Coimpany is developing the system.

Experiments in
Shelter Design

What protection is offered by various structures against radiation produced by
nuclear explosions? Experiments to determine more precise empirical answers
than are presently available are being conducted for the U. S. Department of Defense at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which is operated by the Union Carbide
Corporation. These experiments will give information about designing important
shelters such as command posts and control centers for public utilities. The reactor at Oak Ridge's Tower Shielding Facility has been modified to produce neutron and gamma ray radiations typical of a weapon but much less intense. Two
concrete bunkers, with either front or top face shield thicknesses varying from
4 to 20 in., have been constructed near the reactor. Measurements have been made
to determine the buildup of radiation intensities within the rooms by scattering
from the walls, and the transmission of radiation down a tunnel with two rightangle bends.
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THE TALLEST STEEL BEARING WALLS
This bold structural concept takes the exterior walls as the sole wind-resisting elements
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Most tall buildings rely on a trussed
core to provide wind bracing rcbbot7eJ.

Overturning effect in The World Trade
Center is resisted by walls bending like
cantilevered girders /bezowJ

Undoubtedly the boldest application
of the modern bearing wall concept#
to tall multistory buildings is the design for the two 110-story towers in
New York's proposed World Trade
Center. These 1,350-ft towers are
slender, rigid boxes, made so by
closely spaced exterior columns
which are rigidly connected to the
spandrel beams.
It is these exterior walls, essentially Vierendeel trusses fixed at the
base and free at the top, which are
the sole wind-resisting elements of
the towers. This is in contrast to the
conventional method in many steel
buildings of putting wind bracing in
the core of the building, making it
awkward to penetrate the core for
doors and shaft openings.
The towers resist wind loads this
way: force of the wind blowing on
one face of the building is transmitted through the floor structure, a
stiffened diaphragm, to the two perpendicular walls. These walls, then,
which have been designed as deep
cantilevered Vierendeel trusses cantilivered at the base, carry the wind
*The modern bear67ig "a}ZZ has been defined

as a vertical structure which supports loads
applied in its own plane, and in which the
elements have a spacing established by
structural requirements. In a bean.6"g /ra}7"e,
the elements are determined by functional
requirements. (See "The Return of the Bearing Wall", by William J. LeMessurier,
ARCHITECTURAI, RECORD, July 1962)
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loads down to the foiundation. Gravity loads are shared by exterior walls
and the core, but the core takes no
wind load.

Adding to the sophistication of the
structural desigri is the manner in
which various grades of highstrength steels have been disposed
in the exterior wall frames according
to the stress levels in the columns
and the spandrel beams, from bottom
to top and corner to corner.
Column areas and plate thicknesses were sized in accordance with the
gravity load stresses. But the metallurgy (or yield point) of the gr.ades
of steel were determined by wind
loads in combination with gravity
loads.

In the top halves of the towers, the
grades of steel range from 42,000 to
65,000 psi yield points, but in the
lower halves, where overturning moment due to wind is highest, heattreated, low-alloy steel having 100,000 psi yield strength is required.
At the very base, the larger columns
permit a 50,000 psi steel. In all, 12
different gr,ades of steel will be used
for exterior framing.
The finely grained columnar tex-

ture of the exterior walls makes them
efficient wind-resisting elements. The
judicious disposition of steel alloys
cuts down the bulk of the columns
and produces an economical design.

But it is particularly important

that the columns on any one floor
work at equal. unit stresses under the
effect of gravity lo.ads. The reason is
that while high-strength steels can
take more stress before they yield,
they also will shorten more working
at higher stresses (modulus of elasticity I or all Steel is approximately
the same). Thus if core columns
were stressed just to 15,000 psi
(since they carry only gravity load) ,
but exterior columns were stressed to
45,000 psi, the exterior columns
would shorten more, and floors would
slope down toward the outside walls.
Now if we took a 110-story building with columns designed as above,
the floors would slope regardless of
the fact that the builder had leveled
each floor as he proceeded upward.
The maximum slope between core
and outside wall would be as much as
6 in., occurring at the 66th floor.
While individual columns may carry different gravity loads, their areas
must be proportioned to produce the
same unit stress. The excess strength
of the exterior wall columns can be
used to resist the moments and
shears induced by high winds.
Engineering analysis showed that
the mos.t economical solution for core
columns would be to have them ,all in
A36 steel. For the exterior wall columns, each will be designed for a
range of stress levels to determine
most economical selection of steel
grade. Since there are a total of
35,000 columns it was obvious that
this should be done by computer (a
column preliminary design proigram
has been written for an IBM 7094
computer) .
A brief examination of the loads
on exterior walls may help explain,
in simplifi`ed fashion, the pattern of

The World Trade Center, Now York City, Now York
ARC;HITEcrFS.. Minoru YCL:i'iac[saki and Associcdes and Emery Both & Sons

SrruncmJRA;L EENGINEHHS.. Worthington, Shilling , Hel,le and Jackson

owrTEB.. The Port of Now York Authority

steels. Obviously gravity load is zero

at the top increasing to maximum at
the bottom. Overturn'ing moments,
too, increase from top to bottom, but
do so at a faster rate than do gravity
loads. Thus the structural requirement for resisting wind load increases

more rapidly than that for gravity
loads. Hence the stronger grades of
steel are used toward the bottom of
the building.
The towers Of The World Trade
Center have an inherent capacity to
resist unforseen calamities. This
stems from the nature of the Vierendeel truss systems, and is enhanced
by the use of high strength steels.
The Vierendeel wall has the cap,acity
to distribute stress from points of
ARCHITECTURAI. RECORI)
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Worid Trade Center Sirueture
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WALL END

The floor consists of a series of one-way trusses along

the sides, spanning 60 ft, and two-way trusses at the
corners. The one-way trusses are braced laterally by
tubular bridging. The floor slab is made composite with
the tru'sses, and acts as a top chord of the structural floor
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column

loads

are

about

!800,000

pounds, and the structure could still
withstand wind speeds over 100 m`ph.
Typical columns are 12 by 14 in.
and are sbaced 3 ft 3 in. on center.
Columns at the base ,are 32 by 32 in.
Plate thicknesses of the box-shaped
columns vary from % to 3 in. The
box shape of the columns- provides
maximum torsional and bending resistance. While the floor diaphragm
serves to transmit wind loads from
one wall to the two perpendicular
walls, a prime function of this di.aphragm is to provide an interc`onnecting system which Will stabilize
the columns (1,350 ft high) against
buckling. Columns and sbandrel
beams will be prefabricated in units
two stories hig.h by, 9 ft 9 in. wide.
Column secti'ons will be butt welded
during construction. Spandrel beamsare to be either bolted or welded. The
floor structure is a one-way truss

I

I

I

I

I

I

overload to areas of strength. As an
example, 60 columns could be cut
away on a floor near the base where

I

I

I

I

system a{1ong the sides and a. two-

way truss system at the corners. The
one-way trusses are stiffened by
bridging.

AIR-CONDITIONING DESIGN GUIDES
FOR LABORATORY FACILITIES
High heat loads and ventilation requirements can for careful design to keep costs down
By 4ofred Greenberg, P. E., Consulting Engineer
Since the bas.ic functions of laboratories and research. centers invo`lve
experimentation and development in
all fields, the details of building design and engineering facilities may
vary substantially from one field to
another. However, there is one thing
they all have in common, and that is
the need for flexibility in services ,to
insure their ability to function effectively with the development of new
techniques and procedures.
- 86fore ventilation or air-conditioning requirements for laboratories can
be properly determined, it is first necessary to become familiar with the
general arrangement and purpose,
the equipment which is to be installed
and `the
time and manner of its cperia/
tion.

Design Criteria
Most types of laboratories and work
rooms in research centers produce
noticeable quantities of odors, heat,
contaminants, irritants, dust, etc.
which must be removed` in order to
maintain satisfactory working and
possibly even experiment conditions.
In general, laboratories and work
rooms should be designed for a minimum of 12 air changes per hour. They
will also have to be maintained at a
negative air pressure of about 10 per
cent. In special cases, the room heat
loads may be so great that the number
of air changes will exceed 100 per
hour. Whenever the air changes rate
exceeds 30, perforated ceiling air supply should be considered to avoid

drafts.
The heat loads developed in labo-

ratories have been steadily increasing
and, at present, many university, hospital and industrial establishments
have installed connected equipment
loads including electrical appliances,
bunsen burners, hot plates, etc. of 30
watts per sq ft oif laboratory
area. Jln addition,lighting loads can
add from 6 to 10 watts per. sq ft. Population loads are low, however, averaging less than one person per 100
sq ft. With a total load of approxi-

conditioning control is required, sysmately 40 watts per sq ft, rooms will
tem
costs and possibly even space rerequire over 6 cfm per sq ft when the
quirements
will increase.
air-conditioned air enters the room at
Generally, the nature of the opera20 F below room temperature ; over 30
tions in the laboratory requires 100
air~ changes would be needed I or a
per cent exhaust of the air. Labora10-ft-high room.
tory air systems thus need 100 per
In a building with many laborator-ies, , air-conditioning ~ and ductwork cent,outside'air supply.. -`.` _..
r`equirements are very large. ThereSystems Applicable
fore, it is very important tha;t loads be
Most laboratories are designed for
acouratcty determined and room usa`ge
dual duct, single duct with zone or
closely asc-eitained so that reasonable
individual `room reheat, unit ventiladiversity factors may be applied
tor units adapted for use with high
which will enable the size of the airoutside air quantities or a combinaconditioning systems to be cut down
tion of the above. .Choice of system
without reducing the air-conditioning
will depend on such factors as degree
requirements for those spaces which
of control necessary for` temperature,
will` need conditioned air.
humidity and air movement, space
Studies hav6 indicated that in many
• available for ductwork and cost.
university and some in`dustrial reZone control may be satisfactory
search centers, not moire than 25 per
for banks of general laboratories or
cent of the connected heat `1oads of
similar lab.oiratories not requiring s`pethe laboratory facilities are in use at
cial controls, alt.bough this limits the
any given time. Where this premise is
valid for a given building, it can sub- degree of flexibility available for future changes in operation. If large
stantially reduce' the requirements of
the refrigeratibri plant. Theoretically,
quantities of make-up air are available and unit ventilators are used, this
each room should still receive the air
may materially. reduce the outside air
quantity required to satisfy the
requirements. If the room has a labroom's connected laboratory load plus
all other loads. Here, too, diversity of oratory hood, the operation of the
unit ventilator can be set up so that
usag\e must .be considered, and in
when` the hood is in use, the unit venmany instances it will be found that
tilator furnishes 100 per cent outside
the total room connected load either
air. (See Figure 1.)
will not be required at any given time
When the hood is not in use, the
or will be used for short periods not
unit ventilator will furnish minimum
exceeding two hours. It will usually
room outdoor air and the hbod fan
be found that- the total air requirewill be on low speed. When the room is
ments for laboratories can be kept at
not in -use, the entire ventilation sysno more.than 20 to 50 air changes
tern may be shut off.
per hour without impairing comfort
For- supply air duct systems, the
and process function.
duct sizes sho.uld reflect the diversity
Location of laboratories in interior
of laboratory usage as finally arrived
spaces, which are less affected by outat in the analysis of the particular
door conditions, will help to reduce
the air-conditioning requir.ements and
proj-ect. Each individual room branch
duct, coil or mixing box will be sized
also minimize the outdoor variable
to receive the full design air quantity
which could affect process results.
but as the duct picks up branches
Most labor'atories can operate satisfrom o.ther laboratories, the duct may
factorily at temperatures which probe undersized to reflect the diversity
vide maximuin human comfort. This
faptor if volume control is available
in the range from 72-78 F ± 11/2 F
at each room. (See Figure 2) .
and relative humidities from 25-50
When it is desired to minimize opper cent, ± 5 per cent. If closer airARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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Figure 1: Supply and exhaust air arrangements. Scheme A (Ze/€) has central supply
and two exhaust systems. Schemes 8 and C (ce"ter a}"cZ 7'{g7L€) use fan coil units

erating costs, and initial funds and
space are available, a single multipurpose or two duct systems are two
alternatives (Figure 2). If two duct
systems. are used`, one will satisfy
lights, exterior and people load; the
other will function only when equipment load is appli-ede

The space requirements for mechanical equipment rooms and shafts
for laboratories may be as much as

25-50 per cent greater than for oi
fice buildings or other types of com-

mercial buildings. This is due to hood

and laboratory equipment duct and
piping needs as well as the requirement for special systems to handle
animal laboratories and quarters ; insect` laboratories, equipment testing,
radioactivity, special temperature and
special testing laboratories ; and other areas having special environmental needs.

Each of these functions may require entirely different temperature
and humidity conditions. Special tern-

LABORATORY SUPPLY AND EXHAUST AIR SCHEMES
Scfaeowe A has a dual exhaust air system and a constant volume supply air

system. If the fume hood fan is not operating, then the damper `in the exhaust
air duct' opens to exhaust room air. If the fume hbod fan is on, then the
damper is closed and all the supply air is exhausted through the fume hood.
A refinement of Scheme A uses high-low position dampers behind the supply and exhaust air grilles. When the lab is not in use, the dampers will; be
in the low position so as to minimize the supply air requirements to the room.
Scfaerme 8 gets ventilation air from the out doors \ or from non-laboratory
areas such as offices. The fan `coil unit recirculates room air for temperature
control. When the hood is in operation, its exhaust fan operates at high speed
and the air supply damper is in.the full opeh i)osition. When the hood is not
in use, the hood exhaust fan operates at a low speed to exhaust the minimum
level of supply air plus air enterihg the room through the louvered door.
An improvement over the foregoing method is showin in Scheme C. The
fan coil unit brings in 100 per `cent outdoor air for ,ventilation. While` this
system is frequently used, its filtering efficiency is limited in comparison with
a central system. The drawing shows` an auxiliary fan for the hood which
brings in outdoor air, or air fr6m non-laboratory spaces, to make up 50 per
cent Of the hood exhaust requirement. The balance of the hood air comes from
the fan coil unit and thr`ough the louvered door. This technique is applicable
to all types of laboratories where it is desirable to reduce loss Of conditioned
air. An improved variation which cuts refrigeration and. fan .operation costs
utilizes a high-low speed hood exhaust fan, an on-off damper for the auxiliary
air duct and a high-low-off position outdoor air damper for the fan coil unit.
When the fume hood is in operation, the hood exhaust fan operates at high
speed, the auxiliary air damper is open and the fan coil outside damper is.in
the high position. When the fume hood is not in use, the hood exhaust fan
motor operates at low speed, the auxiliary air damper is closed and the fan
.coil outside air damper is in the low position (assuming sufficient air will be
supplied to handle room ventilation requirements).

ig8
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perature laboratories and animal
rooms, for example, may require separate refrigeration compressors`` because of lower temperature needs.
Radiochemical and nuclear laboratories may require special filtering, and
supply -and exhaust systems.
In contrast some laboratories have
comparatively simple`areas to air condition, such as basic physics, chemistry, electrical, biology, etc. Even
here, special attention must be given
to proper air quantity and distribu~
tion in order to maintain comfortable
occupant conditions. Prop.er air conditioning will promote better experimental techniques and results.
Administrative areas should be air
conditioned'-Pin a manner similar tooffice buildings. `The main difference

is that the supply air from these
areas will p.rchably have to be tramsferred to laboratoriv areas in order to
make up the air requirements needed.

Flexibility
Considerable flexibility for equipment and services is essential in
many industrial laboratories ; not as
much has been provided in the-past
for teaching facilities. But the picture
has been changing for teaching laboratories, especially at colleges and
universities. With scientific disciplines changing so rapidly, and class

loads for particular courses varying
from semester to semester, a fair
amount of flexibility will help insure
maximum usage and prevent obsoles- '
Cencel

In industrial laboratories, each scientist has his own method of operation and often prefers to set up his
equipment in accordan.ce`with his 'own
dictates. His preference for utilities
an`d services may be quite different

fl4cbe7 Jg64
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Figure 2 : Diversity in load allows ductwork to be reduced from total capacity required
when all rooms are used (Ze/£) . Extra duct handles heat from equipment (rt.ght)

from that of other researchers. He
may finish or drop an experiment and
start work on another one requiring
an entirely different approach and a
new laboratory set up.
Central service corridors, trenches
or ducts which connect to all 1aboratories, should be furnished. Utilities
and services should be piped or wired

so that changes can be made quickly
and easily and without affecting the
operations of other laboratories. Access for maintenance and installation
of new services shoiuld be provided.

Lecture Rooms
The larger lecture room may be
equipped with special tables for demonstrations of various types of laboratory experiments. These may require that a permanent overhead hood
or a portable downdraft hood be furnished to eliminate odors.
Lecture tables or student work
spaces, such as those used in small
lecture and demonstration rooms and
chemistry laboratories, may have

downdraft hoods with the ductwork
installed under the table or work
space. Large hoods may also be provided for use with special experiments.

Laboratories
Many chemical, biological and similar laboratories produce noxious od-

ors and irritants which make it advisable to keep these rooms under a
negative air pressure and to exhaust
all air to the outdoors with fans. Organic chemistry laboratories should
be especially well ventilated.
Typical chemistry and biology laboratory hood requirements in schools
areasfollows: `

And;kytical Ch, endstry-

One lineal ft per two students
Ezemeutory Or goumho ChendstryOne open front hood per four students.

Resea;prch W orh and Pr aparo,tionsOne closed from hood per two students.

BbochemkcalOne lineal ft per student.
Canopy hoods should be furnished
over combustion and other types of
furnaces such as are found in analytical organic, metallographic and
chemical engineering laboratories.
Since large amounts of air may have
to be exhausted to keep the room tern-

perature within reasonable limits,
perforated supply air ceiling plenums
or secondary supply air slots at the
furnaces may be required.
Organic work performed in the micro-analytical laboratory generally requires a closed front hood. This room,
including its associated balance room,
should be kept at 75 F maximum.
Biolo'gical and biochemical 1abora-

tories are handled in a manner similar to those found in hospitals. If special dustproof rooms are required,
such as might be found in the study
of microbiology, addii.tional filtering of
the air entering by means of very
high efficiency filters may be necessary. These rooms will also have to be
kept under positive air pressure.
8 a,hace Ro oms
These rooms should be kept under
positive air pressure so as to prevent
dust and corrosive elements from
damaging the balances. Room air velocities should be between 15-20 fpm
so as not to disturb the balances. This
will often require the use of suitable
perforated ceiling outlets.
C ol,d, La,b oratories
These rooms are generally construe-

ted in the same manner as kitchen refrigerator boxes and are frequently
prefabricated. They are used in animal, organic, physical and electrochemical laboratories, to name just a
few. A special requirement is that the
cold laboratory must be designed to
furnish sufficient supply and 'exhaust
ventilation air when it is in use. If
large quantities of air are needed, as
when the room contains a hood, it
may be necessary to precool this air
before it enters the cold room to prevent fog formation.
Consta;ndTermxpera,twreRoom

This type of room operates in the
temperature range from 60-100 F.
This range does not require cold box
construction so the room is often
lined with only 2 or 3 in. of suitable
insulation. The constant temperature
room may be found in physical and
electrochemical laboratories, neuropsychiatric research facilities and
many other types of laboratories. The
constant temperature room should
have a balanced supply and exhaust
air system.
Chendcal Engine ering La,boratory
The most important piece of equipment furnished from the architectural and airreonditioning point of view
is the distillation column which is usually more then two stories high. If
the column is set in a pit, an exhaust
duct should be located in the pit to
get rid of high density vapors which
may escape from the column. The exhaust fan should be of sparkproof
construction with an explosion-proof
motor. The exhaust air should be expelled above the roof level at least 100

ft away from the nearest intake. This
room should be kept under a negative
air pressure.
Ply 8i,col and Ebectrochemi,cat Suite
ARCHITECTURAL REcORI>
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Lchorartory Air Condidoning

In addition to large hoods in the main
laboratory, this suite may have an optical room which requires clean,.dry
air, and balance and dair.k rooms. More
complete I;cilities, suitable for graduate and research work, may also
have cold and constant temperature
rooms, a dust free room and even a
mass spectrograph room. The optical,
balance, dust free and mass spectrograph rooms should be maintained at
a positive air -pressure.
DaffhRoom
Because of the odors from.chemica.Is,

this room should be kept at a negative air pressure with all necessary
precautions taken to insure that no
light can enter through the duct open-_
ings or door louvers.
EzectrowiQ,Rajdi,ahion,El,ectrioal
a;ndpkysbc8Labora;hoTbes

There are many general and specialized facilities falling within the above
categories. Although they may have
high equipment heat loads, the.air
will seldom be contaminated with
fumes, odors. and irritants. Therefore,
these laboratories may be satisfactorily operated using a large percentage

of recirculated air. However, because
of the use of delicate intruments, p`rimary gages, etc., it is necessary to
have a good filtering sys.tern.
Some schools want to.maintain the
a`ccuracy of the air-conditioning system in laboratories wiithin ± 1/2-1 F
tolerance. This may be required in
special instances, but the cost penalty is quite high compared to the
standard 1-11/2 F tolerance, and the
closer range should not. be specified
unless it is really needed.
Spect,al ATecbs

Many laboratories have-glass blowing
facilities, usually located in a separate r.oom. This room should be un-

der negative air pressure and have
about 15 to 20 air changes per hour.
Rooms used for the coricentration
of solutions and for slow evaporative
processes must have minimum air
movement and negative room air pressure.
Electrical measurement and instrument calibration rooms should be kept
at relative humidities ranging from
20-30 per cent to prevent damage to
gages.

Laboratory Hoods
Hoods are used to eliminate o-dors, va-

pors, irritants, heat and dus`t and to
control the reactions of chemical,
physical and bacteiiological experiments.`

In the simpler laboratories, such as
those found in high schools, the hoods
may not have any enclosures over the
front. However, ` most laboratory
hoods are provided with partial or
gompl.ete front enclosures.
The air requirement needed. for
hoods is generally expressed as a
function of the air velocity desired
across the open area at the face of
the hood. .The proper air velocity is
determined by the type of hood and

the nature of the experiment being
performed. An average value is 100
fpm with a range as low as 50 fpm
for high school open front hoods and
as high as 150 fpm for radioisotope
and virus laboratory hoods and also
downdraft type hoods.
There are several types of laboratory hoods available. The air generally -comes in through the front or sides
and is discharged through the top by
means of q duct connection. Some
hoods have flaps or dampers at the
sides for adjustment of inlet air quan-

tity and dampers at the exhaust outlet opening.
The hood exhausts may be individu-

ally discharged by means of a fan,
combined into a common duct system
whereby one fan discharges the air
from a number of hoods, or emptied
into the atmosphere by means of gravity. The latter is seldom used because
it is usually unsatisfactory. The coinmom duct system has been used extensively in the past but with the advent `of fully air-conditioned buildings, it has created air balancing
problems which generally requ.ire
costly automatic controls to correct
the imbalance. It is better design for
each hood to have its own ductwork `
and exhaust fan system. The hood fan
should be located at th.e end of the
ductwork to eliminate the possibility
of contaminated air leaking from the
ducts into occupied spaces.

Figure .3: These hood designs help insure room air balance whether hood door is
open or closed, Auxiliary air supply from outdoors cuts refrigeration load ( bo€€oow)
200
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Hood, ductwork and fan materials
should be suitable for the uses employed. G.alvanized steel pr aluminum
may be suitable for some applications
but stainless steel, asbestos cement,
lead lined copper, high silicon iron,
mastic or rubber lined materials, polyvinyl chloride, etc. may be required
vyhere certain types o'f fumes or acids
are encountered. Where protective

Figure 4 (je/€) : Bacterio1ogical experiments involving`

hazardous materials may call
for a glove box and accompanying high-temperature destructor. Exhaust ductwork
must have insulation
Figure 5 (7.dyb±) : Desirable

feature for work requiring
close control of air velocity is
air control knob plus an indicator for air speed

coatings are selected for use instead
of basic non-corrosive materials, consideration must be given to the maintenance that will be required. Most
often it would be wiser to buy the initially costly material to minimize the
• maintenance.
The four 'most commonly used laboratory hoods are discussed below.
1. The Conveutkonal Hood ±s the
cheapest and simplest. When the
hood door is closed, no air flows
throug.h the hood and auxiliary means

for exhausting room air must be furnished. Opening the door requires total hood air flow through the face of
the hood and auxiliary exhaust means
must be shut off to insure the hood
getting sufficient air. This involves a
damper control arrangement which in
a building with many hoods could become complex.
2. The Modified, Hood ±s a. sirl[xphe

variation intended to overcome the
problem created by the conventional
hood when the hood is not in operation (see Figure 3) . One method is to
provide stops on the hood door or an
open slot below the door so that it can
never completely close. Another method is to provide a slot above the hood
door so that when the hood is in operation, the door covers the upper opening. When the hood door is closed, air
goes through the upper opening. In
either case, exhaust air goes through
the hood at all times. In air-conditioned laboratories these hoods use
the treated air to satisfy hood air requirements. Since this may increase
the cost of operating the air-conditioning system by increasing outside

air quantities, a third type of system
has evolved.
8. The Secondoru Air Hood, tELkes

about 50 per cent of its air require-

ments from the room whether the
hood door is open or closed (see Fig-

ure 3) . This may enable the room to
be air conditioned or ventilated with
less air. The rest of the air is furnished by an auxiliary air supply systern consisting of outside air, ternpered and filtered. This requires an
additional fan and duct-work system,
which may offset the savings in reduced room air quantities. In addition, the hoods are more costly. However, a simple air balance analysis to
determine the break-even point b.ased
upon hood-hours of operation for a
given number of hoods will determine relative economies.
When a conventional hood system
is used, a secondary exhaust air systern may be required for use when
hoods are closed if the excess supply

air cannot be transferred to some
other area by means of louvers or
transfer registers. If the secondary
exhaust air system is required, then
it must operate such that when the
hood is open, the exhaust register
closes, and when the hood closes, the
exhaust register opens. If a battery
of such hoods is exhausted by one fan,
then the fan must have volume control in order to prevent too much air
from being pulled through those
hoods still in operation.
For the modified hood, the hood
exhaust fan runs all the time. If the
air furnished to the room is in excess
of the heating and cooling requirements and the hood has its own exhaust fan, then when the hood is not
in operation the fan may operate at
reduced capacity, thus allowing the
room air quantity to be decreased. If
a battery of these hoods is exhausted

by one fan, then the room supply and
hood exhaust can have their air volume reduced, when the hood is not in
operation, by two-position dampers.
The fan requires vo.lume control.
Certain types of laboratory experiments, such as those performed in a
bacteriology laboratory, require the
use of closed hoods with gloved open-

ings for performance of work procedures (see Figure 4). These hoods
require small air quantities (from 15-

60 cfm) and the air entering the
hoods (usually from the lower back
end) may have to pass through very
high efficiency filters.

The exhaust air may contain dead1y bacteria so it should pass through
electric or gas-fired heaters which will
heat the air to at least 600 F. The
hot air ductwork must be designed
and insulated as a low temperature
chimney. A high temperature safety
cut-out should be provided in the duct
to shut the source of heat and actuate visible and audible alarms, if the
air temperature near the heater rises
beyond the safe limit due to a reduction of air flow.
The fan selection should be checked
for an operating temperature of 600
F, with special consideration for an
increase in air volume, materials and
motor horsepower.
In order to provide the greatest
amount of flexibility and control, a
hood can be furnished with a calibrated air control dial which will enable
the operator to adjust the air quantity through the hood while an experiment is in operation (see Figure 5) .
This adjustment must be made in coordination with the over-all room air
exhaust requirements so as not to upset the air balance.
ARCHITECTURAL REcoRD
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C.P.M.-WHAT FACTORS DETERMINE ITS SUCCESS?
A number of case histories are graded as to how well C.P.M. worked (Part 2, Conclusion)
By Frcincis A. Scando, Project Engineer, Day & Zinmermcun, Inc., Engineers, Phtledalphia, Pa.
Twenty-two different projects using
C.P.M. were analyzed to find the sort
of pitfalls to avoid when using C.P.M.
Nine of the projects produced either
no significant results oi. questionable
results and were thus discarded from
further analysis. One example in this
category was that Of an architectengineer who lauded C.P.M. and stated it aJZowa)2/s brought his jobs in on

time. At first glance, it seemed true,
but a more thorough investigation disclosed that each time the architect
could forsee a delay he wrote a letter
to his client extending the completion
date and revised his arrow diagram
accordingly.
From the list of 13 other cases experiencing. some degree of 'success

with C.P.M., three were selected for a
detailed discussion-each to illustrate
a fundamental principle.
For reference, the 13 projects and
their results are listed in the chart
on page 203. Brief case histories of
some projects are as follows :
Ccbse Hi,story 1

C.P.M. was used to plan and control
both the design and construction for
an Ohio hospital.

The architect stated it was valuable
to him in obtaining decisions as he
needed them as well as speeding up
completion of drawings within his
own office.

A res.ource analysis was made and
the number of architects and engineers available was found to be satisfactory to meet the five-month design
completion date with one exception.
Mechanical draftsmen were needed in
the latter stages o.f the mechanical design. The consulting mechanical engineer decided to work his staff on a
partial overtime basis to make up for
the sho.rtage.
After the arrow diagram was prepared for the design phase, the progress of the work was evaluated every
two weeks. If eight drawings were
scheduled for completion during the
two-week report period, a report was
made on the status of these drawings
and any others being wo.rked on to
the project manager. New computer
runs every two weeks indicated accurately the time gain or loss for the
period.

In addition, a meeting of the building committee was held monthly at

which time oral reports were issued
on the progress of the job. Any decisions necessary to carry on design
work were obtained at this meeting,
and both the hospital and the architect
knew what was expected to maintain
the design pace and prevent delays.
C.P.M. is now being applied to the
construction phase of the project.
Ca,se H'istoru 2

One of the projects that proved to
be mos.t illustrative of C.P.M. efficacy
was the $3 million Beaver Hill six-

story apartment building for Fox-Bilt
Homes, Jenkintown, Pa., owner-builder.
C.P.M. was applied to the construc-

tion phase of the Beaver Hill project
and all supervisory personnel were
trained in its use. The apartment
high-rise building was a Y-shaped
building with six duplicate floors.
The implementation of C.P.M. on
the Beaver Hill project was successful
mainly because of the following reaSons :

1. The

diagrams were carefully
drawn and reflected the thinking of
the project superintendent, the project manager and the consulting en-

Portion of a Day & Zimmermann diagram shows a job added during the course of design (see bottom line)
2o2
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T. Buii

Run

steam

plant

Yes

Detailed

Yes

Yes

lntermitteint

C

Owneirand

(TVA)

Difficulties encountered in estab-

Planning

Consultant

2. Large hospital

Yes

Detailed

Yes

Yes

Planning

Bi-weekly

Consultant

and
accurate

($7 Million)

lishing logic for design work

and tying design diagrams into construction diagrams

Produced good results in design
phase. Client satisfied with results
so far
in
construction

phase
3. $4'/2 million upper
Merion Junior High
School

4. $6'/2 million Abington
High school north
campus ciddition

No

No

Detailed
and
accurate

Yes

Mostly
accurate
and

Yes

No

No

•Planning

Bi-weekly

Bi-weekly

initial doubts by subcontractors
of its value prevented C.P.M.
from attaining its full potential

Plan,ning
Consultant

C.P.M. was effective but needs
more detail in diagram. Proiect proceeding on time mainly
because of drive and cGlpabilities of school business manager

general

5. $10 million Hershey

Chocolate Co.
turing facility

No

6. $3 million Beaver Hill

Accurate

Yes

No

I ntermitte.ut

8

Consulting
Engineer

and

manufac-

general
Yes

Detailed

7. Addition to existing
manufacturing plant

No

Detailed
and
accura+e

8. $1]/2 mi]]ion MCMichael

No

General

Grade school board of

Yes

No

Bi-weekly

A

Consulting

Engineer

No

Yes

Yes

No

Weekly

A-

lniterm'i.ttent

Consulting
Engineer

Contractor and

and

education-

Planning

accu rate

Consultant

Philadelphicl

9. $1 million Leidy Grade
School board of educa-

No regular updating used, but
proiect proceeding on schedule
produced by C.P.M.

and
accurate

qpartment proiect

Late start getting underway, and

Consultant

Project two months clhec]d of original
C.P.M. schedule-C.P.M.
used extensively by all personnel

Proiect design finished on time
-contract
for
construction
awarded one month early

No regular updating and proiect slipped. Strikes and severe
winter weather could not be
overcome by C..P.M.

No

tion-

Detailed
and

Yes

No

Intermittent

Contractor and
Planning

accurate

Consultant

Philadelphia

Good diagram-proiect finished
on schedule-C.P.M. effective
in spite of no regular updating.

Excellent

C.P.M.

imple-

mentation by S. Levy Co., General Contractors
10. $1 million grade school

No

Detailed

Yes

No

lntermi,ttent

C

and
accurate

11. $9 million.Philadelphia

No

apartment building

12. Atantic Refining com-

General

Consultant

No

Geneiral

Good
two

diagram-proiect slipped
months

because

of

lack

of updating-C.P.M. effective
in latter stages of construction
when updating was resumed
Yes

No

N'one

ContractorOwner and

and
inaccurate

pony truck terminal and
motel

Planning

Planning
Consultaint

Yes

No

Intermittent

a

and
accu rate

Contractor and

Poor diagram-no regular updating, but C.P.M. helped in rnaterial purchasing and pointing
out need for elevators

Good diagram-no regular up-

Planning

dcLting-C.P.M. used in discus-

Consultant

sions between contractor and
owner. Proiect completed on
revised schedule after delay in
obtaining building permit was
iustified by contractor

13. $2 million United Aircraft

office of laboratory

Yes

Detailed
and
accurcite

Yes

No

Weekly

A

Consulting

ArchitectEngineer

C.P.M. rigorously used to control

iob. Very effective in controlling time, manpower and costs.
Difficult proiect finished one
month ohecid of schedule
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Critieal Path Mcthod,

gineer responsible for C.P.M. use.
2. The system was absorbed into construction management routine and
carefully updated with meticulous
regularity.. The planning engineer '
met with the project s.uperintendent
and assis.tant superintendents every
other week to evaluate progress of the
preceding two weeks. The information
was then fed into the compiuter p,rim.tout ready for a planning meeting the
following Monday.
4. Regular planning meetings were
held to discuss where performance
was poor dur,ing the preceding two
weeks and how improvements cou`1d'
be made.
Qdse Historu `3

C.P.M. is being used extensively at
Day & Zimmermann. on several projects,fromthe`proposalstagethrough
finished detailed diagram. C.P.M.
pro:ved to be very valuable when used
for the design work of a pla,ht expansion in the South. The project consisted of adding 70,000 sq ft to an
existing building while keeping most
plaht-operations .in progress.
The design was planned by a C.P.M.
diagiam. (shown com.pletely in previous article and partially bn page
203). Superimposed on the diagram
werre completion dates of each arrow
with surplus time indicated by a plus
sign. Where the job took more time
than planned, a minus sign has been
used. Time was crossed out under each
arrow as each weekly updating reduced the amount of work remaining.
Codes were worked out to pro`vide a
wee.kly cost controil report of each

major engineering area for the project inanger's use.
During the co'urse of this design,
a sudden urgent need for structural
engineers arose within Day & Ziinmermann. From the diag.ram it was
obvi`ous that structural desigri had
considerable float (difference between
earliest possible completion time and

latest allowable time), and thus two
structura.I engineers were diverted
from the plant pro`ject to another Day
& Zimmerprann pro'ject for a short
period of time.
C.hanges

in projec.t scope were

easily added to the diagram and the
effects of such changes can be seen.
One such change occurred midway
through the project when it was decided `to take bids on foundation and
floor slabs for the east end addition.
The objective of th'e change was to
finish the foundation construction
work before encountering severe win2o4
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ter weather, thus speeding up the entire project by two months. From the
C.P.M. design diagram, it was determined the change .c.ould take place
wi-thout additio'nal engineering manpower and wi'thout interfe'rence with
the over-all design schedule.
Before any real thinking had been

of
8.

the

construction

operations.

C.P.M. oorirswlbing f t!Ii.im,s the;b hack

engi;nearing

q'unltficahions.

.a.P :N1.

to work oult a C.P..M. construction
analysis considering th'e` east` foundatioiri work as a separate project, and
the diagr-am determined that 30,000

management consulting firms are offering their services to owners, .architects and contractors. Such service is
valuable iri helpin`g an architect or
construction firm with the te.chniques
of arrow diagramirig or obtaining
comput6r runs. Although some \of
these consiultants are thoroughly
trained in the computer aspects of
C.P.M., their may lack depth in engineering and construction experience.
Such firms 'should.not attempt to de=
velop the detailed logic for a project.

sq ft could be put on the east end before December 20th. Th.e diagr.am

4. Lcbch of wxpdrtimg a;md eo"quter
orie"faito.o". Projects under C.P.M.

proved accurate and the contractor

control must be updated regularly.

completed the 30,000 sq ft on schedule,

Small diagrams c`an be hand calculated; large .diagram,s sh.ould use a

done, 10,000 sq ft wer'e believed to be

the maximum east end area that could
be comp.leted in the remaining days
of the late fall season. It was decided

along with an underground fire main
and required electrical groundings.
The plant design was completed on
schedule and the project was under a
construction contract one mo'nth cJfaecbd of schedule.

Pitfalls t.a Avoid
I. Di,a,gra;ms that affe too general.
Detailed arrow diagrams.used for design or construction should be just ex-

actly that-detailed. Attempts to generalize by lumping too much work into
one arrow produces an unworkab'1e job
schedule. For exam.p.1e, an arrow desigriated "brickwork second floor"
could be too general if window frames
are required in the exterior wall. To

start window frines 'after the entire
second floor brickwork is complete is

not the way an exterior wall is constructed, and therefore, the diagram
does not reflect actual building practice.
2. La,ck of coiv8tru:ction low,ow-how in
€fae d€cbgrciow. The logic of an arrow

digital computero Attempts to hand
calculate a large diagram usually fail
beforetheproject'isfinis.Led.

Diagrams drawn on equidistant
"time modules" where the length of

the arrow is proportional to the magnitude of arrow's duration, usually
fall apart rapidly wi.th the first major
schedule change. (Such diagrams are
made in lieu of conventional diagrams
with computer runs. )
Computer rental for C.P.M. is not
expensive. A 2,000 arrow diagram can
be updated for as little as $120 a run
and can be done in oine hour. Why
waste valuable time and engineering
manpower to accomplish something a
high-speed moron (a ccrmputer) can
do faster and far mole accurately?
5.

J"7oot)aLt¢o"s. Innovations or short

cuts to avoid the time and expense of
the rigorous discipline of C:P.M. are
frequently fruitless. Generalized diagrams "fo.r guidance," intermittant

updating, arrow diagraming short
cuts-all in an effort to save C.P.M.
cos.ts-sooner or later end up in the

diagram Should be prepared under the
direction of the project manager. His
logic should be used since he is the
one man direc,ting the project and

wastebasket. C.P.M. costs money to
use correctly, but the resul.ts `are well

capable of making the arrow diirram

worth it.

stick. Planning engineers and conisultt-

ants can aid in the preparation of the
diagram but should not dictate the

Summary
Critical Path is not a panac.ea for cur-

sequence of activities.

ing the ills of disorganized design or
construction firms, because the problem might be beyond the-reach of good

When the project manager is unsure of proper pirocedure relating to
certain construction operations, other
specialists and key engineers should

project management. It ow¢ZZ help a
good architect or engineer do his jo.b

be called in for consultatiori. C.P..M. is

more effic.iently and effectively than

only as good as the logic that goes into the diagram, and every effort
should be made to have the most experienced eng.ineers and construction
superintendents actually plan all

ever before.' It c{J6Z! help a project man-

ager organize his work properly and
thus will head off many potenltially
serious problems before they dan
occur and are allowed to develop.

The man from

BARCOL

provides the proof . E .

Barcol Overdoors save money for your client
The man from Barcol has the facts . , . PROVEN PER-

figure (with al{erna{e choices, if required) at the preliminary

FORMANCE

planning stage.

STANDARDS

THAT

MEET

DOOR

RE-

QUIREMENTS. He will help you establish accurate and

reliable

specifications

insuring

the r/.ghf

overhead-type

door for every installation.

Put the man from Barcol in your starting lineup. As a mem-

ber of your staging team, he has the documented evidence
that Barcol Overdoors will provide more efficient materials

The man from Barcol is a door specialist who is well

handling . . . more effective plant maintenance . . . more

accurate temperature control . . , more convenient door
qualified to anticipate and prevent common door problems,
identify penalty your client would

pay with

inferior-quality doors . . . justify initial cost of

ment and

inadequate,
door equip-

help you determine a firm, accurate budget

operation, manual or automatic. They a// add up fo more
savings for your client.

Contact the man from Barcol NOW.

See Barcol insert, Sweet:s Architectural File

BAF=COL OVERDOOF= COIVIPANY
SHEFFIELD,
Subsldlary

Barber-Colman

lLLINOIS

Company,

Rock ford,

For more data, circle 95 on Inquiry Card
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gregation Chizuk Amuno Synagogue in
Baltimore, Md.

standards and back panels, generously
padded backs, spring cushions with 16
individual coil springs and self-rising
seats. They are available for both floor
and riser mounting.
This is another of the many new and
important installations of Heywood-

ChairsinstalledwereTC-725Heywood
Chairs with #401 aisle end standards.
These chairs feature mahogany end

Wakefield seating. We'11 send you a portfolio of the complete line on request; or
see Section 36d/He in Sweet's Catalog.

© Typical of the modern trend by all denominations toward more comf ortable
church seating is the installation of 1,766
Heywood-Wakefield chairs for the privacy and comfort of worshipers of Con-

F:or more data, circle 96 on Inquiry Card
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Architect..
DANIEL SCHWAFtTZMANN
New York. N. Y.
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DIFFUS-A-PLATE . Mounts flush intothe window
si.II blending with the architectural design.

DIFFUS-A-SILL . Basic diffuser is an
ihtegral part of the window sill.

ArGhitGGts'OhoiGeforGomfortGontlitioning
Allows complete freedom of architectural design. Esthetically appealing . . . functionally unequalled . . . provides distribution of air, in a draftless pattern, up over a
window area or outside wall.
Ruggedly constructed with "pencil proof" discharge ope`nings in the face of the
diffuser not larger than 1" x 1/4''. Available in stainless steel or cold-rolled steel with
baked aluminum finish.
Superior performance unduplicated because of its high mixing ratio within inches
of the discharge opening. Proven excellent for air dist.ributi,on in comfort conditioning of commercial and industrial installations.

ANEMOSTAT® PRODUCTS DIVISIOPJ
DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Soranton,

Pennsylvajnia

For more data, circle 97 on lnauirv Card
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DOOR
BY
ALUMILINE

STAINLESS
BY J&L

Budget limitations need no longer be an obstacle to
specifying stainless steel doors and entrances for
commercial and institutional buildings. The fabrication know-how of a veteran door manuf acturer has
been combined with the metallurgical experience of
a leading stainless producer to give you a complete
line of standard size, superior quality, uniquely-designed, narrow stile stainless steel doors and en-

:--ii

trances that have an installed price within a range of
only 209ro more than aluminum. . . and, substantially
less than other stainless products now on the market.

The new Alumiline doors and entrances are another
example of how J&L is working with manufacturers
in developing quality stainless products at competitive prices.
For more information on Alumiline's stainless steel

doors and entrances, contact The Alumiline Corporation, Pawtucket, R. I. For details on the superior
metal f rom which they are made, let us
refer you to our Architectural Services.

Jones a Laughlin Steel Corporation

For more data, circle 98 on Inquiry Card
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Application and Specifications of Materials and Equipment

PREFABRICATED FLASHING FOR PARAPET WALLS
By Harlan Edwards, P.E.*
Leaky parapet walls, like taxes, seems
to be a problem that has stuck with
us. But, something can be done to
prevent rain penetration through parapets. Shown here is a new approach
in which a prefabricated system of
metal units wraps up the parapet
wall so that it can expand and contract independently, yet still remain
watertight. The p\rofabric`ated sections are hooked together in a continuous hinge starting at the top of
the solidly-nailed base flashing.
Parapet walls have suffered from a
host of leakage problems : (1) breaks
in the roof over the cant area have

Base flashing is installed first, fastened
to wood nailer in wall. Dry sheet is laid

on top, then roofing turnup is set in
plastic and nailed to the wood. Parapet
facing is hooked to base flashing, parapet
cap to facing. Couhterflashing is rotated or slipped in place

occured; (2) roofing over base flash-

ing has ruptured just outside the
metal line caused by thermal expansion of the flashing; (3) water has
penetrated counter flashing where it is
inserted into the reglet; (4) winddriven rain has penetr.ated masonry
joints in parapets.
Breaks in the roofing at the cant
are frequently a source of trouble because it seems practically impossible
to lay the plies so they will remain
snug in the angles. Also, in a new
building having a wood interior
fr,ame and rigid masonry walls, wood
shrinkage and building movement
cause the deck and cant to settle perhaps an inch in the first year ; hence,
the roofing nailed to both deck and
wall quickly looses the cant strip support and is readily broken when
stepped upon.
To avoid these problems, the new
system replaces the wood cant with a
curving metal base flashing over
which the roofing continues upward
on a 4-in. radius from the deck to a
wall nailing point 5 in. above. When
the deck gradually settles, the only
change is the flattening of the curve.

i

If a fixed anchorage to the deck is desired for base flashing, provide a 51/2-in.
treated nailer (A) next to the parapet

fLet->=]

If roofing and cant are good on existing building, omit base flashing.

Facing is omitted for low parapet walls

In order to prevent corrosion of the
metal base flashing due to condensation of v.apor from the building be* The flashing system described herein has

been developed and patented by the author
and trademarked as Hozdt€€e

Parapet can and facing can be one piece

Set facing out from wall for utilities
ARCHITECTURAL REcORD
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low, the base flashing is protected on
both sides with a rubber-based coating.
To prevent thermal expansion of
the base flashing from rupturing the
roof, a dry sheet is provided over the
metal, neither mopped nor spotted.
When, as in usual practice, counter flashing is attached by insertion of

its bent top portion into a reglet or a
raked-out ``raggle" of masonry joint,
wedges used to secure the flashing
press the metal downward, creating,
in effect, a funnel which will admit
water into the wall after the caulking
material has dried and shrunk.
Another problem is that counterflashing is often permanently bent or

loosened by servicing operations on
the roofing turnup back of it. It is
then easily flexed and fluttered by
winds that drive water up behind it
over the usually-loose roofing. (The
new system has the top-nailed portion of the roofing turnup bedded

against the parapet with a non-hardening roofing plastic.)
Counter flashing in the prefab sys-

tem has a sharply-angling round top
and a reverse bend at the center
which work to keep out wind-driven
rain. Spring pressure results from
the outward flexing of the downturned face of the base flashing as
the round top of the counter flashing
rotates against it. And wind pressure
only increases the smugness of the
counter flashing bearing on the roofing.

Example of low parapet flashing behind precast, Gothi.c-shaped arches used on the
facade of a Seattle library. With base flashing in place (Ze/t) , dry sheet is laid on top ;
then roofing is installed. Parapet cap is hooked on base flashing` (7.t.ght)

Another feature of the prefabricated parapet flashing system is that
the parapet facing can be set out
from the wall a distance of 1 in. or
more, producing a watertight space
between the metal and parapet for
the installation of electrical conduits.
The prefab system is adaptable to
any parapet design. The contour of
the facing can be varied; the base
flashing can be varied in size or omit-

ted, as can the protective fascia and
part of the cap. In the latter case the
metal is returned into a sash regletsized slot cast into the top of the wall,
sealed with a durable sealant, and
protected by a lead or rubber overlay
insert-type cover as a guard .against

Corner details for building at top. Counter flashing is hooked to base flashing (7.{gJ}t) .
Prefabbed corner sections have been caulked to insure against leakage. Flashing here
is copper; anodized aluminum and g`alvanized steel are also used

possible sealant failure.
Joints are made as follows: (1)
parapet facings are overlapped 3 in.
or as desired; (2) parapet cap sections are overlapped and held in place
by an overlay strap which is bedded
in caulking and fastened with screws
turned into the wood sub-cap between 10-ft parapet cap sections.

If the architect wants to avoid
prominent joints, then butt joints are
employed. In this case, the parapet
cap section is provided with a butt
strap on the bottom side which goes
across the joint. The overlay strap
and the butt str..ap then make, in effect, a. tongue-and-groove joint, with
the overlay strap being embedded in
caulking, and the two straps being
pulled together with self-tapping
screws.

Mock-up (Ze/t) was built to demonstrate use of the system for a Bethlehem Steel office building in Seattle. Space behind parapet facing and under parapet cap was filled
with mortar to "beef up" the thin precast parapet (cap is off in photo, rt.gJLt)
210
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If parapets are 2 to 3 ft or more in
height, the facing can be stiffened by
crimping it, or by providing a heavier gage o.f metal, or by stiffening
metal braces anchored to the parapet.

Produe± Reports

SUBPURLINS FORM PART OF MONOLITHIC ROOF DECK
The open web truss design of Ket/decfo steel subpurlins permits complete e'mbedment of choi.d and truss
members into the deck materials.
This results in gi.eater load carrying
capacity and minimizes deflection
with less weight of steel. 13etter
control of expansion and contraction is also effected. The subpur1ins are welded at each intersection with main purlins, and feature a
wide flange for stronger T-section
and better support I or board or slabs.
Keystone Steel & Wire Company also
manufactures Ket/czecfo reinforcing
mesh which is unrolled over subpul.1ins and formboard. Ke2/sto"e Steez &
W ire C ompamy , P eori,cb 7 ,11,I.
CIRCLE 300 0N INQUIRY CARD

CLEAR, SPANDREL GLASS IN ONE UNIT
A building glass developed by the

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
combines a ceramic enameled opaque
ai.ea and a clear vision area in a single sheet of glass. The product,
known a.s To-A-Line-Spundreli,te , cabn
be fabricated to provide a variety of
clear and opaque ai.eas. The new

glass eliminates the need foi. horizontal mullions, permitting a cleaner
vertical look on building facades. It
also permits setting one light of
glass instead of two. P¢ttsbw7.g/t
Plcbte Gla,ss Comapamy, 632 Fort Du-

quesne Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa,., 15228
CIRCLE 3010N INQUIRY CARD

SAFETY GLASS FIVE TIMES STRONGER
UNDER IMPACT THAN ORDINARY GLASS
A high-strength tempered safety
glass manufactured by a new Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company process,
makes possible the flattest and thinnest tempered glass, as well as the
best optical properties, available by
mass production methods up to now.
He7.c"Z#e K is four to five times

stronger under impact than ordinary
glass of the same thickness. Under
especially heavy impact, it fails by
crumbling into small granular-sized
particles rather than large, sharp
pieces.

The glass meets revised F.H.A.

requirements and exceeds the safety
requirements of all existing specifications and codes governing safety
glass.

The extra flatness of Herc24Zt.te K
makes it especially suitable for double glazed units. Among the immediate single glazing applications are
residential sliding doors, bath enclosures and school windows. P¢€tsburgh

Fort

Pl,ajte

G1,a,ss

Dq,Lquesne

Comxpa;ny,

Bind,.,

632

Pi,ttsburgh,

Pa,., 15222
CIRCLE 302 0N INQUIRY CARD
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GAS AIR CONDITIONING
A revised and expanded 89-page edition of a "Guide to Gas Air Conditioning" handbook includes technical data sheets on available equipment for residential, commercial and
large volume industl-ial users, and
gives manufacturers' descriptions
and specifications for basic gas airconditioning systems. It also points
out the operational differences and
advantages of each system. rfae Peopies Gas Li,ght a,nd Coke Compo;ny,
122 S. Mdchtg.an Ave., Chioa,go 3, Iu.
CIRCLE 400 0N INQUIRY CARI)

WATER BOOSTER SYSTEMS
A complete, detailed study of the
various types of water pressure
boosting systems commonly employed in multi-story structures today evaluates the several kinds of
constant speed and variable speed
systems as well as the hydro-pneumatic and roof tank types. S"7acroflo
Inc., 5005 Bet,moat Rd,., Douners
Grove,in.

OFFICE PARTITIONS

"Mills Movable Walls" contains 36

pages of detail specifications and
photos of Mills' full line of movable
partitions. Among the series covered

Commerce has announced the availability of printed copies of three new
is the newly introduced G"pswow Wa)ZZ
standards for pressure rated plastic
series, and both basic design and depipe and fittings. The three standsign variations fo.r all series are
ards are: "CS254-63, Acrylonitrileshown. The Mi,us Co., 965 Way8i,d,e Butadiene-Styrene
(ABS) Plastic
Rd., Clevalamd 10, 01vio *
Pipe (SDR-PR and Class T)";
"CS255-63, Polyethylene (PE) PlasCIRCLE 404 0N INQUIRY CARD

WEATHER STRIPPING
A revised 32-page catalog presents a
wide variety of types of door and
window weather stripping equipment, and combinations of suggested
applications. The catalog includes
168 full-size detail drawings. Zero
Wed,tier St,ripping Co., Inn., 1|53
Ea,st 136th St., Now York 54, N . Y.*
CIRCLE 405 0N INQUIRY CARD

WATER STORAGE TANK
PROTECTION

"A Guide To Successful Water Stor-

age Tank Protection" contains complete details on surface preparation,
prime coats, spray application, sealREMOTE CONTROL WIRING
ing of difficult-to-spray areas, curing
An illustrated, 44-page manual on
of coatings, immersed coatings,
remote control wiring for office buildspreading rates, maintenance and
ings, schools, hospitals, commercial touch-up painting, cathodic protecbuildings and industrial plants intion and functional color, as applied
eludes sections on lighting controls,
to water storage tanks. Nine comapplications, circuit diagrams, sys- prehensive specification charts rectern planning and advantages. Ge7te?.ommend the best methods for applyal Ezectri,c's Wiring Devi,ce Depart- ing various types of coating systems,
meat, 95 Ha,tha;wau St., Providence, including alkyd, vinyl, epoxy, zincR.I.
dust phenolic, coal tar epoxy and
CIRCLE 402 0N INQUIRY CARD
aluminum barrier coat. Soco7"/ PcL¢"t
Prodetcts Cormpa,ny , Metuchen, N .I .
SYSTEM CONVEYS
CIRCLE 406 0N INQUIRY CARD
CIRCLE 4010N INQUIRY CARD

INDUSTRIAL MATERIAL

"Truckveyor System" uses case his-

tories to portray materials handling
in freight terminals, warehouses and
industrial operations. The Ty.wcfouet/-

or consists of an endless chain with
attachments that pull industrial tow
carts or other wheeled vehicles. The
chain can be mounted in channels beneath the floor or on overhead tracks.
The 50-page book focuses on the engineering considerations in selecting
layout, design, components and insta:Hation. Link-Belt Company , Dept.

PLASTIC PIPE STANDARDS
The National Bureau of Standards
of the United States Department of

METAL PROTECTANTS
"Prevent Corrosion with UCARSIL

tic Pipe (SDR-PR)"; and "CS25663, Polyvinyl Chlorlide (PVC) Plastic
Pipe (SDR-PR and Class T)." The

Bureau of Standards notes that these
standards cover specifications of pipe
materials, dimensions and tolerances,
and test methods. Also included are
pipe classifications, pressure ratings
for water (PR), dimensions ratios
(SDR), burst pressure and extrusion quality. Methods for marking
and for showing compliance with the
standards are also given. Copies of
the standards are available for 10
cents each from the S"pero."€e"de7ot
of Documents, U. S. Goverrment
Printing Office, Wa,shington, D. C.,
201+08 .

CIRCLE 408 0N INQUIRY CARD

TOILET COMPARTMENTS
Mills' 24-page catalog on metal toilet
compartments and shower and dressing rooms contain specificiations and
detail drawings. A color chart for
selection of finishes is included. M¢!Zs
Metal Comxportmen± Co., 965 Wanys\kde Rd,., Cl,eveta;rLd,10 , Ohio.*
CIRCLE 409 0N INQUIRY CARD

PAINTING AND FINISHING
SPECIFICATIONS
Pratt & Lamberts' "Specification
Manual" for sewage disposal, water
treatment and engineering projects
has been prepared as a guide for

Metal Protectants" gives detailed information on the use of silicone protectants on a vai.iety of metals and
their performance under different
service conditions. Complete with
charts and tables, it describes the
properties and features of the pro-

painting and finishing all int`ernal
and external surfaces in these structures. The 34-page manual contains
over 30 product descriptions, painting schedules and specification sys-

tectants, along with data on heat,
abrasion and impact resistance. U"-

Servi,ce Department, 3301-38th Ave.,

kon Ca;rb¢de Corporation, Stli,cones

tems. Pro,±t & Ilambert Arch,hiectwral
Long Island, Citu, Now York,11101#`CIRCLE 410 0N INQUIRY CARD

Divi,sion, Dept. 1471, 30-20 Thormfts # Ad,di,tbonal product inf ormatkon in
PR, Prud,eatwl Pidza, Ch,bea,go, Iu. Ave., Long Isl,a;nd Ctdy, N. Y.,11101. Sweet' s Arch,itectw'al Ftle
CIRCLE 403 0N INQUIRY CARD
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ROBBINS

`onhounal *
NTINUOUS STRIP MAPLE FLOOR

The floor that guarantees uniform
resilience and extra long life
In recreational and industrial buildings and many other areas, Robbins
IRONBOUND is the most satisfactory of all floors for these reasons:
Precision-milled from edge-grain Northern Hard Maple for maximum
durability. Laid in mastic over concrete for uniform resiliency. Installed
by expert, franchised floor coritractors with guarantee backed by Robbins
to assure complete satisfaction. From coast to coast, Robbins IRONBOUND Floors are giving trouble-free service in gymnasiums, auditoriums,
industrial and institutional buildings with exacting floor requirements.
For detailed data and the name of the nearest authorized installer, write:
Robbins Flooring Company, Dept. AR-5-64, White Lake, Wisconsin.
*REGISTEBED TRADEMARK

lronbound C6nlinuous Strip Floor consists of in-

dividual flooring strips interlocked with steel
splines and embedded in mastic. Result: unexcelled uniformity in smoothness and resilience.
An underlayment of I/2 " cork gives extra resilience.
Treatment with Woodlife preservative optional.

_==-il-Li-.----:,
Dept.AR 5-64,White Lake, Wisconsin

SUBSIDIAF`Y OF E,

L.

BRUCE CO.,

MEMPHIS,

TENN.
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Beaut;iful 5 million dollar-§an Franei§ee
highlri§e apart;ment; building equlipped
wit;h MUELLEE= BRA§§ eo.

plumbing and heat;ing product;§ throughout

Laguna Eichler Apartments developed and built by Eichler Homes . Architects: A.
Quincy Jones, Frederick E. Emmons & Associates, A.I.A. . Mechanical Contractor: Currie
Heating and Plumbing Co. . Landscape Design: Royston, Hanamoto, Mayes & Beck

E5E

MuELLER

a F3 A S S C 0. tp%4R5TLHAuPRE5R,AMY:.H|GAN 48o6t
For more data, circle 101 on Inquiry Card
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1®,000FEET OF
EWW*TUBE
(DRAINAGE, WASTE AND VENT)

I,000'S oF

CAST

ANE] WF=oT FITTINe§
Everything about the new and exciting Laguna
Eichler apartment project in San Francisco is crisp
and modern . . . including the all-copper radiant
heating installation, and the supply and drainage

plumbing systems. Streamline copper tube and
fittings, manufactured by the Mueller Brass Co., were
used exclusively for all above-ground installations. Copper
fits perfectly into this scheme of gracious living because of
its dependability and long service life without troublesome repairs
caused by rusting, leaking or clogging.

Streamline copper tube and fittings offer many other advantages, too. They are easy to handle,
require fewer connections because of the convenient 20 foot lengths of tube, and a compact copper
system actually adds available space because no furring out to accommodate bulky fittings and
cumbersome pipe is needed.
Compare materials and you'Il find that copper offers more on every count . . . for high-rise apartments or single story structures, Streamline copper tube and fittings are best for fabricating modern

plumbing and heating systems.

Write today for our latest Catalog.

Remember Styrofoam.

OK. Now forget it.
Once a roof is insulated with Styrofoam®
RM brand roof insulation, you won't have

ture won't absorb water. No more roof
blistering and cracking caused by water-

to worry about that insulation again.

soaked insulation. Remember its low "k"

Forget it.

factor. F{emember that roofers find it light

But be sure to remember Styrofoam RM

in weight, easy to handle, fast and easy to
install. And most important, rememberthat
with Styrofoam RM roof insulation, heating

next time you specify roof insulation.

Remember that it's economical. Styrofoam
RM costs no more than fiberboard insula-

and

tions. Remember that its closed-cell struc-

the life of the roof. And clients remain

cooling

costs

remain

Dow

constant for

satisfied for at least that long.
Any questions? We'd be happy to send you
all the data and specifications you need, Or
see Sweet's Architectural File 8a/Dow, The
Dow Chemical Company, Plastics Sales
Department

1313N5,

Midland,

Michigan.

Styrofoam is Dow's registered trademark for expanded
polystyrene produced by an exclusive manufacturing
process. Accept no substitutes.. . look for this trademark
on all Styrofoam brand insulation board.

l=or more data, circle 102 on Inquiry Card

On the Calendar
1-3 Annual Convention, Mis,souri
Association of Registered Architects; theme, "Community Respon-

sibility"-Kentwood

Arms

Springfield, Mo.
14-15 '16'th National

MOKINNEY

MODERNE

Hotel,

Engineering

Conference, American Iristitute of
Steel Construction-Sheraton-Fontenelle Hotel, Omaha
26-28 First National- Convention of
the Consulting Engineers Council

-Denver

May 31-June 3 International Conference of Office Administration Executives, sponsored by the National
Office Management AssociationStatler Hotel, New York City

HINGE
8-11 Systems Engineering Exposi-

HAS B0TH!

tion and Conference-New York

Motlern Design . . .

can Craftsmen's Council-Columbia
University, New York -City

Lifetime Oualily

Society

Coliseum, New York City
8-19 First World Congress of Craftsmen, sponsored by the Ameri-

13-18 Annual Meeting,

THIS

DESIGN

• Fewer horizontal lines

• Smooth clean barrel
• No protruding pin or plug

American

Materials-

96th

Annual

Convention,

American Institute of Architects;
theme, "The City-Visible and Invisible"-Chase-Park Plaza Hotel,
St. Louis
21-25 57th Arinual Meeting, Air Pol-

lution ,Control Association-Shamrock Hilton Hotel, Houston

• Flush bearing

CHECK THIS

Testing

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
14-18

CHECK

for

QUALITY

• Stainless steel oil
impregnated bearing for
less vertical wear

• Stainless steel pin for less
horizontal wear

• Door leaf stainless steel
bushed at bearing point

21L26 American Society for Tes`ting
and Materials Arinual Meeting-and

16th Materials Testing ExhibitConrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago
21-27 - 1964 International Design
Conference, "Design '64 : Directions

and Dilemmas''-Aspen, Colo.
28ff 1964 Annual Meeting, American So6iety of Landscape Archi-

tects ; through July 1-Hotel Baker,

• Takes more wear by
actual test

Dallas
29ff Summer Session . program on
"Structural Models", Department of

Expect more from MCKinney? You

Civil Engineering, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; through
July 3-for admissions apply to Rm:

g.et it .for Sure in the Moderne Hinge
. . . choice of quality-conscioiis con-

sultants-and architects, too.

7-103, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass.

MCKHNNHY
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18505 / lN CANADA:
LTD.. TORONTO 3. ONT.

MCKINNEY.SKILLCRAFT

1-4 Annual Meeting, National Soci-

ety . of Professional

Engineers-

Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N.C.
For more data, circle 103 on Inquiry Card
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for the first time in
lighting history here's al -`+-'. :

industrial fixture-that i!¥`!±`§:i
50-100 FC with only ONE.o150.0 M

GUTH

:::I..,fl;:I''f:::.I..::.::i//ch

These new luminaires for a SINGLE ROW of 1500 M..A,a rambs,

•,

require 75-80°/o less lamps and ballasts than the conven.i'-ierital
*)

40-watt, 430 M.A. systems for the identical 50-100 FC

ts

lighting I.ob. UNO places Power Groove, VHO and SHO lamp..S....;a-`_r=

in direct competition with 430 M.A.

lamps. Just imagine:

....,- ;:::,

15,000 Lumens per lamp versus only 3,100 Lumens before. .: '',..,,

That's progress!

owo ::::: ;::::;: :: :aaL'::ts
CUTS maintenance

SAVES up to 35°/o as compared to a 40-watt
system for eq ua I ly rna i nta i ned foot ca nd I es.

Get the complete story on this latest GUTH inventionwrite for our engineering report #7 on the new UNO system.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH CO. I

BOX 7079

I

ST. LOUIS 77, MO.

LIGHTIP\IG
since

1902

For more data, circle ]04 on Inquiry Card
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Up to five microphones can be used
at once from any of three zones in the
school Cafeteria-All Purpose Room.
Five-way microphone connection
is ideal for panel discussions or
roving microphone use.

All it takes is a small closet to
house the sound system equip-

ment for the Cafeteria-All
Purpose Room . . . Microphones
and cable, amplifier, controls,

and record player that provides background music during meals and social functions.

Control Station in each central office is
connected to 102 room stations in building. Phone
handset assures privacy of caller. Office can
carry on conversations with each room or
page all rooms simultaneously.

Wall-recessed room station blends perfectly
with modern room decor. Light and
chime announce incoming call. Privacy

assured by talk button which must be
depressed to complete the connection.

220
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Executone intercom systems in four new
buildings make 350 double rooms instantly
available to central off ices for messages,
paging, emergency alarms and instructions.
-.`

Up-to-the-minute control and convenience in com-

munications is an outstanding feature of the
multimillion dollar building expansion at the State
University College, New Paltz, N. Y. Exacting
communication and sound requirements were met
by two Executone systems : the dormitory intercom,
and a flexible sound system for the combination
Cafeteria-All Purpose Room.

Office personnel and students are saved considerable time and trouble by the Executone dormitory
intercom system. No jam-up, no costly confusion at
the central office. Messages are relayed immediately
-simply by speaking over the system. Less chance

STUDENTS GET

THE MESSAfiE FAST
at the New PcLIt%

State Urviversttg Couege

of messages getting lost . . . for "message reminder"
light in room stays on until the call is answered.
Students may originate calls to the office at any
time. The system can also be used to alert students
and give instructions during fire, air raid alerts and
other emergencies.

In the Cafeteria-All Purpose Room the sound systern serves as a facility for background music as
well as public address. Zone-type install;tion permits the use of five microphones at the same time
from any or all of three separate areas in the room.
This is ideal for panel discussions where several
microphones are needed at once, and for meetings
where "roving" microphones are desirable.
Avail yourself of Executone's wide experience
in the college and university field when planning
your sound and communication system. Have an
Executone communications man go over your needs

-recommend a system-estimate the cost-without
any obligation. For full details write to Executone,
Inc., Dept. Q-7, Austell Place, Long Island City 1,
N. Y. In Canada, 331 Bartlett Avenue, Toronto.

_

--.--.,..

I-,I.,I,

-i

-,
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OffiQie N otes
Offices OTJened,

- John Franklin Hyer, Architect,
has announced the opening Of his
office at 1600 Sherman Street, Den-

ver
Robert Warislow, , Architect, has
opened an office at 2815 South "Q",

Fort Smith, Ark.
Edward J. Fehele}, Jr., Architect,
has established an office for the
practice of architecture at 42
Chase Manhattan Bank Building,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico.

New Firms, Firm Changes

The new Schemenauer cabinet unit heaters are handsomely styled,
exceptionally versatile and functional. Direct drive and variable
speed belt driven units. Air capacities from 375 to 2000 CFM-see
chc!rf bezozu. Motor and fan constructed for maximum quietness
and uniformity of air distribution. Styling blends with modern or
traditional interiors. Very best quality throughout. For commercial, institutional or public buildings.
FLOOR

.

WALL

.

'CEILING MODELS/80 AIR FLOW ARRANGEMENTS

---:-:-i-+---:ife-___---_:==i-==-:=-:
EIGHT

BASIC

SIZES

Model Number
Motor H.P.
CFM(Std.)

(Air)

Min.

Max.

MBHLH::er)A:n;.
EDR (Steam) #jani.

FOR

USE

WITH

HOT

WATER

0R

STEAM

HEATING

SYSTEMS

*37

*50

*75

1/20

1/20

1/6

1/6

1/4

1/4

I/4

1/3

261

328

457

658

843

965

1080

1260

2055

*100

**150

**125

** 1 75

385

510

770

1025

1280

1540

1795

12.6

21.7

30.8`

33.6

45.8

54.2

39.2

49.0

55.0

24.4
70.3

84.0

100.0

1 12.0

132.0

70

96

151

165

198

241

275

303

448

562

618

SCHEMENAUEFt MAllLJFACTURING COMPANY
"the most thoughtfu/ly
UNIT VENTILATORS AND CABINETS

engineered

.

heating

FINNED TUBE PRODUCTS

products

.

Washington 6, D.C., -have announced the memberships .of Louis

Nolte as associate and Avery Coonley
Faulkner
as junior
partner. 341
-Fulmer
B0wers,
Architects,

**200

10.6

133
246
186
333
401
*Models with integral shaft motors and direct driven fans.
**These models have belt driven fan assemblies.

Caudill, Rowlett & Scott, Houston
architectural planning and engineering firm, have announced a new
associate partner category. Associate partners named were architects
James 8. Gatton, Franklin D. Lawyer, William W. Harper, and Robert
Walters and engineer Joe 8. Thomas.
Engineers Incorporated, 20 Mt.
Pleasant Avenue Ave., Newark 4,
N.J., appointed Marcel Thompson,
A.I.A., as project manager.
Fred S. Dubin Associates, Consulting Engineers', 7 E. 47th St.,
New York 17, have elected Fred S.
Dubin, partner, to the position of
Vice President of "Project Unicorn,
Ltd." The primary purpose of t:his
group is to provide technical services to development programs
throughout the world.
Faulkner, Kingsbury and Stenhouse, Architects, 1710 H St., N.W.,

made.I"

COMMERCIAL RADIATION

Nassau St., Princeton, N.J., have appointed Alice Heggan as dire.ctor of
client services.
Gibbs & Hill, Inc., Consulting En-`

gineers,

Designers,

Constructors,

393 Seventh Ave., New York 1,.N.Y..,

announced the organization Of
Gibbs & Hill Espanola, S.A. with
headquarters in Madrid. M+anaging
director is Boris Lochak and manager is Robert Safier. Jose Maria
Rovira Burgada, attorney, is secretary. Other directors include D. 8.
Sloan, president Of Gibbs & Hill,
Inc. and 8. G. Johnson, vice president of- the same firm.
coTbti"acedonpcbge232
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Architects: Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott, Boston, Mass.; Engineers: Richard D. Kimball Co., Boston, Mass.;
Gen. Contractor: John A. Volpe Construction Co., Malden, Mass.; Radiant Ceiling Dist.: Pitcher & Co., Cambridge, Mass.

AN INLAND RADIANT CEILING WAS THE ONLY ANSWER
AV®@8/afflg afflal7 ©®®/7-fflg this attractive dormitory reception room at Northeastern University, Bosto'n, pre-

sented a dual problem: (1) How to heat and cool an area with seven vaults comprising the ceiling -and with
outside glass walls measuring approximately 24 feet from floor to ceiling;
(2) How to install mechanical equipment without breaking the contour of the
vaults. I A Burgess-Manning/Inland Radiant-Acoustic Ceiling fulfilled the
architect's requirements while providing year 'round comfort. The ceiling heats
like the sun, cools without drafts, helps to control noise levels. It takes less

space, eliminates much conventional equipment and permits wide design flexi-

bility. For more details, see Sweet's, section lle/In; or write for Catalog 250.

family

Inland Steel Products Company EngzneeredprodztctsDI.uisfon

4091 W. BURNHAM STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
ATLANTA,
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YORK,

Food lab showing
demonstration area;-

High activity classrooms like these
need the St. Charles touch.
Show us the space, and we'll create the ultimate in efficient and attractive classrooms. You'11 get storage furniture that's a happy blend of colorful`beauty and rugged
durability. And you get that special St. Charles touch!
The St. Charles secret is three-fold: experienced preplanning, custom-design and time-tested construction.
We plan to your curriculum, number of students and
anticipated future loads. We are not comquitted to standard designs, so we can make full use`of all available
space.Webuildinsteel-expertlyfabricatedandfinished.

If you're an architect, or an educator with an interest
in new construction or remodeling, send for our free
School Storage Furniture Catalog-it's an excellent
source of information and ideas.

E%
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St. Charles Manufacturing Co., ARS-5, St. Charles, lllinois

Tote-tray storage in the clothing lab.

For more data, circle Ilo on Inquiry Card
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CUSTOM SCHOOL STORAGE FURNITURE

Instruction area of the Arts and Crafts room.
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I+ow Bertrand Go]dberg used
General Electric Zoneline Air Conditioning
to design Marina City "for the varying
needs of the individual tenant."
Bertrand Goldberg explains a step forward in apartment design: ``Today we are
designing as flexibly as possible for the
varying needs of the individual tenant.
I n the past we've freq uentlyforgotten that

re-circulated or filtered outdoor air."

Goldberg is also enthusiastic about
Zoneline because it can be used so unobtrusively that ``it doesn't compromise the
integrity of the architectural design."

each tenant has needs and preferences

In addition to Zoneline room air conditioning, Marina City features 117 threeThis new a pproach to a partment design
ton and 117 five-ton G-E central air conis exemplified in Mr. Goldberg's Marina
ditioning units. Using both room and
City, a 60-story project in Chicago hous- central air conditioning in the same building 896families, recreation and shopping ing is just one more example of how
facilities and a 700-boat marina.
Zoneline's flexibility and custom design
"At Marina City individual Zoneline air
can make it an integral part of any archiconditioning units for each room allow
tectural design. For details, write Air Connot only each tenant-but each room ocditioning Department, General Electri`c,
cupant-to enjoy exactly the temperature , Appliance Park, Louisville 1, Kentucky.
and air environment that he desires. The

which are different from his neighbor's."

Again demonstrating its flexibility, a
Zoneline unit has been installed above
a door in a typical Marina City apartment.

push of a button gives each room occupant his choice of hot or cold air, automatic or manually controlled and either

GENERAL © ELECTRIC

For more data, circle 112 on Inquiry Card
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\/\/hen something new
happens in bu
it's usually designed for monolithic reinforced concre+e
-A split-level design with bedrooms and living room separated distinguishes the 14-story Horizon House Apart-

ments. This departure in apartment design provides for its tenants an atmosphere of single-family home living.
The first of several similar luxury apartments to be constructed along the west side of the H.udson F}iver, Horizon
House is completely monolithic in its construction, with integral frame, walls, and ceilings. The architect's extensive

use of concrete creates an effect of massive strength and simple beauty, inside and out. Today, for every type of
building, monolithic reinforced concrete permits architects to design`with greater feeling for individrial expression

` -to break away from stereotype and building designs of the past. On YOUB next project, investigate the superiority
of this versatile structural material.

c o 1` c> F= ETE

F= E I r` FO F= c3 I N a

228 North Lasalle Street

6-63

23o
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I N sTiTUTE

Chicago, Illinois 60601

I

In the Horizon House, all apart-

ments run the width of the
building with living areas over-

looking the Hudson Fiver. The
transverse section d rawi ng shows
the unique split-level design of
the individual apartments.

8-Inch

solid

concrete

walls

provide maximum acoustical
benefits between individual
apartments. The monolithic desig n of the bu i ld i ng also permitted

the architects to take unusual
liberties in

Horizon House, Fort Lee, New Jersey

Owner and Builder:Tishman Really & Construction co., lnc.

Architect: Kelly & Gruzen

Structural Engineer: Farka§ a Barron

interior design.

Photographer: George s. Zikbel
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Greenleaf-Telesca is the designation of the new association between
John W. Greenleaf Jr. and 8. A. McAdams, formerly known as Greenleaf Engineers and the film of Francis E. Telesca, Architect, A.I.A. Offices are at 1393 S.W. First St.,
Miami 35, Fla.

Allan 0. Bed ford has joined Interior Space Design, Inc. in the office located at 485 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N.Y.

Karl Kaufman and .Samuel F.
Zambito have been named associ-

ates of Leo Kornblath Associates,
architectural, planning and interiors firm located at 850 Third Ave.,
New York 22, N.Y.

Morris Ketchum Jr. and Associates, Architects, 227 E.. 44th St.,
New York 17, N.Y., have announced
that John P. Jansson, A.I.A., is now

an operating partner ,of the firm.
Charles James Koulbanis Associates; Architects, 510 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y., have announced

that

Charles

Avery

Brandreth,

has joined the firm as a partner.
Man fred Stryck has joined Levin,
Pierce- and Wolf, Consulting Engineers, 19480 Livernois, Detr\oit, as
chief structural engineer.
John C. Goodall, a partner of The

Perkins & Will Partnership, Architects, has retired from the firm. He
will be a consultant with the firm

Eenzaloy aluminum
MORE than a useful fountain, this new Haws twin bubbler
unit, cast in Tenzaloy Aluminum, adds sculptured oztfdo6r
cmpfac!sz.s to architectural design. Model 36-DY echoes modern

lines with bold form and imparts a quiet richness of c'olor
with its muted` bronze, hard anodized finish. The surface resists
scuffs,'scratches and corrosion, the tough body wards off dents
and nicks. Clients will appreciate Model 36-DY's vandalproof features: Simple, push-button valves, locked-on bribblers,
and under-plate to safeguard trim. For architectural beauty
that lasts to the client's satisfaction, specify 36-DY.
Wri,te today i or complete specifications:

DRIIVKING FAUCET COMPARIY
Since 1909

GENERAL OFFICES
1441 FOuRTri STREET . BERKELEy Ilo,. cALIFORNiA

and plans to conduct fiscal and admin`istrative consultation with other
architectural and engineering firms.
Ross W., Singleto.n, A.I.A., and
Donald W. Reidenbaugh, A.I.A.,
have announced the organization of
a firm under the name of Donald W.
Reidenbaugh Associates, A.I.A.,
with offices at 243 North Duke St.,
Lancaster, Pa. Ross W. Single.ton
continues as an associate in the
firm.
Sert, Jackson and Gourley, Architects, 4 Brattle St., Cambridge,
Mass., have become Se.rt, Jackson
and Associates. Ronald R. Gourley
will continue a consulting practice
in Cambridge.
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson &
Abbott, Architects, 1 Court St.,
Boston 8, Mass., have announced
the, appointment of Daniel J. Coolidge as an associate. of the firm.
coritinued on pa,g e 83 6`
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® At first glance it may seem to be a simple, minor design changebut don't underestimate the significance of this new and exclusive
ellipsoid insert. Here's what it doesMakes it much easier to ``Iish" and pull cables . . . cuts instaLllation

• Notice how two 100-pair cables
can be looped in Square D's exclusive ellipsoid insert-pre-

time and costTEtically. Especially important in industrial installa-

viously

tions because heavy, sti±£ power wires can be pulled without difficulty.

a

physical

impossibility.

Naturally-additional

insert

heights are available.

Permits looping two loo-pair telephone cables in one insertsee top photo at left.
MaLkes it possible, when telephones are moved ±rom one location

to another, to store Amptieno/ connectors in the underfloor duct,
leaving the cable undisturbed and ready for immediate reactivation
-see bottom photo at left.

• See how easy it is to slip the
Ampheno/ connector into the ellipsoid insert and leave the cable
undisturbed and ready for immediate reactivation.

This new ellipsoid insert is only one o± several reasons why
Square D underfloor duct o±±ers more in convenience, eHiciency and
economy. Ask your Square D Field Engineer. or contact your nearest
distributor for the complete story. Or write Square D Company,
Department SA, Mercer Road, Lexington, Kentucky.

wherever electricity is distributed and controlled
For more data, circle 114 on Inquiry Card
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Iri#roducing the all-

So quiet you have to get
Trane research puts new materials
and ideas to work in a new
fan design . . .sets a new standard
for quiet fan-coil operation!
Only the air-conditioned comfort tells you it's on.
For at low speed you can't hear it.
And at high speed there's just a whisper of sound.
At either speed, the new Quiet-Zone UniTrane provides exceptionally quiet air conditioning for office,
apartment, motel, hotel and hospital room air conditioning applications.
Why? Because a new design . . . made possible with the
use of new materials . . . has been developed exclusively
for the fan-coil UniTrane.
For example, the new sculptured fan housing features
an exclusive molded desigri that increases efficiency while
eliminating noise. Rugged, fiber-reinforced material
makes the design possible.
Air flow into the fan is exceptionally smooth. And two
major sources of noi`se are eliminated . . . turbulence at

the fan air inlet and buffeting between outlet and coil.
Within the unique snail-shaped fan housing (see
illustration below), air is permitted to expand in two
dimensions instead of the one dimension common to
conventional fan housing designs. Air moves smoothly,
greatly minimizing noise-creating turbulence.
And, the wider discharge opening offers unusually
even air distribution at low velocity across the coil,
assuring high unit efficiency and contributing further
to low sound level.
A new aerodynamically designed fan wheel works to

eliminate noise, too. Made from a new high-strength

new flan-Coil UniHrane

this close to hear it
glass-fiber material, it all but eliminates high frequency
sounds . . . the sounds most irritating to the ear!
That's the inside story on the new Quiet-Zone UniTrane. With over 300 arrangements available, selection
flexibility is eve.ry bit as exciting.
In many applications, smaller, lower-cost units can be
used to meet requirements . . . because new UniTrane is
capable of delivering more capacity per cfm. And in
other cases you can cut piping, insulation and pump

You've never seen, never heard a fan-coil room unit
like this before-. See it . . . try to hear it. This beauty is
the quiet solution to your air conditioning needs. Contact
your nearby Trane Sales Office. The Trane Company,
La Crosse, Wisconsin.

costs in half . . . selection flexibility makes it possible!

8 basic models. Vertical units: free standing or wall
mounted, cabinet or concealed . . . plus recessed. Horizontal units: concealed or cabinet.
4 basic heating-cooling coils. Standard capacity;
high capacity; intemal face and bypass for excellent
humidity control and economical unit control; and high
water temperature rise coils which allow system cost
savings up to 5% of the total mechanical contract.
4 auxiliary coils. For steam and hot water, high capacity hot water, and electric operation.
There's a beautiful side to the new UniTrane, too.
Design engineers have styled the line in a new unobtrusive sheer-look that complements the beauty of any
decor. That's why we say . . .

E7;_'--,,
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS OF AIR CONDITIONING,HEATING, VENTILATING AND HEAT TRANSFER EQulpMENT
Tlie Trane Company, La Crosse, Wis. . Scranton Mfg. Plant, Scranton. Pa. . Clarksvllle Mfg.
Plant, Clarksvllle, Tenn. . Salt Lake Mfg. Plant, Salt Lake City, Utah . Lexington Mfg. Plant,
Lexington, Ky. . Trane Company of Canada, Linited, Toronto . Trane Llmlted, Dunfermllne.
Scotland . 116 U.S. and 20 Canadian Offices.

i:;RA;N:i,::F:::;{§§iiyso:iHT::;:;;s:OTA§;::N£;N;Rill:i;:M
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Smith Smith Haines Lundberg &
Waehler have announced that James
J. Buckridge has retired as comptroller and is now retained as consultant to the firm. Anthony J. Flaberty has taken over the duties of
comptroller. Gregory E. Brooks, Lee
Togers and William North were
named associates with the firm.
Spence and Smith, Architects, is
the designation of a new partnership between James A. Spence,
A.I.A., and A. Calvin Smith, A.I.A.
The firm is 'located at 1241 North
Michigan Ave., Saginaw, Mich.

John T. Roberts

and Ricardo

Scofidio have become associates in

the firm of Rich.ard G. Stein, Architect, A.I.A., 441 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.
Sverdrup_ & Parcel and Associates, Inc., Engineers-Architect, 915
0Iive St., St. Louis, Mo., have named
changes in the firm's organization.
Brice R. Smith was elected president, D. C. Wolfe was elected exec-

BULB TEE ROOF DE6K§
ECONOMICAL, VERSATILE, FIRE-RESISTANT
Connors bulb tees are specially designed sections for roof deck
applications. Rolled from A-440 steel, they provide an economical savings in weight and design versatility. Application data,

properties and architectural specifications are contained in a
descriptive brochure. Add this useful data to your AIA File . . .

ed treasurer. Warren F. Knapp has

•taken the new post Of comptroller

and James J. Clancy Jr. became
chief accountant.
William Hamilton Roehl, A.I.A.,
became an associate partner with

Whittlesey & Conklin, Architects
and City Planners, and Whittlesey
Conklin & I]cheverria, planning
Consultants on Foreign Projects, 31
Union Square W., New York 3, N.Y.

send the coupon to P. 0. Box 118, Huntington, West Virginia.

Niew Addresses

C_ONNORS STEEL DIVISION

H. K. PORTER COMPANY, INC.

Neav Ad,dresses

I- I- Ill I - ID Ill I- Ill- B|
Please send application and design data covering
Connors Bulb Tee Sections for Roof Decks

utive vice president, and Eugene J.
Peltier was elec-ted to the position
of senior vice president and was
made a member ,Of the Board of Directors. Brice R. -Sinith Jr. was elect-

Ulrich Franzen & Associates, Architects, 41 E. 57th St., New York,
N.Y.
Genovese and Maddalene, Architects, 91 North Maple Ave., Ridge-

ir:

wood' N.J.
NAME

I
+<ir

State

I

11111 - IIEH ----- I- BBI

Morris Lapidus Associates, Architects, 1688 Meridian Ave.,
Beach, Fla.

Miami

Chatterjee and Polk, Architects,
Engineers, Town Planners, Penthouse 8, 145 E. 52nd St., New York,
N.Y.

For more data} cii.cle 131-.on, Inquiry Card
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Specify ALUMALUX . . I the aluminumlfiberglass door . . .
for beauty, easy operation and low maintenance cost
LIGHTWEIGHT-Easy to operate, weighs only one-third as much as wood
or steel doors.
ATTRACTIVE-Corinthian White panels and gold anodized aluminum frame
blends and beautifies any style of architecture, any color.

TRANSLUCENT-Lightens and brightens interior of building with soft, natural daylight, yet seals out weather, keeps out intruders.
MODEF3N MATERIALS-Widely used and accepted construction materials
include fiberglass panels framed by sturdy aluminum sections for long wear,
long

life.

CONSTRUCTION-Panels are a permanent type fiberglass, square-ribbed
for strength and rigidity.
Box section aluminum frames are of extruded,
tempered aluminum, gold anodized for lasting finish.
HARDWARE-Full size hardware used throughout. Heavy gauge steel, galvanized to resist rust and corrosion. Automotive type, automatic latch, key
operated with "lock-out" chrome plated handle.

0l'ERATION-Easy to operate, the AlumaLux door weighs only one-third
that of a wooden or steel door. Electric or chain hoist operation optional.
MAINTENANCE-Weatherproof and shrinkproof. No painting or glazing required.
Easily cleaned with garden hose. Non-rusting aluminum and permanent-type fiberglass always looks new,

BEAUTY-The attractive appearance of the AlumaLux door adds quiet
beauty to any building. Blends equally well with every style architecture,
any color. The complete harmony of sparkling gold aluminum frame members set off by the Corinthian White panels provides an attractive appearance

that never requires a change.

For more data, circle 117 on Inquiry Card

Soft, natural daylight illuminates interior of garage
with complete privacy.

SIZES-Commercial: any size up to 24' wide by
18' high.
Residential: any size up to 20'
wide by 7' high. All doors 13/4" thick.

For more data, circle 118 on Inquiry Ccird T>
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CALIFORNIA BANK
PRESERVES OLD
BENEATH NEW

Historical awareness has been asked
to join with practical objectives in
the design for the Bank of California's new $12..5 million head office.

DONN D-L FIRE-RATED EXPOSED GRID SysTEM
19

Fire

Retardant Design

and 7

Tile

Numbers

Compain-ies

®
tyINiv«rfqu«Nndffgivtlhorita.Ont^rmstraonngd.7cTe/;:{eexc.°Nmafiao::;SGypsum.
L:.S.T_:_D.._..___

Wood conversion

.

Johns-Mansville

.

Si.mpson Timber. Owens-Coming . PLUS
Bestwaill `` Firestop 120." .

b u t . . . in addition to its unexcelled fire retardant qualities,
the Donn D-L can be purchased for only pennies more per square
foot over ordinary grid systems. Install any tile now - fire
rated at any later date. The Donn D-L's 2 simple parts mean fast
and economical installation plus the guarantee that its exclusive
lay-on cross tee will eliminate tilted and exposed surface edges.
--

Write for Donim Ceiling _Catalog_

No. 39 for comT>lete architectw.al

BONN

-

specif tcatioms.

PRODUCTS,

INC.

loo BASSETT ROAD
W ESTLAKE, 0 .H I 0 -44091

The program for this 20-story addition was outlined by the bank's president, Charles de Bretteville: "As a
bank with roots in earliest Sam Francisco and California, we felt a keen
need to preserve our histo.ric building which was one of the first to be
built after the 1906 earthquake, evidence of the confidence and insurmountable spirit of our predecessors.
We hope our example will encourage
others to recognize and preserve
landmarks and monuments of the
past and. to build with a serisitivity
to one's neighbors on an elegant, yet
gracious scale."
The architects, Anshen and Allen,
have designed a 30-foot cantilever on
the east side of the tower to project
over the roof garden-of the 'older
building, with the stated aim of "tying in'' the old with the new. This section ;1so contributes to the unusual
82 per cent ratio of net to gross rentable space. The top two floors of the
new tower will also have landscaped
terraces. The gray granite facing of
the tower core was chosen to blend
with the existing facing of the original structure. The horizontal banding of the main tower floors will be
of precast concrete panels.
Cahill Construction Company has
been awarded the contract. The 280by 824-square-foot addition is scheduled for completion in summer 1966.

For more data, circle 119 on Inquiry Card
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FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPOFtATION
Follansbee, West Virginia
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FTORKAiroondiiioning

givesThG§G`school§

©iferclimatG_fipeFlteamgJ
More and more modern school buildings
are being equipped with year-round air
conditioning systems to give students a

ing and cooling-with no fuel storage
problem, no wasted space for boilers.

When you plan air conditioning for any
school, new or existing, get specification
data on York equipment' from your York
York air conditioning systems can be Representative. Or write York Corporaengineered for any type of school build- tion, York, Pennsylvania. In Canada,
ing-economicany. York Heat Pump National Shipley Company, Ltd., 326
systems, for example, offer low-cost heat- Rexdale Boulevard, Rexdale, Ontario.

better climate for learning-and to make
the school buildings available` for summer
classes or other community activities.

242
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Pleasant Valley Elementary School, Rockingham County, Virginia. AYork Heat Pump uses only electricity and air to provide both heating
and cooling for this modern school. Architect, Davis & Mcclintock, A.I.A., Harrisonburg, Virginia. Engineer, Sowers, Rodes and Whitescarver, Roanoke, Virginia. General Contractor, J. H. Fralin and Son, Roanoke, Virginia. Air Conditioning Contractor, Riddleberger
Bros. Inc., Harrisonburg, Virginia.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland. A
centrally located York absorption system provides
chilled water for cooling several buildings. Engineer,
Egli and Gompf, lnc. Mechanical Contractor, Green
Contracting Company.

Orange State College, Letters and Science Building, Fullerton, California.
York equipment in nearby central refrigeration plant provides chilled water for
air conditioning. Architect and Engineer, Office of Architecture and Construction, State of California. General Contractor, Kemp Bros. and George K.
Thompson (joint venture), Los Angeles. Mechanical Contractor, Climate Conditioning Company, a Division of Paul Hardeman, Inc., Stanton, California. Boiler
and refrigeration equipment work by Scott Co. of California, Los Angeles.

C a R P a R AT I 0 N

YORK;::d;:

Subsidiary

of

Borg-Warmer

Corp.

®

THE

QUALITY

NAME

IN

AIR

CONDITIONING AND

REFRIGERATION

\-.E
11-

B0flG-WARMER
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WASHINGTON VISTA
FOR OFFICE TOWER
Directly across the Potomac from
the nation's Capitol, Virginia's tallest office building is nearing completion. Designed by Vosbeck-Ward and
Associates, the building will afford

its tenants, who are expected to do
research and development work for
the U.S. Government, a panoramic
view of Washington.
The $5.5 million office tower rises

177 feet above four underground
levels of parking. The two lobbies
and the first floor exterior columns
will be finished in Grecian marble.
Continuous precast concrete vertical
white sun fins and column covers located on a 4-foot module enclose the
upper walls.

every detail of a building's design is another reason Kinnear Rolling
Doors are more universally specified than ever.
The all-metal, heavily galvanized steel, interlocking slat* curtain of
Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors is the proven, most efficient way to
solve your door requirements. The smooth, easy, upward coiling
action saves labor, as well as floor and wall space. They provide the
most durable closure against weather, fire and intruders. Also, they
are ideal for motorized operation with convenient r`emote control.
Added to these benefits is "Registered" life extension service, to
insure against a Kinnear Door ever becoming obsolete. Specify
``KINNEAR" on your buildings -and write or call for details.
*Also fabricated in aluminum and other metals.

The KENNEAR Manufacluring Co.

and Subsidiaries
FACTORIES:

1860-80 Fields Avenue, Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Avenue, San Francisco 24, Calif.

3683 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Offices and Representatives in All Principal Cities
For more data, circle 122 on Inquiry Card
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IBM BUILDS
IN PENN CENTER
Considerations of both company objectives and of the role it will play as
the first proprietary building in
Philadelphia's Penn Center were major factors in the design of the IBM
building by Vincent G. Kling.
Since an unusual flexibility and
openness for office floors was desired for this 21-story tower, the
elevator service core has been offset
on the south side, leaving the center
of every office floor unobstructed.
The other sides, faced with floor-toceiling glass, open on to the pedestrian esplanade. The service core, by
contrast, is limestone-faced.
For more data, circle 123 on Inquiry Card .
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New ideas in ageless structural clay tile by Natc{
Use Natco ceramic glazed Vitritile

GENERAL OFFICES: 327 Fifth Avenu
Pittsburgh 22, Pa. BRANCH SALE
OFFICES: Boston . Chicago . Detrc
• Houston . New York . Philadelph
• Pittsburgh . Birmingham, Ala. . Braz
lnd. . Sayreville, N.J. IN CANAD/

to dramatize a concourse. Form a
lobby wall. Create a mosaic design

perforations.I Select from over while protectingagainstdirect sunforty standard, accent or vivid
light.Useasaninteriordivider,too.
colors-each with a hard-burned, Available in glazed or unglazed fin-

or mural. Vitritile means radiant
color, or the subtle dignity of soft
shades. With the new Decorata pattern there's a geometric emphasis.
Natcoustile has sound-absorbing

glazed finish. Fire-proof. Chemical
ishes. I Write for catalog S-64.
resistant. Impervious to moisture.
Vitritile requires a minimum of Vitritile comes in three nominal Natco Clay Products Ltd., Toronto, On
maintenance. . Natsol Solar face sizes: 8" xl6'', 51/3"x 12'' and
Screen Tile complements a design 51/3" x 8''.

Natco corporatio,

Granco's new eel-Way floor system uses
One fitting for power and telephone
Now for the first time, you can fully electrify thin, structural
slabs over steel joists! Granco's new Gel-Way system gives
you cellular-floor electrical capacity in a compact slab.
Large-capacity single, wide or double cells, blended with a
Granco permanent steel form (shown above with dottbze
cezzs and Corruform®), provide the form for wet concrete
and raceways for telephone and power . . . all within a
single thin slab !

For high-capacity systems-using double cells-optional
new dual-service floor fitting and matching dual pre-set
insert offer additional benefits and economy. The new,
satin-finish fitting encloses bo!7a telephone and power outlets
in o"e fixture . . . to cut in half the number of fittings

needed. To meet modern telephone requirements, each
fitting can conceal two amphenol jacks. Floor cleaning and
maintenance is easy. Servicing communication needs of
present and future tenants is simplified.
With Gel-Way you can design complete in-floor electrification f or any building in a new, economical way. For
floors requiring long spans and greater load-carrying capacity, combine Gel-Way with Granco Tufcor®, Cofar®, or
Co far Composite. For more information about Cel-Way, see
our catalogs in Sweet's, or send for Cel-Way catalog 99-363.
Write Granco Steel Products Company, 6506 N. Broadway,
St. Louis, Missouri 63147. A subsidiary of Granite City
Steel Company.

CEIL[VWAryr
IN-FLOOR ELECTRIFICATION SYSTEM

REae©
District Offices : Atlanta . Chicago . Cincinnati . Dallas . Detroit . Houston . Kansas City . Los Angeles . Minneapolis . New York

St. Louis . San Francisco . Tampa . District Representatives: . Greenville, S. C. . Little Hock, Ark. . Washington, D. C.
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with solar control
by "Flexalum®" Aluminum Blinds

$131.61 for e¢ery 18 sq. ft. window

in your building, that is. By reducing

your cost of air conditioning.
Flexalum Aluminum Blinds control
the heat of the sun in modern buildings with massive glass areas, so they
lower the air `conditioning capacity
required. Lower it by a ton for each
136 sq. £t.. of glass.

In dollars and cents this means a savings in original air conditioning of
$11`8.80 for every 18 sq. ft. window

plus $12.81 every year in operating
savings and financing costs (7 times
the cost of the blinds) .# _

Want proof ? Send for your copy of
the pioneer study: "Cost analysis of
Solar Controls" by Alfred J. Taros, ]r.
of Jaros, Baum and Bolles, Consult-

Bridgeport Brass Company
30 Grand Street, Bridgeport 2, Conn.

Please send me a copy of the Jaros study on
solar control.

ing Engineers, New York. This article,
from the July 1963 issue of Bz#./cZz.7¢gJ
A4¢g¢z¢.7ze, explains the most efficient

way to handle the large glass areas in
today's modern buildings.

*All figures for typical West exposure, New York City.
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Todayr every DUKane School Communications System
is a round-the-clock administrative wowhhorse. Apply
its flexibility features for total school communications
without a staff increase. A few of the many functions
are illustrated on this page. Your local DUKane Franchised Distributor, a factory-trained, qualified, and
equipped. communications expert will assist you in

FIRE .& EVACUATION
ALERTING
All classrooms and a`reas in`your
scho6l can be alerted simultaneously
in event of a fire or emergency. Voice
directions can be made from the central console to assure complete safety
and security for all students and staff
personnel. Emergency groups can be
instantly directed to troubled area.

planning, supervise installation and maintain lif`etime

system service to your complete satisfaction-no obligation. Call him or clip coupon below for full details.

TWO -WAY CO M M U N I CAT I 0 N S

EDUCATIONAL
P ROGRAM M I NG

Tie together every classroom or area
of your school's physical plant. Elimi-

Teaching staffs can increase flexibi[ity. AM/FM programming and/oF professional records and tapes can be
distributed as supplemental instruc.
tional material to any and/or all class.
ro6ms. Programming is prescheduled
with school office and distributed on
a desired time schedule.

nate needless steps in .locating key
staff personnel or students . . , contact between console and an area or
vice versa is instantaneous, lf desired,
all areas can be contacted simultaneously.

UNATTENDED CLASSROOM
MONITORS

VANDALISM

PROTECTION

Elimina-te shifting of personnel to

Each DUKane School Commun`ications

watch a classroom when an instruc-

System provides a twenty-four hour
"watch" on school property. Every

tor is called away. Automatically monitor specific classrooms.from the
central control console. If disturbance
arises, give instructions via two-way
communications.

area can be monitored by the school
watchman or remotely, by police de.
partment officials.

FIRE DETECTION

TIME & SIGNAL
COORDINATION

Round-the-clock fire detection devices maintain school security. Special thermo`stat controls alert master
school commu`nications system con-

Coordinate all time and signal func.
tions automatically. Class period
opening and closing signals sound
without manual attendance. Time and
signal`functions are all preset-easily
changed,. if desired.

sole or remote fire station master in
event of fire.

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE

COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS

•AUDITORIUM/GYMNASIUM

COMPANION

COMMUNICATIONS

Dls¥Bi#F8&GSRyAs¥"

SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS

RACK CONSOLES

-

DIVISION

Dul(ANE CORPOF=ATION
DEPT. AR-54 . ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS 60174

CALL YOUR LOC.AL DUKANE FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTOR . . .
OR CLIP THIS COUPON .... ATTACH TO YOUR LETTERHEAD
. . . AND MAIL i-O US FOR FULL DETAILS-NO OBLIGATION.
BE SUFiE.. . TO INV-ESTIGATE OUR LEASE PURCHASE PLANS.

I
I- I -.-- r --------- I- - ,Ill -------------------- I- - - I ----- I ----- = --------SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS BULLETIN

PRIVATE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEMS BULLETIN
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Technical Books

If you've tried other vapor

Fitness of Shells

seals and they failed . . .
isn't -it time to switch to
the very best?*
As a conscientious architect or
contractor you have undoubtedly
specified and used various types
of vapor-seals,.many, many times.
If you have never had a vapor
seal failure or complaint, read no`

farther-you're already using
PREMOULDED MEMBRANE
Vapor Seal. If, however, you have

found that the vapor seal you
used did not stop the ravages of
excessive moisture, then we believe this message will be of interest to you. It's an academic fact

SHELL ARCHITECTURE. Bt/ cr%7.ge7O Joe-

d,kcke. Reinhald, Pubidsh,ing CorTj., 43
Pa,rke Ave., New York 88, N. Y., 301+

pp.,ilhas.$22.50.

WATER-VAPOR
TRANSMISSI0N*

MATERIAL

Duplex Paper (coated both
sides with reflector rnaterial, reinforced)

.347

Polyethylene Film

.17

(.006 in. thick)

.081

55-pound roll roQfing
PREMOULDED MEMBRANE

.0048

Vapo.r Seal

:grains/per square foot/per
in accordance
Procedure A.

with

ASTM

hour as

Designation

measured
E96-53T.

WE HAVE THE ANSWER , . .

In addition to ari almost nil
water-vapor transmission ratihg,
PREMOULDED MEMBRANE
with PLASMATIC Core cjffers
many other important and. excluwhere the structure is pl.aced . . .
sive qualities. It is durable, flexisomewhere below the site water
ble, and strong.. .will not rupture
exists and vapor will infiltrate the
structure. Dampness, condensa- or tear under normal installation,
tion, insulation failures, cracked traffic, and handling. Monolithic
when installed to expand and
contract in direct ratio with the
£Ladstf::L±::npka±£¥e£L:SrigabLL£;feE±anc¥
concrete
without breaking bond.
terial attack on construction and
Available in 4'x 8' sheets and rolls
furnishings and masonry efflores4' wide to 50' long. It is lightcence soon follow.
weight, easy to handle and install.

that 80% of the moisture that
enters a structure originates in
the site. It makes little difference

YOU KNOW THE PROBLEM . . .

While the building industry has
recognized the need to install a
vapor seal between the structure
and the site there has been a
promiscuous use of permeable
materials as vapor barriers. The
only sure way to permanently
eliminate moisture migration into
-:he structure is to install true
inviolate, impermeable vapor seal
during the original construction.
The following `chart graphically
illustrates that saturated ±elts,
building and duplex papers, and

ELadst:iofi:rds£::£±e8hc]oyng±ed¥:fib::
effective vapor seals.

¥--_i____I..`
PREMOULDED MEMBRANE
Vapor Seal with PLASMATIC
Core provides a practical, pernganent method of waterproofing
both vertical and horizontal surfaces in all types of construction;
including slab-on-grade, base-

E;Eio:#gc::yi::pfec:Le:;rcc:t¥:

This handsome pictorial documentary of shell structures conveys as no
previous book has, the pervasiveness
of shell construction's influence on
modern architecture and the wide variety of structural shapes possible.
All basic types of executed shellroofed buildings are covered.
The book's consistently excellent
photographs manage to capture equally well the spooky "physiognomy" of
a mining foundry's smoke stacks, or
the elegance of Nervi's Sports Palace. Author Jurgen Joedicke does not
itei.ate verbally what the reader can
perceive visually.

The text, supplemented by uncluttered drawings, discusses shell be-

havior and geometry in non-mathematical language. Up to now shells
have been dealt with mostly in a high1y technical manner or from a limited
viewpoint.
In contrast, in this book, lucid
chapters on statics and geometry precede each of the three main divisions
of shell types. The three sections are :
singly curved shells (e.g., cylinders
and barrels) ; shells doubly curved in
the same direction (e.g., hemispheres) ; and shells doubly curved
in opposite directions (e.g., hyperbolic p`araboloids) . These explanatory
chapters will help the archi-tect to
comprehend the inhei.ent strengths
and weaknesses, design of edge zones,
and formwork necessary for the various types of shells. Mr. J.oedicke considers the economics of shells as well.

For instance, formwork costs for
doubly curved shells may come to

half of the total cost for the structure.
The book discusses new, more
economical ways of forming; it also
shows what has- been done with precast elements in shell construction.
The examples the author has se1ected are all of architectural interest. He conscientiously calls attention
to exemplary architectural details
and evaluates how well the structura]
design contributes to carrying Q,ut

the architect's program.
contimued, on pa,g e 25 8
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"Whisper-quiet" and personalized control of room comfort are outstanding
features of BOHN-AIRE Room Conditioners. Mr. George Wenthe, one of the
Owners of the Effingham (Ill.) Holiday Inn Motel, says: "We had Bohn-Aire Room

Conditioners installed in every guest ..room of our new motel. Bohn-Aire units
are whisper-quiet and completely efficient."
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Technical Books
coTutyuned from pa,g e 254,

On Steel Behavior
STRUCTURAL STEE,L DESIGN. Ech.fed bq/

La,mbeTt Ta;tl,, Lqti,ron S. Beedie and;

Th,eodore V. Galcrmbos. The Ronald
press Co.,15 E. 86th, St., Now YOTk
io, N. I. 8q~>9 pp., {Ihas. Si8.00.

This book on the fundamental behavior of steel structures germinated
from notes originally prepared for a
weekly seminar on steel design conducted in 1962 by staff members of
the Fritz Engineering. Laboratory,
Lehigh Univei.sity. The 19 co-authors
have been associated with the formulation. of

des.ign

recommendations

and with much of the experimental
and theoretical investigations on allowable stress and plastic design conducted at Fritz Laboratory. This research forms the basis for the book.

Noise Isolation

ALUMINUM GRATING
is strong, lightweight,
non-sparking, corrosion resistant. . .
IRVICOALUMINUM GRATING is ideal for industrial flooring,

stairtreads, walkways and marine catwalks. It can be used
for decorative and architectural purposes, anodized in
non-fading colors.
ltisavailablein 21 differenttypes, plain

.`

or serrated, in `a wide variety of standard
sizes. Our free .brochure on aluminum grating
includes illustrations of the types, tables
of safe loads, standard panel sizes, weights
and illustrates uses of the grating.
With lrvico grating, you get superior
workmanship, perfect fit, and dependab.le
service. Be sure that your grating wi ll
be engineered and fabricated to meet your
exact requirements. SPECIFY IRVICO.

IRVICO
XIBAR DESIGN

intfeeri#£gp::jts#ar.
Write for
free illustrated catalog

IRVING SUBWAY

GRATING 00., Ine.
ORIGINATORS OF THE GRATING INDUSTRY
Offices allll plants at
• 50-6227IIi sI., Long]slqnd city I, N. Y.
.186210Th sl., Oakland 20, California
For more data, circle 116 on Inquiry Card
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SOLUTION

LEMS

IN

HOUSES,

HOTEHS.

TO

NOISE

THE

CONTROL

PROB-

CONSTRUCTION

APARTMENTS,

MOTELS

Owens-Coming

OF
AND

Fkbergzas

Corp., Boas 901, Taled,o 1, Ohio. 59
p.p., i;Iha8. $1.00.

Lack of acoustical privacy in residential-type buildings has been accented lately in both the technical
and popular press. As construction
assemblies have become increasingly
lighter the problem of noise transmission through walls and floor.s has
been aggravated. The main purpose
of this manual is to show the r.elative
efficacy of a wide variety of walls and
floors in stopping noise. It also examines the other building elements
whose noise deterring or noise producing characteristics bear on acoustical privacy such as doors, windows,
plumbing, mechanical equipm.ent, etc.`
The first section of the book contains a series of graphs 'evaluating
the relative ability of the principal
types of wall constructions in various
stages of acoustical treatment to reduce airborne noise. The following
section consists of graphs which allow a comparison of the effectiveness
of major types of floor-ceiling constructions in stopping structureborne and impact noise.

CS,,-,"1
.,.

JEWEL
LOCK

-I -i -,'-. -. - ,-

clacks and Locks? They have something in
common. Take this Lockwood mortise lock
for example-it's built like a Clock. Every
one of its 39 working parts `is a real j.ewel.
All the important ones are extruded of brass
or bronze for corrosion resistant, dependable operation.
Just as with every high quality t`imepiece,

these parts are careful`Iy Aanc/ assemb/eo'
by master craftsmen who know their product and/are proud of it.

Any one of the dozens of trim designs which
are available with this lock will enhance

any door.
But, it is the lock itself

that makes it tick and
keeps it ticking " 'til the end of time."

LOCKWOOD HARDWARE MFG. CO.
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS
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THOUGHTS FROM A FOURTH GRADER ABOUT

•.Teacher says a comfortable classroom makes it easier to learn. She
says that's why we have a Modine
unit ventilator. It always knows just
what_temperature is best for us...

•.It sure looks nice. Pretty colors
and smooth, shiny edges. I ca`n't
spell Valedictorian but teacher says

it means highest honors.9.

A full line

WRITE TODAY FOR

of attractive,

SCHOOL-VENT

functional accessories.

BULLETIN

.260
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MODINE valedictorian UNIT vENT[ELATORs

•. Teacher musn't know how strong

•eoh, oh, here she comes. Everybody sure gets quiet when teacher

our Valedictorian is. She always
scolds when I climb on it. But I

comes in the room. She says we
should be like the Valedictorian . . .

never seem to hurt it any.99

it's cJZowcJ"s quiet. 99

Valedictorian beauty is virtually student-proof.

Quiet and vibrationless!
Two-speed motor and lowspeed centrifugal blower fans meet the most rigid
acoustical requirements. And Modine design prevents
small objects, such as paper clips, from falling into the
fans, causing fan damage, or being hurled into the room.

Heavilyreinforced, sturdy-steel construction!
Durable, baked
enamel finishes! Chip-resistant chrome! Scuff-resistant

vinyl!

filters,

Maintenance

is further

pushbutton lubrication.

simplified

by

slide-out

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

1510 DeKoven Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin

The Valedictorian is more sensitive to classroom comfort than the student body!
For more data, circle 133 on Inquiry Card
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more and more
great American architects

Office Lit.erasure
coritinhied i Tom pag e 218

are

using

BUILT-UP ROOFING
Besides specifications for Philip Carey's bonded Built-up roofs, a 20page "Specification Manual" out-

IVIARIVEET

lines methods of attachment ahd oth-

here are a I ew of th`e reasonsE

er construction data. T7}e Ph¢Zt.p CcLreu Mcunuf a,cturing Comxpcunu, 320
S. Wanyne Ave., Ci,nci;qunatk 15, Ohio#
CIRCLE 4110N INQUIRY CARD

CONCRETE FORMING
"Concrete Forming Equipment" features 34 different forming 34 different applications using the standard
StGez-Pzt/ line

and

accessories,

in-

cluding the new SZcJb Sfaore St/ste770.
Sumons Mfg.. Comparmy,, BOO Ea,st

Close liaison . . . between the a`rchitect's j.ob captain,

designers, the general contractor and MARMET's engi~
neering staff, plant expeditors and field service men . . .

from the moment of bid award to final execution.
Single source capability.

As an engineering fabricator

of all` types of curtain wall,

individual window units,

entrance frames and doors . . . MARMET is able to render

complete services and products for` every fenestration
need.

Touhay Awe., Des Pta,ines,Ill.#
clRCLE 412 ON INQulriy CARD

LIQUID SET-RETARDING
ADMIXTURE FOR CONCRETE
Z3etcJrdowez, a liquid set-retarding ad-

mixture for concrete, is described in
a new 12-page brochure. Technical
data deals with the effects of the admixture when added to concrete,
such as rates of setting and hardening, compf essive strength, and water
reduction during high concreting
temperatures. Joluns-Mamvklle, Con-

Laboratory checks on quality control. Full size sections

are pulled from assembly lines for exhaustive testing
in MARMET test laboratories. Components must exceed
NAAMM

standards for wind deflection, air or water

infiltration before shipment.

More and more . . . experienced architects find that
specifying MARMET is a long. step toward successful

execution of all fenestration compon.ents.

cr,ete ST)eci,all,ti,es Daparwheut, Boat
dpoD-11, 22 Ecl,st -I+Oth, St.', Now
York 16, N. Y.
CIRCLE 413 0N INQUIRY CARD

BASIC MATERIALS
"Selecting One Best Materi'al" offers
general descriptions of vulcanized
fibre, A"o.Zo.f e resin impregnated fibre, Pfae7ooZo.te laminated plastic, F¢ZcL77ot.te glass filament wound tubing,

and extruded thermosplastics

(ny-

lon, I)ezyo.7o and Pe7o±07o) ; various ap-

plications for each, and the grades,
forms and sizes in which they are
available. This 16-page catalog contains a comprehensive chart of the
electrical,
mechanical,
physical,
chemical and fabrication properties
of these materials. Also included are

Photo by Baltazar Korab

A new way of living and learning is rising on Michigan State's
Lansing campus. High rise student dormitories are arranged
in unusual groupings with access to low level classrooms
through connecting wings containing `faculty offi'ces. Each
grouping of buildings provides facilities for a thousand students. One of the newest building groups is the East Campus
section shown in the architect's model above. A number of
buildings in this newest campus section will be completed

charts of military specificationsNEMA, Federal and Association,
MIL-P, Aeronautical Material, Federal L-L-31, and ASTM D709 ratings. Na,ti,onal Vulca;ndzed Fi,bre
Corn;xpa,my, 1064 Beech St., Wtlmington, Dad.

Corp

CIRCLE 414 0N INQUIRY CARD

# Ad,ditional prod,uct inf orma,ti,on in
Sweet s Arch,itectural Ftle

SWEETS CATALOG

300-L Bellis Street

OR WRITE MARMET

WAUSAU, WISCONSIN
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MARM ET goes to Michigan State
MCDonnell Hall above . . . a typical high rise

Dining rooms connecting to MCDonnell Hall (below) have

student dorm, illustrates the interesting contrast the architect has achieved with curtain
wall against the sweep of masonry. The 5212
series rises resplendently from ground to roof
at the point where the curving "dorm" building makes a gentle bend.

smartly shaped MARMET bays which match the 5212 series curtain wall on the high rise section. The contemporary
entrances are MARMET 1000 series entrances with MARMET aluminum doors fabricated to the architect's specifications for extra wide style design . . . especially suited
to the hurried goings and comings of student swarms.

EBHEHHHHTHHiEi||
WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT
THE NEW K-PANS BY K-S-H?
P/en[y./ K-Pans give you features that
have been available only in high-priced
pans. Heavy-duty.. matte finish, for example. This velvety textured surface is
strictly soft on eyes. Doesn't pick up
image reflections or glare, as gloss-type

pans do. Hides the lamp-glow better.
Scratches don't show. And K-Pans wash
easy. In acrylic or polystyrene.

Rememb-ar-K-Pans are made by K-S-H
jn a brand new vacuum forming plant.
That means conscientious quality control and good service are guaranteed.
Just like with K-Lite Prismatic Panels.
Specify K-Pans . . . available from most

majoriixture manilfacturers.

I<-§-H

pLA§Tle§, INC.

10212.Manchester . St. Louis,.Mo.
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HARTER CORPORATloN, 505 Prairie, Sturgis, Mich. 49091

REzfeR7iEi

RE

E Send free literature

SPECIALISTS IN SEATING-AND SEATING ONLY-FOR OVER 36 YEARS

HARTER CORPORATION, Sturgis, Michigan

Firm

CANADA: Harter Metal Furniture, Ltd.,139 Cardigan, Guelph, Ontario
MEXICO: Briones-Harter, S.A., Lago lseo 96, Mexico 17, D.F.

NEW ZEALAND-AUSTRALIA: Morrison Industries, Hastings, N.Z.

For more data, circle 136 on Inquiry Card

Address

H Have dealer call

United of America
Building
Chicago, Illinois

`\ 41 stories-world's tallest marble skyscraper
9wne!\, operated and supervised by the
Un.Ited Insurance Company of America

i[:hyt,e#tz & Associates

#ehcnhaDn:.,c::, €nAg:::ce:ra,es

3.e:.e::|ctsoonn,r::tmo:any

i::ncoomn#,ounTnb:n€o&ntTaecat:;:g co., ,nc.

FIN

ALLED
_ Modern smooth-fin design of Aerofin coils

permits ample heat-exchange capacity
in limited space - permits the use of high air
velocities without turbulence or excessive resistance.

Aerofin performance data are laboratory
and field proved. You can specify Aerofin Coils
at full published ratings.

Non-freeze steam
hea.ting coils

f}EROFIN CDRPDRflTlt]N
101 Greenway Aye., Syracuse 3, N.Y.

Chi[Ied water
cooling coils

Aerofro is sold only by maowfacturers of i an system apparatus. List on request.

ENGINEE:RING

OFF.ICES

IN

PRINCIPAL

CITIE:S
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Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis

. Architect: Ralph Rapson, A.I.A., Minneapolis.
Lathing and Plastering Contractor: Peterson & Hede Co., Hopkins, Minn.

aeffife® ca®ffidi

REB®REdi diffi##@ff©fflfflee© =

Panels Created with Gold Bond plaster
control sound at Tyrone Guthrie Theatre
The natural voices of the actors can be heard clearly,
without electrical amplification, in any one of the 1,437
seats at the new Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis.
A precise system of ceiling panels reinforces the voices
of actors and directs sound evenly throughout the
auditorium. Sloping partitions, extending the three-floor
height of the theatre, further aid sound control. Both
wall and ceiling assemblies were constructed with Gold
Bond plaster to achieve the desired acoustical qualities.

The formation of true plane surfaces, in an intricate ceil-`

ing panel system, would have been more difficult with
any other assembly. Joints were eliminated. For information on this and other Gold Bond acoustical plaster
systems and materials, call your
Gold Bond® Representative, or
write to Department AR-54,
National Gypsum Company,
Buffalo, New York 14225.

Gold Bond malt:eria[s and met:hods make the difference in modern building
For more data. circle 138 an lnauirv Card
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"Acoustics are excellent
in this inverted arch."
W%#ai#©Ir dig

ffi©%¥®kigr ffiQiBffiti
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Roof deck, 24,000 sq ft. Tectum 3''

Building: Shrine Chapel of Our Lady

thick, anchored horizontally on 3" x 4"
wood sub-purlins. Laminated wood
beams. Simplicity of erection reported.
No scaffolding required for installation
of Tectum. An excellent use of a versa-

Architect: Walter J. Rozycki, A.I.A.,
Detroit, Michigan

tile

of Orchard Lake

Contractor: Matthew Lalewicz, lnc.,
Centerline, Michigan

building material.

The graceful lines of this inverted arch or quad-

rant are subtly repeated throughout the

interior

great demand
acoustical
or

of

Chapel,

attractively textured surface of Gold Bond Tectum

Our

Lady

of

Orchard

Lake

Shrine

for large area enclosures posing
sound
absorption
problems. The

Orchard Lake, Michigan. The textured Tectum roof

is

deck contributed esthetically and acoustically, and

deck is erected the ceiling is finished. Structural

substantially reduced the time taken to cover the
building. The acoustics are perfectly balanced be-

sheathing,

tween the hard glass surfaces, the inverted shape
of the roof framing and sound-absorbing Tectum.

cost. For more specif ics,

The

Tectum representative or

church

is

noted

for

its

Schola

Cantorum

choir. Architect Walter J. Rozycki reported com-

pletely satisfactory acoustical control. . Tectum
` roof deck and form plank materials are in

factory finished-saves

installed

insulation
with

one

contact your Gold
write

National

and acoustical

labor

Bond

Gypsum

Company,

Buffalo

New York,

Dept. AR564.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHER CABINET
Extinguisher cabinet with a revolving door has been designed to accommodate 10-1b ABC, soda and acid, pressurized and foam extingriishers. The Z3otogaJycz cabinet has
semi-cylinder pivot mounting which provides fastest possible access. Fingertip pressure opens the revolving door
on which the extinguisher` is hung to prevent tipping or
falling from cabinet. Botoga)7nd has a -three hole steel brack-

et which permits it to be adjusted on the job to fit 4- or
7-in. roiigh qu>enings. W. D. All,en Mf g. Co., 650 South,
O~5thAve.,Eel,1wood,I1,1.
CIRCLE 303 0N INQUIRY CARD

TRANSLUCENT GARAGE DOOR
The new aluminum-fiber glass A!%"cL!%# sectional over-

head garage door features Corinthian white fiber glass
panels framed by gold anodized aluminum sections box extruded. The non-rusting aluminum and permanent-type
plastic is weather. proof and shrink proof .` The light=weight
door weighs only one-third that of wood or steel doors
and is easy to` operate.-The translucent panels brighten the
interior of the garage. .Clear vision insert p-anels are-available for commercial or industrial applications, at additional cost. Full-s'ize hardware is made of heavy gage galvanized steel. Do6rs are available with `either-extension or
torsion spring counterbalance. Ro'we MJ:g. Co., Ga)Zesb"7.g,
JZZ.

CIRCLE 304 0N INQUIRY CARD

NEW PLASTIC REGLET
Now made of inert polyvinyl chloride plastic, So4pero.or
Tt/pe A cushion lock reglet is used in concrete construetion, and provides a leakproof joint for counter flashing as
well as for metal window frames. It will not .stain, rust
or corrode ; comes prefilled with butyl rubber sealer ready
±on uise. Superior C;onorete Accessories, Inc., 9301 King
St;., F.#anlckin Park, Ill.
CIRCLE 305 0N INQUIRY CARD

•MULTIPLE TUBING CABLE
SUPPLIE}S PNEUMATIC CONTROLS
When the air supply for pneumatic controls of a chemical
process must be located remotely from the operating area,
an air header of Ofoo#c# tubing can be run down the center
of each bundle of instrument tubing. Ofoo#e# is of unique
multiple consti.uction that makes it possible to locate the
air supply wherever convenient. At a recent refinery ihstallation, more than 20,000 feet of cabled instrument tubing was installed and connected in only two days, slashing
about 60 per cent off conventional installation time for
single tubing. Strong, lightweight, flexible, corrosio`n-resistant Ofoo#ea; tubing is of multiple construction, in which
separate small pneumatic tubes are spiraled together into
a cable having an air header as the center tube. Each
bundle used at the refinery has nine 1/4:-in. aluminum tubes
spiraled around a center 1/2-in. aluminum tube carrying
air to operate the pneumatic control system. I/te Ofoo%¢te
Co., Pa,ssalc, N. Y.
CIRCLE 306 0N INQUIRY CARD
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FTB=
ma§tE@DaowaEH
unlimited variations for functional or decorative use

of rwa]t ur2tts . . .

4y |ITass©HH
COJVLPANY
N. E., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49504

Wr/.fe for cafa/og foJay

For more data, circle 141 on Inquiry Card

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT
HORIZONTAL SLIDING DOOR

Manually operated, heavy duty metal clad doors
with smooth spring-assist for easy opening.
A`vailable in thicknesses`of 2'', 4" or 6", single
or bi-parting, Insulatlon is foamed-in-place poly-

urethane with K factor of 0.135 at 75°F. Available in many sizes.
COMPLETE DESCRIPTloN 0F FEATURES AND
PERFORMANCE DATA IN NEW BULLETIN. SEND FOR
YOUR COPY TODAY T0 JAMISON COLD STORAGE
DOOR CO., HAGERSTOWN, MD.

IANEISON
mm.FT\.in:--.FTi-Lm--.in.in.\=*-

For more data, circle 142 on Inquiry Card
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Mercer's
flexible
metallic

heavy-duty
vinyl

and

washable

nosing

protects . stairs . . . increases

"clanking" . . . enhances

economy with installation ease.

of

unbreakable,

safety . . . ends

decor . . . yet

combines

Choose from exclusive Mercer

Gold, Black, and many other decorator colors.

Mfrs. of: Color Cove and Textured Sculptura Vinyl Base,
Artcove, Custom Edge Carpet Bar, Carpet Reducer, Tile
Reducer, Feature Strip, Corners, Mouldings of all types.
Write for Product Sheets and Samples!

mercer pLASTics.cOMPANy,.iNc.
Newark 5, New Jersey . Eustis, Florida
"The Leading Name in Stryzed C;ooe Base"

For more data, circle 143 on Inquiry Card
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MODULAR STUDY CARRELS
The Pa)"ez¢7ae Post-IV-Pcb"ez partition

. . . remodeling

with EPCO
3-DIMENSIONAL PANELS

system for educational study booths
offers freedom in space layout made
possible by flexible arrangement `of
modular panels and accessory components. Panels, in a wiide range of melamine plastic finishes including numerous wood grains, are easily attached to universal aluminum posts
by .specially

designed

clips.

Self-

standing units can be fitted to existing walls or placed in open areas.
Modular desk tops, shelving, light
strips and audio-visual equipment
compa`rtments are designed to become
integral parts of the study booth.
Pa;prti,tions lnc., 777 E. Rosecrams
Ave., Log Angales, Calif .
CIRCLE 307 0N INQUIRY CARD

TOWER CRANES FROM
DENMARK
The F. 8. Kroll Company of Den-

mark, manufacturers of hammerhead
tower cranes, has announced the
opening of a U. S.. subsidiary which
will handle U. S. sales and services

and will maintain a parts depot as
well as mechanics to aid dealers in
servicing equipment in operation.
The K7ooZZ line consists of four models

with maximum working loads of from
1,330 1bs to 11,000 1bs. Outstanding

Economy, ease and speed

features are convertibility into climbing, stationary or mobile -Power

of installation, beauty,

cr`a.nes. KTou Cranes, Inc., 10 Ea,st
both St;., New York, N . Y .,10016

lightness of weight, all add

CIRCLE 308 0`N INQUIRY CARD

uP to EPCO THREE DIMEN-

SloNAL pANELs'

appeal to

the Architect and -Builder.

CONTROLLED TEMPERATURE
ROOMS
Pre-fabricated, modular, controlled
temperature, walk-in rooms for hospitals are designed for all types of
medical research and testing. Rooms
can be regulated for temperatures
fro.in -30 F to +150 F, are easily
assembled and disassembled at the installation site. Te`mperatures as high
as +250 F can be obtained with optional attachments. Modules are
sealed by air-tight do.uble sealing extruded neoprene gaskets. Sections are
joined together quickly with cam-type
fasteners. Rooms ban be increased or
decreased in size by adding or removing modules. Height of the standard
room is 7 ft 6 in. Other h`eights are

[,I,I+,I,\`:t-:-:`-,.ts`,l..N.
Catalog sheets on a complete line of EPC0 Three-Dimensional Panels for both remodeling
and new construction available through your local representative or write direct.

THREE DIMENsloNAL PANELS
Manufactured by
ERI)LE PERFORATING CO. INC.

171 York Street, Rochester, New York
MEMBER

Ar.Chit.ectyral Sales_ Assoc.: Architectural Mfg. Co. of America,
At_lan!a, _Ga. . Exhibit and Consulting Office: Jay Harper Co.,
101 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. . Stuart Fulkerson Assoc.

I.P,A.
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zLva.3la,ble. Associated T esting La,bora,torbes , Inc. , Row.te 46 , W anyne , N . J .
CIRCLE 309 0N INQUIRY CARD
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THERE

ARE

SIMPLE

pRESHitEssEEB e®RICE3EFE coMMECTloNs
FOR

EVERY

STRUCTURAL

APPLICATION`

There are -many different ways to connect prestressed concrete members. And they're
accomplished `with common operations like welding, bolting, or cast-in-place con-

crete requiring only normal construction skills. This wide choice of field-proven connections permits broad flexibility in design. Designers are able to rely on economical

standardized connections ranging from simply supported to fully fixed-or develop
new solutions. Connections are just one aspect of prestressed concrete's versatility. `

These ci,Te excrmples Of

bast,c concepts ready f or
compledon by the designer.

I,\

I

CAST-I N -PLACE
A,*

This connection has the appearance and be-

i\iR'NGSST
BEAPADS

;j!IPS

havior of monolithic concrete. At an interior

connection, the top bars may be long enough to
extend over the full negative moment area, oT

5u

the bars may be lap spliced. Close length toler-

ances of the beams are not required.

GRAVITY
Flexible bearing pads allow for even load distribution, provide for

joint rotation land are inexpensive insurance again`st adverse stress
conditions occurring in the bearing area. If moment transfer into
the`.wall is not needed flexible pads can be placed at points of

contact where the beam enters the wall.-However, with proper reinforcing into the cast-in-place section, continuity can be provided.

WELDED
This type of all weather connection can be quickly erected. It is

useful where moment carry-over to adjacent spans and stress
reversals are to be avoided. If heavy dead loads are to be placed on
the beam, make tack welds during erection and provide full fillet

welds after all dead loads are in place, thus reducing stresses in the
welds. Consideration may be given to a welded connection at the

top of the beam, with a flexible bearing pad where the beam bears
on the girder, resulting in partial restraint. Prestress.ed beams tend
to shorten`slightly over a period of time, and if frame is inflexible

POST-TE N s I o N E D

one end of each beam should be left free to slide.

Post-tensioned connections are good for the resistance of high

GIRDER

PLATE ANCHOR IN BEAM

moments. All post-tensioning anchorages and devices should be

installed in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. The

conduits containing the tendons should be grouted except where

deterioration is prevented by other means. A small chamfer at the
outer edge of the concrete haunches will reduce spalling. Also.,
bearing pads will help prevent cracking of haunch corners.
SLEEVE

Connection Details for Precast-Prestressed Concrete Buildings,
just published, is the result of more than two years study by the
PCI Connection Details Committee. Purpose of this publication is
to assist designers in selection of appropriate connection details.
Detailed schematic drawings show all established types of connections grouped in four main sections: column base, beam-to-column,
beam-to-girder and bearing wall. IIlustrated and described are
welded, cast-in-place, dowelled, bolted and post-tensioned connections. Price: $4.50

pRESTREssEEB ©®INeRETE INslrlTUTE
205 WEST WACKER DF3lvE . CHICAGO, ILL. 60.606
•-...

-,..-.-,...-.'L..,..,...--.
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New Wall Hung
Track and Frame Assembly
For 1/4'' By-Passing Doors
A versatile wall-hung track and frame assembly for
1/4" sliding panels that customize to the needs of residential and commercial ihs[allations.

The assembly mounts directly onto the wall to cover
a spacious recessed area or wall opehjng. The use and
versatility of applications are unlimited.
Book cases, tropliy cases, gun racks, merchandise and
medical cases, bathroom cabinets and kitchen clipboards are only a few of t'he many uses possible using
glass, mirrors or 1/4-inch panels for bylpassing doors.
• Track and upper guide are both onepiece aluminum Extrusions that jn-

clude the exterior frame and mounting flanges.

Entire

assembly

surface

wHATJ§ eooKiIVG?

mounts

quickly and easily on the wall.

5#::esdursfuarcf:sceasrear:n:f#±:ydpf;+jisshheeg:
Aluminum shoe and nylon roller as-

:imeb*¥ru8d':ddestr:cmk:°thly and quietly
Paneled or glass doors are easily removed simply by lifting up and out.

In 3-foot, 4-foot and 5-foot lengths
• . . Highly polished extruded Alumj-

rarie'#g:Ps°di:%d:Leoadrjz°:dbr:5i6rsp:::
available on quotation.

#3503

3 ft. track length max.
opening 283/8JJ H x 377/8JJ W

#3504

track length max.
283/8~ H x 477/8JJ \^/
track length max.
343/8~ H x 597/8JJ W

4 ft.
opening
#3505
5 ft.
opening

NEW IDEAS IN CERAMIC TILE from the Cambridge

Design Staff that enable architects to add a touch of outstanding beauty and individuality to new buildings. This

is a special Cambridge service available to every architect...and without cost or obligation. Whether you have
an intricate mural or just need design suggestions fo`r a

special wall area our design staff, under the direction of

George Limke is anxious and ready to assist you. Send
us your plans or elevations for suggested tile applications
or let us put your own tile designs into layout form.
Address your inquiry to Dept. AR-45.

THE
Free 32 page catalog on all EPCO sliding
door riardware, pu[[s and magnetic catches
available on request.

See Sweet's catalog under Arch-file
and Light Const file 7b-En.

19g-En

eAIvlBRIDGE
TILE MEG. co.
P. 0. Box 15071,
Cincinnati 15] Ohio
Producers of SUNTILE wall and
tiles,

SUNTILE

mosciics,

cindcERATILE800.

floor

HORIZON

tile

.

Member of
The Tile Council ol America

For more data, circle 147 a.n Inquiry Card
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PPG Speedhide® Paints

make Travelodge motels more attractive
coast to coast.„

You'll see PPG SpEEDHIDE Paints all across

the nation at Travelodge motels like this
one in Atlanta.
Here's Why: PPG SpEEDHIDE Paints offer

FREE-illustrated brochure explaining the modern Pittsburgh CoLOR D¥NAMICS® Painting System. COLOR
DYNAMICS is scientifically based on known psychological

reactions to the energy in color. For an interesting Color
Dynamics folder, just mail the coupon, or contact
your local PPG representative.

a complete line of attractive colors and
quality finishes, with extremely high hiding
characteristics, superior color retention and
remarkable durability.

®®,0®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®,®®

=:tit:tbBi3.iB:aptt:£[Ra.S5S4fa#tpsabnu¥'gh22,pa.
I Please send booklet with full information on
new Pittsburgh SPEEDHIDE line.

I please send me your free folder on COLOR
DYNAMICS.

These are among the numerous reasons

I please have your Architectural Representative
contact me.

so many leading architects are now specifying SPEEDHIDE Quality paints.

They cover faster and better-in almost
any color you can imagine-than any other
finishes you can name.
(Note:
For complete SPEEDHIDE
Sweet's, Section 15 Pi.)

specifications,

see

•

ZONE

CITY

STATE

•®

PITTSBURGH®PIAINTS

EG

PAINTS . GLASS . CHEMICALS . BRUsllES . PLASTICS . FIBER GLASS

PITTSBURCH

PLATE

GLASS

COME.ANY

IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED

For more data, circle 149 on Inquiry Card
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LOOK TO THE LEADER...

-Zl ` I

for a completely compatible air conditioning system

For maximum efficiency and economy in your air conditioning system, all
compohents must be compatible. How to assure this? Easy. Match the
MCQuay Seasoncon air cooled condensing unit with the MCQuay Seasonmaster
central station air conditioner. They're engineered for each other.
Like all MCQuay equipment, they're designed for quick installation, ease of
maintenance and are available in virtually unlimited number of types and
sizes for any application.
Next time -specify MCQuay . . . right down the line. Where performance
counts, you'll be mighty glad you ordered from a single source. For complete
information see your MCQuay representative. Or, write MCQuay, Inc.,
1600 Broadway N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413.

Sjeno~tGrf
SEASONMASTER CENTRAL
-STATIONAIRCONDITloNER

::Teesm!ondei!n£'7eooant:3m8#j6
cfm. Wide €election of Hl-F

3?ii!:ii::.diroe[C:Te#ii|esj°:aa[:;
and steam coils available. A

::empa':i?ia'i|ee%racmc:#rjems

SEASONCON
CONDENSING

AIR

COOLED

UNIT is avail-

able in 8 models-20 to 50
nominal

horsepower.

The

f:aeeci3b?,#g:#;ers?#nnps|teat,:i:

i!i!:s#;u::;;t#:i:Tsl!ii;:i:!p::f
AIR CONI)lTloNING . HEATING . VENTILATING . REFRIGERATloN

For more data, circle 150 on Inquiry Cdrd
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make this the perfect running
mate f or the Seasonmaster.
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you Can afford to sp®oify
Hime-proven, rolled Copper

for all oonoealed flashing
applications
new F3EVERE

DRYSEAL FLASHINGno paper to rot . . .

no asphalt to stain I , .
`a superior product at

a competitive price

Revere Dryseal Flashing is made from 2 or 3 oz. solid,
rolled (wrought) copper, having the same inherent characteristics and physical properties of standard sheet
copper that has been used so successfully for centuries
.in quality building construction.

This solid copper sheet is laminated on both sides
with a film of dense polyethylene. Result: a low-cost
flashing material that provides a moisture, vapor and
water barrier, unaffected by temperature extremes, t.hat is
non-staining, alkali and acid~resistant.

one look at a sample will convince!
Send today for a free sample of the new Revere Dryseal Copper Flashing,
with illustrated, technical. bulletin. Write: "Dept. D" at address belowi.

REVEF3E
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801

230 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Offices in Principal Cities.

.

Distributors Everywhere.

For more data, circle T5l on Inquiry Card

used to control t.hermal movement and to serve as a brick tie.
Interior walls are of rock lath
plaster utilizing Keycorner and

OF THE

Keystrip as reinforcement.
ARCHITECT:
Charles S. Peete & Associates, Memphis

GENERAL CONTFtACTOR:

losII'H A. [OW[[n

MCDonough Construction Co.

HOMES

Too[TH|n2h

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE COMPANY . Peoria, IIIinois

It's a coincidence you should ask about the advantages of
Keywall. You can see from the tight pattern that it gives
you more mortar locks with block (and/or brick).
Which in turn controls shrinkage and thermal movement better.
resulting in greater crack resistance.
And because Keywall comes in rolls, masons lay Keywall
in place more easily and quickly.
You might think that you would have to pay more for
a masonry reinforcement with such advantages. Not so.

morlar

md

Eeywall
rvhat else!)

MORE LOCKS T0 THE BLOCK
with Keywall . . . because of the
tight-woven pattern , it js impos-

sible for any one strand of
Keywall to be subject to the
strain of more than two square
inches of a block's thermal
movement or shrinkage. By
dividing the strain into such
small segments, Keywall pro-

vides greater crack resistance.

IAKERS OF KEYCORNER . KEYSTRIP . KEYWALL . KEYMESH® AND KEYMESH PAPERBACKED LATH . WELDED WIRE FABRIC . NAILS
-,,, I-

,

®

-

,
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` DOUBLI] GLAZING WARRANTY

FOUNTAIN PEN FOR ARTISTS,
DRAFTSMEN
A new india ink pen which offers artists and draftsmen a wide variety of
woi.king tools

is

called the

Pe7a-

97'ap7L¢c. The pen is designed to ac-

cept 18 Higgins nibs -in four differT/te7.77t`opcLine warrantiv has recently
ent
categoi.ies: technical, writingbeen extended from five to 10 years,
drawing, brush and music. It will
according to Libbey-Owens-Ford. The
also accept nibs of numerous other
warranty applies to double-glazed
manufacturers. Nibs cap be changed
units made with Bondermetic seal
with6ut
emptying pen. Htgg{7os J%fe
and a Glasseal edge. L¢bz)et/-Owe7bsFord Gta,ss Co., Tol,edo, Ohio, 4362lf. Co., 271 9th Sb., Brooldyn, N. Y.
CIRCLE 310 0N INQUIRY CARD

CIRCLE 311 0N` INQUIRY CARD

SOUND BARRIER WALLBOARD
A new gypsum wallboard system for
high sound reduction, the Tr¢-Cot.e
system, consists of three gypsum
board compos-ite walls with two air

spaces between the walls to trap
noise. A sound transmission loss rating as high as 57 db is achieved.when
filling one of the air spaces with F¢bergzcbs insulation. Composite walls

are made of 1-in. gypsum coreboard
panels with 1/2-in. wallboards laminated to each exposed side. In spite
of the number of components used to
reduce sound, T7.a.-Co?.e is only 6 in.

thick. It is for hon-load bearing com
struction where height requirements
are not more than 8 ft. IVcLt€o4tciz Gt/psru;in Co., Buffalo 8, N. Y:CIRCLE 312 0N INQUIRY CARD

EPOXY COATING
FOR CONCRETE
Deterioi.ation of concrete, steel and
other structural materials under attack by weather, chemicals and other
corrosive agents now can be prevented by CoZ77oc! protective coating, a

new dual-purpose coating which protects and also decorates. Coating is a
two-component epQ`xy system of paint1ike consistericy composed of solid,

FOR OFFICE AND INDUSTRY
Distinctively styled, with more dependability and higher efficiency than any
Intercom ever developed . . . yet sensibly priced. Meets every Intercom need
of office and industry. Proportioned like a book to lie flat on the desk . . , only
3 inches high. Combines the look and feel of fine grained leather with the
strength and rigidity of steel. Be'autifully finished in charcoal gray with
brushed chrome side panels.
• Chief and Chief Redi-Power Univei.sal Systems, with normal and reserve high
volume. Up to 20 watts when and as you need it.

•
•

•

Additional colors . are available` on
special order. Si,ka, Chemical CorTI., 35
Gregoru Ave., Pcbssal,a, N. J.
CIRCLE 313 0N INQUIRY CARD

Deluxe Systems. Low-cost intercommunication for use anywhere.
Hi-Power Deluxe Systems. Provide exceptional volume, economically.

12-Station Selective Wireless System, featuring 6 separate 2-way conversations
and Selective Paging with reply.

•

high-molecular-weight epoxy resins
and selected inorganic pigments. It
provides a glossy, durable, chemically resistant- coating. Colors are red,
green, gray, white, aqua and clear.

2-Station Wireless Systems. Available in 6 separate channels.

SELF SEAL PIPH INSULATION
Salt Seal Lap Pi,pe Insulation, a. twopiece 7%-1b density Fdbergzcbs ma-

Vestibule in buildings of any size. Whispers, shouts and
normal voice are heard clearly under any conditions.
Greater performance with these exclusive Talk-A-Phone
features:

terial incorporating a pre-applied adhesive lap for fast, fool-pi.oof application, is designed for insulating
refrigerated, chilled water`, cold water
alnd dual temperature lines at a temperature range of minus 120 F to

• Ample volume without "boom" . Automatic privacy

plus450F.

• Individual volume selection for each apartment . Built-in
buzzer . Naturalness of tone . Simplicity of operation.

The positive vapor seal is achieved
by a 11/2-in. extension of the jacket
that overlaps the longitudinal joiht
and is secured by a special non-creeping ad`hesive. Circumferential joints
are sealed by 3-in.-viide pre-applied

TALK-A-PHONE . . . ``Has Everything. Does Eve,rything." The accepted standard
of quality and dependability in Intercommunication for over a third-of-a-century.

lN APARTMENT HOUSES . , . Provides'instant and
direct 2-way conversation between any Apartment and

IN THE HOME . . . everyone `in the family will enjoy the

comfort, convenience and peace of mind .this Talk-APhone Home Intercom-Radio System provides. From any
room you can . Listen-in on baby, children or sick`room
• Answer outside doors without opening doors to strahgers . Talk to anyone-upstairs and downstairs, inside
and out . Enjoy radio in every room with the simple flickof-a-switch.
Distinctively
Easily installed.

styled.

Beautifully

finished.

`

adhesive butt tape. -Ot4;e7os-Cor"o.Tog

Fthdrgza,s Corp., 717 Fkf th, Ave., New
YOTk, N . Y .,10022.
CIRCLE 314 0N INQUIRY CARD

TAiK-A-PH=N#o#o=TKe=:#h.i:.ago%::t|-iifnRo-i5s

more products on po,g e 89 4
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Yes ! Now you can have the excellence, durability
and architectural good looks of Smith insulated
metal walls with the lasting beauty and protection
of a Tedlar color surface.
Tedlar* by Du Pont, bonded to a Smith panel
contour of your choice, is a new exterior finish of
fluoride film. By a special bonding process, Tedlar
becomes a part of the metal it protects. It's tough ;
it resists staining, ordinary airborne chemicals and
even harsh cleaning agents. It won't blister, peel
or crack.
And, as with all Smith panel finishes, Tedlar is
protected during forming, shipment, storag.e and
erection by Peelcote®, a strippable clear plastic
coating.

The Channellock building walls pictured are Smith
K-Panel : Shadowall® exterior panels for pleasing
architectural lines, with 3" of glass fiber insulation
encased in a metal back-up panel. It provides a
smooth interior wall with a durable baked-on
enamel finish in a choice of color.
On top of all this, you buy Smith Metal Walls in a
single package, including engineering, structural
drawings, manufacture, shipment and storage in
Smith trailers and quality erecti-on by Smith specialized crews. Many Smith Walls ``repeats" with
nationally known companies attest the economy
and dependability of a contract with the nation's
foremost wall specialist.

*Tedlar is a Dupont trademark

See Sweet's f ile
3b/Sin, or write for

"Smitty builds walls tor Keeps"

Bulletin
details.

64W

for

ELWIN G. SMITH & CO., lNC. Pittsburgh, Pa.15202 / Detroit ® Chicago
Cincinnati ® Cleveland o NewYork ® Atlanta . Toledo o Philadelphia

The three new Litecontrol fixtures -the Styline, the Medalist,
and the Jamaica -will give your school installations the func-

tjona|, well.lighted look of the future . Designed especially for ELHHEC3©RIF]E2®EL
schoolapplications-corridors,gymnasiumsorclassrooms-the

LIGHTING

three fluorescent fixtures are cost-conscious, yet add the aesthetic values you strive to obtain in schools.. Write for complete
details on any one, or all th ree, of the new Litecontrol fixtu res.
For more data, circle
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LITECoNTROL CoRpoRATloN.

36 Plec]sc]nlstreet, Walertown72, Massachusetts
3REREgrgREREjREREREgREREREggREae8REREaeRE8RERE8seffRE
155 on

Inquiry Card

the latest addition to the GJ quality-built line of door holders

____-____1
R GJ LEVER-TYPE DOOR HOLDERS

GJ
`Hercules"
The finest
holder
available.

GJ 44'
GJ45

„Excel„

GJ 444'
GJ 555
ecurjty"

For

For low

moderate
cost con-

budget
installa-

ENs
____________I

struction.

tions.

For more data, circle 157 on Inquiry Card

write i or complete details

GLYNN

J®HNS®N
c or p o rat i o n
4422 n. ravenswood ave.
chi.cago, il/inois 60640
For more data, circle 158 on Inquiry Card >
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wE§TEI=Iu weoE] pl=oI=ucT§ MADE,Nu.s.A.
FPloM THE MEMBEF]S CJF

VAffiAvffi§ceF esesA§qF EEREREREHREfivIERIE§ ffis§aegrHffiFTgaeRE
FHEE ! Write us for your personal copy of "Bright New World of West Coast Hemlock," containing
span information and application ideas.

P. 0. Box 2845, Portland, Oregon 97205
DoucLA§ FIFt I WEST COAST HEMLOcr( I wESTEFtN FtEi] cEDAF] I s]TKA spRucE I wHiTE FIF]

"Ye Olde Curiosity Shop," world-famous shop
for art objects, gifts and novelties indigenous to
the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, is located on
the colorful Seattle waterfront. It is visited annually by thousands of tourists and native residents alike.

The nature of the business demanded that it be
of native material, and that it be at home in its
locale. The architect solved both of these problems by finishing the structure in beautiful and
durable Douglas Fir. The wall framing is 4''x6"
spaced 24" o.c. The siding is 2''x6" tongue and
groove fir decking which results in single wall
construction. Extended roof lines and eaves rest
on massive timbers of the same species.

Another requirement was for ample floor space
to display wares as diverse as bead work and
totem poles. The structure permits sky-lighting
the entire length of the ridge with delicately
tinted glass supplying illumination for the handsome interior finish of Douglas Fir.
The entire building is an excellent example of
how the standard sizes and grades of Western
Lumber may be used to create an attractive, appropriate and economical construction for any
specific purpose. Your convenient, local retail
lumber dealer is your source of Western Lumber
information and supply.

The standard sizes and grades used in this attractive
building were:
Douglas Fir 2''x4'', 2''x6" Framing,
2''xl0" Joists and Planks, 6''xl2''
Beams, 4''x4'', 4`'x6" Posts and 1''x4"
Battens.

EEL.-..I)..
Douglas Fir 4"x6" double tongue and
groove for roof deck mezzanine floor.

MILL

729

ng®B.B-VG

See F]ThPI At The FAIR
Administration Building
The Ship Bounty (Metro Goldwyn Mayer)
Chrysler Pavilion
General Cigar Exhibit
Maylaysian Pavilion
New York City Exhibit

Post Office -at Worlds Fair
Radio Corp. of America

Scott Paper Co.
Sierra Leone
Swiss Exhibits lnc.
Transportation & Travel Pavilion
Vatican City
The Arena
Entrance BIdg (PD)

This series of aluminum AGITAIR Air Diffusers,

Grilles and Registers presents a choice of designs to match any decorative scheme. Practical
engineered features of these items assure warranted air handling performance to meet the
most common or unusual application
req u i reme nts.
Your local Air Devices lnc. representative will

be pleased to recommend the correct type and
size best suited for each application. If you pre.
fer, write for catalog.

AIFt

DEVICES

INC.

185 Madison Avenue
New York, New York

For more data, circle 159 on Inquiry Card
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For more data, c:rcle 213 on Inquiry Card i>

FULLSPACE is a patented arrangement of economical carriagemounted units of rail-riding prefabricated wood shelving that save
up to almost 50% of any floor space reserved or u;ed for vertical
storage. Fully loaded FULLSPACE sections are easily moved, left
or right, by hand. A real space-saver and cost-cutter. Write or Call
for specifications and free descriptive literature.

Compcire! FULLSPACE floor plcin vs. typical

OfEL®FursnREis"nderrfu,edtry..
Depl. AR-4

shelving

cirrangement.

Same

amount

of

storage with both but wit :I FULLSPACE, one

LUNDIA, SWAIN and MYERS, Inc. / P. O. Box 309 / Decalur, lllinois.

aisle does the job of six and saves almost
tialf lhe amount of floor space.

For more data, circle 160 on Inquiry Card

We could
tell you how great
Our new
drawing pencil is
but you won't
believe us
until you try it.

So try it.
VENUS Pen & Pencil Corporation
50 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: 1'11 try it.

Send me the new Venus Drawing
Pencil Sampler Kit free so I can make my
own drawing board test.

Rodman Public Library

Alliance, 0. enjoys the
BIG DIFFERENCE

in Projection with a . . .

DA-LITE® ELECTROL® SCREEN
The new Rodman Public Library

button and stops in opened posi-

in Alliance, Ohio was designed by
the architectural firm of Bergemann & Associates to perfomi all
the wider functions of a fully modern library.
In the beautiful Library auditorium which seats 100, audio-visual
techniques are used for every kind
of meeting from Boy Scouts, to
school instructions, to local business men's groups.
A new 9' x 12' Electrol.
projection screen is installed on the ceiling. Electrically controlled from
the projection booth, the
screen is out of sight when
not in use, lowers auto-

tion.

matically at the touch of a

School Name

Superb reproduction of projected
pictures on Da-Lite's unique
White Magic 11® Chemi-Cote®
glass beaded surface assures effective visual presentations.
Da-Lite screens are available in
a wide selection of sizes to fit every
need. An Electrol screen can be recessed in ceiling or installed on
wall or ceiling. Choose a Da-Lite

screen-you get the big
difference in quality~and
the difference costs you
nothing.
Write for specifications,

prices and name of your
nearest franchised AudioVisual dealer.

Address

„o;..c'i'Jgn":;Pgi§ DA-L|TE acARR[sEANw??fo'|#.A
®

For more data, c.ircle 86 on
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With Hunt Dimming Controls you not only get
all the romance, mood and effect of the old Kerosene
Lamp (minus the wick trimming) , but you achieve
the efficiency and flexibility necessary in modern
lighting together with Economy... Economy in
Relamping because incandescent bulb life is actually
extended over 1,0o097cwhen burned at 7597o of max-

imum rated wattage* . . . Economy in Operation
because Hunt Controls consume only the amount of
power burned by the lamp or lamps . . . ahd Economy in Installation because all Hunt Dimming
Controls are designed around the Huht developed

S#];Ci?,nc8##c:truf£#§o¥£tfhan(usaSSc)onrt:%#fonf8f]rno£
600 to 1800 watt capacities. In Hunt remote manual
controls of 1800 to 2500 watt capacities and in
larger remote motorized systems controlling up to
20KW, the units are housed in 4" x 8" x 12" NEMA
1 enclosures, surface mounted to save valuable floor
Space.

No matter what your lighting requirement you
will find a Hunt Dimming Control or System in
either an Incandescent or Fluorescent model to do
the job.
For more complete inform;tion and specificational data on the fully guaranteed line of Hunt
Electronic Dimming Controls and Systems, contact
your local Electrical Distributor or the Hunt Representative in your area listed on the back cover` of
our Sweet's Catalogue . . . or write the people who
bring you the Brightest Ideas in Dimming:

•ELI

*General Electric's characteristics
calculator for large and miniature
filament lamps.

IV7|

ELECTRONICS
CdlvIPANY

2617 ANDJON DRIVE / DALLAS, TEXAS 75220
FL 2-8421 / AREA CODE 214

For inore datci, circle 156 a,n Inquiry Card
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KING SIZE PLANTERS
Decorative hemispherical planters of
satin-finished aluminum are offered
in three sizes: 16, 20 and 24 inches
in diameter. Each size has an oil-finished .black walnut base with alumiT[FI:rn fect. MCDond,d, Products Corp.,
26 1 Dwh-It Burtld;ing , Buff alo , N .I .
CIRCLE 315 0N INQUIRY CARD

QUARTZ IODINE FLOODLIGHT
A new quartz iodine floodl.ig.ht can
be tilted in any position because the
INA-8A/200w` a;nd INA-8A/400w.
floodlights are mounted on ball joints
which allow tilting a maximum of 45
degrees in both directions as well as

forward and back movements.
The JNA-2A floodlig.ht provides top
beam efficiencies with a special reflec-

tor system that redirects normally
spilled` light. The narrow angle can be
preset between 5 degrees up to 22 de-

grees and the wide angle is 105 degrees. The 5-by 8-in. unit has a housing of aluminum alloy with fins designed for good heat dissipation. J72,frajmor of North Aineri,ca,, Inc., 748
Worthingbon RIdge, Berlin, Cbrm.
CIRCLE 316 0N INQUIRY CARD

NEW FLOOR SYSTEM USES
0NH FITTING FOR
POWER AND TELEPHONE

`

Introducing
THE NORTHWALL PROTECTIVE

WATER-REPELLENT FINISHING SYSTEM

Remarkable new preservative finishes
GUARANTEED to protect exterior
above-grade concrete and masonry
surfaces against water damage.
Available CLEAR and in COLORS.

A new cellular steel floor system introduced by Granco Steel Products
Company puts power and telephone
outlets in one floor fixture and fully
electrifies thin, structural slabs used
with steel joist construction.
Designed to provide cellular floor
electrical capacity in a compact slab,
the new floor system is beirig marketed nationally under the trade name of
Cez-Way.

The NORTHWALL SYSTEM comes as a long-sought-after solu.

tion to costly damage by moisture, smog, salt.spray, freezing,
thawing, efflorescence, alkalinity, blistering and peeling. The
key formulations in the NORTHWALL SYSTEM are NORTHWALL
CLEAR (water-repellent preservative finish), NORTHWALL IN
COLOR (decorative preservative finish), NORTHWALL FILLER-

COAT (for porous and other unpainted masonry surfaces) and
NORTHWALL BLOCKFILL (reconditioner for painted surfaces
such as wa'll board). The NORTHWALL SYSTEM proviides com-

pletely effective water repellency through 4 major factors: 1The guidance of technical experts to help overcome wall-coating
problems. 2-Strict quality control of unique improved formulations plus continuous laboratory testing. 3-Delivery in sealed
containers. 4-Careful on-site inspections before and after
application. The strong written guarantee is fully described in
our literature. Products of the NORTHWALL SYSTEM meet the
most demanding Federal and other specifications.

Send for our catalog or see it in -Sweet's ®
#9/GIL-AIA #25-b.3.9. Write o.r call for complete details.

THEG!L§TOPDivisioN
CILLE§PIE-I)OCEF)§-P.YATT CO., lNC.
Producers of protective coatings for nearly a century and a hcllf
6200 Annapolis Rd., Hyattsville, Md. 20784
Phone (301)-773-6800
Executive Offices: 40 vyall St., N.Y., N.Y.10005

The Oez-W¢gr system combines
large galvanized steel cells with one
of Granco's permanent steel forms
for poured concrete floor slabs. The
network of underfloor cells carries
telephone cables and electrical wiring
throughout the building ar}d can be
spaced to serve desks and office equipment regardless of location.
Units are available in three types
-single, wide and double. G7.a;"co
Steal Products Co., 6506 N. Broa,d,wa,i yu, St. Ilowis, ivlo., 63147
CIRCLE 317 0N INQUIRY CARD

mor.e prod;ucts on pa,g.e 29 8
For more data, circle 162 on Inquiry Card
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STOP THE MONSTERS
.

with new t'twice-the-wear"

Textolit6 iooo
LAMINATED PLASTIC=

...now you can wage war
on abrasive wear to
commercial Counter tops,
tal]Ies` and work surfaces
The greatest advancement in laminated
plastic in 25 years, G-E Texto/jte 1000

offers amazing twice-the-wear bene-

achieved by merely an extra thickness
of melamine.) TextoJi.te'I000, to put
it plainly, exceeds do`uble the wear
resistance required by NEMA standards for high-pressure, melamine Class
i laminates. Colors have more vitality
. . . woodgrain designs are more

fits over today's conventional highpressur? laminates. Here's a laminate
that fights back against the wear of
counter.top ``monsters" . . . a laminate
with remarkable ability to withstand
constant abrasion. Perfect surfacing
for such high-wear commercial ap-

sharply defined. It's easily machined
with standai.d shop equipment. Cost?

plicatiohs as checkout and coin ex-

change counters, restaurant and store

Reasonable! Initially, only pennies per

fixtures,I institutional furniture . . . and

square foot more than conventional
laminates-but it really costs les-s in
the long run because it lasts overtwice
as long. Send now for pattern and
color samples, and more information.

many others. A General Electric exclusive, ,it stands alone in the field for

wearabi|ity because of a new, supertough sulrface. (The extra wear is not

GENERAL © ELEO"IO
(

General Electric Company, Coshocton, Ohio, Dept. AR-54
AN INTERIOR SURFACING ADVANCEMENT

Plecise sehd more iniormcllion cind color sclmples for Textoli{c`® 1000 Iciminale

DEVELOPED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

i-_iF=iE
For more data, circle 163 on Inquiry Card
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Secretary of the Treasury Douglas Dillon discusses prospects
for 1964.with the chairman of the United States Industrial
Payroll Savings Committee-Frank R. Milliken, President o£
Kennecott Copper Corporation.

THE

1964

INDUSTRIAL

PAYROLL

SAVINGS

COMMITTEE

0F THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Honorary Chairman..

Crawford H. Greenewalt, Ohm. of the Bd.

Honorable Douglas Dillon

E.I. du Pont de Nemours .& Cow Inc.

Secretary of the Treasury

(Chemicals)

Chairman=

John L. Gushman, Pros.

Frank R. Milliken, Pros.

Anchor Hocking Glass Corporation

Kennecott Copper Corporation

(class)

(copper)

Reed 0. Hunt, Pros.

Members=

Crown Zellerbach Corporation

Crowdris Baker, Pros.

(Paper)

and

Thomas V. Jones, Pres. and Ohm.

James T. Griffin, Vice Pres.

Northrop Corporation

Sears, Roebuck and Company

(Aerospace-Aircraft)

(Retail Merchandising)
Clarence A. Kelley, Pros.

Walter Bouldin, Pres.

Dixie.Ohio Express, lnc.

Alabama Power Company

(Trucking)

(Public Utilities)

Lawrence Litchfield, Jr., Ohm. of the Bd.

Maurice R. Chambers, Pros.

The leatlers of Amerioa's business
community invite you to join in a

International Shoe Company

Joseph A. Martino, Ohm. and Pres.
Harold W. Comfort, Pros.

National Lead Company `

The Borden Company

(Food Manufacturing)

"The volunteer eff orts of such distinguished busi-

John D. deButts, Pros.

With these words the Secretary of the Treasury

(Aluminum)

.(Shoe Manufacturing)

major fiscal undertaking
ness leaders as yourselves on behalf of the Payroll
Savings Plan are a notable instance of the active
and productive concern of American business generally for the fiscal soundness and economic wellbeing of this nation."

Alum.inum Company of America

(Lead)
Charles F. Myers, Jr., Pres.
Burlington Industries, lnc.

Illinois Bell Teleph-One Company

(Textiles)

(Telecommunications)

William J. auinn, Ohm. and Pres.
John D. Ehrgott, Ohm. of the Bd.

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul. and

The Great Atlantic & Pacific

Pacific Railroad Company

Tea Company, lnc.

(Ftailroads)

(Retail FOod)

M. J. Rathbone, Ohm. of the Bd.

Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, Pros.

Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)

Radio Corporation of America

greeted leaders of 27 basic industries and opened
( Electronics) _
the 1964 planning of the U. S. Industrial Payroll
Savings Committee, a group formed of key busi- Ra`y R. Eppert, Pros.
Burrong;P.scorporation
nessmen and industrialists who assist the Treaqu.ry (Office Equipment)
Department in its debt management progralri 'by `
.

i .-..,-

`

-.,.------.-

H.I.. Romnes, Vice-Chm`t*9..i the Bd.

I

American Telephone and

Telegraph`Congpdy`-.,

(Electrical Edq'ip.ire.nt)`

...,. `.,

```..``` .-.-

Raymond 0. Firestone, Pres.

promoting U. S. Savings Bonds.
The Committee's prospects for 1964 are bright. ,
Thousands of companies will be urged to promote
the Payroll Savings Plan ent-husiastically within

(Petroleum)

W. Cordes, Snyder, Jr., Ohm. of the Bd.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

Blaw-Knox Company

(Rubber)

(Machinery Manufacturing)

Alexander H. Galloway, Pros.

C. E. Woolman, Pros.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

their organizations. yoLfr sLfpporz z.s 7zecdcd. Will

(Tobacco)

(Air Transportation)

you join your fellow businessmen to help millions
of American employees help themselves by saving

Harold S. Geneen, Pres.

Leslie 8. Worthington, Pros.

regularly? Your own organization-with your
backing-can make a splendid showing!
For full imf ormation, contact the chairman of

your field of activity -£odcly.

International Telephone &

Telegraph Corporation

United States Steel Corporation

(Steel)

(At Large)
Charles I. Zimmerman: Pros.
John F. .Gordon, Pres.

General Motors Corporation
(Automotive)

`

Connecticut Mutual Life

Insurance Company

(Insurance)

in your plant...promote the PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN for u.S. SAVINGS BONDS
The U. S. Goverrment does not pay fbr this edvertisemerit. The Treasury Department -thanl¢s, fior their patriotism, 'I'he Advertising Council and this magazine.
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What happened to curtain wall costs on this b
when the architect designed it with Stainless
They were lower thanL;icompetitive materials.
The dramatic, diamond-shaped facade of Pittsburgh's IBM
Building represents a radical departure in building design.

Its structural steel framework is on the outside, and called
for sheathing with extraordinary properties. It had to have
high strength, good dimensional stability in varying
temperatures, lasting corrosion-resistance in an industrial
atmosphere-and harmonize with other buildings in the
Gateway Center. And, naturally, cost was a factor.

-

Competitive bids in other materials were obtained to meet,
design requirements. The result: Stainless steel proved to be
significantly lower in cost. Its high strength, coupled with
depth of shape, permitted the use of lighter gauge sheet.
Stainless steel is economical over the years, too. It's solidmaintains its lustrous, corrosion-resistant finish for life
with a minimum of care.

Why not utilize the economy, strength, permanent beauty and
desigh flexibi]j.ty of nickel stainless steel in your own plans?

For further information send for lnco's suggested guide
specifications and lists of manufacturers for curtain wall,
windows, entrances and flashing.

The International rdickel Company, lnc. a:ww`at'rit5r:#efrk
I

For more data, circle 164 on Inquiry card
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ash discharge. Ct/cZoucL7be is a feature
of the Model 57 I)¢spostLZZ iricinerator

corwhmuedfrompa,ge294

which has a nominal rated capacity
of 100 lbs of waste per hour in con-

INCINERATOR
WITH CYCLONE _SHPARATOR
Claimed to be the first vertical high
temperature cyclone separator applied to incinerators, Cgrczoua;toe Fly

Ash Control is designed to improve
the efficiency of an incinerator under
adverse conditions of firing and
charging, and virtually eliminates fly

tinuous service.
The approximate weight of fl4oczez
57. is 2,500 lbs. It measures 4 ft 11 in.
high, 2 ft 3 in. wide and 6 ft 5 in. deep,

and its charging chamber volume is
T2.5 ou ft. Joseph, God,er Incinerators,
1|841 North Honore St., Chi,cago,11,I.,
60613

CIRCLE 318 0N INQUIRY CARD

LIGHTING FIXTURE -Available at the.Danish Design Center are two residential lighting fixtares, OTi,ant .Minor a;nd Ma,joy,
shown here in aluminum. These fixtures are also. availabl`e in copper.
fl4{7oor is made in sterling silver too.
Da;vi,sh Desi,gn Cen±er; 21-21 41st
Ave`., Long l8whmd, Cdy, N.I.
1'
CIRCLE 319 0N INQblRY CARD

GRANITE CHIP COATING
\Small granite chips, in a variety of
colors, can now be sprayed directly
on a modified n'eoprene matrix. Called
jl4:¢7.bze-L¢te, the process uses c_hips

in standard No. 1 and No. 2 sizes.
In addition to its decorative value,

the new surface is said to be waterproof .and fire-resistant.
A similar process, called GZcm2,o-

roc¢, is applied by trowel. Both aggregates adhere rigidly to metals,
wood, concrete, building block, brick
a,nd shechrock. E. M. Fbi;a;sinons curd
Associv±es, Inc., 89 Wol,f's Lane, Pal-

ham , N I .
CIRCLE 320 0N INQUIRY CARD

HEAT TRANSFER CEMENT
FOR PROCESS SYSTEMS
Zesf o7o heat transfer cement is designed to increase the efficiency of external heat applications. It is a nonmet;llic, non-corrosive compound

These outdoor-indoor fabrics don't fade

with high heat transfer characteris-

Guaranteed 5 years not-to!

tics which can be used where heat
transfer from or to a process line is
required.

This could be a color ad of o.ur fabric as parabola, fence,
chair covers, blinds and canopy. But there are 25 Sunbrella®colors and patterns available, so we'd rather you
used your imagination. Woven of 100% Acrilan* acrylic
fiber, tests prove Sunbrella astounding. Plus colorfastness, it's rriildew and rot proof. Retains its strength.
Exc-ellent porosity. Lightweight. Same color underneath as
on top. Leave it up safely year 'round. Soft, non-glare
finish. Increases efficiency of air-conditioning equipment
up to 7597o! Write for Sunbrella information and free
new design idea booklet. Glen Raven Mills, Inc„ Glen
Rave.n, North Carolina.

.Reg.T Mofchemstrand

ZGs€o" is

supplied in a mastic

compound similar to roof cement
in consistency and can be applied
with .a trowel or packet by hand. It
dries into a hard and intimately
bonded cement providing even ternperature distribution, fast heat-up
and increased efficiency. Zes€o7o, J"c.,
7Jflf Stw±e St., Perth, Amboy, N. Y
CIRCLE 3210N INQUIRY CARI)

more -broducts on pa,g e 3 o2
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Behind acoustical cei/ings that I.nsta/I faster, look better,
maintain maximum acoustica/ capaci.ty
Access to utility systems behind
an acoustical plaster ceiling is
through virtually concealed
Milcor Style 8 Access Door. It is
keyed to surrounding plaster by
Milcor No. 66 Expansion Casing

Bead, an integral part of the
door's oijter frame. Casing bead
also protects edges of plaster
bonded to recessed door panel

Milcor No. 66 Expansion Casing
Bead -with 1'',11/8'', or 11/4"

grounds - provides the extra

by Milcor Furlath.

With acoustical tile, a Milcor
Style A Steel Access Door is used.

The tile attaches to the recessed
door panel at a depth flush with
the surrounding tile surface.

Milcor plaster and acoustical
tile terminal forms a neat, clean
terminal where a plastered fascia

depth you need for proper thickness of acoustical plaster. Avoids
structural cracking at unrestrained juncture of wall and
ceiling. Provides straight, narrow reveal.

meets an acoustical tile ceiling.

Provides automatic grounds and
return for the plaster and a shelf

Memberofthe®Steel Family

® ©

AffF855F{

See Sweets, Sections 12ai/ln and 16K/ln, or wr.ite for catalogs 202 and 210.

Inland Steel Products Company
DEPT. E, 4033, WEST BURNHAM STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
BALTIMORE:, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, KANSAS
CITY, LOS ANGELES,
MILWAUKEE:, MINNE:APOLIS, NEW
YORK, AND
SAN
FRANCISCO
ML.72

For more data, circle 166 on Inquiry Card
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A finish nobody cares for
Maybe for 25 years. That's TEDLAR* PVF film,
Dupont's protective exterior surface that is bonded
to building products for no-care maintenance. It's
durable, good looking and weather resistant. It's
thoroughly proven and economical over the long
haul. And it's now available on all Mahon insulated-metal CuF{ain Walls having exterior panels
of aluminum.
Mahon Fibergla%*-insulated Curtain Walls have

long offered functional advantages-erection to
60 ft. in height without a horizontal joint, invisible
*Dupont registered trademark
**TM of Owens-Coming Fiberglas CorporatloD

vertical joints, easy .installation and low. cost. And

architects find a wide choice-in types, construction, metals, textures and finishes-for maximum
design freedom in meeting project criteria.
It is indicative of Mahon's compcfc#cc with
metal building products that they are now using
TEDLAR as one other means of better `serving
the construction industry. Find out how this compcfe#cc helps you. Write for literature or better
yet, talk it over with a Mahon architectural rep_--resentative. The R. C. Mahon Company, 6565
E. Eight Mile Road, Detroit, Michigan 48234.

MAHON
For more data, circle 167 on Inquiry Card
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Th_9n a series

steelcraft metal door frame

Insist on Steelcraft 'machine-mitered door frames
I

Actual slam tests have proven thait our"KD"frame will perform a[[ (functions of a door frame without the necessity of
welding.i Many people prefer"KD"frames because they eliminate the ugly grind marks and unsightly corners of welded
frames. Reduce your costs . . . get fast delivery . . . maximum
versatility . . . and the best in quality . . . get Steelcraft.
This is another of the many advantages gained from the use of

Steelcra
. . . and t
© Steelcratt

1964

The Steelcraft

metal door and frame products. Write for other items
name of your technically trained distributor.
ring Company, 9017 Blue Ash Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
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INTEGRATHD CEILING SYSTEM
A ceiling coffer module named CoJ-

contirvued i ron pcbg e 89 8

A€r-Zo.¢e is an integrated ceiling sys-

tem which controls the amount of air,
light and sound absorption. The basic
frame can be furnished from 2 ft
square to 6 ft square, with a rise
from 3 in. up to 12 in. in height. Virtually unlimited flexibility of standai.d components permits a specifier
to choose his own module size and
depth, jl4wzto.-Ve"t air supply and re-

turn system, lighting fixture, ac6us-

tica] material and pattern. Air is sup
plied through a ducted system an(
returned through the lighting fix
tures or grills. Regular 2, 3, or 4 lam|
fluorescent lighting fixtures can bt
used. Recessed, surface or cove-typt
incandescent lighting can also b(
suSDl±ed.

Th,e ` Pkybe-Natkond,

Com.

pa;ryay,1334 N . Kosiner Ave., Chica,gt
51, Iu.
CIRCLE 322 0N INQUIRY CARI

CARVED WOOD PANELS
Pcb"ezoa;7®ue designates a varied sei

ries of wood panels in modular sizes
that can be assembled to creat€
carved wood doors, tables, cabinets:
paneling and manyo other decorativ€
products. The panels have a tongueand-groove edge detail that permits

... probably the mos+

indus+rioug Worker
in mul+;Ple-floor

easy assembly.` Most panels are 9 by
36 in. and they are carved from kilndried all heart redwood 11/1 6 in. thick.

bu;ldjngs

~.-I
-

\`+

=1

JI +

Pamalc,arve, Boat 5215 , Sa;rut;cb Ba,Tba;rcb, Call,i .
CIRCLE 323 0N INQUIRY CARD

here's why.. • A dumb waiter lifts+ ` `
L=

vertically loads of every descrip-tion between fooors faster
and easier than any other method of transportation -just
by pushing a button. It reduces work loads, saves valuable
-`---_
----------and
'' ---._. _-`..-`,overall
`, '.`,. efficiency.
`„,1, \,JJ,,\,,\,,,\,J ®
man hours
increases

``-i:-:::::-:::':::-i---,

To stand the use and abuse that it
must, a dumb waiter must be carefully and soundly engineered. Emphasis should be on safety, sturdiness, heavy duty construction and
most important - dependability.
You can protect
your clients by specifications that will in-

sure this dependable service. Let
Sedgwick study your lifting problem, make recommendations, submit suggested specifications and
prepare preliminary sketches of
hoistway requirements. This is a
free consultation service based on
Sedgwick specialized experience
since 1893.

See standard specifications and layouts in SvyEETS 23a|Se

Sedgev.ice

MACHINE WORl(S

84 Eighth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.

``

FOLDING WOOD DOORS
Lo"ue7"-FoZcZ doors are vertical panels

installed in doorwa`ys or used as room
dividers that move along- a track

from jamb to jamb and may be completely closed or left open in a louvered_effect for light and air control.
An unobtrusive, sturdy steel, semienclosed overhead track with top and
bottom pantograph provide the nec-

essary support for operating alignment, regardless of the length of the
span. Plywiood panels are bonded to
form a hollow center of not less than
1 in. in thickness, tapering to 1/4 in.
on eauch end. Haldemam-Homme Mamufa,ctw.ing Compa,ny , 2205 E . Hermepin Awe., Minmeapol,i,s, Mi;yin.
CIRCLE 324 0N INQUIRY CARD
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PROBLEM:
Water. Water can reduce insula.

When more than 5 per cent absorption takes place, insula.
tion effectiveness is reduced. This holds true whether you
are insulating reefer trucks, refrigerators, houses, or innumerable other products. The added weight of the water
reduces payload for carriers. Moisture induces rusting in
enclosed panels and heat and cold insulation factors
deteriorate, The uni-cellular structure of PApl-based foam
eliminates the serious problems faced by conventional
water absorbing insulation. Write us for recommendations
to meet your particular appljcatj.on.

lion material to ineffectiveness.

SOLUTION:
Specify PAPI-based 1.shot rigid
urethane foam as the insulation
material to keep on top of the
problem.

fowlN coMPANv
A DIVISION OF THE UPJOHN COMPANY
NORTH

PAPI® T.M. Reg. U.S, Pat. Off.

WEST-2113 East Chapman Avenue
Fullerton, Calif. 92631

(714) 526-4936

MIDWEST-553 Pennsylvania Avenue
Glen

Ellyn, Illinois 60137

(312) 469.8875

For more data, circle 170 on Inquiry Card

HAVEN,

CONNECTICUT

EAST -Stiles Lane, North Haven,
Connecticut 06473

(203) 288-1671

CAN THIS fiooD LOOKING

WALL ALSO FOLD?

Indeed it can. The difference be-

tween a FAIRHURST FOLDING
WALL and an "accordion door" is
apparent. Quite evident is the
beauty of its near-seamless facade
of wood veneer, plastic or fabric.
Less obvious is the real reason Fairhurst has been first in Folding Walls
for over 35 years-the patented folding mechanism which assures ease
of operation and positive closure
without motors or exposed hard-

ware. A FAIRHURST FOLDING
WALL is always sound-retardant. It
won't sag, warp or jam and can be
made fire retardant if you wish.
Check your SWEET'S FILE or
WRITE DIRECTLY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.
TECHNOPLY COFtpoR^TION Dept. A

For.more data, circle 171 on Inquiry Card

MARBLE: economy material
for. cost-conscious clients!

MARBLE? they'll say, an economy material?
Yes, indeed! I/ they'll take a square look at a//
the facts.
Too many people make the mistake of assuming
that anything as beautiful as marble-with its
incomparable look of luxury-must simply be too
costly. That simply is not true.
Actually, marble offers the best of boch beauty
and economy .
Marble, of course, is permanent and durable,
more than good for the life of any building. Its
economy begins the minute it's installed. It never
needs painting or waxing or buffing. Year after
year, its minimum cost of maintenance is like
money in the bank.
Even marble's long-lasting look of luxury has a
tangible value, increasing pride of ownership and
pleasure in use, and helping to sustain property
values by creating individual distinction for
any structure.
Members of the Marble Institute of America
offer skilled and experienced counsel in the proper
use of marble; they offer the world's finest marble
workmanship in their plants throughout the
U.S. ; and they offer as well more than 250 foreign
and domestic marbles for you and your
cost-conscious clients to choose from.
For further information, write:

MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERlcA, Irvc.
32 Flrth Avenue. Mt. Vet.non. N. Y.10550
For more data, circle 172 on Inquiry Card
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For solution of your lighting

Problems . . .Visit the Holophane
Light & Vision Institute
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Product R,eports

ing reciprocals, logs, square roots,
cube roots, natural a-nd log sines, and
log ta;ngen+s. Scientific Ed;ucati,oitwh
ProdMcts Corp., 30 E.`lt2nd St., New

coywhmLed i ron pcbg e 302

POCKET-SIZE CALCULATOR
A palm-sized circular calculator with
a 30-in.-long scale i; only 2% in. in

diameter, yet it is said to be more
precise than a standard slide rule.
Front and back dials are synchronized and have nine concentrically
arranged scales for functions includ-

tional flexibility is designed specifically for auditoriums, arenas, shopping center malls, gymnasiums and
theaters.

York, N. Y.,10017
CIRCLE 325 0N INQUIRY CARD

HIGH CAPACITY
SIDEWALL DIFFUSER
A new Je± FZo sidewall diffuser for
applications ,requiring high discharge velocities with low aspirating
characteristics and maximum direc-

Units are available with one to
four diffuser elements per assembly.
The discharge pattern of each diffuser element can be manually adjusted.
Bcurber-Cckmun Compcunu , Roc\kf ord,
ZZZ.

CIRCLE 326 0N INQUIRY CARD

BRONZE WINDOWS
The first windows ever produced of
Anaconda's Et;erd?4r bronze on a productive basis consists of frame and
reversible sash. The new windows
made by a roll-forming process, are
priced approximately 30 per cerit lower than those made of bronze extrusions, are competitive with anodiccolor aluminum, and are only 15 per
cent higher than stainless steel. They
are available in natural, reddish old
gold color of Eq;erczc47. or in a pi.e-

aged statuary finish. Standard sash
and frame size is 3 ft 6 in. by 8 ft 0
in. Custom sizes are also available.
Tri,o Ind;ustrbes, Inc., 1095 S. Ave.,
BTkdgaport,Corun.
CIRCLE 327 0N INQUIRY 3ARD

EXPOSED AqGREGATE FACINGS
FOR MASONRY BLOCK

NEW
TV-FM ANTEN.NA
F=ECEPTACLES

An exposed aggregate block called
c7ewez-re# feature_s a decorative fac-

ing on a structural, modular size
concrete block. Properties are: 1.e-

sistance to weathering and water,

Beauty and utility. . . distinctive Sierra Wall Plates with TV/FM Receptacles

and non-fading colors. P7.eco C7ae77ao.-

recessed for custom appearance. Choice of types and combinations, in one and

cat Corp., 589 Mcbin St., Westburu,

two gangs . . . choice of colors: ivory, beige, grey, white and brown. Packaged

N.Y.
CIRCLE 328 0N INQUIRY CARD

complete with plug and 8-foot cord set, or with plug only. Ideal for all TV, FM,

AM, and rotary antennas. Use one or more in every room.

SIERRA ELEOTHI0 00HPOHATEOH
15100 SOUTH FIGUEROA ST.I BOX 85, GARDENA, CALIFORNIA

more 'plrod;ucts on I)a,g e 312
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Why accept stock plywood panels? Eggers will make and match custom
crafted plywood to your e*`act design, dimensions and expression
Eggers custom crafted plywood doesn't cost that much more. (ln fact, Eggers may even save you money
But Eggers custom Grafted plywood panels give
you so much more -look so much` bette.r -outwardly demonstrate the care and attention you've given to
by eliminating the waste of cutting stock panels to size.)

the entire building. Eggers offers you real design opportunity for interior expression that can't be obtained
from stock panels. Discover how Eggers will custom craft I.ust the paneling effect you want. Incidentally, if

you insist on stock panels, we make them, too.
Write for Eggers Custom Craft Plywood Paneling B00klet (a useful reference guide for specifyingtho effects you want).
I

This booklet tells and illustrates how you can specify: that doors match panels; tha't transoms match doors;
that panels match panels regardless of height variation of panels (up to 16 feet). How, with Eggers, you
may specify the color, grain, texture of the flitch for pahels . . . the veneer match (book, slip, random, etc.) . . .
the panel face match (running, center or balanced) . . . the panel construction. Why accept stock panels?
Eggers,will custom craft plywood .to` your

EGGERS PLywooD COMPANY
Manufacturers

OF

F= I
WO

RIVERS, WISCONSIN

I

PHONE 414-793-1351

ity Architectural plywood since 1884

For moreidata, circle 176 on Inquiry Card
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Bally Walk-lns can be assembled in any size or shape

The miracle strength epoxy that goes
on like paint, looks and lasts like ceramic tile!
Here's superior protection and tile-like beauty-at a fraction of
tile's cost. O'Brien's MIRA-PLATE beautifully coats everything
paintable-including new or previously painted plaster, brick,
concrete, wood, metal. Ideal for heavy traffic areas. Superior to
paint. Defies wear, weather, chemicals, fumes, peeling, and cracking. Unique waterproofing properties defy moisture. Brush it,

roll it, or spray it on-and MIRA-PLATE may be recoated or
retouched at any time. Many popular colors and attractive fleck
patterns. Ask your O'Brien dealer, your painting contractor, or
simply send the coupon.

To: The O'Bi.ion Cori}., Dept. AR-5

South Bend 21. Indiana
Please send. me complete information about
MIRA-PLATE, your miracle-strength coating
that goes on like paint, looks and lasts like
ceramic tile.

from prefabricated sections. Easy to increase size by
adding sections . . . easy to disassemble to relocate.
New design features!
1. 4-inch moisture-proof urethane "foamed-in-place" equals
81/2-inch fibreglass
2. Urethane's strength eliminates need
of_wood structure . . . reduces weight more than half 3.
Patented Speed-Lok makes assembly accur`ate, fast, easy
4. Lightweight door with automatic self-closing hinges . . .
iThproved hand lock (inside safety release) and foot treadle
. . . opens and closes easily
5. Self-contained refrigeration
systems . . . factory-tested and hermetically sealed . . .
eliminate service problems

Because of mass-production, Bally Walk-lns cost less
than built-ins constructed by building trades. And
cubic foot cost is less than half that of reach-ins.
Available everywhere through thousands of dealers and con.
tractors . . . no need to ever accept a substitute.
i____

``-.-`-a

The O'Brien Corporation, South Bend 21, Indialia . Baltimore . Oklahoma City . San Fran¢iceo . loS ^ngol®S

For more data, circle 177 on Inquiry Card
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6. Galvaniz'ed or aluminum in-

terior and exterior assure maximum sanitation. Stainless
steel available.

_

`-`-_

Write for 12 page brochure
and sample of urethane wall.

Bally Case and Cooler, lnc.
Bally, Pennsylvania
For more data, circle 178 on Inquiry Card
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Marina City, twin 60-story apartment towers in Chicago. Architect, a. L. Goldberg, A.I. A.

Marina City operating costs well under estimates
After enjoying the advantages of all-electric
living for a full year, Marina City residents

Marina City, through its modern trend-setting design, has

are finding their utility bills to be at-or

proven that all-electric construction is practical -and economical -even in Chicago's extreme winters.

below-the original estimates.
The actual bill ing for 209 of the first 248

electric apartment construction, contact your General Electric

For more information on General Electric's program for total-

apartments occupied was adjusted downward an average of $4.66 per month, by
Commonwealth Edison, the serving utility, while 29 remained at
the level estimated. Only 10 of the apartments had an increase

maj.or appliance distributor, or write to Construction Market

in budget billing, averaging $3.30 monthly..

Charles R. Swibel is President of

Development Operation, General Electric Company, Appliance
Park, 6-230, Louisville, Kentucky.

the Marinai City Management CorTotal electrical costs`for the 248 apartments-including
space heating, air conditioning, lighting, cooking, hot water, poration, now involved in the contelevision and all other appliances averaged $14.47 per month, struction of the totail-electric office
building adjacent to the twin towers.
or $173.64 annually.
Marina City apartments .are heated and cooled with General
Electric baseboard heating and thru-the-wall air conditioners
in a climate with an annual average of 6113 degree days.

GENERAL©E

For more data, circle ]79 on Inquiry Card
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architectural panels surfaced
with Du Pont TEDLAR®
A finish of TEDLAR* PVF film was

specified for these archi-tectura[ building panels. Typical of the increasing
number of building products available
with TEDLAR, these "Shadowall"t

panels by Elwin G. Smith Co. offer the
architect flexibility in design and
practical application. They look good,
go up fast, cost relatively little and
combine inner and outer walls and.
insulation in each modular unit.

More and more architects are specifying TEDLAR on siding and roofing.

This film finish is avai[ab[e on standard

building products as well as on building

panels and accent panels produced
by custom fabricators to the architect's
original design.
Find out more about TEDLAR. Write
Du Pont Film Dept., Box 501A,

Wilmington, Delaware 19898.
Channellock lnc., Meadville, Pa.

Architects-Engineers:
Lauren & Lenn Reagle, Meadville, Pa.
General Contractor:

Associated Contractors of Conneaut Lake, Pa.
*Du Pont registered trademark.
tElwin G. Smith Co. registered trademark.

GHEHED
fl I a . u . s . p^ T. a r r.

BETTER TH I NGS FOR 8 ETTER LIVI NG...7-Hf?OUGH CHEM/Srf?y

ers are bonded together with exterior
glues for a` strong, rugged panel.

Product Rieports
cordimuedfromxpcbge306

Sh,a,hertown CorTI., 20310 Chagrin
Bivd., Ctevehand, Ohio, 44122
CIRCLE 329 0N INQUIRY CARD

PANELED CEDAR SHAKES
Eight-ft panels of cedar shakes,

MOVABLE WALL SYSTEM
United States Plywood Corporation
has announced a new partition sys-

called E-Z Pzey, are now available in a
three-ply thickness. The first, or outer course, is unstained or grayprimed cedar shakes. The second layer is a cross-bind of plywood veneer
and the backing is an undercoiursin,g
grade of cedai. shingles. All three lay-

tem called Des¢g"er Wa)ZZ/6, a simple,

inexpensive mov.able wall system for
office buildings, schools, hospitals and

other installations.
The new systein consists of only six

basic metal parts as framing members for a wide range of panel materials of stock facing products.
Panels for the new I)es¢g"er Wcbzz/
6 use a wide range of economical
stock facing products. The system
also may utilize 1%-in. Nouopzgr panels, incombustible Wezdr.off core rnaterials, even stock doors.
The six basic parts in the new system are: an H-shaped post; a halfpost used as a\`ceiling channel, starter, tor railing for a low-rail bank
screen; an insert for glass; floor
channel; panel support; and painted
stect base covers. Uivhied States Plywood .Coap., 777 Thiffd, Ave., New

Super Soundguard X24

Tops ALL FOLn]Nfi
PAHT[TI0NS

RE:;, :, `r,ul`,i#l, ):., `,1;, ,`„

with sTe*44

Y ork, N .I .,10017
CIRCLE 330 0N INQ-UIRY CARD

CORRIDOR LIGHTING
The new Seyo.es JJ Veg-Le"s delivers
high levels of light for corr`idor walls,
and its upward component of 19 per
cent provides proper brightness `r`atios and relief of ceiling contrast.

The manufacturer also says the luminaire controls brightness for
glareless,
down-the-hall
viewing.

RAT]Nfi
*Sound Transmission Class Rating in accordance with ASTM
Acoustical

E90-61T,

Laboratory,

Riverbank

Geneva,Ill.

)

. . . and ALL FOLDOORS EXCEED COMPETITIVE
PARTITIONS, JVIODEL FOR MODEL! -) The Super Soundguard X24 outperforms all other single,

fabric covered folding partitions with an unprecedented

STC rating of 44! Engineered for Total

Excellence

throughout, the X24 is your most economical solution for

those critical sound-control applications . . . such as

Clear polystyrene or acrylic diffusers
are available. A 4-ft Veg-Le"8 accommodates one rapid-start `430 MA
lamp; an 8-ft model houses two such
lamps in tandem. L¢gfaf¢"g Products, Inn., High:had, Park,Ill., 60036
CIRCLE 331 0N INQulkY CARD

classrooms, conference areas or music rooms.
And you get the highest STC ratings . . . model for
model . . . throughout the entire line of sound retardant

FolDoor partitions. The Super Soundguard and Sound-

guard Series offer more consistent sound control in the
critical range from 350 eps. to 1400 cps. Five models with
job-tailored STC ratings give optimum performance and
economy for every situation.

FolDoor stands supreme in operating ease
and dependability . . . proven in the laboratory

and in ac.tual use . . . and backed by FolDoor's

exclusive extended warranty program . . .
strongest in the industry. Ask your FolDoor
Distributor for complete details.

VISIT AIA BOOTH NO.
A new concept in decorative styrene grillework
for space dividers and screens . . . factory fabricated with customized framing.

109

®

HOLCOMB & HOKE MEG. co„ INc.
®

1545 CALHOUN ST. . DEPT. E34 . INDIANAPOLIS, lND. 46207

WALL AND FLOOR
SURFACINGS
Rgno-Wad, Runo-KTcte a;nd Trcbffic-

Defo are new surfacing materials for
walls and floors. j3gr"o-Wa)I is a non-

cementitious, inorganic, vitreous
type' surfacing for interior building
wall available in a variety of colors.
Bgr"o-jrrefe is a nonrcementitious,
inorganic, breathing type surfacing
for exterior building surfaces such
as concrete, masonry, plywood, etc. /
T7.¢#c-Deft is an elastomeric systern coupled with a durable traffic
surface. R. M. Houingsheard CorT].,
Ach]ertdsing Dapt., 840 Cool)er St.,
Ca;aden, N. J., 08108
CIRCLE 332 0N INQUIRY CARD
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college dminis+ITators
Appreciate The FEexibility

Of Mirawal Classroom Divider
`

I

With constant changes in college curricula, it is necessary to be abl.e to subdivide and re-

arrange classroom space rapidly and at will. Mirawal Demountable classroom Divider

provides t,his flexibility-both student and instructor are offered adequate facilities. The
divider may be moved or +emoved overnight by school custodians.
Classroom Divider Partition Panels are porcelain-enamel (glass-fused-to-steel) and avail-

able in various colors and finishes. Comp]ementing the Mirawal classroom Divider are

Mirawal porcelain-enamel steerichalkboards of the same high quality as previously
`

specified and furnished in all types of educational institutions throughout the country.
i

Mirawal Classroom Divider shows a sound transmission loss of 35 db.

See how Mirawal Classroom Divider will fit into your next problem project. Write or call for

our brochure.

QUALITY PR0bucTS FOR QUALITY BUILDINGS

-

-.i

i--=.--Il`

_

_

E.`

-E*_:I__..

-E

West ofJ,\the Rockies, send your inquiry to:
MIRAWAL PACIFIC, INC.L943 SAN FELIPE ROAD, HOLLISTER, CALIFORNIA
For

ore data, circle 181 on Inquiry Card
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some teats
are impossible
without steel
Steel has the most favorable
strength-weight-cost combination
of any building material. Because
of its strength, flexibility of fabrication methods, and wide range
of available structural shapes,
steel makes possible esthetic and
space-saving achievements unattainable with other materials.
Steel can be designed as a beam,
rigid frame, continuously, compositely, plastically, orthotropically. Steel can be erected in any
season, can be handled more
roughly than other material. Because there are so many grades
of structural steel of varying
strength levels, it is never necessary to over-design.
Only steel columns could bear
the load. The 30-story Michigan
Consolidated Gas Company
Building in Detroit is the world's
tallest all-welded building for a
reason: integrated architectural
design prohibited use of columns
larger than 2 ft., 4 inches square.
Reinforced concrete columns that
size couldn't carry the required
61/2 million pounds. Connections
were welded to eliminate bulkiness and achieve smooth right
angles between beams and columns. Heavy columns for lower
stories are four plates welded into
a rectangular box section. Where
extra strength was needed a fifth
interior plate was added. Lighter
upper columns are regular rolled
sections. The field-welded windresisting system contains the
equivalent of 40 miles of 5/16-inch
fillet welds. American Bridge Division fabricated and erected
5,700 tons of steel, inspected
welds by radiographic and dry
powder magnetic particle techniques. Architects:
Minoru

Yamasaki-Smith, Hinchman &
Grylls, Associated Architects &
Engineers. Contractor: Bryant &
Detwiler Co.

Steel dome saves Syracuse
University $193,500. Fabricated and erected by American
Bridge, the low-profile dome of
the Syracuse University field

house has a rise of only 32 ft. and
a diameter of 300 ft. Because
there are no interior supports, all
of the 80,000-sq.-ft. floor is usable.

Seating capacity is over 4,000
with room enough for basketball,
track and field meets, or a 70-yd.
football practice field. There are
over 700 tons of structural steel
in the dome and canopy. In a
competitive bid with the alternate
concrete design, steel saved $193,500. Architect: King and King.

Engineer: Eckerlin and Kleper.
Contractor: R. A. Culotti Construction Company.
High-rise

trLiss

wa[]s-now

possible with unique design
and the "combination of
Steels." Through a new building
design concept using four different steels of varying strengths,
designers trimmed 200 tons of
steel (and saved $300,000) from
the skeleton of Pittsburgh's IBM
Building, first high-rise building
with truss walls. External framework is a diagonal, criss-crossing
truss system. Only interior vertical supports are the six columns
of the central service core. Outer
truss walls direct all wind, wall
and most floor loads down to two
ground contacts on each side of
the building. Using different
strength steels (from 33,000 to
100,000 psi) engineers accommodated stress levels much as bridge
designers have done in the past.
This principle also kept truss
members a near-uniform size
from top to bottom regardless of
stresses, and permitted American
Bridge use of time-saving modular fabrication and erection.

Truss walls form the facade,
eliminating spandrels and independent curtain wall system. Diagonals were fireproofed with asbestos plaster and sheathed in
22-gauge stainless steel. Architect: Curtis and Davis Associates.
Engineer : Worthington, Skilling,
Helle & Jackson. Contractor:
George A. Fuller Company.
General Offices: 525 William Penn Place,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Contracting Offices in:

Ambridge . Atlanta . Baltimore . Birmingham . Boston . Chicago . Cincinnati
Cleveland . Dallas . Denver . Detroit
Elmira . Gary . Harrisburg, Pa. . Houston
Los Angeles . Memphis . Minneapolis
New York . Orange, Texas . Philadelphia
Pittsburgh . Portland, Ore. . Roanoke
St. Louis . San Francisco

American Bridge
Division of

United States Steel
For more data, circle 182 on Inquiry Card

Product Reports

Division of Clopay Corporation. Torjesen, Inc., BTooJdyn, N . Y .

of the ceiling itself. In other type
ceili-ngs, only a single, narrow band

ooTwh;yunedfromT)a,ge312
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of metal outlines the fixture in the
Diffusers are self-hinging
and access to the interior of the unit
is simple and trouble-free. The troffers are available in 1-ft widths f or
two and three lamps; in 2-ft widths.
for two, three, four or six lamps.
ceiling.

FABRIC FOLDING DOORS
To.rjesen, Inc., is now manufacturing
a complete line of folding doors and
room dividers for commercial and institutional installations.
The new line was made possible
when Torjesen purchased assets for

the manufacture of architectural
doors from the Commercial Products

FRAMELESS TROFFERS
By eliminating the shielding door
Era;rue, Smbthora,ft Fro;males8 Trot /erg provide 11 by 47 in. (or 23 by
47 in.) of recessed lighting free from
harfdware or the possibility of light
leaks. In inverted tee grid systems,
the illuminated shielding is surrounded only by the exposed members

Smwhera,i i Corp., Chalsecb 50, Ma,ss.
CIRCLE 334 0N INQUIRY CARD

DOOR FRAME
An exterior door frame sets directly
on rough flooring and adjusts automatically to any finished floor from

3/8 to % in. thick. The Ady."sf-A-S{ZJ

door frame consists of two rheavy
gauge, skid-proof aluminum mem~
bers separated by a wooden thermal
barrier. A large tubular, flexiblevinyl seal makes a weathertight fit
against the bottom of the door, the`
manufacturer reports. Roofs Jsza;"cg'
Mi:IhaoTke Marmhfaotwring Divi,shon,

Rock lsta;nd, Iu.
CIRCLE 335 0N INQUIRY CARD

FINGER JOINT LUMBER

PEMCO Steel Rod-Raks

lw,\'( `;`E, ,F,\ {, ;\f.-i.#=",I;I, \wi` rML\

Serving youth in his home away from
home by giving him s`torage area for
personal belongings in dormitory
rooms. A.place to store the extras . . .
in an orderly fashion.

Wezdowood Ztoha;¢de P¢"e is produced

with a unique "three-on-three" finger
jointing process, which is said to improve the grade and strength of the
lumber.

This

specially

engineered.

Serving you by cutting installation
costs, ending maintenance costs and
utilizing 100% of closet and wardrobe
Space.

Brighten up dorms with Rod-Raks
finished in Color--Fuse T. M. fused on
vinyl, satin zinc or high luster Copper

"±ckel Chrome. For further infor.
mat.Ion phone or write.

1umber is available in sizes ranging
up to 4 ft wide and 24 ft long.
Und±ed Stwte8 Plywood, Corp., 777

Tldrd, Aq]e., New York 17, Ny.
CIRCLE 336 0N .INQUIRY CARD
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• As you can see from this 77 model shown here, Von

mium finish, is also available with six color choices of

Duprin leadership in exit hardware covers design as well

tough vinyl fabrics-applied permanently to cases and/or

as engineering . . . and "the safe way out" is also the
smart way out. Lock and hinge stile cases and
5ther major components are drop-forged bronze,

crossbars. Write for free, full-color Bulletin 631, showing

77 rim, mortise lock and vertical rod devices that
/OOA best and work best in any opening.

assuring lasting service and dependable operaT

VON DUPRIN DIVISION, VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO.

tion in any opening. The 77, in bronze, or chro-

402 W. MARYLAND ST., INDIANAPOLIS 25, INDIANA

ry¢ttnxpriap®¥ TF Exit Devices
I
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Private housing development, Kuwait:
Painting Contractor: Kuwaiti Palestinian

Contracting and

Ministry of

Information

& G'uidance Bldg.,

Trading

Co.,

Kuwait.

Kuwait; Painting Contractor

Kuwaiti Palestinian Contracting and Trading Co„ Kuwait.

Ras Beirut Mosque, Beirut; Architect: Said Hijail.

Abdel

Hamid

_Chehab

Bldg.,

Beirut;

Architect: Jos. Karam.

Beirut; Architect: Berg Bedrossian.

Abdel

Hafiz

ltani

Bldg.,

Beirut; Archi-

tect: Ahmad Tanir.

The Man from Devoe gives service in depth on the

spot-wherever it is. Here, two of them-J. L. Hobart,
general sales manager (right), and J. L. Lloyd (left),
export manager-visit Fiatib AI Kurd, local Devoe
distributor in Beirut, Lebanon.

Even in (he Mitltlle East

It's no accidentthat here in Lebanon and Kuwaitas around the world-so many new buildings colorfully wear Devoe paints.

First of all, the architects and engineers who
build here know they need outstanding paint

quality to resist the intense heat, the beating sun,
the harsh winds and rains. And so they turn to
Devoe interior and exterior paints-among them
Vinyl Wonder-Tones, Velour Semi-Gloss, Mirrolac
Enamels, alkyd Velour Flats.

Then, the Middle Easterners possess a keen
insight into color-it's a special genius of theirs.

318
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Fouad el Lababidi Bldg.,.Be_irut; Architect: Samir

mzeh

Malass

Bldg.,

Beirut;

Architect:

Khairallah.

Hogop

]chian.

Hassan Hamrad

wait

Bldg.,

Beirut;

Painting Contractor:

Bldg.,

Beirut; Architect: Bahij Makdissi.

Kuwaiti

estinian Contracting and Trading Co., Kuwait.
Soheil

Bechara

Architect:

Jos.

BIdg.,

Beirut;

Karam.

Sorvioo in mnln-"iln nainl known mr uualiu

They demand subtle tones and harmonies...
they insist on accurate color matching for the
best aesthetic effects. Here is another reason

to paint formulae. Just write or phone the nearest
Devoe office to contact him. Naturally, there's
no charge for his services.

for Devoe: with its vast Library of Colors® system,

DEVOE

there is a range of over 1,000 shades-all tightly
controlled so that every drop of Devoe paint is a
precise match of the colors specified, even the
most difficult and esoteric.
Wherever you may be building, Devoe paints are
available. And so are the services of the Man
from Devoe-who provides skilled, professional
help with on-the-site problems from color choice

DEVOE & RAYNOLDS COMPANY, lNC.
Atlanta . Boston . Charlotte, N.C. . Chicago . Cincinnati . Cleveland . Cos

Cob, Conn. . Dallas . Denver . Detroit . Honolulu . Houston . Los Angeles .
Louisville . Moonachie, N.J. . New Orleans . New York . Philadelphia .

Pittsburgh . Portland,

Ore. . Richmond, Va. a Sacramento,

Calif. . St. Louis

• Salt Lake City . Warehouses in all principal cities, coast to coast.
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Silicone con§lrucllon-Seqlqnt f§
§Iocked by ]he§e di§frlbutor§
CALIFORNIA
VERTEX,

lNC.

4206 Charter Street, Los Angeles 58

COLORADO

CERAMIC TILES
DRESS DECORATIVE
HOME FOR BACARDI

STYRO PRODUCTS,

lNC.

13373 West 24th Place, Golden
I:LOR]DA
ROWELL-VAN` ATTA,

INC.

273 East Oakland Park Boulevard
Ft.

Lauderdcile

CEORCIA
BADHAM SALES COMPANY,
1145 Peachtree Street, N.E.,

lNC.
Atlcinta

ILL]NO]S
EHLCO WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

A gleaming facade of glass, white
marble, and blue and white tile defines the new Bacardi Building
against the Miami sky.
Some may sense a new corporate

image-the simple structural boldness that resulted from Bacardi's patronage of Felix Candela and Mies
van der Rohe has ceded place to a
more decorative fancy. To house their
United States sales operation, Bacardi Imports, Inc. called upon the firm
of Sacmag International of Puerto
Rico, headed by Luis Saenz.
Illustrated: No. 752-lv.DPDT, center

MHDAljlsT
by SLATER
The only line manufactured for performance . . . not price. Every Medalist
switch, receptacle and combination is
triple inspected and backed by the

strongest guarantee ever offered. For
top quality industrial, heating and air
conditioning jobs, only Medalistwill do.
Write for specifiers catalog.

MEDALIST: A PFtESTIGE PF{ODuCT LINE OF
SLATER ELECTRIC, lNC„ GLEN COVE, N.Y.
For more data, circle 186 on Inquiry Card
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Enrique Gutierrez was in charge of
the design of Miami's $1 million project. The eig'ht-story ,building occupies
less than 20 per cent of the 18,666
square-foot site. The glass-enclosed
lobby serves as a display gallery and

entrance to the elevator core attached
to the rear. The remaining floors are
used for Bacardi's clerical and executive offices.

The reinforced concrete buildirig is
supported by four main columns. The
st'ress is transferred to a horizontal

truss along the top from which the
upper seven floors are hung by posttensioned cables.
The north and south facades are
decorated with tile mosaics desighed
by the Brazilian artist, Francisco
Brennand. The patterns are composed of 6-inch-square, hand-painted,
ceramic tiles.
Bliss -Associates were the eng_ineers. Contractor was Frank J. Rooney, Inc.

3415 West Howard Street, Skokie

IOWA
STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS

2127 Grant Street, Betfendorf
Southwest 6th & Murphy, Des Moines

KANSAS
STYRO PRODUCTS, lNC.
1401
Fair fax TrQfficway,

Kansas

City

MARYLAND
R. T. GUMPERT COMPANY
5615 York Road, Baltimore 12
5708-8 Frederick Avenue, Rockville

MASSACHUSETTS
REFRACTORI ES & BUI LDING SPECIA.LTI ES, lNC.

767 Concord Avenue, Cambridge

MICHIGAN
HOL/v\ES ASSOCIATES, lNC.
1221 East Nine Mile Road, Ferndale

20

MINNESOTA
EDWARDS SALES CORPORATION
2916 Girard Avenue South, Minneapolis 8

.

MISSOURI
STYRO PRODUCTS, lNC.
1590 Page Industrial Boulevard, St. Louis 32

NEBRASI(A
STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS
City National Bank Building, Omaha

NEW YORK
CHEMICAL

BUILDING SUPPLY,

lNC.

25ooN¥TeRSLf7|bftrF:A,STY?;Eoorkp%tRyAT,oN
Box 73 Eastwood Station
4016 New Court Avenue, Syracuse

OHIO
THE R. L. WURZ COMPANY
13320 Enterprise Avenue, Cleveland 35
955 Proprietors Road, Box 209, Worthington
DURBROW OTTE ASSOCIATES, INC.
1426 Clay St., Cincinnati 10

PENNSYLVANIA
TOM BROWN, lNC.

:;bxra,roy3,R;,adp:ftsE|'r'::neyDrive
G. & W. H. CORSON, INC.
Joshua Road & Stenton Avenue
Plymouth Meeting
TENNESSEE
STYRO PRODUCTS, lNC.
471 Tennessee Street, Memphis 3

TEXAS
THE EMERSON COMPANY, Box 10814, DaHas
THE EMERSON COMPANY, Box 55218, Houston

WASHINGTON
WILEY-BAYLEY

INC..

3310 Meridian Norfh, Seattle 3

WISCONSIN
S & S SALES CO,RPORATION

404 North Second Street, Milwaukee 3

GENERAL © ELECTRIC
For more data, circle 187 on Inquiry Card
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§ILICOME COHSTRUCITI0H §EALAHT
proved most\\time
resisfqnT
oF qll
seqlqnfs fo weqfher,
qnd joint
movement

RESISTS AGING Because-it is a rubber, G-E

DOESN'T "WEATHER'' Samples of silicone rub-

ber have been exposed outdoors fo_r as long as
waterproof . And because it is a sL.Zfco7ie rub- 15yearswithnosignificantdeterioration.Severe
ber, it is virtually unaffected by organic rub- weathering tests, in which silicone and polysulber's worst enemy, ozone. In accelerated aging fide sealants were exposed to Florida sunlight
tests, silicone rubber is unaffected by ozone, in andsaltspray,provedsilicone'ssuperiorityafter
any concentration, over thousands of hours. only ohe year. Note "checking" in polysulfide.

Silicone Construction Sealant is resilient and

COMPRESSION-EXTENSION

CYCLE

This

is

a

major cause of sealant failure. Because other
elastomeric sealants take a set during compressz.o7® (see above) , they put a severe strain
on the bond during e#£e7asz.o7i. Silicone sealant,

with alriost 100% recovery after compression,
withstands repeated cycling, while maintaining an eff ective seal.

GREATEST LONG-TERM RESILIENCE The recovery

or "comeback" of silicone sealant after compression is far better than any other type of
sealant, particularly at extreme temperatures.
In this standard ASTM test, cured samples were
compresse.d 40% for 22 hours at 160°F. Silicone recovered 92%, polysulfide only 20-40%.

STABLE COLORS, NON-STAINING G-E Silicone

STRONG

Sealant (comes in five non-fading stock colors :

Silicone Sealant, can be applied year-round

BOND

AT

ANY

TEMPERATURE

G-E

tl`anslucent, white, black, aluminum, neutral. from -35°F to +140°F. Flows easily at low
temperatures. Bonds well to hot or cold surUnlimited colors c`an be ordered. No chance
faces. When cured, it will not stiffen in cold
3£es::£bn£::'itss]eni:ewTi°it:t£:ig±bnuitihd:npg±gmma::rtisai°s: or soften with heat. Adheres to all -common
building materials. A` one-part material, it
Accelerated weathering test above demonneeds no mixing or catalyst.
strates Color permanence, lack of staining.

Years o± testing and performance in rigorous applications have proved that silicone rubber is the most durable and dependable elastomer available today. General
Electric has made this material available! as a sealant formulated specifically to meet the needs of the
construction industry.
To further assure reliability, General riectric performs the entire manufacturing operation, from the
(

manufacture of the basic gum through formulation and
final packaging. No steps are trusted to formulators
or satellite plants. This is your assurance of the finest
and most consistent quality.
For more information contact your G-E Silicone
Construction Sealant Distributor shown on the opposite
page. Or write Section BG5105 Silicone Products Department, General Electric Company, Waterford, New York.

OENERhL © ELEOTRI0
For inore data, circle 187 on Inquiry Card
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plug in the hose .
dirt is whisked

through tubes to
\

power unit in
garage or utility
area: dirt collects
Manufactured by

H-P,PRODUCTS,

in receptacle . . .
Inc.,

``blue-air" is

510 WEST GORGAS ST.
LOUISVILLE, OHIO 44641`

Phone 875-5556

exhausted outside

Area Code 216

Fo.r more data circle 189 on Inquiry Card

How lo provide elf icien(
internal communications:

LOBBY
FRAMING

A modern Pneumdtic TUE]e System can often pay for itself

The. custom monumental lobby framing for The
Detroit Bank & Trust Company building was engineered and fabricated by Michaels to the architects
exact specifications. A leader in the architectural
metals industry, Michaels offers the architect a
convenient and reliable single supply source for
a wide variety of stainless steel, bronze, and aluminum products ranging from a complete metal
wall system to a single cast plaque. Write for
further information.

TIIE MICIIAELS ART BRONZE CO.

Malllng address: P.O. Box 668, Covington. Ky.
Plant a Offlo®: K®nton Lands Road, Erlanger. Ky.

hl®tal

Curtain

Walls-Windows-Entrance

Slastlcal. Work-Bank. Equi|)merit-Tat)lets

Doors-Custom

Store

a Signs-Arcrtltectural

322
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:doerq£[efs°,rhw°iprj:°£So'u°s:sC,e9tuc±:difes'tL:±rears±£:'rtb.%%¥±'nfL?scri
responsibility . . . backed by a half-century of experience in the pneumatic tube business.
Gel cost-sawirmg lacts. Write today i or ill,ustrated literGrfu;re.

Standard
CG8MnpvAfvy°EL\
COMPANY

fronts-Railings~Eccle.

Castings-Exhit)it

For more data, circle 188 on Inquiry Card
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in less than a year. Not only does it slash the cost of
messengers -it also speeds communications, increases
efficiency, eliminates verbal misunderstandings.

Cases

312-Esecond_St., North st. Paul, Minn. 55109

.

Tel. 612:777-1355

For more data, circle 190 on Inquiry Card
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The cheerful melodies of Music by Muzak will help create a of the estimated 70 million Fair v.isitors from all over the world.
Special recordings, scientific programming, and a unique feature
sparkling atmosphere and enhance the architectural beauty of outcalled "Controlled Dynamics" insure Muzak programs that are. apstanding exhibit halls at the New York world's Fair.
,
Among the first Muzak subscribers are First National City Bank, propriate at all times-without the distracting or irritating characterEastern Air Lines, Eastman Kodak Co., Transportatioh & Travel istics of unplanned entertainment music.
Muzak sound systems may be used for paging, public address
Pavilion, Inc., Greyhound Post Houses, Travelers Inshrance Co.,
and signalling as well as music distribution.
The F&M Schaefer Brewi.ng Co. and General Motors Corp.
A truly international service, Music by Muzak will help mask AIA File 31-I-7 Sweet's Catalog 33a/Mu.
Write for full details.
Zre24fzz
noise, offset tension and fatigue, and increase the enjoym:nt of many
EE
Argentina . Australia . Belgium . Brazil . Canada . Colombia . Denmark . Finland . Great Britain . Israel . Mexico . Peru . The Philippines .\` Switzerland . United States . West Germany

SLAB =HDFIE §Y=TEM.
N EW M ETH I D I F- F.LAT § LAB
FDRMINE F.DR MIJLTI-§TI]RY

H I I; H -R I § E I 1] N §TR u l=TI D N

Westinghouse
Wall Line Water Coolers...

fityour`plans

CONCRETE LOUVERS
ACCENT FACADE OF
APARTMENT HOUSE
A pattern of brise-soleils characterizes the design ,of a new 33-story
apartment house now tinder construetion in downtown riouston. Architests Charles Goodman Associates
have planned. the precast concrete
floor-to-ceiling louvers. to be fixed in

place at different angles on alternat-

(and take 260/o less space at that)
Compact design projects only 12" from wall . . .

takes .26% less space. No exposed plumbing or
dirt-catching space behind cooler. Easier and less
expensive to install, too, because slip fitting elim-

inates pipe threading and soldering. Available in
6-to 20-gallon Capacities plus "on-the-wall" models
in 8-,11-, and 15-gallon capacities. Full 5-year war-

ranty on all functional parts as well as refrigeration

system. Chick the Yellow Pages for your local dis-

You can be `
_

407 cars.

The loth floor will house a club, a
dining room opening onto a roof terrace, a swimming pool and three du-

above will contain 20 units per floor.
The structure is exposed reinforced
'concrete with a flat plate floor sys-

sure if it's
_

the Lumbermens Investment Company of Austin, Tex., covers a site `of
26,460 square feet. The 403 apartment units rise above. a nine-story
base containing parking space for

plex apartments with private gardens. The 20 stories of apartments

tributor or send in the coupon below.

__

ing floors.
The $8 million building, owned by

_

Westinghouse
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Water Cooler Department
Columbus 16, Ohio

Pleasesend medetailson westinghousewater

I

Coolers.

I

Zone

State

_______________I

tern. The p.arking structure will be
sheathed in 52-foot-long, formed steel
fins. The entire building will be coated with a black textured..material.
Once settled, it forms a permanent
bond with the concrete as a protective covering against injury.
Irving R. Klein & Associates are
associated architects. Contractor is
the Lott Construction` Company. Engineers are Bovay Engineers, Inc.
(mechanical and electrical) and
Heinzman & Clifton (s`tructural) .

For more data, circle ]92 on Inquiry Card
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Symons Slab Shore Systeln uses
Symons standard Steel-Ply Forms, normally used for vertical wall forming, for
all decking requirements. Material
adaptability, ease of assembly, speed of
erection and stripping are among its
advantages over conventional flat slab
forming.
Almost any slab forming requirement
up to 15' in height is made po`ssible by
combining tubular- steel shores and extensions. Under norinal loading conditions, each shore can support up to 60
sq ft of formed deck with a minimum of
lateral bracirig.
Forms are set on sliding ledger angles;
securely held without clamping or connecting hardware. Forms strip easily,
without disturbing stringers or shores.
System eliminates.reshoring; allows
more reuse of forming equipment.
Symons Sl,ab Shore System, including.
all_ componehi parts , is cLvatlable for rerital

with purchase option.
Free field service and engineering
layouts are available for all jobs. Using
this service increases the benefits of the
System . . . means a better job, at a
lower cost.
CONCRETE FORMING EQUIPMENT

SYMONS MFt=. CI]MPANY
|22 .^St touHY ^V[.. O[S PL^lH.S. ILL.

MORE: §AviNG§ F.FI`DM syrdoNs
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UNDEFi A FAMOUS BANNER...
The` complete line of paint products shown here is now
backed by the research and technological experience of
Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc. From now on, {hey'll have
two things going for them. Their own good names. And
Mobil's.

To help you in the specification of finishes to beautify and
protect your design, Mobil Finishes Company, lnc. has a

IH®bil

ho.st of reference material for your use. Especially help fur.
are the specialized booklets on solutions to color and illumination problems.
For a description of available` literature, call your local
representative, or write to Mobil Finishes Company, Inc.B
101

E. Ontario Street, Chicago 11, IIIinois.

M0BIL FINISHES COMPANY, INC.
101 E. Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois

For more data, circle 194 on Inquiry Card
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THERMOCORE is REZNOR'S new master_ heating core .for all gas heating systems . . .
ducted, non-ducted and combinations. Simplifies designing, specifying, ordering and

Ill =i]

installing. Write today for latest THERMOCORE Catalog:

=i,,',::_

Dept. AR-10-4

-,`..

P

MERGER, PENNSYLVANIA

For more data, circle T95 on lnqu.iry Card

NO MOFtE FtusTY ACCESS DOORS

NEWMAN
ALUMINUM

. . fHE ANgwER

ACCESS

To MoOERN RooF[Ne

DOORS

Check These Products-Sold Through Approved Applicators

V KOLORPRENE|+or.roofs
V KOLORGRIT®-+or tralff.ic decks

V P RO M EN AD EL tor balcoriies
and foot traffic

For electrical, plumbing, .heating connections and all
service points.
• precision fabricated

• rust and corrosion proof
• sturdy, extruded aluminum
• natural satin-.lacquer finish or caustic etch for field
painting
• snap-out hinge for door removal
• completely assembled ready for installation

For roofs of normal or un-

usual shape-curved, warped,
folded plate, etc.-the CaramMiracle Roofing System gives

architects complete freedom

WRITE FOR BULLETIN AND PRICES

in choice of color. Now being
used extens.ively on monolithic

reinforced concrete, light-

56TI Cenler

weight aggregate concrete
and exterior plywood.

Nil.I Aye.,

Cincinnati,

MIRACLE ADHESIVES COFtpoRATION
250 PETTIT AVENUE . BELLMORE, N.Y.

For more data, circle ]96 on Inquiry Card
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CHARLES DUB0SE specified precast white Concrete window
units for this new office building at Constitution
plaza, Hartford's 40-million-dollar, 15-acre urban-re-`
\

newal project. Made with ATLAS WHITE portland cement and an exposed aggregate of light gray granite,

the units are 4 feet wide and 12 feet high, weigh more than 2 tons each. Insulation was attached to the

inside face of the units after installation. . Today, more architects are specifying precast white concrete
in projects involving a number of buildings. It can be cast in a great variety of sizes, shapes, colors and
textures to provide individual distinction with pleasing over-all unity. Installation is fast, maintenance

costs are low. I For specific information, consult your local

precast concrete manufacturer. For a 32-page, fully illustrated
brochure titled "White Concrete in Architecture," write to
Universal Atlas, 100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

Universal Atlas Cement
Division cf

United States Steel
"USS" and "Atlas" are registered trademarks wF.6e
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Jttst Peebl¢sbed

THE NEW TOWNS
By FREDERIC J. OSB0RN
and ARNOLD WHITTICK

Gives fresh insight into Britain's New Towns
movement, and how these detached towns-Bug-

gest practical solutions to problems of uncontrolled city growth. Describes the problems and
eval`Iates the success of the first 19 new towns,

covering every aspect-fi.om the financing and
selection of sites through present-day administration of t,he towns. The history of the movement, antagonisms to the New Towns, and the

aesthetic aspects of the urban environment are
also t,reated.

Included ai.e descriptions of the

economic and social composition of the town's

populace, the sho|)ping and social centers, and

the relationship of the town to its industrial
area. Photogra|)hs, diagrams, and dr-awiings give
a clear picture of overall layout as well as the
ty|)es of housing of each new town
240

illus.,

393

pp.,

S12.50

FORJVIWORK FOR
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Just Out. A comprehensive guide to the infornation essential to the design, erection, use,
and removal of forms for all common types of
concrete structtires.

By R.

L.

Peurifoy,

Okla-

homa State Univ. 368 pp., illus., S12.00

ELECTRICAL SYSTEJVLS

FOR POWER AND LIGHT
Just

Out.

safe

electrical

Shows how to design efficient and

systems

for

a

wide range

of

industrial, commercial, and institutional buildings. By J. P. Mopartland, and the Editors of
Elec. Construe. & Maint. 224 |]p., illus., $9.00

REPORTS, TECHNICAL WRITING
AND SPECIFICATIONS
Just Out. Present.s principles of technical writ-

ing basic to any communication situation.
Emphasizes reader requirements, and shows
each step necessary to give the reader answers
he wants in the fewest words. By H. K. Glid-

don, Univ. of utah. 800 lip., $5.95

That modern planning concepts
should be instrumental in Creating
for Los Angeles "the finest zoo in the
world" was the basis of two and onehalf years of research into zoological
procedures by the architects, Charles
Luckman Associates. Specialization
of functions and a free-flowing sense
of space combine in an area designed
for instruction, recreation and .enjoyment.
Taking advantage of the hilly terrain of the site, the architects have
designed a system of bridges to allow the spectator a "two-level" viewing. The zoo is divided by means of
landscaping into five main areas, each
exhibiting the characteristic animal
life and flora of one of the world's
continents.
To preserve natural contours,
Luckman states that "nothing will
be permitted to detract from full enjoyment of the zoo's attractions."
Fences and barriers will be dispensed
with in favor of more unobstrusive
means of restraint such as moats.
A centrally located restaurant with
satellite pavilions will provide a convenient sp.ace for outdoor relaxation,
educational exhibits and information
facilities. The 104-foot-high spires,
visible from every part of the zoo,
will help visitors orient themselves.
Slat`ed for early completion is a
children's zoo where sculptured animals will be scaled to the child's size.
Johnson, Nielsen & Steinbrugge
are the structural engineers, and Dudley Budlong & Associates are the mechanical and electrical engineers of
the project begun in March. Landscape architect is Robert H. Carter.

Your clients have waste material
they've got to do something about.
All sorts of waste-food scraps, paper
service, cardboard, packing refuse,
govemmentclassifieddocuments,proprietary information, etc. SoMAT
Waste Handling Systems reduce this
(including tough stuff, such as bones)
to an inoffensive, odorless, semi-dry

PMu:£nT;°8"o'%f€€;feha!.£Jia£°:#::s¥{'##eefi

I?sg:er::c:a:spfe:;Paarsreil,'3a;:sl)I.ecYeasie
fewer containers standing around.
Housekeeping is much easier.
SoMAT units are rugged, virtually
maintenance-free, simple to operate.

Not fussy about their diet-anything

8reonvdaiTinb%k (dsa)y8Ch]ec#e]d] !8L°}Wt !8: £%ofig; 3nk88;

plus few cents for delivery costs, and return un-

¥fu:st:I:otc:ar¥ktp£:,,vi:%o§::p;££.dte]]f±vyeo#rceo¥±t_i:FLC:gfp&nd
E! Osborn & Whittick-Tlio Now Towns, $12.50

i

Sl?g%

I Glidden-Fto|)orts, Teeli. Writ. & Specs., $5..95

hard dropped in is shoved aside. Unit
can't jam, goes right on working.
There's a SoMAT System to meet your
clients' needs. Small kitchen? Complex of large kitchens? Combine food
waste handling with guest accommodation or office refuse? Security
document destruction? General plant
waste? From 100 pounds of dry waste
per hour to tons per hour. For full
information check Sweet's Architectural Ffl`e 27b/So or coritact Somat
Corporation, Dept. A45, Box 831,
Coatesvflle, Pa. Tel : 215-384-7000.

SOMArll
For more data, circle 199 on Inquiry Card
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otes on belowIgrade wateprproofing
I)esigners and contractors have long
recognized the necessity to compensate
±oi. both hydrostatic pressrire and capillary action on below-grade structures.
The variety of techniques and frequency of inquiries concerning products I or foundation dampproofing show
a marked divergence of opinions, however, as to the most effective methods.
Assuming the proper and adequate
usa of mechanical waterstops and
structural keying, perhaps the next
most important contribution .to moisture resistance in reinforced concrete
construction is water control in the mix
itself.Watergainvoidsattierods,structural interfaces and form junctures
are a prime cause of water seepage.
Look to low slump, low wate.r/cement ratio mixes` for significant improvement in the watertight integrity
of below-grade structures (1). While

water; reduction through the use of admixtures is certainly not news, its importance in the over-all waterproofing
processcannotbeoveremphasized.Wellplaced, water-reduced concrete makes
sense-: in terms of dollars, time and
effectiveness in the finished job.

At: low temperatures, set accelerators can
be completely
•low
Water/cement
ratiocompatible
mix designwith
and

are frequently used (2). Set accelera,tion, however, should be used in conjunctioh -with water reduction-not in
•place ,of it..

tics. DEH¥DRATINE 80 accelerates .set

and complements the effects o£ WRDA.
In waterproofipg "blacks," DEH¥DRATINEs 4, 6 and 9 offer a choice of spray,
brush and trowel consistencies with
and without asbestos reinforcement to
suit user preference and specification
requirements. In addition, Grace offers
H¥DRATITE integral water repellent for
concrete and METALON, the multiplecoat iron oxide compound for interior
surfaces.

sonry below-grade (3). A wide choice

Ma,gn4fbed cement p.a,rtbcles .bn
wa,{er show h,ow ca,tcdy%ing acti,on
of WRI)A. speeds hydra,t,ion, proapote§ pea,sticb±u of nice.

Effective below-grade waterproof-.
ing is neither prohibitive in cost nor
mechanically difficult. WRDA is a recognized and proved water-reducing
admixture which permits low water/
cement ratios while retaining desirable
placeability and strength characteris-

for high early strength development

Bdrrier coatings (waterproofing
"blacks") are naturals for exterior ma-

WithoutwFtDA

under extremely wet conditions and its
use requires no additional labor or application cost since it is added to the
mix at the batch plant.
Below-grade waterproofing also.includes the extremely eff ective iron
oxide (5} coating which is normally ap-.
plied to the interior wall and/or floor
surface. Successive coats of iron oxide
groutcreatea"masonrylining"whichis
highlyresistanttohydrostaticpressure.

of spray, brush and trowel-on coatings
are available. Asbest6s-reinforced compounds often permit single-coat applicatioh but should be protected during
back-filling.

FOP specofca;tions and, appttca,tion
suggestions, write to GTace Construetion Materials, 62 WhittenoTe Awe.,
Caimbpridg e Ilo , Mass., oT ref er to D eweu
and Alrmey and A. C. Horn Pprod;ucts in
Sweetls Catalog. Literoutw.e owofhable

on request (t) WRDA Forxp CMD-432-

I

St,earate w;ter repellents are integ-

22,. {22. DEHXDRA:TINE 80 Form CMD113 ; (a[) DEHXTjRA:TINE D a,mappToofing

;aa`!¥imr±exse±:t:°n::,£:ri:s€`igrhyd(e4g):e8::

Compounds Form CMD-131; .4;) FIX-

experience has
this effective
type of ''
•dampproofer
to beshown
especially

DRA:TITE FOTm CMD`-leo ,. cbnd u5`

WithwRDA
I

NI:ErrA,noRI FOTm CMD-118.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

-._I

EY AND ALMY CHEMICAL DIVISIONW.R.GRACEaCO.

DE

A. C. HORN PRODUCTS
DAREX CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS
ROCK PRODUCTS CHEMICALS

; CAMBRIDGE, MASS., CHICAGO, HOUSTON, LOS ANGELES, NORTH BERGEN, N. J„
I
MONTREAL, SAN FRANCISCO, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
I

CAULKS AND SEALANTS E FLOOR MIATERIALS E
ADMIXTURES I ADHESIVES AND BONDI rda-A-a.E.ruts-H

WATERPROOFING
_ _

AND
__
_ _ -ROOFING
__
-MATERIALS
_ --,,,-,,----,,-- I-

TE-cHNicAL cOATINGs E spEciALTy pRODucTs

I=or rhore data, circle 200 on Inquiry Card
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Lab plumbing a problem?

Solve it by specifying

STFtENGTH
-:__

___:_ -------

LONGER LASTING

_-_:

J{

WITH

MARACC}

new CORNING® Underbench Piping Kits
These kits include all fittings for any standard laboratory
bench or worktable-and they cost 30C7/o less than previous
parts and fittings. Kits provide flexibility for both horizontal
and vertical adjustment and can be connected `to the bench
from the floor with a minimum of on-site fabrication. For
positive protection against leakage and corrosion all the way
out to_the sewer, tie these kits into P¥REX® brand drainline.
Get all the facts in Bulletins BP-300 and BP-400. Write
Building Products Dept., Coming Glass Works, 8505 Crystal
Street, Coming, New York.

OoplNING
COF3NING GLASS WORKS
For more data, circle 202 on Inquiry Card

MARACON water`-reducing admixtures satisfy the exacting demands for higher strength, greater durability
and better on-the-I.ob control imposed on concrete for
use in structural designs.
To familiarize yourself with the advantages of using
MARACON in concrete mix designs, ask for specific
test data. Use the convenient coupon below.
Maracons are lignin chemicals which conform to ASTM Chemical Admixtures
Specification (ASTM Designation C49462-T, issued 1962). They are made by
the Marathon Division of American Can
Company, a leader in the field of lignin
research and a basic manufacturer of a
variety of lignin chemicals.
Write for name of nearest MARACON distri:butor.

Z,fnE:

MAFtATHO'N
DIVISION OF AMERICAN CAN COMPANY
CHEMICAL SALES DEPARTMENT
N E E N A H, \^/ I S C a N S I N

MARATHON Division of American Can Co.
CHEMICAL SALES DEPT.

.

NEENAH, WIS.

Send additional information on Maracon to:

For more data, circle 201 on Inquiry Card
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Cough too much?
Short of breath?

®

Don't take chances with a Respiratory
Disease-one of the sicknesses of breathing. Chronic FID afflicts at least 1 out of every 15
Americans today. Don't take chances with its most common symptoms-chronic cough
and shortness of breath. Your local Christmas Seal organization and the National Tuberculosis Association say: See Your Doctor!

332
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HOLD
EVERYTHING . . .

Fool) SERVICE: KITCHEN STOREROOMS,
PREPARATloN AREAS,

BY BROOKLINE`
1. I)isplays room numller

2. Identifies the occupants
3. Holds mail or messages

A distinctive and attractive
Combination plate in beautiful white, high impact,
colorfast molded plastic.
Available in any number of
slots. Engraved numbers
may be had in red, blue, yellow or green fill. Stainless
steel hardware. Excellent
identification on doors in
dormitories, schools, clinics, apartin6'nt buildings,
nursing homes, public
buildings. Another excellent product of Brookline
research.
SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET'S

URBAN DWELLING
BIDS FOR
SUBURBANITES
The resurgence of interest in downtown urban redevelopment poses a
great number of problems today, especially in the area of housing. Efforts by ,Chicago developer Harold L.
Perlman; are directed toward luring
the suburban dweller back to the city
by offering him apartments with a
luxuriousness
and
spaciousness
which could before only be found in
"mansioris in the suburbs."

6800 S. CHICAGO AVE. . CHICAGO, ILL. 60637
FIIIE CUSTOM BUILDERS' HARDWARE SINOE 1930

HOSPITALS:

CENTRAL SUPPLY,

In 1952 the Mccormick mansion on
Lake Shore Drive was razed to permit construction of a 23-story apartment horise. Now a 55-story, $10 million high-rise dwelling will be added
to the site. Called 1000 Lake Shore
Plaza, it will be one of the tallest reinforced concrete apartment buildings
in the world when completed in 1965.
Rising, 590 feet around a central
service bore, the building will contain 136) apartments of nine different types| They range from 61/2-room
units to 101/2-room penthouse suites.
A gas-pc)wered heating and cooling
system features dual-zone controls.
High-speed elevators, designed to
travel at: 1,225 feet per minute, will

whisk tenants from the nine-story
parking garage, which is topped by a

INDUSTRIES, lNC.

UTENSIL STORAGE.

nine-holel; putting green, to the 55thfloor recreation deck.
The btiilding was designed by the
Chicago Highrise Corporation, with
Sidney H. Morris and Associates as
consulting architects.

SCHOOLS: STATloNERY SUPPLIES,
BOOKS, ART SUPPLIES,

LUGGAGE.

. . . WITH

MJLRKETLER
SHELVING
iYo%n!:u,¥toar¥ga:dke:s!!geEr:.dsR!u::dv#§i±:p!aptee¥ni:a#y':f:orrns:t:°S{¥#:struction

and

double

reinforced

edges

withstand

53ajr;st°afnti;eseatn:ta£#ysede!iDr:#aBci:gTNi:3'V£§dTi:¥
scientifically determined shelf sizes. Easy to install
or relocate. SANITARY-Maximum ease of cleaning
with solid crevice-free construction. Spills wipe up

#:y.vari:i}n'8is cas{%:i a°nrd aa'cucng:nsjozrei8s Sftoere'mo#:
use and other applications.

Send for new brochure showing dozens of
actual in-use photos.

For more data, circle 205 oin Inquiry Ccird
SINCE

1891

For more data, circle 204 on Inquiry Card
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ROOFING & SIDING

KITCHEN & FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT

SURFACING & PANELLING

WALLBOARD
LATH, PLASTER & WALL.._

--I V & DRA\t`AGE

IN 28 BASIC
BUILDING PRODUCT
CATEGORIES . . a

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
IS THE UNDISPUTED LEADHR
The thousands of different kinds of products used to
construct buildings (like the James Whitcombe Riley
Center) fall into 31 basic building product categories.
In 1963, the Architectural Record actually topped the
field in 28 of them-nearly swept all 31!-carrying more
advertising than any other architectural magazine.
Now, for the 18th year in a row, more building product advertisers are placing more advertising pages in the
Record - and for good reason . . .

• Editorial Superiority -first i,n the field in quality
and quantity of seri)ice to architects and engineers.
• Pi.ef erred Readership - cL].chi,tects and engineers
haue voted Architectlll.al Record "pref erl.ed" i,n 183 out
.of 200 independently sponsored studies.

• Circulation Leadership -consistently more architect
and engineer subscribers than any other architectural
magazine - and the highest renewal ratel.

• Topv eriftable Market Coverage-Dodge-documented
proof that Record's subscribers plan ol)er 88C7{o of the to-

tal dol,I,ar vol,ume of all architect-designed building.

Building product manufacturers know that when one
top advertising value leads to another . . . and another
. . . they've located the leader. That's why year after
year more of just about everything-jnczwdjJ7g the kitchen sink -is advertised in Architectural Record.

***
ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD:3E°wwyEoS:K4,2NN.Dy.S,TOROE5:
A DODGE / MCGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION

©®

Some of your best friends are rats.
They could help save your life. They are used in research-in the laboratories of the universities and
hospitals where the unceasing war against cancer is
fought. Like all wars, it is expensive to wage. For
instance, 1,000 rats cost $2,500-1/2 gram of cobalt 60

costs $6,000-one electron microscope, $35,000.
Last year, the American Cancer Society spent
$12,000,000 on research to help fight this war. To
cure more, give more. Every dollar helps save lives.
Send your check to "Cancer:' c/o Postmaster.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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These distinguished
names have one
thing in common: REREffiw@RT©fflifeev
-_-_------

How do you choose public address loudspeakers when you are called upon for a professional
recommendation? You could make tests. You
could listen to a number of brands. Or, you
could specify University (more University
speakers are used by commercial sound specialists than all other makes combined,) Reasons: High "A" (High Audibility) design
provides a degree of intelligibility that has

never been matched; and the kind of dependability that caused a missionary to tell us that

after five years of outdoor use-in a torrential
rain region of Africa-his University speakers
never failed him! And we can quote you thou.
sands of similar reports on University Speakers
used throughout the world.
FREE!

66-page sound

planning

Handbook.

Price: $1.00-but free to architects and engineers. Write: Desk AR-5, LTV/University, Div.

Ling-Temco-Vought, lnc.,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

9500 West Reno,

LTV
UNIVERSITY
A DIVISION

OF

:

LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, lNC.

For inore data, circle 207 on Inquiry Card

For rr]ore data, circle 208 on Inquiry Card
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Index to Advertising

A:IC-LC

Modine Manufacturing Co ..... 260-261
A-IC Monoform Div., \Flintkote Co ......
29
A-LC

PRE-FILED CATALOGS of the
manufacturers listed below are avail-

A

able in the 1964 Sweet's Catalog File
as fol]ovis: (A) Architectural File
(gl'een) ,

(IC)

A-IC

Mue]Iei.

Bi.ass

Muzak

Corp:

Natco

Co.

: ...........

214-215

.................. ~..

32:3`

Col.p ............ ` ..........

245

A-IC-LC National Gypsum Co ........ 267 to 269
A Newman Bi.others, Inc ........... 326

Industl-ial -Construci

tion File (blue), (LC)
struction File (yellow).

Mississippi Glass Co.I ............ 91-92
Mobi] Finishes Co., Inc ........... 325

Light Con-

0'Bi.fen

A

Pemco

Col.p .........-...........

Wheel

308

Co .................

3`16

A-IC-LC Pittsbui.gh Plate Glass Co ....... 82-83

Pittsbul.gh P]ite G]ass Co., Paint
Div.

..` .......................... 277

Pi.estressed Conci.ete Institute .... 275
A-IC

Pi.oducts

Research

Co ............

A Republic Steel Col.p ...........

78

238-239

A-IC-LC Revel.e Coppel. & Brass, Inc ....... 279

A-IC Reznor Div., ITT Bell & Gossett,
Inc............................326.

A Bobbins Flooi.ing Co ............. 213.
A Rohm & Haas Co ............... 88-89
A-LC Rolscreen Co .................
227-228

A Rowe Manufactui.ing Co.
A Roya]metal
A-IC-LC Ruberoid

: ........

237

Col.p ................ 50-51
Co .....................
11

A .St. Chai.]es Manufactui.ing Co ..... 22r]
A Sande]l Manufactul`ing Co.,.Inc. ..
61

Schemenauer Manufacturing Co. . . 222
A

Schlage

IJock

Co .................

22

A Sedgwick Machine Woi.ks ........ 302.
A Sheffield Div., A1.mco Steel Col.p. . . 127
Siei.ra,
A
A

Slat,ei.

A-IC

A Berijamin Div., Thomas Indust]'ies,

A-IC

Inc...........................73-74

A-IC-LC Bestwa,11 Gypsum Co. ..` ..........
A-IC Bethlehem Steel Co ..... :` ........-.

A B1.ookline
A-IC Bul.ns &

Col.p .............

306

Electi-ic

Co ................

320

Sloaii Valve Co ............. 4tri Cover
Smith & Co., Inc., Elwin G ....... 283
Solai.......................:.....118

96
45

A

Somat

Corp ......................

328

A Sonneboi.n Building Pi.oducts, Inc.
Desoto Chemical Coatings, Inc. 16-17

Bigelow-Sanfol.d Car.pet `Co ....... 224
Bohn Aluminum & Bi.ass Coi'p .... 255

A-IC Boi.den Metal Products Co ........
A-IC Bl'ad]ey Wash fountain Co ......... '

Electi.ic

Silent
G]iss,
Inc ...................
115
Simmops Co .................... 94-95

SouJchern Pine Association ........

27
49

Square

D

77

Co .....................

233

A-IC Standard Conveyor Co ........... 322
A-IC Steelcote Manufact,ui.ing Co ....... 3:37
A Stee]ci'z:.ft Manufactul.ing Co ....... 301
Stockwe]I Wa]lpapei' Co., C. W. ..
28
A Summitville Tiles, Inc ......... i. 292A
A Sunbeam Lighting Co ......... 57 to 60
A-IC Sui.face Engineel.ing Co .......... 107

Industl.ies, Inc ......... 333
Russell Co .............. 223

Temco,

Inc ........................

75

A Titus Manufacturing Col.p .... 120-121
Toastmaster Div., MCGraw-Edison
Co.........................104-105

Ti.ane Co .....................

A Tl.inity White Dept.,
A Linen Supply Assli. of Amei.ica . . . 130
Liteconti.ol

Corp .................

Ludowici-Cdadon

Co .............

A Lundia, Swain & Myei.s, Inc .....
A-IC

Mahon

Co.,

R.

C .................

8

284

A Lockwood Hal.dwai.e Mfg. Co ..... 259
A

234-235

Genel.al

Pot.tland cement co .............

43

2928

A-IC United States Steel Col.p.
(subs.)

...............

A Univei.sal Atlas

314-315,

Cement

327

..........

327

Univel.sity Loudspeakers Div.,
Ling Temco Vought, Inc ....... 337

300

A Maple Floor.ing Manufactui.e].s'
Assn..........................rj6

A-IC Mai'athon Div., Amel.ican Can Co. . 330
A Mal.ble Institute of Amel.ica, Inc. . :3()4
A
A

MCGraw-Hill

Book

Co ............

MCQuay,

Inc .....................

Meadows, Inc., W. R ...............

Medusa Portland Cement Co .......

278

254

65

Mei.cer plastics Co., Inc .......... 2,72
A Michae]s Art Bi.onze Co ........... 322

A-IC-LC Mii.acle Adhesives Corp ...........
A

Mii.awal

Co ......................

326
313

2928

Von Dupl.in Dlv ..................

West

328

MCKinney Manufactui.ing Co ..... 218
A-IC

Venus Pen & Pencil Col.p .......
A

Mat.ket Forge Co ..-...............
:.333
MarmeT. Col.p ................. 26J-263

Coast

Lumbel.men's

317

Assoc-

iation......................290-291

A-LC Western Red Cedar Lumber Assn.. . 66
Westinghouse Electl.ic Corp .... 41, 324

A-IC-LC
AIIC-LC
A-IC-LC
A-LC

Wiegand Co., Edwin L ...........
25
Wood Convel.sion Co. . : ......... 84-85
Worthington Corp .............. 62-63

A-LC
A-IC-LC

Yale & Towne ....................
72
Yoi.k Col.p ...... ` ............. 242-243

NEW YORK-Ja,rues E. Boddorf , Admerti.sting Sales Mar., Sa,rm, H. Pa,tterson, Promotion MgT.., JoseT)1. R. Wq.unh, Adroertisim,g Prod;uctiom Mgr., 330 W. 42md, St.;

NEW YORK SALES OFFICE~Jolun I. Howeu, Ja;me8 8. Rgam, Don,ald T. I,och, 500 Fifth Ame.; ATLANTA-Shel,den F. Jones,1..375 Pea,chtree St., N.E.: CH|.
CAGO-Roben.i T. Frcunden, Ja;rme8 A. ALmd,arson, Robe,rt K1;he8ch, 645 N. Michiscrm Ave.; CI,EVELAND-Jolun C. JacJcson, Lowis F. Kut8dher, 55 Pwhttc Square;
DA.LLAS-Bra,diey K. Jones, Vcunglun Bwi,1dim,g; DENVER-John W. Pa,then,1700 Broad;avony. ; LOS ANGELES--Robert L. Cl,arlc, 1125 West Sivth St.; PHIZ,`A.
DEI,PHIA-Mi,cha,el J. Dowin, Jolun A. Teefy, 6 Pierrm Center PZcL%a,; PITTSBURGH-Johm, C;. JacJcson, Four Gatewa,y Center; ST. LOUIS-Ri;cha,rd, Grater, 7751
Ca;¢ondalet Ave;.; SAN FRANCISCO-Tom Trech,Veil, 255 CcL],kf orrvin St.
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Roosev®It Tow.rs. S®v®n Corzi®r8. Va. -Ro8en8ky & Kay. Washington. D.a. -Btijlder8

ANCHOR® RAILING SYSTEMS
PROTECT AND BEAUTIFY
Anchor Railing Systems are available in various designs
featuring vertical square pickets, colored panels, and
Modernmesh . . . all beautifully made of rust-proof alumi-

*These symbols are used in the
facing index to tell you which

advertisers make their catalogs
instantly accessible in Sweet's
Catalog Files. The letters stand
for the Architectural, Industrial
Construction and Light
Construction Catalog Files.
SWEET'S CATALOG SERVICE,

S`

F. W. DODGE CO. 330 W. 42ND ST. NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
DIV. OF MCGRAW-HILL INC.

num,
For beauty c!7id safety . . . at low initial cost and with all
the low maintenance advantages of aluminum . . . use
Anchor Railing Systems for balconies, walkways and sun
decks. Anchor is your assurance of quality, security and
attractiveness.
Our national network of company erectors will install
Anchor Rahing Systems fast and efficiently . . . anywhere
in the United States.
For detailed information, call your local Anchor man, or
whte: Anchor Post Products, Inc., 6684 Eastern Ave.,
Baltimore, Maryland 21224.

a__
_

ANCHOR POST

PFIC)DuCTS INC.

Plants in Baltinore, Houston, Los Angeles
For more data; circle 209 on Inquiry Card
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Fabricator: Resolite Corp.

New Hetron® panel with "TedlaF"* Coating has

A U/L FLAME SPREAD RATING 0F 35
3 TIMES MORE WEfflHER RESIsllANOE
These weather-stable panels are constructed by re-

Thi's panel refuses to spread a blaze.
Its U/L label tells you this Resolite "Fire-Snuf 35"

8 oz. corrugated panel has a flame-spread rating of 35.
The "Tedlar" surface gives the panel improved
color stability and control, and three times the weather
resistance.
3700 hours in a weatherometer had almost no effect on a Hetron panel coated with "Tedlar," while the
same test did considerable damage to the gloss of an
unco`ated polyester panel.

inforcing Durez® Hetron fire-retardant polye'ster res`in
with glass fibers and bonding it to "Tedlar" PVF film.
Outdoor testing and the EMMAQUA machine show

that surfaces remain good and there is no weakening
of the bond.
You can order these new panels in white or green.
For fLrther information, write .Durez Plastics Division,
Hooker Chemical Corporation, 8005 Walck Road,
Nort-hTonawanda, N.Y.14121.
*Du Pont registered trademark for its PVF filrri

DURE= PLASTICS DIY.SION
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No pail, no water . . . Eastern's
Star Venetians need no
washing eue7../ They alone are finished with Ludox,
Dupont's amazing colloidal silica compound
which seals invisible pores . . . makes slats
microscopically smooth to resist soil and dust
of every description.
In addition,
21/2-inch
Eastern's Star's exclusiv
S-shape slats stand up
in the face
of abuse. Wider-spaced, they
up to 38 97o
more visibility when open. Tight, interlocking
closure affords a handsome, one-piece drapery
effect . . . provides ideal dark-room conditions
in audio-visual installations. Return the coupon
today for complete details on Eastern's

Star-today's only Venetian blind to stay
clean with just dust-cloth maintenance !
a Registered trademark, Dupont's anti-soil compound.

asterngs
star
VENETIAN
Eastern Products Corporation

iBastern
Producl8 Corporallon

BLINDS

1601 Wicomico Sty Baltimore, Md. 21230
Please rush full information on Eastern's Star Venetian Blinds.

Horizontals / Vertica]s
Audio-Visuals
CUSTOM-MADE BY FRANCHISED DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE U.S. AND CANADA
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ANSHEN & ALLEN

architects
EAGLESON ENGINEERS

mecharrical en stneer
DINWIDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.

gerLeral corLiractor
JAMES A. NELSON

tlhanbing contractor
HEIECK & MORAN

¢lunbing whol,esaler
BRIGGS MANUFACTURING CO.

f ixture manuf actu ,.e ,`

The

lntematEonal
Building
-a Tower. alesig neat

to capture the charm
of its locale

Overlooking beautiful Sam Francisco Bay, the new headquarters building of the
American President Lines looms as a beacon over the home port of their ships that
travel the water highways of the world.

I- Situated between Sam Francisco's financial district and Chinatown, the new 22story International Building looks unmistakably at home on its hillside location.
This is so not only because the terracing at its base is intimately related to Sam
Francisco's contours, but because many of the building's details suggest a faintly
oriental character. The diamond-shaped patterns along its white roof fascia, the

prominent ¢¢1id" formed by the roof-these and other details give the International
Building a skillful blend of the old and the new.

As you might expect-the flush valves installed in the International Building are Sloan-famous the world over for dependable service, long life, water economy and lowest maintenance
cost. They are ffae Flush Valve of Quality.
Your building, too, can have this same Sloan quality. To be
sureyougetit,specifysloanFlushvalvesbyname-mostpeopledo.

SLOAN VALVE COIVIPANY.4300 WEST LAKE STREET. CHICAGO, lLLINOIS 60624
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